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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this project was to design a methodology to elicit and evaluate the 

problem solving processes of adults for complex, realistic work problems. Process tracing 

techniques fit the design criteria. The prototype methodology presented in this report records the 

information search of participants solving a hypothetical case problem. Their search through a 

computer database of problem details offers a trace of process. 

The methodology was tested using a case study approach. Thirteen forest road 

construction supervisors from New Brunswick, Canada, solved a stream crossing design and 

construction planning problem. Indices of agreement (Rimoldi, 1960; Rimoldi & Raimondo, 

1998) derived from an information theory of signal processing (Shannon, 1948; Attneave, 1959) 

were used to evaluate the consistency of participant search tactics with those of normative 

groups. Environmental quality was scored using the composite programming algorithm FCP-11 

(Bardossy, Bogardi & Duckstein, 1985; Jones & Barnes, 2000). FCP-11 was used to calculate 

the distance between participant solutions and the environmental ideal. The time and cost of the 

search and the construction cost of the final design comprised the efficiency analysis. 

The results suggested the methods are sensitive to distinct task-related schemata and 

heuristics employed by participants. Effects of employer policies, government guidelines, biases 

and habituation to home territory were noted in participant approaches to the case problem. 

Participant rankings for consistency, environmental quality and efficiency parameters were used 

to identify who should receive training. Recommendations include ways to improve the ease of 

use, functionality and reliability of the methodology. Toward assurance of best practices, 

researchers, instructors and trainees alike may use the methodology to view and compare 

professionals' process traces for real work problems. 
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Forestry professionals regularly solve complex problems at work. These problems are 

complex because large, remote tracts of wilderness are affected over long time horizons. A 

forester's ability to solve problems should interest anyone who cares about modern forest 

management or the forested environment. Certainly many people do care: the forest industry 

receives intense public scrutiny, and penalties for non-compliance are high. 

Foresters' solutions to problems are obvious on the ground, well after the fact. However 

the intermediate thought processes that lead to their decisions are not well understood. For this 

reason an assessment methodology for problem solving was derived from principles of cognitive 

psychology. It is presented in this thesis with results from a first case study in forestry. The 

methodology is sufficiently generic for extension to other disciplines like engineering, risk 

assessment and medicine. 

The application of concepts from psychology and cognitive science in forestry is new. 

Studying psychological factors like expert and novice problem solving processes in a discipline 

can help identify training needs and understand how competence and expertise develops over 

the lifetime of a career forester. Cognitive science as a research frontier in forestry may offer 

deep insight on the thinking of real workers. This has utility in artificial intelligence (Al) and 

decision support systems (DSS) development e.g. Cook (1993). 

The case study presented forest workers with a stream crossing design and installation 

planning problem. As a special class of cognitive behavior (Simon, 1973), design problems 

require extensive structuring (Hamel, 1994; 1995). Structuring a problem requires the strategic 

gathering and use of information, which may be new, provided by field reconnaissance for 

example, or called up from long term memory of similar experiences. Cognitive scientists have 

for several decades likened the human mind to an information processor (Newell & Simon, 
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1969) and have used process tracing as a class of techniques to indirectly observe problem 

solving behaviour. Process tracing has been used to study the clinical problem solving skills of 

physicians (Rimoldi & Devane, 1961; Rimoldi, 1988; Rimoldi & Raimondo, 1998) and to train 

medical students (Barrows & Tamblyn, 1977). 

The methodology presented in this thesis uses purpose-built software (the Problem

Based Learning Module or PBLM (Zundel, 1999)) and process tracing to elicit, record and 

evaluate the active information search, or AIS (Schulte-Mecklenbeck, 2005) that occurs during 

human problem solving. The AIS is modeled as the sequence of questions asked by a problem 

solver. This sequence is coded as a string of question identification ( question ID) numbers 

referred to as the 'tactic', a term adopted from Rimoldi's work. 

The AIS is considered to be 'modeled' by the tactic because the tactics are not 

considered a complete representation of the problem solving process. The processes of 

information retrieval, representation and use will largely remain obscured in the participants' 

working memory. However, the tactic provides a version of the true process insofar as it offers a 

chronological record of the external information search. 

1.1 Purpose and objectives of the project 

This research is part of a teaching and learning project at the Faculty of Forestry and 

Environmental Management (FOREM) at the University of New Brunswick (UNB). The goal of 

the wider project is to find alternate and possibly better ways to teach forestry students to think 

and problem solve. The purpose of this particular project was to design and test a problem 

solving skills assessment methodology. The methodology is new and is the main product of the 

thesis. 

The objectives of this project were to: 

1. Design methods to elicit individuals' problem solving (PS) processes; 
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2. Develop methods to record the PS processes; 

3. Adapt methods to evaluate the PS processes; 

4. Organize the foregoing into a step-by-step methodology that can be used by others; 

5. Implement the methodology in a case study, and; 

6. Use the case study results to report on the performance of the methodology. 

Reliability and ease of use were the design criteria for Objectives 1, 2 and 3 because the 

target users include researchers and busy educators. Reliability was gauged from the apparent 

acceptance of methods in related scientific literature. Ease of use meant ease of understanding 

and manageability of the data burden for analysis and reporting by laypersons, gauged by its 

simplicity and logistical demands. 

The responsibility at the conclusion of the case study trial was to use the design criteria 

to comment on the ultimate performance of the methodology. Chapter 6.0 reviews the reliability 

and ease of use of the methodology. A framework for calculating error was created. 

1.2 Case Study Participants 

Two groups solved the stream crossing case problem: 

1. Forest road construction supervisors. 

2. Government specialists. 

The forest road construction supervisors were the main group of interest. The entire 

English-speaking population of staff employed in this capacity by New Brunswick Crown forest 

licensees in 2002 participated. There were thirteen individuals. 

Provincial and federal government stream crossing specialists (the 'Specialists') 

participated as a comparison group. These six individuals were either professional engineers or 

fish biologists (with the P.Eng. or P.Bio. designation). 
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There was a third discernible group of participants. This group was called the 

'Stakeholders'. This group did not solve the problem but rather they contributed to the 

evaluation of the problem solvers. Eleven persons with a demonstrated interest in forest 

management, including environmentalists, were consulted on their perceptions of environmental 

risk for stream crossings. This data was later used in the environmental quality evaluations. 

1.3 Data products and analysis 

Performance data on the consistency and environmental quality of the participants' 

tactics and solutions was collected in addition to conventional evaluations of time and cost 

efficiency. There was sufficient data from this first implementation of the methodology to make 

descriptive between- and within-groups comparisons and to identify the performance limitations 

of the methodology. 

The primary data products were: 

1. The tactic recorded and time stamped by the PBLM software during the AIS 

(the 'main test'). 

2. The final solution parameters recorded by the researcher during a verbal 

retrospective interview. 

Three types of evaluations were performed on the tactic and the final solution 

parameters. These were evaluations of: 

1. Consistency 

2. Environmental Quality, and; 

3. Efficiency 

The main test materials, including the 'universe' of questions available for search in the 

content database are appended in Appendix A. The main test results (tactics and sample session 

notes) of the participants are provided in Appendix B. The retrospective interview materials and 
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results are appended in Appendix C. The next few sections expand on the evaluations that were 

performed on the dataset. 

1.3.1 Consistency 

Consistency was evaluated because it has pedagogical importance. Consistency between 

members of a group of experienced practitioners would indicate there is general agreement as to 

how to solve a problem. A high internal degree of consistency may promote confidence in 

accepting a group's authority as a performance standard. The 'accepted' approaches can be 

resolved into one or more basic tactics for novices. To enable simple comparisons of tactics for 

the same problem, the technique of Rimoldi and Grib ( 1960) was used to calculate a simple 

index of consistency. The basic idea behind the index is that bivariate patterns are produced 

when a piece of information is or is not requested by a participant (bivariate meaning presence 

or absence is registered as a' l' or a 'O'). Two 'indices of agreement' relative to the tactics were 

calculated for individuals and groups. One index, the accumulated information value by question 

or 'AIQ', indicates the prevalence of questions occurring in the search tactic that also occur in 

those of other problem solvers. The second, the information value by question and order or 

'IOQ', regards not only the presence of identical questions between tactics, but also their 

position in each tactics. Some qualitative analysis was also undertaken to examine the 

recurrence of themes and strategies that were consistent in multiple participant tactics. Theory 

and concepts to support the consistency analysis are provided in Appendix D. 

1.3.2 Environmental Quality 

Environmental quality was evaluated because of the well-known public and regulatory 

pressures on foresters as environmental stewards. A rational model for the environmental quality 

evaluation was adapted from Canadian Standards Association (CSA) guidance documents (i.e. 

CSA, 1991; CSA, 1996; CSA, 1997) for risk analysis and management. The model anticipates 
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that foresters will ask key questions to reduce environmental risk. A multi-criteria decision 

making (MCDM) approach was used. The MCDM model ranked participants according to 

whose tactics and solutions benefited from questions which were perceived by the Stakeholders 

to most reduce environmental risk. Stakeholder perceptions were collected using a mail-out 

questionnaire (Appendix E) and an interview to assign priority weights to risks (Appendix F). 

A composite programming algorithm (developed by Bardossy, Bogardi & Duckstein, 

1985) was used to accept participant tactics and solution parameters. The algorithm (termed 

Fuzzy Composite Programming-II, or FCP-11) is a distance-based multi-objective optimization 

program. In effect it calculates the distance of participant tactics and solutions from the ideal. In 

this case the ideal was set by reviewing guidance documents and the Stakeholder perceptions. A 

hierarchical structure was created (Appendix G) on which the FCP-11 code could operate 

(Appendix H) to calculate scores and rank participants. 

1.3.3 Efficiency 

Efficiency was evaluated using basic descriptive statistics of effort and cost. The 

parsimony of the tactics, the time and cost expended building the tactic, and the final 

construction estimates were considered. 

Each new question asked incurred 'virtual' time and cost penalties, and real time was 

consumed as participants completed the test with a session facilitator. 

Virtual time was an invention of the problem author in an attempt to express the number 

of person-hours normally required to ask each question and receive the information back. For 

example, the number of person-hours required to complete a biological survey of the stream was 

greater than the number of person-hours required to retrieve an in-house topographic map. 

The virtual cost of the tactic was evaluated by summing the personnel charge-out rate by 

person-hour plus office overhead and any sub-consultant fees, etc. that accrued with each new 
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question asked ( or service requested). The participants' own estimates of construction cost 

rounded out the analysis of efficiency. 

1.4 Contributions of the research 

A prototype methodology for problem solving research and instruction in forestry has 

been produced that can be extended to assess professionals in other disciplines. From a case 

study trial of the methodology there is new information in the form of: 

1. New process-based data on the active information search forest road construction 

supervisors utilized to solve a stream crossing case problem. 

2. New scoring metrics and performance standards for stream crossing problems. 

The methodology does offer an external trace of process that is an improvement over 

traditional assessments in forestry. It can be used as a training tool to this stage of its 

development. However it should not be used blindly or alone, appreciating the performance 

limitations reported in Chapters 5.0 and 6.0. 

Replications should stabilize the methodology and result in a standardized test 

specification. This kind of test specification is useful for adult continuing education programs, 

technical school training, university-level instruction, research on information search behaviour 

and the development of DSS and AI systems. 

1.5 Outline of the thesis 

Chapters 2.0 and 3 .0, Methods Review and Selection and Materials and Apparatus 

document the selection and development of the methods and materials. In particular, Chapter 2.0 

reviews theories of problem solving, explains why methods were chosen, and provides the 

reader with some forestry context for the case study. 
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Chapter 4.0, Methodology: Test Preparation takes the reader through the process of 

preparing the computer software and the content database in advance of the main test. Chapter 

5 .0, Methodology: Case Study Results, uses the test results of select case study participants to 

illustrate the application of the methodology in practice. Chapter 6.0, Discussion, revisits the 

case study results to identify the strengths and limitations of the prototype methodology. This 

last chapter closes with a summary of the principal findings and recommendations for future 

work. 
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CHAPTER 2.0 METHODS REVIEW AND SELECTION 

In the last century, different schools of thought in psychology have advanced different 

theories of problem solving. A review of competing theories was undertaken to select methods 

and satisfy project Objectives 1, 2 and 3 ( originally stated in Section 1.1 ). Despite the lack of 

precedent in forestry, the design effort moved ahead with a decision to use process tracing as the 

'parent' theory. 

Process tracing is a long-standing research paradigm in cognitive science dating from 

the 1950's. Process tracing offered the desired level of detail on the pre-decisional problem 

solving behavior of foresters. 

Chapter 2.0 addresses these topics: 

1. Cognitive science and problem solving theory and concepts (Section 2.1 ); 

2. Problem solving in the New Brunswick forestry context (Section 2.2); 

3. Proposed recording methods (Section 2.3); 

4. A model of participants' expected problem solving process (Section 2.4); 

5. Proposed evaluation methods (Section 2.5), and; 

6. Predictions of the case study outcomes (Section 2.6). 

The progression through these six topics helped make some critical connections between 

psychology and forestry. 

2.1 Cognitive science and problem solving theory and concepts 

This section gives an overview of cognitive science and problem solving concepts and 

theories. Problem solving research is a sub-discipline of cognitive science. 
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2.1.1 Cognitive science 

Cognition is the collection of mental processes and activities used in perceiving, 

remembering, thinking and understanding, as well as the act of using those processes (Ashcraft, 

2002); it is the act or process of knowing, including both awareness and judgment (Merriam

Webster, 2010). Cognitive science is the study of human traits and activities of skill, attention, 

perception, learning, and memory (Barber, 1988). In general, it is the branch of psychology 

concerned with the normal, everyday processes, rather than abnormal or rare psychological 

conditions. 

Cognitive science literature on problem solving is less 'applied' and more theoretical 

than some researchers would like for workplace - style problem solving assessment (O'Neil and 

Schacter, 1997). As a theoretical framework, however, cognitive science distinguishes between 

modern notions of domain knowledge, tasks, processes and strategies in ways that are useful 

here. 

2.1.2 Problem solving 

Problem solving research techniques are used in cognitive science to trace the 

intermediate thought processes leading to a problem solution, or decision (Ford et al., 1989). 

Problem solving processes have been described as the 'higher mental processes that are 

operative in a problem solving situation' (Rimoldi and Devane, 1961 ). 

A process is a series of actions or operations conducive to an end (Merriam-Webster, 

2010). The problem solving process is similarly described in cognitive psychology as the 

selection of operations or 'moves' to go from the initial problem conditions, through 

intermediate states of knowledge, to the goal or end state. Problem solving is occurring when a 

person is trying to attain a goal from a set of givens or conditions, with some means of 

transforming the conditions, but without an immediate solution (Medin, Ross & Markman, 
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2001 ). Therefore, a problem must have these characteristics: a goal, givens, means of 

transforming conditions and obstacles. 

2.1.2.1 Evolution of problem solving theories 

The cognitive processes of problem solving have been described as 'underlying' human 

reasoning (Van Someren et al., 1994) and behavior (Rosman & O'Neill, 1993). The use of the 

word 'underlying' implies that researchers do not believe it is possible to observe cognitive 

processes directly ( e.g. Hogarth, 1991; Anderson, 1984). Rather they use a variety of indirect 

methods to attempt to draw inferences about processes otherwise hidden to the casual observer 

(Ford et al., 1989). 

It is difficult to understand what the true nature of problem solving as a 'process' is, and 

how best to observe it. There is no widely accepted definition of problem solving that has led to 

a reliable and valid measure of it (O'Neil and Schacter, 1997). Interestingly, it was this kind of 

confusion with finding 'acceptable definitions of processes invisibly (and hypothetically) lodged 

in the privacy of the working brain that led to them being set aside from scientific consideration' 

during the Behaviorist period in the first half of the last century (Barber, 1988). The Behaviorist 

school of thought considered human problem solving to be either a process of trial and error, or, 

that solutions were found by accident. As such, problem solving was considered 'reproductive' 

behavior; it was believed that accidental solutions were reproduced as a learned response when a 

stimulus reoccurred. 

The Gestalt school of the 1950's, which developed concurrent with Behaviorism and 

extended theories of human perception to problem solving, held that problem solving is more 

than learning by association. Human perception was thought to lend insight into a problem's 

structure, and then to restructure it. In contrast to Behaviorist notions, problem solving was also 

seen as a productive activity. 
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Behaviorism was questioned and rejected when animal instinct was shown to prevail 

over lab-induced conditioning, and when World War II demanded measures of human 

performance that Behaviorism could not provide. Information processing and problem space 

theory appeared to satisfy the gaps in previously fashionable theories. 

2.1.2.2 Problem space theory and the information processing framework 

Problem space theory, postulated by A. Newell and H. Simon, reinterpreted Gestaltist 

work as an information processing framework. From the 1950's, A. Newell and H. Simon 

theorized about the problem 'space', and that problem solving depends primarily on the 

structure of the task environment and the memory capacity limitations of the problem solver. 

Problem space theory was widely accepted starting in the 1970's and continues as the dominant 

paradigm today. The theory maintains that the human mind, an 'Information Processing 

System', or JPS, is a kind of cognitive machine that operates on information using mechanistic 

processes. The problem setting, the thoughts and the knowledge of the JPS are represented 

formally using a system of logic with symbols and defined arithmetic rules. 

Newell and Simon argued that problem solving should be thought of as representation 

and search: representation of a problem as a problem space, and search of that space to find the 

solution. Although it is an abstract concept, the problem space is a person's internal 

representation of a problem. It is thought to consist of the intermediate states of knowledge and 

the operators needed to move among them. Within the problem space are the classic problem 

characteristics of a goal, givens, means of transforming conditions, and obstacles. 

In the late 1970's and early 1980's, a major criticism leveled at the research community 

was that laboratory experiments were too well structured to emulate the ill-structured settings in 

which most real-life decisions were made (Anderson, 1984 ). Ill-structured problems have some 

aspects that are not completely specified (Medin, Ross & Markman, 2001 ). Mazes or simple 

math calculations are examples of well-structured problems. 
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Anderson further stated (1984) that there was dissatisfaction with the 'ecological 

validity' of prior research, and the poor reception of the decision-aids that came out of that 

research. This resulted in experiments with a more representative design, the use of more 

complex experimental tasks (Anderson & Potter, 1998), and more emphasis on the pre-decision 

behavior of participants. Information processing has dominated since that time as a theoretical 

framework to represent the behavior of decision-makers in ill-structured environments 

Information processing methods are well suited to the ill-structured problems typical of forest 

management. 

The information processing framework is fraught with computer metaphors, a metaphor 

that was being pushed 'onto all ofreality' in the 1970's (Winograd, 2006). According to 

detractors, this theory is considered to be a rationalistic, or possibly worse, a 'reductionist' 

approach. While it continues to dominate the field of problem solving research today, and it was 

elected for use in this project, there are some newer competing theories. 

2.1.2.3 Alternatives to information processing methods 

An alternative theoretical construct for problem solving that could have been explored 

for this project is the socio-cultural view, for which problem solving is espoused as 'organic' 

rather than mechanistic. This means problem solving employs sensory faculties, systems and 

interactions with others and the environment that cannot, or should not, be reduced to simple 

rational systems. Some scholars have put forward that current thinking in cognitive science (i.e. 

the information processing branch of cognitive science) yields gender-biased models and 

computer-age representations of problem solving that are simply products of the thinking and 

styles of western male culture (Adam, 2000) and that this thinking lacks ecological validity 

(Winograd, 2006). 

As a consequence, new theories of representing problem solving are emerging. For 

example, the 'Hypothesis of Extended Cognition' purports that thinking extends outside the 
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shell of the skull to include the stimuli surrounding and within the organism (zigzagging 

between brain, body and world). Another interes!ing recent theory is the 'Dynamical 

Hypothesis' of cognitive development. Dynamic ism suggests the use of differential equations to 

describe the successive build up and collapse of linkages in the mind during complex activities 

like problem solving. 

The Dynamical Hypothesis and Hypothesis of Extended Cognition are not considered 

accessible to anyone but specialists and they are not supported by a body of 'sustained' 

experimental results. They do not meet the design criteria of producing a problem solving 

assessment methodology that is stable (reliable) and easy to use. Therefore these theories did not 

receive further consideration for practical application in the methodology. 

While it is important to remain open to alternative views, the information processing 

approach, which forms the mainstream of cognitive science, was favored for understanding 

problem solving generally. The next few sub-sections describe the contributions of forestry 

legislation, professional associations and literature to the promotion and understanding of good 

problem solving in forestry. This review assisted in considering the practical training and 

research needs in forestry while selecting and adapting information processing methods. 

2.2 Problem solving in the New Brunswick forestry context 

Normative standards such as the regulations and credit systems of government and 

professional associations are designed to promote good judgment. However, regulations set only 

the metes and bounds of the problem space and not necessarily the moves a forester can make 

within that space. 

2.2.1 Legislation 

Stronger environmental protection legislation in this decade has made the penalties for 

non-compliance in forestry more severe than in previous decades. For example, in 2004 the 
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Supreme Court of Canada ruled forestry professionals can be found personally liable for failing 

to adequately protect public lands or resources. This is indicative of the regulatory climate 

building around the participants in this case study in 2002. 

Legislation sets the bar for standards of practice in forestry but does not necessarily 

ensure a satisfactory outcome (Reader, 2006). The application of the law is left to the problem 

solver. Even then, meeting minimum regulatory standards is usually not sufficient under the 

duty of care expected of professionals in tort law. Standards and codes can be thought of as 'the 

floor, not the ceiling' in professional practice guidance documents like Best Management 

Practices publications (BMP's). 

Foresters are free to make choices that are socially or environmentally more responsible 

than legislation requires. However, employees are encouraged by employers to reduce time and 

cost impacts. 

The province of Ontario moved to industry self-inspection of licensed forests after half 

of its inspection staff was cut in 1998. The Pembina Institute of Alberta subsequently evaluated 

the Ontario forest industry monitoring process, finding that industry inspectors in that province 

are not protected from the province by retaliation from their employers (Winfield & Benevides, 

2003 ). Also, industry-sponsored inspectors reported fewer cases of industry transgressions than 

provincial ministry inspectors. The Pembina Institute of Alberta is an independent, not-for-profit 

environmental policy research and education organization. 

If forestry companies have to self-police in the future, particularly as government 

inspection resources dwindle, it is important to better understand their employees' thoughts, 

motivations and mistakes pre-decision. 

In New Brunswick, regulations for forest road building and stream crossings are 

monitored and enforced using an inspection system. New Brunswick provincial government 

monitors report on violations at stream crossings. Violations are recorded by the Harvest 
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Monitoring group of the New Brunswick Department ofNatural Resources. From 1997 to 2006 

the average licensee violation rate was 3%, as a percentage of the total number of culverts 

installed. The sampling system the government employed for audits changed in 2007. The 

government moved from a more comprehensive monitoring-style program to an audit program 

based on sampling. 

Interestingly, the 2007-2008 violation rate rose sharply to 9.1 %. The Harvest 

Monitoring Group explained the increase is likely because of the differences between the new 

and old systems. Minor problems on a job thought to be an isolated case under the old system 

can now be tracked if they tend to recur across a sample. The new audit system's philosophy is 

one of continual improvement. Not all violations are subject to a monetary penalty. Rather, a 

non-compliance category called 'Opportunity for Improvement', or OFI, was developed. The 

Licensee can voluntarily correct problems that are either infrequent or less severe by modifying 

operational procedures. Problems that persist through to the next audit are assessed for monetary 

penalty at that time. 

Irrespective of the audit system, the provincial government reviews the design at two 

points - a quick check at the beginning of a stream crossing job to issue the permit, and at the 

end, as resources permit, when the job is installed on the ground. By that time inspectors can 

only work with the licensee to deal with the consequences, rather than know the design and 

installation decisions (and missteps) preceding a violation. A risk analysis of provincial and 

federal forest monitoring programs on small private lands in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and 

Quebec (Agfor, 1995) found that reliance on regulations had become costly and that these 

programs were end-of-pipe measures. Meaning, the programs focussed on the end product rather 

than the decision process. The report recommended constructive commentary and monitoring of 

the entire process rather than measuring only the end product. 
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2.2.2 Professional associations 

Professional Development Hours (PDH) of foresters and engineers are tracked on either 

a mandatory or voluntary basis by professional associations in some provinces of Canada ( e.g. 

the Association of Registered Professional Foresters of New Brunswick (ARPFNB) and the 

Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of New Brunswick (APEGNB)). 

Professional competency programs have also developed in forestry ( e.g. in Canada, the Ontario 

Ministry of Natural Resources professional competency program). The Forest Engineering 

Research Institute of Canada (FERIC), a department of FP Innovations, also promotes 

continuing education programming. 

An interesting example at a different level is the Certified Logging Professional 

Program (CLP). This program has developed a certificate for contractors and supervisors in 

Maine and New Brunswick. These people are not necessarily professional foresters or engineers. 

This program is an indicator of the emphasis placed on front-line work quality. In this vein there 

has been some study of machine operators in the forest industry that report on the effects of 

increased experience (Bjorheden, 2001) and on the processes used to make decisions in single

grip harvester operations (Gellerstedt, 2002). However, there does not seem to be a parallel 

movement in the research community to find ways to assess competence at the 

supervisory/management level. Machine operators are studied because it is believed that they 

ultimately determine operational success. Unfortunately, the skills of the people who design and 

schedule the operation in the first place are not studied. 

Trettin and Musham (2000) concluded that clear legal regulations and independent 

testing programs are necessary components of good risk communication strategies. The 

assessment methodology developed in this project does furnish an independent testing approach. 

It may result in a framework to diagnose problems in the learned behaviour of Licensee's 

employees, and provide a neutral forum for constructive commentary. 
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2.2.3 Fores try literature 

Forest operations research in the past four decades has focused on machines (hardware) 

and formal systems (software). With the exception of a small amount of work on the psychology 

of heavy equipment operators and community-based forestry, databases of forestry publications 

were reviewed to show that the human cognitive dimension has largely been ignored. This is 

unfortunate because understanding pre-decisional behavior has value for the industry. It is 

anticipatory rather than after-the-fact, and the lessons learned from cognitive science may 

improve efficiencies at all levels in forestry (i.e. from how people plan the development of an 

entire forest license to how people select individual stems on cutblocks in that license). 

Current forestry literature has good information on optimization of intervention plans 

and machine allocation using computer models and tools like Decision Support Systems (DSS). 

However, there is little published today on the thinking and problem solving of the humans that 

use these tools in operations, tactical or strategic planning. In 2010 a search was conducted for 

topical articles using reference databases of agroforestry publications. These included the CAB 

Direct (formerly TreeCABWeb and then ForestScience.Info) and Agricola (USDA National 

Agriculture Library, or NAL) databases. CAB Direct is a storehouse of eight million articles 

dating from 1926. Agricola is a collection of four million items dating from the last three 

centuries of research. This source includes books, current periodicals like Skogforsk and USDA 

Forest Service publications, theses and newspapers. For a body of articles specific to forest 

engineering, the Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada (FERIC) and the International 

Journal of Forest Engineering (IJFE) abstracts were also searched. 

Using keywords 'problem solving', 'cognitive' and 'psychology' with 'forestry' as 

search terms among abstracts, so few records were retrieved for related articles from the CAB 

Direct database that the count was considered negligible. Further there were no records for 

articles from the Agricola database. A CAB Direct database search using the term 
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'cognitive/cognition' returned just over 100 results. These papers were largely to do with 

cognitive maps of forest values and perceptions to inform the social aspects of community-based 

forest plans. The keyword 'decision' by contrast returned some 69,000 results. This is because 

computer Decision Support Systems figure largely in forest operations research where the 

planning horizons stretch for decades and the complexity of multiple problem criteria is 

daunting Uust optimizing the near term trucking schedule, for example, is onerous). 

While some of the articles returned in the preceding searches are related to 'softer' 

issues in forestry like social and environmental planning and decision support, FERIC and IJFE 

are sources of operational level studies. This is more relevant to our study of intermediate-level 

forest road construction supervisors. There is no FERIC research to 2010 using the keywords of 

cognition, psychology or problem solving in the abstract. For the period 1982-1992, only 1.1 % 

of the FERIC publications bore either of the keywords 'decision' or 'planning'. This increased 

to 2.3% in the following decade (1993 to 2002), and to 2.4 % in the period 2003 to 2010. 

However, many of the search results were handbooks and none made a direct study of the 

cognition or other psychological characteristics of the decision maker or planner. Since its 

inception in 1989 to 2003, 17.4% of IJFE articles had been coded using the keywords 'decision' 

or 'planning'. Of these, however, only one article dealt with the psychology of the planning 

process (representing 0.5% of the total). 

The conclusion from this review was that the number of articles on the problem solving 

skill set of foresters is growing, but overall the proportion is still so small as to be negligible. 

Most are devoted to the architecture and application of decision support tools (MCDM and 

DSS), which support foresters solving complex problems but do not assess them. The lack of 

precursory psychological study calls into question the underpinnings of such tools; it must be 

difficult for the software developer to truly know what the decision process actually is for a 
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complex task, across many people and many regions. It is also difficult to know how well a 

forester or engineer is completing work tasks, with or without the aid of such tools. 

Without the benefit of a forestry precedent, the methodology was derived from methods 

found under the umbrella of the cognitive science-information processing theoretical 

framework. 

2.3 Cognitive science-information processing methods 

Historically, methods for studying human problem solving using the information 

processing theoretical framework have followed from one of two research methods (Hogarth, 

1991; Rosman & O'Neill, 1993; Harte & Koele, 1995): structural modeling or process tracing. 

Each alternately enjoyed popularity in the last three or four decades but process tracing has an 

enduring appeal which may have resulted from both the specific limitations of structural 

modeling (Anderson, 1984, Harte & Koele, 1995) and the general philosophy of researchers. 

2.3.1 Structural modeling 

Structural modeling is the use of mathematical models to relate initial inputs with final 

output (the decision) and thereby infer process. Structural modeling uses statistical analyses like 

factor analysis and multiple regression to give an equation describing the individual's strategy 

(Harte & Koele, 1995). Such analyses can show potential causal dependencies between variables 

on the decision outcome or to assess the fit between a predictive model and the observed 

decision outcome. As a result of a regression analysis, standardized regression coefficients 

(weights) are assigned to each variable. The coefficients are estimates of the weights the 

variables had in the final judgment between alternatives. Some typical uses of the structural 

modeling approach are (Rosman & O'Neill, 1993): 1. using linear models to predict or classify 

outcomes of decision processes, and; 2. attempting to assess whether experts' decisions 
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resemble linear or other models. This has echoes of the Behaviorist focus on Stimulus-Response 

(S-R) studies where intermediate steps are not well mapped. 

2.3.2 Process Tracing 

Process tracing is a methodology used to record the output of observable mental 

processes during solution attempts (Anderson, 1984; Ford et al., 1989) like intermediate 

information selection and use. This can be tied to performance. 

Process tracing techniques can include taping the individual's verbalizations concurrent 

with performing a task (as in verbal protocol analysis, or VPA (Anderson, 1984)) and recording 

their information selections from an information board or during computer search (Biggs et al., 

1993).These techniques were evaluated for use in this study. 

Harte and Koele ( 1995) cited reasons for the eventual success of process tracing over 

structural modeling. Process tracing is believed to provide a more precise profile of the 

judgment process than structural modeling because a record of the attributes the subject actually 

considers is maintained. Further, humans do not always make decisions predictable by linear 

regression models. A linear model would imply that an alternative receiving a low rating on one 

attribute would be retained as an option if compensated for by a high rating on another attribute. 

Well before Harte and Koele, however, other researchers had similar reservations about 

using structural models to represent problem solving processes. In 1961, Rimoldi and Devane 

were also concerned about the assumption that humans behave according to some mathematical 

or other type of model. They felt the data was often too crude compared to refined psychological 

measurements and that "interpretation of the data is not necessarily facilitated by introducing 

mathematical transformations or by trying to fit them into preconceived models". 

Structural modeling is a contemporary of process tracing, but it does not fit with the 

project philosophy. The project philosophy is to understand the intermediate solution steps using 
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methods a layperson can adopt. While it was rejected for use in this project, structural modeling 

may be used to work with the case study data in the future. There are proponents of combining 

methods from each paradigm to capitalize on their respective strengths (Anderson & Potter, 

1998; Harte & Koele, 1995). 

2.3.4 Process tracing with Verbal Protocol Analysis 

Verbal Protocol Analysis (VPA) was largely abandoned as a research method during the 

Behaviorist period. However, it resurfaced in the 1960's and 1970's in conjunction with an 

apparent renewed interest in human cognition and information processing and Newell and 

Simon's seminal work on problem space theory. 

By asking individuals to think aloud during problem solving and constructing detailed 

computer models of the verbalized thoughts, Newell and Simon identified different heuristics 

used by problem solvers to search their internally-created problem space. The segmented 

thoughts are called verbal protocols. To collect verbal protocols, participants are asked to voice 

their thoughts aloud spontaneously, without interrupting their stream of thought by interpreting 

or explaining it for the experimenter's benefit. This is called the 'think aloud method'. An audio 

record is made of the thought processes that the subject is aware of, or heeds, in the short-term 

memory. 

It was the analysis of verbal protocols that yielded the catalogue of classic problem 

solving strategies. Examples of classic problem solving strategies include simple search 

(working stepwise toward a goal, also called hill-climbing), means-ends analysis (choosing the 

operators that most rapidly reduce the gap between the current state and the goal state), working 

backward (trying different solutions until there is agreement with the givens in the initial 

problem conditions) and generate-and-test. This last strategy is to produce and evaluate 
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intermediate solutions iteratively before converging on a final solution. Generate-and-test is a 

very common strategy in completing engineering design calculations. 

VP A has contributed immensely to the field but formal VP A is very time-consuming 

and requires specific expertise in cognitive theory and qualitative methods. While some 

concepts and techniques were adapted for use in this study, a full-blown VP A methodology was 

not employed. This is because it contravenes the reliability and ease of use performance criteria 

set in Chapter 1.0: 

1. The resource expenditure 

The large volume of data generated through verbalization is extremely time intensive 

and difficult to encode. Detailed cognitive studies using VP A have not had much impact on 

everyday teaching and training applications because it is too difficult to return the results to 

teachers and students within a course timeframe (Hurst et. al., 1997). This was significant to the 

development of the methodology because instructors are one of the target users of the 

methodology. The workload and costs of a full VPA study would have severely limited the case 

study sample size. 

2. The expertise required 

Full VP A requires expert review, a particular expertise not possessed by the researcher. 

3. Completeness 

VP A has been rejected by others for reasons of completeness. The additional 

requirement of verbalizing is thought to slow down but not interfere with the solution attained 

by the subject (Ericsson & Simon 1993; Anderson, 1984) however some exceptions have been 

reported (Medin, Ross & Markman, 2001 ). Although VP A is purported to provide a direct or 

concurrent verbalization of the cognitive process (Fonteyn et al., 1993) concurrent verbal reports 

may not provide complete traces of experienced subjects' decision processes (Nisbett & Wilson, 

1977). This is considered especially true for highly familiar processes which operate 
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automatically (Biggs et al., 1993) or are 'chunked' in memory (Cooke, 1992). The interpretation 

of results is often subjective and not easily generalized (Van Someren et al., 1994). 

For these reasons full scale VPA was not used for this project. This directed the project 

focus to the 'information board' method. 

2.3.5 Process Tracing with Information Boards 

Using the information board method, participants are presented with background 

information about a given problem. Participants are expected to search through the information 

until: 1. they reach a solution; 2. they perceive little marginal benefit to continue searching, or; 

3. they simply give up. Their search through the items is carefully recorded. Each piece of 

information attended to ( asked for and used) is a unit of the process trace. 

This technique has been used in the medical and accounting literature. Barrows and 

Tamblyn (1977) and Norman, Barrows, Gliva et al. (1985) modeled medical diagnosis as a set 

of questions and actions, from which participants can select to identify simulated patient risk 

factors and decide on treatment. Earlier, Rimoldi ( 1959; 1960) had studied medical diagnosis in 

much the same manner, with cards bearing information attached to a board. The card numbers 

selected from the board were used as a trace of the intervening steps of the diagnostic process. 

2.3.5.1 Manual Boards 

Through the late 1950's and 1960's the manual method typically consisted of 

question/answer cards pinned to 'information boards'. The cards carried the information 

available to the problem-solvers. Some of the content was irrelevant or superfluous while other 

content was expected to be critical to come to a quality solution. Answers were hidden from 

view either on the back of the cards or in envelopes. 

Barrows and Tamblyn ( 1977) developed patient case histories to the point where 

booklets containing both relevant and irrelevant queries and actions were compiled to trace the 
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information searches of medical students and practitioners. The booklets were originally called 

'Portable Patient Problem Packs' with the sub-text 'A Problem-Based Learning Unit'. Barrows' 

team eventually coined the term 'Problem-Based Learning Modules' or PBLM. The queries and 

actions selected by the participant prior to diagnosis were manually recorded and later used for 

performance assessment. With the availability of personal computers through the 1990's it 

became possible, or even preferable, to automate the information board technique using personal 

computers. This became known as the computer search technique. 

2.3.5.2 Computer Search 

Computer search 'boards' provide the subject with information categories and their 

contents in a matrix or array of cells from which to choose. Information or decision boards in 

choice tasks present alternative choices to the problem solver. Attributes of each alternative are 

also provided and the problem solver can inquire about them. Rosman, in a 1988 study of 

decision-making in accounting used a computer search program ("Search Monitor") for both 

data presentation and collection. The Search Monitor software recorded all selections made by 

the participants, the order in which each piece of information was selected and the time spent 

with each piece of information. Rosman considered Search Monitor an unobtrusive way to 

collect data. It permitted randomization of information to prevent an order effect. It also enabled 

organized and efficient data collection (Rosman, 1988). One criticism of information boards, 

whether manual or viewed on a computer screen, was the possible cueing effect of posing 

alternatives to participants, and, revealing the text of possible questions to ask. 

The software package 'Problem Based Learning Module', or PBLM, was produced in 

Fredericton, NB by Dr. Pierre Zundel and FORCE/Robak Associates. It serves the same purpose 

in the research but was designed to avoid the cueing problems of traditional information boards 

as much as possible. The PBLM has never been released to the public. However, another similar 

software package called Mouselab has been developed and is widely available on the internet as 
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an Open Source Project for process tracing studies (Source: www.mouselabweb.org). Mouselab 

mitigates cueing effects by maintaining a cover over information labels that obscures them until 

the computer mouse passes over. More sophisticated software that registers eye movements, 

such as Eyegaze, has since been developed and popularized. This type of software has utility in 

process tracing for locating and timing eye fixation on computer screen elements to infer 

thought processes. 

The decision to use the computer search board satisfied project Objectives 1 and 2: the 

selection of methods to elicit and record the problem solving process. 

Figure 2-1 provides the reader with a complete overview of the research objectives and 

the methods ultimately selected to the methodology. It was developed expressly to retrace the 

methods selection described in the preceding sections. It is referenced throughout the remainder 

of this thesis. Once organized into a complete methodology (Objective 4), it was implemented in 

this first case study (Objective 5). 

2.4 An a priori model of the case problem solution process 

An important concern during methods selection was whether 'ought to really implies 

can'. The idea communicated by this phrase is that researchers sometimes assume that a human 

subject can respond as predicted by a model or a norm when they actually can't. Three reasons 

why participants may not meet the scoring standards as they 'ought to' were foreseen, as a result 

of either: 

1. the experimental conditions; 

2. the methods used, or; 

3. the subjects' actual abilities relative to expectations. 
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In the first case, the experimental conditions may not supply the participant with the 

information his or her processes act on in reality (the subject is capable of but cannot 

demonstrate the behavior of interest because of the task conditions). The use of a case problem 

does provide advantages like predetermination and pre-selection of the task, and standardization 

and compression of real time (Fonteyn et al., 1993). However, case problems are incomplete 

representations of the actual situation, and the data may not give a fair representation of subjects' 

behavior in a real situation (for example, the information gathered in a site visit). It is important 

to ensure the quality of the case problem content and its presentation because the way people 

approach problems in general depends on the context (Luria & Tsvetkova, 1990), and decision 

behavior depends on the way in which problems are framed and perceived (Kahneman et al., 

1982). 

In the second case, the methods may be insensitive to the form in which the participant 

normally practices. The subject may have all of the appropriate information, i.e., by retrieving 

from the long-term memory, and is capable of and does demonstrate the behavior, but the 

researcher cannot discern it because of inappropriate data collection and analysis methods. 

In the third and final case, the participant may not have acquired the knowledge or skills 

required through work experience or formal training (the participant is incapable of 

demonstrating the behavior to the prescribed extent). For these participants Hogarth (1991) 

states that the normative standard, whatever it is, cannot realistically be applied. In the next 

section some examples of problem solving studies are used to show how the theory of the 

preceding sub-chapters has been put into practice. 

2.4.1 Hamel's problem solving model of architects 

Hamel ( 1994) studied the verbal protocols of architects working on a design to model 

the architectural design process (Hamel, 1994; 1995). Hamel's model is based on Newell and 
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Simon's general theory of generate-and-test as a problem solving strategy. This means that 

intermediate solutions are evaluated, perhaps iteratively, before converging on a final 

satisfactory solution. 

Hamel's work on the architectural design process was considered applicable initially 

because design elements like serviceability, sustainability, safety and aesthetic criteria are 

universal whether one is designing forest roads or houses. Below, Hamel's model is provided in 

some detail. Quite simply, three phases are postulated: 

1. Orientation 

2. Execution (Solve) via Analysis 

3. Evaluation 

Hamel defines the architectural design process as what the architects do and think while 

they design. He uses a series of nested schemata in his model ( e.g. the problem conception 

schema, the task schema and the analysis, synthesis and styling schemata) to indicate the mental 

model from which the architect would be working during the design task. Figure 2-2 is a visual 

aid to help the reader understand the progression through the model schemata. A text description 

of the major elements of the model schemata follows. 

The problem conception schema contains all the information about the task and the state 

of the design process. This schema is the filter through which individuals interpret the 

requirements of the problem via the problem statement, such as a verbal request made by a 

colleague or boss or the text of a university assignment. The task schema houses the procedures 

involved in design tasks (where the phases 'orientation, execution and evaluation' are moved 

through iteratively for each sub-task within the main task). The orientation phase serves to 

extract background information about the problem from various sources. The execution phase 

accomplishes the actual work on the design problem. Execution within the task schema can 

itself consist of three schemata: 
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1. The analysis schema of the problem wherein the problem solver gathers information, 

decomposes the problem into its constituent parts and finds partial solutions; 

2. The synthesis schema where solutions to partial problems have to be combined to 

form one solution to the design as a whole. Intermediate evaluation takes place where 

the end product is an intermediate design which meets the technical requirements of the 

client, and; 

3. The styling schema of the solution into a design. The solution found in the analysis 

schema is styled to meet the architectural criteria (the aesthetic value of the design and 

the elegance of the solution: reaching maximum results with minimum means). 

At the terminus of the design process a final evaluation phase occurs. The product of 

this final evaluation of the solution is a complete design which meets the client's and the 

professional ( often regulatory) criteria. 

Hamel's architectural design model was compared with other models of the design 

process for construction-related careers. Mullins and Atman ( 1994) and Moore et al. ( 1995) 

studied freshman engineer's performance when solving design problems. In preparation for a 

VP A study Mullins and Atman specified steps in the engineering design process as per Table 2-

1. Comparable elements from Hamel's model are included in the third column of this table. 

The design steps from Mullins and Atman generally agree with the prescriptive model 

of problem solving endorsed by the Faculty of Forestry and Environmental Management 

(FOREM) at UNB i.e. define the problem, work through available information to identify 

resources and constraints, list assumptions, identify options for solution, evaluate the solution, 

report the results. This shares elements of orientation, analysis and evaluation with Hamel's 
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model. However, Hamel's model appears to represent the PS process in a more flexible and 

iterative way (less textbook-style). Because the content of the foresters' process traces was 

unknown, it made sense to start with an adaptive structure. Hamel's model refers to processes 

and schemata rather than fixed sequential steps and acknowledges the iterative 'generate and 

test' approach engineers are known to apply in actual practice. For these reasons Hamel's model 

was selected as the basis of this study's problem solving model. Figure 2-3 shows the adapted 

form. This framework was used to develop a simple a priori model for the case study problem 

solution. 
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Table 2-1 Mullins & Atman's (1994) engineering design process in relation to Hamel (1994, 1995) architect's design schemata 
Engineer's Design Steps Architect's Design Schemata 
(Mullins & Atman, 1994) (Hamel 1994, 1995) 

Define the problem 

Information gathering 

Generate alternative 
solutions 

Analysis 

Evaluation 

Selection 

Communication 

Implementation 

1. Goals and objectives of the problem are determined 
2. Assumptions are made 
3. Requirements and constraints are noted 

Acquiring information to orient to and understand the 
problem 

The brainstorming of ideas and developing these ideas into 
broad solutions to the problem 

Creation of mathematical and scientific models to study 
each alternative 

Comparison of alternatives based on economic, social and 
safety considerations and checking the solution against 
requirements and constraints 

Considering the tradeoffs involved in the choice of one 
alternative over another 

Using evidence from the foregoing to effectively convince 
others (like the client) of the choice 

Acting on the design choice 

Problem Conception Schema 

Task Schema: Orientation 

Task Schema: Commence Execution 

Analysis Schema: Orientation and 
Execution 

Synthesis Schema 

Analysis Schema: Intermediate 
Evaluation 

Task Schema: Finish Execution 
Styling Schema 

Task Schema: Final Evaluation 



Problem Concmtion Schema: Contains all the information about the state of the design 

Task schema: The design procedures 

Orientation phase: Extract information from the text of the assignment Define the problem. 

a Design a structu,e to crass the stream. 
b. Plan a,xi cost out its installation 

Execution (solve) phase: The actual ,vork on the design problem. 

A. Begin Execution: The Analysis Schema of the problem 

Orientation: Gather information on: 

Location 
- maps, air photos 

Situation (Scoping) 
- approximate size of drainage basin 
- regulatory requirements 

Resnurces 
-equipment available (fleet or contractor) & rental rates 
-material available in yard and from suppliers 
-human resources available (know.bow and labour supply) 
-gravel fill and rock supply (local or imported) 

Constraints 
-site characteristics (grades. stream class, meander, soils, fish presence) 
-site history ind. perfonnanceof other structures in the area 
-timelines, schedules 
-budget 
-ac:ces.srequirements. design loads, road ""idth 
-design or service life 
-future interventions planned in watershed esp. affecting overland flow 

Decompose the problem into constituent parts. sub-tasks a. and b. 

Execution Sub-task a. Select a stream cTOssing struaurefor the site. 

-Determine drainage basin contributing area 
-Apply physiographic rule formula 
-Find required opening area of the structure using nomograph 
-Evaluate fish swimming restrictions esp. grade and length 
-Calculate length using road prism dimensions ind. allowances for skew angle and 
fish swimming restrictions 
-Determine loading, gauge thickness and corrugation profile 

Figure 2-3 Preliminary model of forest road construction supervisors' problem solving 
process for stream crossing design and construction planning 
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The Analysis Schema cont 

Intermediate fa-aluatfon of Sub-task a. 

Re\ri cw options for various structures meeting design criteria above and other ai teti a like: 

-Cost vis a vis project budget 

-Delivery times \.is a \is project schedule 

-Simplicity of installation (i.e. multi-plate structure vs. CSP) 

-Excavation and 611 and equipment requirements vs. ,,hat is available 

-Additional features like end treatments. ,.,ingwalls, fonnwork 

-Equipment and manpo\ver requirements 

Choose the best candidate structure and move on to Execution of Sub-task b. The end 
product is an intermediate design which meets the tedu:ucal requirements of the site owner. 

Execution Sub-task I,. Plan the installation of the stream crossing m tire site. 

-Plan site access and delivery of structure 

-Plan stream diversion. dewatering and fish salvage plans 

-Plan job site preparation (dearing. grubbing. pile up of fitl) 

-Plan excavation and blasting. foamvork 

.:ptan gravel fitl and rock preparation and delivery 

-Plan winp•all, cribwork or other end treatment construction 

-,Plan slope stabilisation including material requirements 

-Estimate machine hours req • d and apply rental rates 

-Estimate man hours req • d and apply charge out rates 

-Estimate delivered cost of materials including rock fill: 

Intermediate Evaluation of Su.b•task b. 

-Subtotal installation costs and time to complete. 

S:mthesis schema - Solutions to partial problems have to be combined to form one solution 

to the design as a whole. The end product is a substanti aU y complete site installation plan 

design which meets the technical!regul atory requirements and budgetary andior time 

constraints of the site owner. 

Figure 2-3 (Cont.) 
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The Analyst c; Schema concludes and there is a transition to the Styling Schema 

B. Finish Execution: The Styiing Schema of the problem 

In architectural design, the-.solution found in the analysis schema is •styled' to meet the 

criteria (the aesthetic value of the design and the elegance of the solution: figuring out 

how to reach maximum results ,,ith minimum means). In forest operations this schema 

may be more aptly termed 'Site Re-Storation Schema'. 

Orim tation 
-Gather information on site restoration or habitat compensation requirements & 
materials available 

Execution 
-Calculate required units, apply rates and sub-total cost of site restoration measures 
-Create a project schedut e from commencement date to conclusion of site 
restoration. 

Enluatton 
·Evaluate likd y success of site restoration measures against regulatory and 
aesthetic requirements set by government. site O\v11er and imp1i ed by public 
accessibility 

Final E,11luation 

Sum alt costs and time to construct. Apply contingency and design fees if appropriate. Check against 

project budget and schedule. Compare against remaining requirements in the .-\natysis Schema. The end 

product is a complete design which meets the professional criteria. 

Figure 2-3 (Cont.) 

Having addressed the selection of methods to elicit and record the problem solving 

process in this section, the next section describes the evaluation methods. 

2.5 Evaluation methods 

Having identified process tracing and the information board as the methods to elicit and 

record the problem solving process (satisfying project Objectives 1 and 2), it remained to 

develop evaluation methods to satisfy Objective 3. Separate methods were developed to evaluate 
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each of the three assessment endpoints set out in Objective 3: consistency, environmental quality 

and efficiency. This section describes in brief the evaluation methods. 

2.5.1 Consistency measures 

Consistency measures were important for answering the research question: how are the 

foresters performing this task? Is there one, or more than one, approach commonly used? 

Consistency measures included general thematic analysis and numeric scores. General 

observation of the ordered list of questions participants asked about the case problem (the 

'tactic') was used to identify themes and 'tuples' of recurring questions. Numeric scores for 

consistency were generated by a scoring metric selected from the literature called the 'utility 

index' or 'index ofagreement'. It is referred to here as the Accumulated Information Value by 

Question, or AIQ. The derivation of the mathematical theory from information theory is shown 

in Appendices D-1 and D-2. The AIQ per question depends on the number of times the same 

question was asked by others solving the same problem. It is calculated as the ratio of the 

number of times a question was selected, relative to the total number of participants. The ratio 

can be calculated relative to the tactics of a peer group, an expert group or other group. 

Therefore, the AIQ of a question depends on the group's utility for it. . 

To attempt a between-groups comparison, a small sample of government personnel who 

design or approve culvert designs were formed as a trial normative group (termed the 

'Specialists'). The AIQ of each question in a single participant's tactic was calculated using the 

norm of the Specialists and the norm of the road construction supervisors. The ordering of 

questions was also analysed by creating a matrix out of the tactics and tallying the incidence of 

questions per position in the matrix. The frequency of questions occurring in the same order is 

referred to as the IOQ. 
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2.5.2 Environmental quality measures 

A different numeric scoring metric was used to evaluate the environmental quality of the 

tactic and final solutions. This second scoring metric is a composite programming algorithm 

called Fuzzy Composite Programming, or FCP-II. This algorithm was developed and used by 

others (Bardossy et al., 1985; Bogardi et al, 1985; Lee et al., 1992; Bardossy et al., 1993; 

Bogardi et al., 1993; Hagemeister et al., 1996; Jones & Barnes, 2000) to compare and rank 

things as disparate as crop models and landfills on the basis of their environmental attributes. In 

this study the algorithm was adopted to compare and rank the participant tactics and final design 

solutions on the basis of their environmental attributes. The algorithm computes the distance 

between the participant tactics and final design specifications from some ideal. The ideal can be 

any external standard pre-defined by the problem author. In this case Canadian Standards 

Association (CSA) documents for environmental risk assessment and management furnished the 

external standard. 

An environmentally sound design was assumed to include a technically correct design. 

A basic assumption was that foresters do not think about environmental protection in isolation 

from everyday work; that the environment figures significantly in their work because they 

regularly work in a forest setting. A second basic assumption is that information gathering is a 

risk reduction strategy. On the basis of these assumptions the presence of key environmental 

protection questions were expected among the purely technical questions. Using the FCP-II 

method, the simple presence or absence of key environmental questions in a tactic is encoded as 

either '1' or 'O'. 

The final solution is codified using a list of parameters, each describing a different 

feature of the design. Technical solution parameters included structure type (whether arch, 

round, box, or pipe culvert), structure length, and structure width or span. Environmental 

parameters are the fish passage measures installed, quantities of erosion control fence, rock 
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armoring and mulch used, and the stream diversion technique employed. Approximately sixty 

final design parameters for the forestry case problem were tracked in the retrospective interview 

guided by the researcher at the conclusion of the problem solving session. It was the interview 

that permitted participants to communicate their construction estimate. 

While some parameters can be quantified in units of length, volume and/or area, other 

parameters like 'stream diversion technique' can be encoded as present or absent in solution (1 

or 0). If it is desirable to distinguish between the least and most preferred technique used in a 

solution, as in 'unacceptable choice of technique', 'good', 'better', 'best', etc., the parameter can 

be encoded using 0, 1, 2 .. . n. The FCP-II algorithm calculates the least-squares distance of the 

reported parameters from the set of ideal values. The top-ranked solution is the one closest 

overall to the ideal. A hierarchy was used to identify the questions with environmental content 

that should appear in the tactics, and the design parameters that should be satisfied, for a level of 

'good' environmental management to have been achieved for the case problem. The hierarchy 

was also used to organize the data on which the FCP-II algorithm, as an upward-chaining 

algorithm, operated. The ranking technique provided by the work of Chen (1985) and the FCP-II 

programming by Lee at al. (1991) appear in Appendix H-2. 

2.5.2.1 Environmental risk management terminology 

Keeney ( 1996) writes, 'risk management embraces all the decisions we make and 

activities we undertake with the intent of improving our health and safety and the environment.' 

Taylor (1974) theorized that consumer risk is 'handled' or reduced by acquiring and processing 

information to control risk. Leiss and Chociolko ( 1994) suggest that individuals can reduce risks 

to an acceptable level by gaining information, gaining time (through advance planning), and 

control by reducing exposure to loss. The premise of this thesis, therefore, is that risk 

management is the search for and use of information on risks, and that risk management activity 

will be undertaken during problem solving. 
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Important risk-related terms used in this paper include risk and environmental risk. A 

basic definition of risk is that it is a measure of both the probability and severity ( or the 

likelihood and magnitude) of adverse effects. MacCrimmon and Wehrung (1986) expanded this 

basic definition of risk to include the exposure to adverse effects. MacCrimmon and Wehrung 

arrayed the three components of risk ( the magnitude, likelihood and exposure to potential loss) 

against three determinants, or conditions in which risk manifests: when a decision-maker lacks 

the control, the information, or the time to make the best choice with absolute certainty. 

To put MacCrimmon and Wehrung's multi-dimensional definition ofrisk in context, 

this case study attempts to observe how well forestry professionals manage time and information 

on a stream crossingjob to control the exposure of biota to environmental risk. Although both 

humans and biota are exposed to risk along varied routes or paths in the environment (Calow, 

1997), the focus in this case study was how well foresters mitigated risk to biota. Seeking an 

appropriate case study, the hazards of a single, specific forest intervention were taken as the risk 

source. 

2.5.2.2 Case problem environmental aspects 

The case problem centred on a culvert installation in a fish stream. To evaluate the 

environmental quality of the solutions, a list of potential environmental impacts of the culvert 

installation was compiled. The impacts were compiled from culvert design and regulatory 

literature and augmented with additional impacts identified by stakeholders in a questionnaire. 

This questionnaire is appended in Appendix E. Initiating events could arise during construction 

or over the service life of culverts. The result was a hierarchical 'event tree' for the case problem. 

Participants were expected to search for information to reduce uncertainty and exposure to risk 

in their solution. 
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2.5.2.3 FCP-II hierarchical structure and mathematics 

The fuzzy composite programming algorithm FCP-11 employs a distance-based multiple 

criteria decision making (MCDM) technique. The algorithm is termed 'fuzzy' because it can 

accommodate fuzzy sets (where traits can be assigned a degree of membership in a set that spans 

a range of values, rather than a single value). In applications where the datum is ambiguous 

(from verbal or incomplete reports) or there is a benefit to relaxing strict rules for classifying 

data, the algorithm has been used to rank the hazardousness of sites ( e.g. landfills (Hagemeister 

et al., 1996)). It has also been used to rank management alternatives for pollution disposal (Lee 

et al., 1991), and nitrate contamination (Lee et al., 1992), for crop management models (Jones 

and Barnes, 2000) and water mains rehabilitation programs (Yan and Vairavamoorthy, 2003). 

The external performance standard developed to rank participant solutions in this study 

consisted of five sub-steps derived from CSA standards for 'good' risk management: 1. Hazard 

Identification (ID); 2. Scope Assessment; 3. Options Analysis; 4. Risk Acceptance, and; 5. 

Decision-making. 

Some decision rules were set up for consistent assignment of question statements to the 

five sub-steps. These became the 'key' environmental questions that must be present in the 

tactic to contribute to the environmental quality scores. A question statement assigned to the 

sub-step 'Hazard ID' would suggest the participant's direct or indirect recognition of the 

potential for harm from an adverse event. A question from the 'Scope' category would ask for 

information on the magnitude and/or likelihood of any deleterious effects from the event. This 

includes requests for tests to be conducted. 'Options Analysis' question statements are requests 

for costs, product specifications or factors that limit the use of one or another option. 'Risk 

Acceptance' questions have generally to do with government standards (which test results or 

construction/installation practices are 'acceptable') and government intervention (under which 

conditions the government will intervene). These types of questions would help ascertain 
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acceptable risk levels. 'Decision-making' relates to how the acquired information is used. 

Participant decision-making performance was evaluated using data collected during the 

retrospective interviews. In the retrospective interviews participants reported their final 

decisions on design features and installation plans. 

The key questions and decisions required to satisfy the CSA sub-steps for risk 

management become bottom-level 'basic indicators' of performance in the scoring hierarchy. 

Scores for each indicator are combined and fed into the appropriate CSA sub-step at the second 

level (becoming a 'composite indicator'). Scores for each sub-step are in turn fed into the next 

composite indicator on subsequent levels of the hierarchy, culminating with the final score. The 

optimal value of each indicator can be expressed either as a crisp number or as a fuzzy number 

( a fuzzy number is an imprecise number spanning an interval in which membership is a matter 

of degree). For example, a crisp optimal value is' 1' if a key question is selected. In the context 

of stream crossings, a fuzzy optimal value could be the fuzzy sets of 'acceptable' area of 

streambank reseeded, or 'sufficient' backfill volume. The option of fuzzifying indicators was 

attractive, but it was left for future work. 

The results of the weighting exercise can be entered into the FCP-II algorithm, 

becoming part of the calculation of the environmental quality scores. In effect, this approach can 

accept 'outside' perspectives on which issues ( environmental or otherwise) should receive the 

most weight in the assignment of quality scores. 

2.5.3 Efficiency 

The final assessment endpoint developed under Objective 3 was efficiency. This was to 

consider, using basic descriptive statistics, the efficiency in terms of the total number of 

questions (parsimony of solution), the time and cost expended building the tactic, and the final 

construction estimate. 
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2.6 Predictions 

The forest road construction supervisors participating in the case study were lower- to 

middle-managing industrial forestry professionals or technicians. While there are basic 

limitations on attention that are common to humans, managers have been shown in the literature 

to exhibit certain biases. For example, managers are likely to continue using an alternative that 

has worked before even when it is no longer appropriate and to be more decisive than non

managers (i.e. to have a bias for action) (Wagner, 1991). Some trends in forestry (switching 

from company- to contractor-run fleets, and from functionally- to regionally-defined roles) have 

meant an expanded role for the remaining company personnel. This means less time to reflect on 

decisions or to think about planning and leading. Participants in this case study may have found 

decisiveness to be a winning strategy to cope with the increased workload. Hallmarks of 

decisiveness are quick convergence on solutions and dismissal of extraneous items (items with 

low diagnostic power). In pilot tests with two New Brunswick forest road construction 

supervisors from New Brunswick, both used situation-dependent design tables (for culvert 

sizing) and applied regulations (for fish passage) without having first enquired about relevant, 

potentially show-stopping site conditions. 

The processing and storage capacity of a problem solver's memories can limit 

performance in these ways: 

1. Information is processed sequentially ( or serially rather than in parallel); 

2. Humans are limited to four to seven 'chunks' of information available in the short

term memory, and; 

3. Access and storage of information in long-term memory takes time and uses up 

resources. 

General biases known to affect human information acquisition and information 

processing during problem solving include (Wagner, 1991): 
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1. Information acquisition bias (information acquired early in the problem solving 

process receives too much weight; information received later in the process receives too 

little weight); 

2. Information processing bias or mental set ( once an opinion has been formed, it is not 

likely to be changed even in the face of new information). 

3. Illusion of control bias (an overestimation of the potency of one's actions). 

Because of forest industry trends and known traits of managers, it was anticipated the 

participants might demonstrate the following problem solving behaviors: 

1. It was expected that participants would move sequentially and rapidly through the 

PBLM database (rapidly because they were expected to be action-oriented rather than 

analysis-oriented). 

2. The participants were expected to not make use of all critical information in the 

PBLM database before making recommendations. People sometimes act with 

incomplete information because of human limitations on attention (March & Shapira, 

1987). Participant fatigue could affect attention span, possibly causing them to 

foreshorten their tactics. Therefore, time to complete and participant impressions of 

fatigue were items included in the data collection. 

3. It was expected that participants would compare the case problem with past 

experiences for similar problems, retrieving "chunks" of information from the long-term 

memory (Miller, 1956; Gellerstedt 2002) and applying learned routines or heuristics. 

This was expected to appear as gaps in the tactic where assumed knowledge was 

substituted for information accessible in the PBLM database. 
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2.7 Summary 

This chapter reviewed theories of problem solving under the umbrella discipline of 

cognitive psychology. Current approaches to monitoring professional practice in New 

Brunswick forestry were also discussed. Process tracing and computer search were selected as 

the elicitation and recording methods. An overview of the three evaluation methods was 

provided. The chapter concluded with predictions of case study outcomes on the basis of others' 

work on the decision-making behavior of managers. 
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CHAPTER 3.0 MATERIALS AND APPARATUS 

This chapter describes the materials and apparatus used to meet the project objectives 

stated in Section 1.2. The materials, in the sense used here, were the information and data 

needed to complete the project. Literature review, interviews and questionnaires furnished this 

information. The apparatus were the software and hardware used in the project. 

Each of the materials and apparatus were employed at different stages in the design and 

testing of the problem solving assessment methodology. The materials and apparatus were: 

1. Information on the theoretical background of problem solving to design the 

methodology; 

2. Information on the case study problem domain (the knowledge base); 

3. Data to enhance the technical content of the knowledge base (via a concept mapping 

questionnaire and job shadowing interview); 

4. Data to enhance the environmental content of the knowledge base, and to generate 

inputs for the environmental quality scoring algorithm (FCP-11). This was accomplished 

using a perceived risk questionnaire, a risk rating interview and a retrospective 

interview. 

5. The PBLM software (FORCE/Robak Associates Ltd.) to provide the storage and GUI 

(Graphical User Interface) to record participant searches through the knowledge base, 

and; 

6. Other software to execute the FCP-11 and other analyses of the results. The other 

software were the computing packages MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.) R (R 

Development Core Team), and Microsoft Office® products Excel, PowerPoint and 

Access (Microsoft Corporation). 
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The materials (literature, questionnaire and interview formats) are described in Section 

3 .1. Details about the apparatus follow in Section 3 .2, with screen captures of the software GUI 

used for case problem database preparation and search in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. Diagrams 

showing their insertion points in the overall methodology are provided (Figures 3-3 and 3-4). 

3.1 Materials 

Different bodies of literature were consulted for the design of the methodology and case 

study. This distinction is made in Section 3 .1.1. Section 3 .1.2 gives the particulars of the 

questionnaires. Section 3 .1.3 describes the interviews designed to fit the information and data 

needs of the methodology. 

3.1.1 Literature 

The psychology literature and forestry data that gave shape to the methodology and case 

study were described in some depth in Chapter 2.0, Sections 2.1 to 2.4. 

The case problem and its knowledge base were crafted by reviewing case histories and 

design manuals specific to stream crossings. This body of literature extended to archived 

government records of real designs, relevant legislation, engineering design manuals, and Best 

Management Practices (BMP) guidebooks (mostly from Canada). Case histories of stream 

crossing- related road failures or environmental damage were particularly sought. The literature 

review helped the researcher (as problem author) anticipate the basic set of question and answer 

files critical for participant search and solution. 

3.1.2 Questionnaires 

The questionnaires and interviews were designed to enhance the basic case problem 

content (make it more realistic) and complete the environmental quality scores. These activities 
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extracted lesser known, 'insider' industry knowledge. This means the knowledge of actual 

workers that may not appear in a literature review. 

Two questionnaires were designed. The first was the concept mapping questionnaire 

(Appendix I). A concept map visually represents knowledge by showing the connections 

between concepts. The purpose of this questionnaire was to generate concept maps of 

practitioners' archetypal approach to stream crossing design problems. It was intended to 

retrieve the major design concepts for the task from the long-term memories of workers. The 

respondents were two forest road construction supervisors at the same forest licensee office. 

The second questionnaire was the perceived risk questionnaire (referred to previously 

and appended in Appendix E). This was a mail-out questionnaire sent to an entirely different 

group - the Stakeholders group identified in Section 1.6. This questionnaire was designed to 

identify the environmental risks of stream crossings as perceived by three 'factions', sometimes 

at odds with other, in the forestry community: environmentalists, government regulators and 

industrial foresters. 

3.1.2.1 Concept mapping questionnaire 

The concept mapping questionnaire asked respondents to list items that, in their opinion, 

represent the universe of information items needed to design and plan stream crossings. 

Respondents ( forest road construction supervisors) were also asked to draw the items on a 

separate sheet of paper as a set of nodes, and indicate interrelationships between them with lines. 

This in effect created a node and line concept map of the problem space. This questionnaire 

permitted the researcher to check that the case problem content was sufficient to support the 

technical solution of the case problem, at least in the purview of the two respondents. Of note, 

these two forest road construction supervisors were members of the participant group later 

examined using the problem solvng skills assessment methodology (Participants 1 and 2). The 
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resultant concept map for a respondent, Participant 1, is reproduced later in Figure 4-1. The 

responses to the remainder of the questionnaire are provided in Appendix I. 

All of the foregoing activity was directed toward eliciting and recording, as nearly as 

possible, the true information requirements for the stream crossing design problems. 

3.1.2.2 Perceived environmental risk questionnaire 

The second questionnaire was the perceived environmental risk questionnaire. Its 

purpose was to elicit outside perspectives on environmental risks associated with stream 

crossings ( not already encountered in the conventional design literature of Section 3 .1.1 ). This 

alternate list of risks ( 4-3) was used to enhance the basic question and answer set available in the 

case problem knowledge base. This permitted a more comprehensive assessment of 

environmental quality. The complete list of published risks, augmented by the perceived risks, 

formed the basis of the environmental scoring hierarchy. Risk management sub-steps were 

applied to each risk, dictating the questions to be asked and the design features to be included in 

the participant solutions as 'basic indicators' of a quality solution. The individual basic 

indicators occupied the lowest level of the hierarchy. These were grouped in successive levels of 

'composite indicators' as one ascends the hierarchy. The global environmental quality score is 

found at its apex. The hierarchy was the structure on which the composite program operated to 

compare participant solutions to the ideal. Environmental quality scores were compared and 

assigned based on the distance calculated between the participant solutions and the ideal. 

3.1.3 Interviews 

Three interviews were designed and conducted throughout this study. The interviews 

differed in format from unstructured observation Uob shadowing) to .structured one-on-one 

sessions designed to collect specific data on environmental quality (the environmental risk rating 

interview and the retrospective interviews). Calculating the environmental quality scores is a 
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more data-intensive undertaking than the other assessment endpoints of consistency and 

efficiency, particularly if outside perspectives are sought. In this study, forestry stakeholder 

perspectives ( environmentalists, regulators and foresters) were sought. 

3.1.3.1 Interview 1: Joh Shadowing 

The first type of interview was an unstructured workday job shadowing exercise. This 

exercise was intended to enhance the realism of the basic problem content which, up to that 

point, was based almost entirely on literature review. The job shadowing was completed with 

four forest road construction supervisors. This entailed following these workers through one day 

of stream crossing design and/or installation tasks (depending on the work at hand). These 

individuals were asked to think aloud while working. The resultant audio-recordings were 

transcribed and interpreted as the contents of their working memory. Therefore, audio-recording 

equipment and a transcription machine were additional required apparatus. Three of these four 

individuals later participated in the main test. 

3.1.3.2 Interview 2: Environmental risk rating 

The purpose of this second interview type was to collect data on stakeholder priority 

ratings. Verbal ratings between risks were converted to numeric importance weights. The 

interview was a follow-up to the data returned by the perceived environmental risk 

questionnaire. Interviews were conducted with a subset of five individuals who had previously 

completed the perceived risk questionnaire. 

As described in Section 3 .1.2.2, the list of perceived environmental risks collected by 

questionnaire was organized into a hierarchy. The hierarchy contained all of the questions and 

design features desired of a 'perfect' tactic and final solution. The hierarchy was presented to 

each stakeholder using a Microsoft Office® Powerpoint slideshow (Appendix F-2). The benefit 
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of the slideshow was that the slides could isolate branches of the hierarchy for stakeholder 

understanding and evaluation. 

Because some environmental risks are sometimes considered more important than 

others, to a magnitude dependant on the respondent's world view, each risk was compared 

pairwise with every other risk during the interview to determine its relative importance (i.e. in a 

three-risk grouping: Risk 1 vs. Risk 2, Risk 1 vs. Risk 3, Risk 2 vs. Risk 3). Generating an 

importance rating for each risk relative to every other in a branch permitted the calculation of its 

weight, OJ, within that branch. OJ is one of the inputs to the FCP-11 algorithm. 

One envelope per branch was filled with cards bearing the name of each risk in the 

branch. The cards were drawn at random, and compared to every other risk in the envelope on a 

relative importance scale. For any given pair of risks in a branch, X and Y, the scale for 

judgment was presented to the respondents as this series of statements: 

Risk Y is very strongly more important than Risk X 

Risk Y is strongly more important than Risk X 

Risk Y is definitely ( clearly) more important than Risk X 

Risk Y is weakly more important than Risk X 

Risk Y is no different from Risk X 

Risk X is weakly more important than Risk Y 

Risk X is definitely ( clearly) more important than Risk Y 

Risk X is strongly more important than Risk Y 

Risk X is very strongly more important than Risk Y 

Numeric weights equivalent to the verbal judgments were calculated using the 

measurement scale developed by Lootsma (1988; 1993). The verbal judgments correspond to an 

index of niJ = -8, -6, -4, -2, 0,+2,+4,+6,+8. Lootsma's index increases in increments of two. The 
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numeric index was not shown to respondents. Lootsma' s measurement scale is one of four 

researched for use in the literature (i.e. Saaty, 1980; Salo & Hamalainen, 1997; Ma & Zheng, 

1991 ). It uses a geometric progression. A geometric progression is a sequence that takes the 

form sr, sr2
, sr3, ... sr". Each new number in the sequence can be found by multiplying the 

former by the fixed, non-zero number called the common ratio, r. ru is the relative value of 

attribute i compared to attribute j as perceived by the person making the judgments. The scale 

factor, s, is the sequence's starting number. 

Saaty's scale is widely considered to be most popular in practice for assignment of 

weights. It is a discrete, verbal scale corresponding to numbers 1/9, 1/8, ... , 1/2, 1/1, 2/1, ... , 

8/1, 9/1. Using Saaty's scale riJ= 1/9 means attribute i is 119th the value of attribute). Leskinen 

worked to compare the veracity of Saaty's and others' scales from statistical perspectives on 

consistency of the weights generated and scale independence (2000, 2001 ). Leskinen determined 

that Lootsma's scale is the only scale that permits consistent judgments and that statistical 

inference is less sensitive to this choice of scale (i.e. the acceptance or rejection of the null 

hypothesis was shown to be more sensitive to the measurement scales of Saaty and Ma and 

Zheng). Finally, when the judgments of multiple judges are combined (as tends to be desired in 

forestry decision-making) this model provides the smallest error variance. 

Equations 1 , 2 and 3 are used to derive the relative importance weights. 

riJ = exp(sniJ) 

Where 

riJ = relative value of attribute i compared to attribute j. 

(1) 

s > 0 is the scale factor. In this study s = ln(l 6)/8 corresponding to the measurement 

scale. 

nu is the index number of the verbal judgment 
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R (a freeware statistics computing package) was used to implement an ordinary least 

squares regression model (Leskinen, 2001) to calculate the relative importance weights ( obtain 

estimates of the parameters). Sample program code is appended in Appendix H-1. 

Definingyii = log(ru), and rii = (v/vj) exp(cii) the regression model for a single set of 

judgments takes the form of Equation 4 for an n x n pairwise comparison matrix R = (ru) with ru 

= 1/ r1iand ru= 1/1 (Alho & Kangas, 1997; Leskinen, 2000): 

Yii = log(ru) = ai- a1+Eu 

Where: 

vi , v1 are the true but unknown values of the attributes i , 1 

ai = log( vi) 

(2) 

Eij measures the uncertainty or error with which the true value of the attribute is captured in the 

judge's verbal statement. The error terms are uncorrelated with E( Eij) = 0 and Var( Eij) = cr2• 

The vector of observations is read in as shown in the code in Appendix H-1. A design 

matrix is also entered to correspond with the number of items compared pairwise. The priority, 

or relative importance m of the ith element in / elements is estimated by: 

roi = exp(ai) I L{=1 exp(ai) (3) 

Appreciate though, in a grouping of n= 7 items twenty-one ( or n * (n-1 )/2) comparisons 

is required. This is a considerable number and participant burden becomes a concern. Because of 

this concern, data collection was limited to the branches of the most general elements. The most 
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general elements are grouped at the highest levels of the FCP-11 hierarchy (the composite 

indicators) as opposed to the basic indicators (the key environmental questions and design 

parameters). The basic indicators are the most numerous. They occupy the lowest, most 

populated level of the hierarchy. A statistical method to calculate weights for items despite 

missingjudgments (Alho & Kangas, 1997; Alho, Kolehmainen & Leskinen, 2000) is discussed 

in Chapter 6.0 where improvements to the methodology are suggested. Implementing this 

method would alleviate participant burden because not all comparisons would have to be made. 

This would free up interview time for coverage of all branches of the hierarchy. 

3.1.3.3 Interview 3: Retrospective interview 

The second structured interview was a retrospective interview held with the problem 

solving participants (Sizers, Installers and Specialists) at the conclusion of their main test 

session with the PBLM. This interview collected the participants' verbal reports of their final 

designs. Features of the final design referred to in engineering as the 'specifications' (e.g. type 

of structure, size of structure) are inputs to the category of 'Decision Making'. Decision making 

is the fifth and final CSA sub-step making up the environmental scoring hierarchy. The final 

design specifications, together with the presence or absence of key environmental questions in 

the tactics (assigned a' l' or 'O' score, respectively), are the basic units of data fed into the FCP-

11 algorithm. The significance of absent questions or poor specifications in the overall 

environmental quality score depends on the relative weights m applied as above, and the 

balancing factor p (refer to Appendix H-2). 

The retrospective interview was a discussion-style interview guided by pre-defined 

questions designed to probe for each participant's: 

1. Final solution to the case problem (specifications for the type and size of structure 

selected, equipment selected, fill requirements, installation plans and costs); 
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2. Higher-level competencies like recognition and management of environmental risk 

inherent in the case problem (the qualitative analysis of this portion of the interviews 

was left outside the scope of this project), and; 

3. Perspectives on session quality. 

Item 3 above was a short opinion survey of participant impressions of the realism and 

practical worth of the methods and approach, as well as the participant burden in terms of 

fatigue and anxiety. The retrospective interview is attached in Appendix C-1. 

3.2 Apparatus 

This section gives the purpose and specifications for the software that were standard 

apparatus in the project. The software packages were used either to record the problem solving 

data in the main test, or to analyse it. 

A hand-held audio recorder was used for the duration of the problem solving tests for 

two purposes: 1. A back up in the event of computer failure, and; 2. For future transcription and 

qualitative analysis of the participants' verbalizations in a future project. 

3.2.1 Software for data elicitation and recording: The Problem-Based Learning 

Module (PBLM) 

The primary computing tool for case problem presentation and data recording was the 

Problem-Based Leaming Module (PBLM) software program. In support of project Objectives 1 

and 2 (elicitation and recording of problem solving behavior), the PBLM software was used to 

store the case problem content and display it to participants. The software also supported the 

information search via a branching tree structure and a keyword search utility. The PBLM was 

the main recording instrument other than researcher notes and audio recordings. It monitors the 

mouse clicks of participants on features of the interface, and tracks items like the order of 
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questions asked and the time and cost expended in the information search. A new row is created 

in the database for each new action, registered with a timestamp. 

The PBLM is described in more detail in the next section to familiarize the reader with 

the software. 

3.2.1.1 PBLM software design and capacity 

Version 4.0 of the PBLM software was used in this study. It was conceived ofby 

Zundel (1999) and developed by FORCE/Robak Associates Ltd. Predecessors of this version of 

the PBLM software were developed in the late 1990's at the University of New Brunswick. The 

software is based on principles of Problem Based Leaming (PBL) from Barrows and Tamblyn's 

original (1977) paper booklets called 'Portable patient problem packs' . Version 4.0 of the 

PBLM software was completed in Java Script. 'ActoSSA' by Sybase is the database that 

supports the PBLM program. The database is manipulated using Java Script servlets. 

The PBLM was designed for remote access over the internet for distance education 

purposes. It permits the simultaneous login and real-time monitoring of users in disparate 

locations. Remote access via the internet is helpful for accessing research participants at remote 

workplaces (typical of forestry). Such was the case with the forest licensee offices included in 

this study. Alternatively, the database and answer files can be loaded onto a computer hard-drive 

and accessed locally in cases where there is no internet or the connection is unreliable. 

The software architecture provides two different graphical user interfaces (GUis): an 

'instructor' GUI for entry of the problem content and the generation of reports and a 'student' 

GUI that displays the problem statement and the information search utilities. For the purposes of 

this research the two distinct views are referred to as the 'author' and 'participant' interfaces 

respectively. 
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3.2.1.2 The author interface 

The author of a case problem anticipates the types of information needed to solve the 

case problem and the possible solutions by completing a task analysis. As noted in the 

introduction to this chapter, it was decided to use a combination of literature review, 

practitioner questionnaires, job shadowing and interviews to complete a comprehensive analysis 

of the task. The result was the process model for the case problem (Figure 2-3). 

The problem author 'manages' the problem content in the author interface screen shown 

in Figure 3-1. This screen is not accessible by participants. The problem author uses the PBLM 

author interface to enter background information about the problem at hand. Anticipated macro

categories and sub-categories of questions can be entered in this interface to set up the search 

tree structure. This effectively partitions groups of related questions into a system of on-screen 

folders and sub-folders. Question text is typed in the question statement fields. When the 

question statement is prepared, the formatted answer file is uploaded to the database. The 

question text can be typed directly or by copy-and-paste from another document. The question 

statements are tagged with individual question ID numbers in the database. 

The answer to each question is created in text file format (".txt" extension) or as an 

image file as appropriate (bitmap or JPEG file format i.e. ".bmp" or ".jpg" extension). The 

answer files are uploaded to the database for eventual search and display to the participants. In 

the forestry case, maps, aerial photos, surveys etc. that could not be presented clearly on a 

computer screen due to pixelation, physical size, or other difficulty (i.e. multiple large pages) 

were made available to the participant in hard copy. 

Each question is assigned a time, cash or other cost the participant must accept to 'buy' 

the information. Time was entered as the number of minutes a worker would likely spend 

getting the information. The cash costs were the normal costs of ordering the information i.e. in 

the forestry case, the hire of a survey crew to obtain the profile of the stream. The costs were 
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usually input using industry data and local reports of forest road building costs from builders 

and suppliers. 

The keyword search utility was a customization of the software for this project. A field 

for keyword entry was created in the database, with a corresponding keyword entry search field 

created on the participant interface. Search by partial word was possible. 

Optional 'Free Form' and 'Guided Analysis' windows can be displayed to participants. 

These windows permit problem authors to pose a list of short-answer or essay-style questions of 

participants. Completion of these sections can provide the problem author with more insight on 

the participant's domain knowledge and thinking. It can also provide a forum for feedback and 

continuous improvement of the session and the software. These features were disabled for the 

purposes of this study and replaced with the retrospective interview held at the conclusion of the 

information search. 

3.2.1.3 The participant interface 

Participants are permitted to view only the problem statement, the search tree and the 

keyword search field and the subset of questions a query will pull up from the database. Note the 

branching search tree structure and keyword search field to the left of the participant's display 

screen. The search tree structure is specific to the current problem. In Figure 3-1 the structure of 

macro- and sub-categories were defined by the author in a set of folders and sub-folders just for 

this woodlot valuation sample problem shown. A different set of categories was developed for 

the used car purchasing sample problem, shown from the participant's GUI, in Figure 3-2. The 

tree structure used in the forestry case study is shown in Figure 4-4, Chapter 4.0. 

As the participant requests and reads the question/answer files the string of question ID 

numbers accumulates. This furnishes the tactic, the ordered list of the information items sought 

by the participant to solve the problem. 
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Selection of a paiiicular question by mouse click yields an intermediate pane allowing 

the pa1iicipant to check the time and money costs of obtaining the information. These charges 

are incurred the moment the participant chooses to view this information. 
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Figure 3-1 The PBLM author interface: A woodlot valuation sample problem 
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Figure 3-2 The PBLM participant interface: The used car sample problem 

The sequence and duration of the participant's interactions with the software are 

registered with each click on an on-screen feature i.e. data windows opened and closed, and any 

text entered in response to prompts. 

3.2.1.4 PBLM data aggregation and analysis 

Each interface is linked to the ActoSSA database repository for storing case problem 

files and all participant interactions with the software. Various PBLM database reports can be 

exported to Microsoft Excel to facilitate formatting data files as tab delimited files etc. for later 

analysis in a Microsoft Access database or other statistical computing packages. 

3.2.2 Software used for data evaluation 

To generate scores for the attributes of consistency, environmental quality and 

efficiency, specific computing packages other than the PBLM were used. These packages 
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supported project Objective 3 (evaluation of the problem solving processes).The role and system 

requirements of each piece of software are described below. 

3.2.2.1 Consistency 

The consistency of participants' information requests was defined as the similarity in 

tactics over the group. Consistency was assessed by analyzing the frequency of occurrence of 

questions over all tactics, using the consistency measures introduced in Chapter 2.0. The basic 

premise is that questions with high utility, or high information value to the group, are those 

questions asked more frequently by members of the group. The 'utility index' or 'index of 

agreement' of each participant's tactic was compared to those of their peer group and the 

Specialists. This permitted the construction of 'performance curves' in Microsoft Office® Excel. 

The mathematical theory and computer code used to determine the utility indices AIQ and IOQ 

are provided in Appendix D. 

The frequency of questions asked by theme was tabulated and evaluated using the 

database utility, Microsoft Office® Access. Access was used to perform simple sort and sum 

procedures for each question ID number coded in the participants' tactics. The frequency data 

helped identify the broad categories of information participants accessed most often. Although 

rudimentary this type of thematic analysis provided a possibly more holistic evaluation of 

consistency than provided by the utility index. 

3.2.2.2 Environmental quality 

The composite programming algorithm FCP-11 for calculating the environmental quality 

scores was coded in MATLAB® 7 (by the Math Works, Inc.) by Lee et al. ( 1991) and adapted 

for use in this application. The MATLAB computer code is reproduced in Appendix H-2. The 

theoretical basis of this algorithm was provided in Chapter 2.0, Section 2.5. MATLAB® 7 
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requires 256 MB RAM and 500 MB disk space on a Windows XP® (Service Pack 1 or 2) or 

Windows 2000® (Service Pack 3 or 4). 

3.2.2.3 Efficiency 

As noted in Section 3 .2.1, all costs derived from hiring third parties to complete 

investigations like surveys, fees for procuring maps and reports, and the costs of office time 

normally spent on these aspects were tied to each question in the database. These costs accrued 

with each new question asked in the tactic. The time and cash costs were provided to 

participants to allow them to weigh the time and cost against the expected information gain. The 

cost of building each tactic in terms of virtual field and office costs was tabulated using MS 

Excel. The real time elapsed during the PBLM session was also tracked and tabulated. The final 

construction cost estimate was reported verbally during the retrospective interview. 

These simple descriptors were used to comment on the parsimony of the tactic and the 

efficiency of the solution. It is important to note that the assignment of costs per question, and 

the accuracy of these costs, may have ultimately affected the participants' selection of 

information items to the tactic. This effect was not measured. 
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3.3 Summary 

Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show how the interview materials and apparatus supported the 

fulfillment of Objectives 1, 2 and 3. 

Objectives 1 & 2: 

Select Methods to Elicit & Record PS 

Method to Elicit Method to Record 

PBLMGUI PBLM Database 

. 
I 

Case Problem 

Domain Knowledge Base 

I 

..................................................• I I ....... 
-·-----···-

Literature Review Interview 1 Questionnaire 1 
Government archives 

Concept mapping Job Shadowing 
Design manuals 

Figure 3-3 Relationships of materials and apparatus to Project Objectives 1 and 2 

The material requirements were the information and data needed to build the case 

problem knowledge base. Special-purpose questionnaires and interviews were used to extract 

domain knowledge from people who typically solve the class of problem. Other questionnaires 

and interviews were used to obtain stakeholder opinions about the environmental risks inherent 

in the case problem, and their overall importance. 
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Objective 3: 
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Figure 3-4 Relationships of materials and apparatus to Environmental Quality score of 
Project Objective 3 

Chapters 4.0 and 5.0 describe when the questionnaires and interviews were used in the 

methodology. The strengths and limitations of the materials and apparatus featured in this 

chapter are discussed as part of the case study results (Chapters 5.0 and 6.0). 
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CHAPTER 4.0 METHODOLOGY: TEST PREPARATION 

The problem solving skills assessment methodology is organized into a sequence of 

twelve steps. 

The steps of the methodology are: 

1. Defining the goal and objectives of the study 

2. Identifying the population(s) of interest 

3. Selecting the problem(s) to solve 

4. Designing the case problem content 

4a. Content selection 

4b. Content organization 

5. Anticipating the range in solutions 

6. Adapting the software for the main test 

7. Specifying the environment for the main test 

8. Structuring the main test 

9. Conducting pilot tests 

10. Conducting the main test 

11. Reconditioning the result data 

12. Data analysis and participant evaluations 

The first nine steps are described in this chapter because they are used to prepare the test 

materials .. The reader is referred to Chapter 5.0 for Steps 10 through 12 on conducting the test 

and analyzing the results. Examples from the forest stream crossing case study are used to 

illustrate each step. 
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4. 1 Step 1. Defining the goal and objectives of the study 

As with any project, a clear definition of the study goal is necessary to limit scope creep. 

The case study goal was research-oriented. The goal was to apply the new problem 

solving assessment methodology to find out about its practicability, and at the same time yield 

data on the problem solving process and environmental risk management capabilities of forest 

road construction supervisors for a stream crossing design and planning task. 

The case study objectives were: 

a. Design a case problem about a forest stream crossing in a logging road. In order to get 

baseline data for the class of problem, the problem was designed to be relatively low

risk from technical, operational and administrative perspectives. There was moderate 

environmental risk inherent in the task (embedded 'pitfalls') to invoke environmental 

risk management behavior. 

b. Utilize the problem solving assessment methodology supported by software to elicit and 

record the information search and the final plans. The PBLM software was used to 

generate the trace of the active information search. 

c. Review the case study results for the overall effectiveness (reliability and ease of use) of 

the methodology. 

An instructor's goal, on the other hand, would likely be to test for a specific skill set in 

students. This could be accomplished by using leading language in the problem text or limiting 

the range of solution options open to students. For example, the forestry case study participants 

could have been cued to select only a short-span bridge rather than a culvert by locating the 

crossing in a deep gully requiring a cost-prohibitive fill to meet grade, or by introducing some 

other risks like a landslide or flash flood risk on an alluvial fan. 
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4.2 Step 2. Identification of the population(s) of interest 

The population of interest should be identified together with any requirements for 

statistical inference. If the population of interest is a classroom of students or trainees, or is 

otherwise very small (i.e. in the order of tens or hundreds rather than thousands) a census may 

be possible. The definition for the forestry case study population of interest was initially very 

general: forest professionals. As the case problem became specific to stream crossing design, the 

target population was redefined as the English-speaking population of forest road construction 

supervisors working as full-time staff for Crown forest licensees in New Brunswick, Canada in 

2002. Although some private contractors were known to carry out stream crossing design work, 

the population of interest was limited to those in the direct employ of Crown Licensees because 

contractors ultimately answer to the Licensee staff. It was considered practical to develop the 

methodology with staff of the major forest products companies in the province. 

A population of thirteen people worked in this capacity in the province in 2002 under 

this population definition. A census was therefore possible. 

4.2.1 Sampling 

For reasons of economy, it is rarely possible to census an entire population. A complete 

census may not even be required to converge on common problem solving errors and training 

errors that can be generalized to the profession. 

There are two basic strategies used when it is not possible to census the population: 

I .random sampling ,or; 2. a qualitative research approach. Random selection of a subset of the 

population allows for statistical inference but still requires sufficiently high sampling intensity to 

cover the full range of variability within the population. The second way, a classic qualitative 

research approach, needs a 'theoretically rich' sample in which participants are purposely picked 
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because it is believed they represent some extremes in terms of variables that are thought to be 

correlated to problem solving behavior. 

While the qualitative approach forces a researcher to give up opportunities for statistical 

inference because the sampling is not random, important things can be learned about problem

solving with a smaller sample. Certainly qualitative research in psychology espouses the value 

of understanding the sample, as a pre-occupation very different from using quantitative (read 

statistical) techniques to extrapolate from the sample to the population. 

4.2.2 Demographics 

It is usually of value to develop an interview or survey to collect demographic or task

related details. This data should be used to make explicit which demographic or professional 

characteristics are important to the research and why. While typically carried out for purposes of 

investigating correlation in large samples, demographic data can be salient for qualitative 

research because clear statements about research interests and motivations in participant 

selection can offset concerns with non-random sampling or small-groups research. Explicitly 

stated research interests and assumptions may also 'draw a line in the sand' for the scope of the 

current study: a boundary which can be used as a starting point next time for new case study 

ideas. 

In this study, the road construction supervisors' personal history information was 

collected via mail-out questionnaire. Data collected included age, gender, years of experience 

with the task, years of and nature of other forestry work experience, educational background, 

and affiliations with professional associations and community groups. This data is tabulated and 

summarized in Table 4-1. The data characterizes the experience and background of this 

population of forest road construction supervisors. 
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Because some of the data collection and analysis procedures are not automated, meaning 

they are not features of the PBLM software but are instead stand alone programs, this small 

group size worked well for the first test case. It would be advisable to keep the sample fewer 

than twenty individuals for a first trial. Subsequent trials, especially if supported by more 

sophisticated computer programs or at least more experienced problem authors, could likely 

accept greater group sizes. Although the limits have not been rigorously tested, a class of twenty 

to thirty undergraduates was able to simultaneously login to the PBLM software and complete a 

typical forest inventory problem with large data tables. 

Three participants did not complete the questionnaire. Missing data in Table 4-1 is 

labelled 'Unknown'. The average age of the forest road construction supervisors who responded 

was thirty-nine years, with the youngest twenty-five and the oldest fifty-one. All of the 

participants were male. Only one participant held a Bachelor of Science degree in forestry. This 

individual was also the only participant with a Registered Professional Forester (RPF) 

designation. There were no forest engineers serving in this capacity at this time. The remaining 

twelve were forest technicians. This was somewhat of a surprise at the time and may have 

affected design results. A higher number of personnel with professional forester or engineer 

designation were expected. However, many of the participants had decades of task-related 

knowledge from work experience. 

There was some dispersion in the number of years of task-related work experience. Four 

of the forest road construction supervisors had less than five years' experience with the task, 

while another five had twenty or more years of experience in design of stream crossings. 

The item 'number of stream crossings installed per year' was requested to get a sense of 

the frequency of the participants' exposure to the case study task, as distinct from their years of 

general forestry experience. Most of the forestry personnel reported in the range of twenty to 

forty crossings per year. Participants' 6 and 10 estimated eighty-five crossings per year which is 
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high relative to the rest of the group. However, this figure is inflated because it included the 

number of cross-drainage culverts installed per year (minor installations required at specific 

intervals per unit length of logging road to divert water out of the road ditches). The five forest 

companies operating as Licensees on New Brunswick Crown Lands at the time (Crown 

licensees) are anonymously coded under 'Employer' using letters A to E in Table 4-1. 

The need to control variables like participant demographics and the experimental 

conditions will depend on the requirement for statistical inferences as above. Participant groups 

must be as similar as possible on all factors that may affect the dependent variable - the tactic. 

In this case the independent variable is the 'treatment', or 'intervention', meaning the problem 

solving exercise. 

The internal validity of experimental designs can hinge on participant selection with 

differences arising from age, gender, reading ability, verbal skills etc. Quantitative research 

techniques dictate controlling for each extraneous variable by which groups may differ. This is 

accomplished using statistical controls like analysis of covariance. Qualitative approaches, on 

the other hand, would counter that making participant differences clear and explicit at the outset 

and providing evidence-based discussion of effects on outcomes is an effective remedy, and 

indeed deepens our understanding of the sample. The distinction between the work roles of 

Sizers and Installers made earlier in this study deepened the understanding of the sample. This 

realization and others came about through qualitative observation of participants during the pilot 

testing cycle. 

4.2.3 Other participants 

To compare process with other domain experts, a second group of people also solved the 

case problem. This was a group of civil servants referred to as the 'Specialists' in the remainder 

of this study. The Specialist group was put together to produce tactics expected to exemplify 
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environmental best practices. 'Best Management Practices', or 'BMPs' as they are often referred 

to in forestry, are sets of guidelines approved by professionals and often disseminated by 

government. 

These manuals are not limited to legislated requirements, but also include suggestions 

for a 'duty of care' that may surpass requirements. Therefore, the problem solvers consisted of 

two main cohorts: the thirteen forest road construction supervisors and five stream crossing 

Specialists. 

The Specialists worked for provincial or federal government agencies at the time, in 

either an approvals or senior design capacity for watercourse alterations (the more formal term 

used in legislation to refer to operations and activities impacting streams and channels). 

This group represented a different norm than that of industrial foresters. However, it was 

limited in some ways. It was non-homogeneous in terms of profession and it was small, 

consisting of only five persons: three fisheries biologists and two hydraulics engineers. This 

group was also heterogeneous in terms of employer and work role. Three of the five Specialists 

worked in approvals of culvert and other in-stream works for the provincial government fish and 

wildlife branch at the New Brunswick Department of Natural Resources and Energy 

(NBDNRE). A fourth member was a hydraulics engineer for the federal Department of Fisheries 

and Oceans specializing in fish habitat maintenance. The fifth member was a hydraulics 

engineer, considered an expert on culvert installation, on staff at the provincial Ministry of 

Transportation. 
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Table 4-1 Demographics of forest road construction supervisors who participated in the 
case studi 
ID Age Education Office Years at Installed/ Employer 

Role work Yr 

1 46 For.Tech. '78 Sizer 25 10 A 
C.L.P. '98* 

2 36-45 For. Tech. Installer 5-15 Unk.** A 

3 36-45 For. Tech. Installer 5-15 Unk. A 

4 51 For. Tech. '74 Sizer 25 30 A 

5 36-45 For. Tech.'84 Installer 4 47 B 

6 37 For. Tech.'89 Sizer 12 85*** D 

7 25-35 For.Tech.'98 Sizer 2.5 20 C 

8 25 For. Tech. '99 Sizer 3 35 C 

9 39 B.Sc. For. '88 Sizer 10 22 D 

10 45 For. Tech. '80 Sizer 21 85*** E 

11 36-45 For. Tech. Sizer 20 Unk. E 

12 25-35 For. Tech. '77 Sizer 4 20 C 
CCNB 

Silv.'86 
13 50 For. Tech.'74 Sizer 27 20 A 

* Refers to the Certified Logging Professional program 

* *Data unknown or unreported 

***Includes number of cross drains (minor culverts) installed annually 
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Besides the participants and the Specialists, there was a third identifiable group of 

participants: the 'Stakeholders'. This group played a supporting or advisory role in the creation of 

the case problem content and in the creation of the scoring criteria for environmental quality. 

People who were known among the forest advisory, research and governance community in New 

Brunswick to consistently demonstrate passion for forest management issues via involvement in 

interest groups or activism were solicited as candidates for this group. This group consisted of 

eleven environmentalists, foresters and government regulators. The environmentalists in the 

Stakeholder group were members of well-known environmentalist or conservation groups. Their 

connection to forestry was through their concern for forest practices. They had never been 

employed in the forest sector. The Stakeholder group members from the forest industry were mid

level forest operations managers whose living is derived from the industry, and who would 

typically manage the forest road construction supervisors who participated in the case study. The 

Stakeholder group members from government were mid-level managers in the New Brunswick 

Departments of Environment and Natural Resources and Energy. These individuals would 

typically manage members of the Specialist group. 

All Stakeholder group members provided input on their perceptions of the environmental 

risk of stream crossings. This was accomplished via the questionnaire and relative weighting 

experiment described in Chapter 3.0. 

Involvement of this third advisory group, particularly the environmentalists, benefited the 

project by providing a different perspective on environmental quality that might not have 

otherwise entered into the scoring algorithm. Some perceived risks had to be excised from the 

master list because they were too esoteric. For example, one reported impact was 'edge effects': 

meaning the changes in growth on the boundaries of newly cleared forest along the road right-of

way. Focus had to be restricted to the effects on natural features intersecting the stream itself. 

However, the inclusion of stakeholder input pre-decision proved very important in the forest 
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industry in past. Standoffs between industrial forestry operations and protesters excluded from 

decision-making over the decades have been costly. The industry bears the cost of delays and 

damage to reputation in the view of the wider public, and workers bear the cost of increased stress 

and physical danger from confrontations (i.e. spiked trees, sabotaged equipment and vehicles). 

These costs are manageable when spread out over the industry, but the pursuit of 

inclusiveness can be too costly for a small study. The considerable additional time it takes to 

involve others and collect their input may prove time and cost prohibitive for some projects. The 

introduction of different worldviews can also lead to tangential thinking and ideas that can 

unfortunately cause the current project scope to creep or change. Problem authors would do well 

to remember the original goal and objectives of the study in Step 1 and to return to them 

frequently when bringing outside interests in. Creating a project scoping document ahead of time 

may help identify departures from the original scope early and mark them for study later under a 

separate project. 

4.3 Step 3. Selecting the problem(s) to solve 

It is useful to brainstorm different types of problems and their solutions, possibly in 

consultation with the identified problem solvers' group. This can assist in deciding if the task is 

within the normal capabilities of the participant group, if it can be completed in a reasonable 

amount of time ( especially if participants are engaged during normal work hours), and if it will 

actually invoke in the participants the processes of interest. 

It may be appropriate to create multiple small case problems to give participants the 

opportunity to accumulate (while learning) or demonstrate (if in a test condition) the attributes of 

interest given time and exposure to the methods and procedures. 

The case problem should be at a minimum: 

1. Relevant to the target population; 
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2. Realistic. Basing the problem on actual case histories can lend a sense of realism to the 

problem and challenge the participants to demonstrate the behavior of interest; 

3. Comprehensive insofar as it provides enough information to demonstrate each 

behavior of interest and a completed solution is possible; 

4. Solvable in a reasonable period of time to avoid participant fatigue (a half-day for a 

single session is an advisable time limit, scheduled for the morning if possible). In a self

directed situation the PBLM can be closed and reopened at the participant's pace. 

5. Solvable in alternative ways, if desired. 

Concurrent with setting the case study goal, objectives and target population, different 

forest management activities were contemplated for use as the case study problem. Stand tending 

prescriptions such as herbicide application were considered, as well as forest road and block 

layout problems. Of these, road construction, and in particular, stream crossing design was 

considered a problem sufficiently challenging and environmentally sensitive to provoke real 

problem solving and environmental risk reduction behavior. The environmental effects of logging 

road networks on watersheds are well documented and well publicised. At the same time, 

production of a single stream crossing design was considered a task sufficiently compact to 

execute as a desktop study in a reasonable amount of time. 

Large culvert design was ultimately selected as a suitable first test case. A culvert 

installation is typically considered large when over 1.0 min diameter, serving a catchment area of 

30 hectares (ha) or greater. In keeping with the first objective of the case study, an actual culvert 

installation was selected from a review of licensee-submitted culvert designs archived in 

provincial government records. In keeping with the second objective, the selection was 

deliberately commonplace, offering little in the way of serious design challenges or pitfalls. The 

intent was to create a baseline response for the task against which responses to more difficult 
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problems could be compared. An installation on a fish-bearing but non-salmonid stream was 

expected to pose a moderate environmental risk so that environmental quality scores could be 

generated. Similarly the problem scenario was situated in relatively benign terrain (where site 

conditions like soil erosion, chance of washout, and slope were not particularly averse) with low 

urgency (such that construction windows corresponded with the company's operational 

schedule). 

With a case problem topic in hand, it remains to formulate the text of the presenting 

problem. The neutrality of the language depends on the application. For example, a teacher in a 

test situation may purposefully include language to cue the students to demonstrate certain 

abilities. A researcher, on the other hand, may use neutral language rather than leading language 

to avoid cueing behavior and other errors. The 'naturalness' of the language is important because 

this can affect whether the target audience truly recognizes the problem (i.e. understands and can 

define the goal states of the problem). The naturalness of the language has to do with the tone and 

phrasing of the writing, the structure of the paragraphs and the inclusion of domain specific 

jargon, or slang. 

The text of the problem statement presented to the case study participants was: 

"For the stream crossing on the new Timbco Ltd access road extension, please: 

1. Select an appropriate culvert for the job. Be prepared to specify all features and dimensions. 

2. Plan the installation of the culvert. Estimate the type and amount of resources needed and the 

cost of the job (labour, equipment, materials). " 

Each forest road construction supervisor participating was instructed to assume the role 

of an employee of the fictitious company (Timbco Ltd.). The participants were verbally instructed 

to consider the job setting as unfamiliar rather than local to their own home license. The same 

phrasing was probably not used every time. The point about 'home turf became important later 
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as there was some evidence that participants transferred the case problem to their own home 

territory (refer to Chapter 6.0, Discussion). 

The discovery of the division of labour between Sizers and Installers (Table 4-1) from 

pilot testing resulted in the use of two versions of the problem statement. While this created a 

split in the sample, each of the individuals were retained to afford a larger pool of forest road 

construction supervisors to participate. Adapting the structure of the main test to accommodate a 

larger number of participants was thought to provide a better test of the methods. 

Sizers dealt with both parts of the case problem, or: 

- Select an appropriate culvert for the job, and; 

- Plan the installation of the culvert. 

Installers dealt with only the second part, or: 

- Plan the installation of a culvert of type 'x' and size y'. 

Regardless of classification as either Sizer or Installer, all of the forestry participants 

were asked to prepare construction cost estimates. 

Conversely, the 'Specialist' group was not responsible to prepare construction cost 

estimates. Government approvals staff are normally responsible for verifying high-level concepts 

like project locations and watershed flows as a check of the structures designed by Sizers. They 

do not review budgetary information. Therefore, Specialists were shown only with first part of the 

case problem, with no requirement to produce a cost estimate. Or: 

- Select an appropriate culvert for the job. 

As a consequence, the two main cohorts of participants, the forest road construction 

supervisors and the Specialists solved qualitatively different problems. Further, the forest road 

construction supervisors were split into two sub-groups: Sizers and Installers. This made direct 

comparison of their process traces and final designs difficult, as acknowledged and discussed in 

subsequent sections of this and later chapters. 
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4.4 Step 4. Designing the case problem content 

The case problem author's responsibility is to anticipate and create the case problem 

content to support the problem solver's need for the basic information. The problem author is also 

responsible to present the information using accurate language that is natural to the participant. 

The process of building the case problem content in the PBLM is a natural progression 

through two sub-steps: a. selection of the pertinent content and; b. organization of the content as 

question/answer text pairs within hierarchical structures. 

Approximately 3 70 question and answer file pairs were initially prepared for entry in the 

PBLM database. Researching and organizing content from a domain is data- and time-intensive. 

These research tasks are good candidates for class projects. When question and answer files 

number in the hundreds there is opportunity for students to pick up domain knowledge and make 

industry contacts while doing the research. Further, involving students in data collection and 

entry can save money on the preparatory work for a case problem. When additional people 

become involved creating the content, it is critical to ensure the content is consistent with any 

premeditated 'pitfalls' in the problem or other embedded tests. 

4. 4.1 Content Selection 

The case problem itself was adapted from actual New Brunswick provincial government 

records of an approved forest licensee stream crossing design. The archived records numbered 

only a few pages and therefore offered limited details. Therefore, both literature review and 

expert consultation were used to create a general model of the process expected for this type of 

design task. 

4.4.1.1 Literature review 

The literature review covered relevant legislation, design manuals, BMP guidebooks, and 

research papers (particularly accounts of real-life case histories). 
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The locus of the case problem was a fish-bearing forest stream. Design materials from provinces 

outside ofNew Brunswick and from ministries other than Ministries of Forests were consulted to 

get a cross-section of the latest thinking on good design practice in other jurisdictions vis a vis 

fish passage and habitat maintenance. The documents reviewed included provincial and federal 

government and some private industry design manuals. Full citations are available in the project 

bibliography. As one example of the benefits of the literature review, the US Army Corps of 

Engineers material yielded numerous recommendations for an information search prior to stream 

crossing design (see Table 4-2). This kind of list was valuable for ensuring sufficient basic 

technical information was included in the PBLM question/answer database. 

Answers to participant questions about 'road class' from Table 4-2 would provide data on 

off-highway logging truck loads and on traffic frequencies (i.e. one-lane vs. two-lane logging 

road traffic). Off-highway logging truck loads can far exceed legal loads on road classes listed in 

the USACE manuals. 

To correctly set the legislative context for the case problem, current legislation in force at the site 

of the problem was also reviewed. The pertinent New Brunswick provincial legislation reviewed 

at the time was the Crown Lands and Forests Act, Fish and Wildlife Act, Clean Water Act 

Watercourse and Wetland Alteration Regulation), and the Clean Environment Act (Water Quality 

Regulation). The Protected Natural Areas Act did not receive Royal assent in New Brunswick 

until February 21, 2003. It was therefore not incorporated directly in the case problem material 

but the relevant aspects should be in future updates. The pertinent Federal legislation reviewed at 

the time included the: Canadian Environmental Protection Act, Forestry Act, Fisheries Act, Plant 

Protection Act, and; the Species at Risk Act (SARA/COSEWIC). 
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Table 4-2 Recommended minimum information requirements for stream crossing design 
(Source: Adapted from US Army Corps of Engineers manuals i.e. USA CE 1993) 

Information Information source(s) 
Category 
Hydrology Topographic mapping 

High water marks 

Hydraulics 
Physical environment 
Imposed exterior loads 
Service life 

Site history 
Watershed delineation 
Gauging station data 
Fore st cover 

Channel dimensions 
Field inspection 
Road class 
Long-term access plans 
Schedule of activities in watershed 

Together with the review of pertinent legislation, data on compliance and enforcement 

under the legislation proved very useful. Of particular use was data from government records on 

the frequency of certain types of forest practices violations or infractions for stream crossings. 

These were considered persistent errors made by the target population that could potentially be 

embedded as technical pitfalls in the problem content. Embedment of pitfalls was planned to test 

whether participants commit the same errors under the task environment afforded by the 

methodology. Based on these tactics it was established that these pitfalls were not adequately 

avoided by any of the participants according to the ideal set by the problem author. The record of 

infractions committed by real workers also helped inform the design of the retrospective 

interview questions. In particular, questions about the more frequently penalized aspects were 

included in the retrospective interview to probe for details on the participants' plans to avoid 

these errors. The retrospective interviews did show that participants do have contingency plans 

and routines in the long term memory for dealing with these pitfalls when prompted. Some design 

errors forest professionals can make for this type of design problem were identified through co-
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operation with the office of the Harvest Monitoring Coordinator for the New Brunswick 

Department of Natural Resources and Energy. 

4.4.1.2 Expert consultation 

A small subset of the forest road construction supervisors considered to be senior (with 

ten or more years of experience in the region's forest sector) were consulted by way of a concept 

mapping questionnaire and job shadowing. These activities were designed to help set up the 

process model and problem content in the PBLM. The purpose was to identify domain and 

process knowledge not encountered in the literature review and to organize it into natural 

categories used by actual practitioners. 

4.4.1.2.1 Concept mapping 

Two forest road construction supervisors from New Brunswick underwent the concept 

mapping exercise. These two participants later became case study Participants 1 and 2 and solved 

the case problem using the PBLM. 

Their concept maps linked the domain knowledge and concepts that occurred to them as 

they reflected on their normal approach to stream crossing design. The concept mapping 

questionnaire (Appendix I) requested they render their normal approach to a series of nodes and 

lines on paper. 

The response of Participant 1 to the concept mapping questionnaire is provided in Figure 

4-1. Participant 1 completed this concept mapping exercise two years prior to his main test with 

the PBLM. Based on direction received from faculty at the UNB Department of Psychology, 

effects from pre-exposure to the case problem topic were expected to be negligible after at least a 

six-month time delay. The concept mapping questionnaire referred more generally to stream 

crossing design. It did not state the specific problem text presented in the main test. Also, each of 

the other later participants in the main test was aware in advance that the case problem had to do 
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with culvert selection via the written 'call for participants'. For these reasons it is believed that no 

real advantage in terms of cueing or coaching was conferred on Participant 1; meaning that his 

scores were not significantly affected by his earlier exposure to the concept mapping exercise. 

What this participant's response does permit us to see is an a priori conception of the problem 

space for this kind of design problem. Certainly this internally-held conception could have been 

subject to updating in the two years following this exercise in the lead up to the main test. 

However, Participant 1 's concept map was surprising in some respects: it identified an array of 

external actors or agents setting limits on the goal i.e. the Department of Environment, the 

contractor, the public, sub-licensees, and insurers. This may suggest a consultative problem 

solving style and some reliance on an external network of professionals. Also, while there is some 

breakdown of detail on installation activities, there are no details on factors that ultimately 

determine the culvert type and dimensions. In fact, none of the basic elements recommended for 

desktop study/field survey by the US Army Corps of Engineers in Table 4-2 entered into this 

concept map. The concept map collected from this participant did well to elicit some information 

on Participant 1 's overall conception of the problem space and the external actors who enters into 

it, however, it did not yield the kinds of detail desired about the actual solution strategy. This 

omission may have been an artefact of the questionnaire design. The questionnaire was possibly 

too general. The job shadow technique, on the other hand, served better in this capacity. 

4.4.1.2.2 Job shadowing 

Job shadowing, as employed here, consisted of observing three forest road construction 

supervisors over the course of a work day. The participants were asked to think aloud during the 

day as they carried out stream crossing site reconnaissance and/or construction supervision tasks. 

Details on the 'think aloud' method are provided in Chapter 2.0, Section 2.4.The participants 

were prompted or reminded to voice their thoughts aloud if they fell silent. Of note, two of these 

participants later underwent the main test, two years later, to solve the stream crossing case 
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problem (Case Study Participants 7 and 8). The third person job shadowed was a thirty-five year 

veteran of the trade. He was left outside the group undergoing the main test for two reasons: 1. He 

was working outside New Brunswick (Maine), and; 2. Pilot testing suggested his inability or 

unwillingness to use the computer search approach. Verbal data was collected from these 

individuals for later transcription and analysis during: 

1. initial field reconnaissance; 

2. an outdoor survey of culverts already available in the company yard; 

3. supervision of the excavation and 'pile-up' of road building material ahead of the crossing, 

and; 

4. supervision of the actual installation including stream diversion. 

Excerpts of the job shadow transcriptions of one supervisor, Participant 7, are provided 

(Figures 4-2 and 4-3) as an example of the data record that can be expected from the technique. 

This data record is suitable for content analysis or some other qualitative technique to identify 

some of the contents of the speaker's working memory as they move from problem conception 

schema through to analysis schema. The excerpts in Figures 4-2 and 4-3 were recorded during a 

field visit to a proposed stream crossing site in a new logging road alignment. This particular 

example is of a practitioner thinking aloud while looking at a site for the first time. This 

participant had previously done a desktop study to calculate the minimum opening area of the 

structure required to pass high water safely under the new road. 

The excerpt is quite compact in the sense that within the space of making seventeen 

utterances the practitioner quickly reviewed the choices he had made during his desktop study 

preparations, and evaluated his preliminary design for culvert type, length, and diameter relative 

to the new field information on stream substrate, stream skew, slope, stream embankment height 

and the availability of fill on-site. His impressive ability to visually estimate quantities is actually 
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an everyday aspect of this line of work. Nonetheless, the speed and acuity of each judgment read 

from the signs and symbols of the natural environment is an interesting result in and of itself. It 

reinforces the argument in Chapter 2 that the study of psychological factors in forestry is overdue. 

The observations made by this job shadow participant appear to become progressively 

more attune to the subtleties of the site when Figure 4-2 is compared with Figure 4-3. Figure 4-3 

is an excerpt for the same practitioner that provides an example of conclusions regarding spring 

flooding and erosion potential flagged on the basis of the formation of alder shrubs ( a/nus spp.) 

and the side slopes of the creek: instances of this kind of recognition occur between Lines 61 and 

74. Alders can indicate periods of prolonged soil saturation. Lines 65 to 67 are about the 

implications of constricting the natural open channel width to a culvert barrel, particularly during 

the high volumes of flow during spring freshet. This participant foresees bank erosion as a 

consequence of installing a culvert in this location. 

4.4.1.2.3 Summary of contributions from concept maps and job shadowing 

The 'live' expert knowledge discovery techniques of concept mapping and job 

shadowing were of value in documenting the types of information practitioners inquire on while 

making actual designs and plans, and it helped construct the process model and PBLM content. 

Job shadowing proved particularly useful for identifying the more subtle, site- and office

dependent factors that can affect solutions for this class of problem. New critical information 

items were learned that were not previously encountered in the review of the design literature. 

Also, some of the 'lingo' or industry-specific vocabulary used by members of the target 

population was revealed. 
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10 The road and the stream are para - ah - the stream crosses perpendicular to the road 
11 so the natural stream can flow through 
12 and we don't have to put as much pipe 
13 and we'll be alright with about - about a 30, about 40 feet of pipe will be needed here. 
14 40 foot 32 inch bottomless will do fine. 
15 The slope is very gentle, must be 5 percent. 
16 There's a lot of big rocks 
17 but they're not in the way of the stream 
18 so we won't have to move them, 
19 go over top, right where our bottomless is going to go we just do a little leveling here 
20 and put our pads down and the bottomless down on top of the pads. 
21 Even though angle to the road on either side there's not need of a pit 
22 because to cross we can just use the bank on either side of the stream with the road, 
23 one is about 10 feet - 15 feet high and about 20 feet long 
24 and the other is about 15 feet high and about 40/50 feet long, 
25 lots of material in sight. 
26 Yup, complete. 

Figure 4-2 Excerpt from the job shadow transcription of a practitioner during a self
directed field evaluation of a preliminary desktop design for a stream crossing 
(transcription line numbers listed to the left of text) 

61 what's here naturally and if you look here you see quite a bit of alders which generally 
62 grow on, you know, wet humid sites. 
63 So that's there once you've narrowed in your stream 
64 and you've put a crossing in for sure you're, 
65 if you narrow a stream in you're going to have a wider, you know your water when it 
66 comes down in the springtime, 
67 it's gonna be wider than what you put for pipes so it's going to narrow in some 
68 and then what you' 11 notice that your side silts 
69 then probably will get eroded 
70 so that's one way I can tell is when you have a side slope like this here. 
71 Like our two embankments on either side. 
72 (Tape Counter 204) RESEARCHER You say the swale of alders? 
73 Yeah, the swale of the alders here, 
7 4 you can see how wide it is so that means in the springtime we must get a bit of flooding 
75 here. Yeah, you get a bit of water here 
76 so that's a good indication that you're going to have some soil erosion. 

Figure 4-3 Excerpt from job shadow transcriptions of a practitioner regarding field signs of 
high water and bank erosion (transcription line numbers listed to the left of text) 
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4.4.1.3 Stakeholder consultation 

Consultation with the Stakeholder group contributed environmental content for the task. 

Initially, a list of well-known environmental risks was compiled from stream crossing design 

literature and termed List A ( or List A. Published). List A was augmented with a list of 

perceived risks ( or, List B. Perceived) for the task. These were collected from the responses of 

the Stakeholder group to the perceived environmental risks questionnaire (Appendix E). The 

two lists are given side-by-side in Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3 "List A. Published" and "List B. Perceived" Potential Environmental Risks of 
Stream Crossings 
List A. Published Environmental Risks 

Sediment introduction during installation 
Chronic soil erosion after installation 
Inhibited fish passage 

Loss of fish habitat (spawning, rearing, feeding, 
overwintering) 
Decreased food 
Decreased vegetative cover (shade) 
Increased water temperature 

Noise pollution 
Introduction of hydrocarbons: fuel, oil, hydraulic 
fluid spills 
Introduction of acid rock leachate 
Introduction of hazardous or deleterious materials 

Changes in hydraulics 
Downstream channel degradation 
Pipe deformation 

List B. Perceived Environmental 
Risks 
Flooding 
(Public, Hunting) Access to wildlife 
Harm (physical injury) to endangered 
species 
Habitat fragmentation 

Colonization of exotics 
Harm to soil bacteria/fungi 
Soil compaction (in the grubbed 
zone) 
Edge effects 
Aesthetics 

Recreation 

Some perceived risks identified in the Stakeholder responses were, as expected, not 

cited in the literature. For example, edge effects on vegetation (from the clearing of a new road 

right-of-way), and the wildlife effects like habitat fragmentation and hunter access were 

considered too abstract or indirect to be within the scope of the regular forest road construction 
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supervisor's purview. 'Indirect' means the risk source is not the stream crossing per se, but from 

the access the crossing affords to 'pristine' territory. 

Topics from List A and from List B were purposefully selected. A single list was 

compiled by making practical, judicious choices among the findings in literature and 

questionnaire responses. Selection was made so that the salient environmental risks were 

represented. Ultimately the selections had to be meaningful for the task (not ancillary or 

esoteric) in order to make a reasonable assessment of environmental risk management 

capability. Several of these choices were easy because the environmental effects are well known. 

For example, the deleterious effects of stream crossings on fisheries resources and sedimentation 

are well known. 

Information on means to mitigate fish passage difficulties and sedimentation could be 

readily incorporated in the question/answer bank, well within the realm of the practical and 

expected inquiry behavior. These 'environmental' question and answer pairs eventually became 

the underpinnings of the environmental quality scoring hierarchy. Specifically, these questions 

formed the lowest level of the hierarchy. They are the basic indicators of environmental risk 

management activity in the tactic, and by extension, the environmental quality of the final 

solution. The literature review and consultations described above served to identify errors 

known to be committed by the target participant group for the class of problem. The data was 

used to create and embed some premeditated technical and environmental 'pitfalls', so to speak, 

in the problem content. This is an attempt to come closer to the goal of identifying common 

errors in the training of the target population. 

From the deliberations that are part of Step 1 of the methodology, an objective of the 

problem author may be to detect whether participants commit a well-known error. 

Question/answer material can be created and included in the searchable database to provide the 

information a participant would use in the field to identify and avoid these errors. 
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Question/answer pairs were provided in the PBLM database for typical penalty items 

that could be reasonably covered by desktop study (the risk of some types of infractions is 

difficult to eliminate during the planning stages). The point was to give the participants enough 

information to cover off high-frequency or well-known errors for the case problem as if the 

stream crossing were to be actually constructed and subjected to regulators' field checks. 

Frequency was interpreted as the sum total of compliance activities devoted to the correction of 

pipe stabilization, vegetative buffer maintenance and equipment traverse penalty codes in data 

provided by NB Harvest Monitoring. Other technical pitfalls embedded in the case problem 

content were: 

1. The native gravel is coarse round: the participant will need to import suitable gravel 

or crush local stone to ensure sufficient compaction. Installation of additional seepage 

control measures ( e.g. collars) is also recommended, although uncommon practice in 

forestry; 

2. The sections of conventional round pipe are only available in lengths requiring 

coupling and field cutting; 

3. The foundation conditions of the stream bed are not ideal for footings, and; 

4. The stream is skewed at the road centerline, affecting the length calculation. 

Specific to the environmental quality scoring criteria, environmental concerns were also 

embedded in the case problem content: 

1. Environmental risk management related to fisheries resources 

The stream that is the subject of the case problem is fish-bearing with good quality 

spawning and rearing habitat near the crossing and upstream. Therefore participants were 

expected to inquire on the means at their disposal to protect fisheries resources during 
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construction and over the service life of the structure. Short-term mitigation measures (suitable 

for reduction in fish injury for the duration of the construction period) could include fish salvage 

preceding construction and installing the structure in a dry riverbed with appropriate diversion 

techniques. Long-term mitigation measures for fish passage could include limiting the pipe 

slope and length, using the mandatory embedment depth while addressing the potential for a 

'hung' or 'perched' culvert, using baffling techniques for closed-bottom structures like 

conventional round pipe, and installing habitat features like large rocks, sill logs and energy 

dissipation pools. 

2. Environmental risks related to site conditions 

The erodibility of the in situ soils was a potential pitfall because it has important 

implications for site sediment control. It was expected participants would prepare ways to limit 

soil impacts during construction and to restore the site by requesting information on resources 

available for sediment control. A good short-term plan could include limiting equipment 

movement and impacts in and about the stream via a no-grub zone and temporary bridge or 

finding alternate routes accessing each side of the stream, together with the installation of 

sediment control measures like straw bale barriers and silt fence. Long term plans could include 

grading of slopes, rip rap reinforcement of soils, placement of geotextile and seeding and/or 

vegetation salvage and transplantation. 

Question/answer files and related keywords were designed to help participants remedy 

these environmental pitfalls using the question/answer content. 

4.4.2 Content Organization 

Sorting case problem question and answer content by category and then sub-category 

helps populate the database efficiently. It also helps in other ways. Nested categories reduce the 
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risk of redundancy and inconsistencies between question/answer pairs, and the structure helps 

novices when the problem is used as a teaching example. 

When this kind of structuring is imposed on students for browsing through content, it 

may help them learn to organize their own knowledge base in a manner similar to the schemata 

used by professionals for this class of problem. The category view serves as an archetypal view 

of the 'industry standard' for organizing information about certain types of problems. 

While the general problem content required organization, the sub-set of environmental 

content also required organization. Two different hierarchies were adopted. The universal 

question/answer set was organized in one hierarchical structure for populating the database and 

for search (Figure 4-4). Another, smaller hierarchy was developed to generate the environmental 

quality scores. The composite programming scoring algorithm FCP-11 chains upward 

( aggregates scores) through successive branches of the hierarchy to calculate a single, global 

score. Some branches are depicted in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. The environmental scoring hierarchy 

was created outside of the PBLM software. It is read into the FCP-11, which was programmed 

separately in MATLAB®, to produce the environmental quality scores. 

4.4.2.1 Organization of the general problem content 

Within each of the macro-categories and sub-categories, question statements were 

created and linked to the requisite text file storing the answer statement, and to a database field 

of keywords. While the PBLM software offers a help utility, no user help files were created 

because the preference was to make the retrieval of information explicit by question ID codes in 

the tactic. If a formula was required, for example, the participant had the opportunity to request 

the formula outright using a question statement and it would be registered in the tactic. Hard 

copy information that could not be easily scanned or made available in electronic format ( e.g. 

large maps, air photos) was also cataloged using question statements or keywords. 
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Figure 4-4 shows the category structure used for this case study. The individual question 

statements and links to the answer files made up the lowest level of the hierarchy (not shown). 

Table 4-5 shows one branch terminating in a set of relevant question statements. 

STREAM CROSSING CASE PROBLEM 

PROBLEM 
DEFINITION 

---{::a_~~:_:_----_-----_---_, _t_f Situation,! . . J 

Maps Resources 

Constraints 

Regulations 

Design Aids 

SITE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Stream Dimensions 

Hydrology 

Inhabitants 

Fish 

Wildlife 

Societal Aspects 

Vegetation 

Soils 

INSTALLATION 

Contractor & Crew 

Construction 

Figure 4-4 Searchable tree structure used to organize the universe of forestry case problem 
question/answer content in the PBLM 

The limit on the number of macro-categories and sub-categories that can be created in 

the relational database is not known at this time, and cannot be ascertained without formal 

testing. It is expected that the size of the database is not limited by the number of problems or 

categories of questions; rather, the real limit is the facility that tracks and timestamps participant 

navigation through the content. This table is the limiting factor on the size of the database 

because it rapidly accumulates hundreds of rows. 
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As the numbers of questions grew, it became apparent that the categories and questions 

themselves should have as little overlap as possible to keep the amount of content manageable. 

At the very least it was critical that similar or related material was consistent between different 

question and answer statements to avoid giving participants conflicting information. 

The question/answer material was written using natural language that was as close as 

possible to that used by practitioners in the field. Some of the technical jargon was picked up 

from the job shadowing interviews. These same terms were used in the keyword search list to 

make the search as natural as possible. 

4.4.2.2 Organization of the environmental content 

The highest-level entries in the environmental scoring hierarchy are the broadest risk 

categories. The next levels consist of branches of contributing factors. The lowest-level entries 

are the individual 'key' environmental questions that, according to the dictum of the CSA 

standard adopted here, must be asked to successfully mitigate the risks. 

Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show the structure of the environmental scoring hierarchy at 

different levels of detail. Effects during construction (Figure 4-5) were defined as those caused 

by construction procedures. Physical injury or direct mortality of fish and aquatics (i.e. benthic 

organisms) could occur during construction depending on the stream diversion method and fish 

salvage plans. While the introduction of sediment and the introduction of chemicals from 

hydraulic spills and contact with uncured concrete are known impacts, 'vegetation changes' may 

be less obvious. The risk of 'vegetation changes' to habitat could include excessive removal of 

forest cover, aquatic plants or plant-derived debris that gives structure to the stream. This could 

occur during right-of-way clearing and grubbing or during pipe installation. Removal of forest 

material and cover is known to have deleterious effects on water temperature and shelter. Effects 

over the service life were those defined as initiating after departure from the job site, due to 
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inappropriate design or placement of the structure, or inadequate site stabilization and 

restoration. 

Table 4-4 Example question statements from the 'Problem Definition' macro-category and 
sub-categories 
Macro- Sub- Sub- Keywords Question Text 
category category i category ii 

Problem Location Maps 
Definition 

Map; p-line; scale "Request 1: 12500 map of road 
centerline and stream 
intercept" 

Map; orthophoto "Request orthophoto map" 

Situational Constraints Budget; cost; "What budget restrictions are 
placed on this project?" expense; fiscal 

Schedule; timing; 
construction; 
period 

Long-term; 
history; strategic; 
plans; future; 
service life 

"When is the crossing 
scheduled for construction?" 

"What are the long-term plans 
for the road when harvesting is 
complete?" 

Some of these are similar to construction effects, but usually occur through different pathways 

and are chronic. These were: 

1. Blocked passage due to an obstacle in the design of the culvert. 

2. Increased sediment load from exposed fills. 

3. Collapse/washout of the culvert via lack of slope reinforcement, seepage, uplift, lack of cover. 

4. Introduction of chemicals (i.e. use of acid rock). 

5. Loss of habitat (via project footprint). 

6. Changes in vegetation and contributions of vegetation to the stream within the road right-of-

way, and; 

7. Channel changes from constriction of the channel and changes in hydraulics. 
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Over the service life, the risks associated with 'channel changes' were defined as the 

local effects on channel shape as a result of the constriction of flow in the new pipe and changes 

in velocity. Channel morphological changes typically occur downstream. This could affect 

riffle/pool ratios that are a component of the complex of stream habitat. 'Blocked passage' was 

due to obstacles introduced by poor design (like perched outlets or closed-pipe culverts that are 

too long for fish to pass through during the spring freshet when swimming at burst speed). 

Figure 4-6 shows how the questions in the tactic and the design decisions reported in the 

retrospective interview are scored and tied to the higher-level risk categories. 

Scores are conferred by the analysis of the tactic for key environmental questions, and 

by the analysis of the retrospective interview responses for mitigating design decisions. As 

shown in Figure 4-6 the presence of a desired question or design feature earns the participant a 

score of' 1 '; its absence is recorded as a 'O'. Figure 4-6 for example presents a response as if 

neither the key question about downstream obstacles to fish nor an electrofishing survey had 

been ordered, resulting in scores of zero for these items. The weighted sum of these scores per 

branch gives the global score. 
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4.5 Step 5. Anticipating the range in solutions 

Using the content created in Step 4, example solutions should be worked out. This may 

require more research on the generally accepted solutions and possibly, more novel solutions 

that may require special content in the database. 

Worked solutions (ideally coming from real practitioners in addition to the problem 

author) will aid the problem author to identify a priori the key pieces of information (the key 

questions that should be part of the critical path or tactic) that need to be asked to come to the 

various solutions. This can help test the completeness of the database content. Creating model(s) 

of the expected progression through the problem is necessary for later evaluation of any 

predictive work like postulation of hypotheses. A researcher could formulate hypotheses linking 

information search (pre-decisional) with decision outcomes. For example, 'the component X of 

solution Y that results from asking Questions A, Band C is not due to chance alone'. This type 

of predictive work was left outside the scope of this study. 

Using the PBLM case problem content developed to Step 4, and the problem solving 

model for the case problem (Chapter 2.0, Figure 2-3), various solutions were developed to 

anticipate the range of reasonable responses from the participants. Generally-accepted solutions 

were produced; possible novel solutions requiring special content in the database were produced 

after the pilot testing and during the wider case study. This was particularly true for the 

calculations of cost estimates. It was difficult for researchers to know how accurate or realistic 

the equipment and material rates held in the PBLM were until they were presented to 

participants from different regions of the province during pilot testing. This kind of costing 

information is sometimes proprietary. 

As a consequence of the pilot testing, an important feature of the case problem was 

simplified. For two reasons the watershed area (used to determine design flows and the required 
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opening area for the stream crossing structure) was reduced. The first reason was to simplify 

calculations for participants, who through the pilot testing were found incapable of or reluctant 

to carry out sizing for larger diameter pipes. The second reason was to try to limit participant's 

purview to selection among culverts rather than selection of small-span bridges. It was found 

that participants were reverting to the selection of small span bridges despite the stipulation of 

culvert selection in the text of the presenting problem. While the intent was not to restrict 

innovation, there was an interest, in at least this first case study, to keep the problem bounded to 

culvert selection. Only two choices of structure were really anticipated: round ( closed) pipe, and 

open-bottom arch. 

Variations in end-treatment (i.e. retaining walls and energy dissipation designs) were 

expected. However, as it will be related in this section, four different types of structure were 

submitted as solutions. Minimum required opening areas and other important design 

specifications were calculated for different structures for the job. For example, minimum 

embedment depth was set at 150 mm. The expected length without use of abutments was 18 - 20 

m, including allowance for skew length. The use of abutments was expected to cut the length 

down to 10-12 m. Pipe slope was expected to lie at 0.5%. Another basic parameter was the 

opening area. 

Table 4-5 gives the minimum determined opening area, expressed for different structure 

types. 

Table 4-5 Minimum values for the desi n arameter of o 
Structure type Round Pipe Pipe Arch 

2.6m2 2.8 m2 2.8 m2 

4.6 Step 6. Adapting the software for the main test 

The PBLM software was originally designed for use as a teaching tool rather than a 

research instrument so not all functions were used in this case study. The functionality of the 
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PBLM software was reviewed to identify unwanted cues, unnecessary prompts, etc. Some new 

functions, most importantly the keyword search utility, were added to support the case study. 

Special modifications required the expertise of computer programmers, at substantial cost. 

Two examples of software modifications in the case study were: 

1. Expand the search capability, and; 

2. Eliminate prompts. 

Related to (1) Expand the search capability, a keyword search utility was added to the 

interface to assist with the consistency and speed of the information search. 

Related to (2) Eliminate prompts, the second major adaptation of the PBLM was to 

eliminate the prompt 'Why are you asking this question?'. This prompt was eliminated to avoid 

encouraging introspective thoughts, which may interfere in the cognitive process (van Someren 

et al. 1994 ). 

In other applications there may be other features of the GUI that do not fit with the 

instructional purpose and objectives. The software permits certain functions to be turned on or 

off, but there may be other features that cannot be altered without the assistance of the software 

architect/database programmer (FORCE/Robak Associates of Fredericton, NB). The PBLM 

software is not commercially available at this time. Therefore an alternate software program or 

manual method that similarly supports and records active information search could be developed 

and substituted at the problem author's discretion. One alternative source is the internet Open 

Source project Mouselab. 

If a GUI design has the potential to render spurious results, but the budget or even 

access rights to the GUI make a redesign or acquisition of other software/methods impracticable, 

it may be possible to introduce manual methods or a 'filter' such as the session facilitator elected 

for use in this study. At any rate, it is important to carefully screen both the physical and the 

virtual environments of the main test for confounding factors. 
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In retrospect it is recognized that the number of times the keyword search was used vs. 

the branching tree search should have been monitored more closely. 

4.7 Step 7. Specifying the environment for the main test 

In this step, the test environment is created appropriate to the experiment or instructional 

goals. If inferential work is planned, this step seeks to mitigate external effects on the dataset. 

Factors to consider could include location, privacy needs, noise levels, light levels, familiarity of 

the environment to the study participant and any other concurrent data capture modes (i.e. the 

importance of real-time vocalizations during the problem solving process as well as extended or 

post-problem solving data collected via retrospective interview). 

If the sessions are located at the offices of the participant rather than a laboratory the test 

environment will be largely uncontrolled. The loss of experimental control may be offset 

somewhat by learning what internet connectivity and equipment barriers there are for workers in 

each office ahead of time to make the main test sessions as similar as possible. 

At a minimum an internet-ready computer in a quiet location should be provided with 

low chance for interruption. The logistics of running successful sessions should be known and 

organized ahead of time. For example, if transmission of the session data over the internet is 

important, pilot testing will help check the reliability of the internet connection and computer 

speed. Conversely, the database and answer files could be uploaded to a hard drive for locations 

where rapid transmission to a central server is not required for instant tabulation of scores, or 

internet is simply unavailable. 

Much like an open-book test, the participant should be instructed to have on hand the 

materials normally used in the course of daily work. In the case study example, these materials 

included local contractor and material cost information and design tables. Asking the participant 

to have this information on hand obviously cues them to the nature of the problem; however, it 
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is a good check against the validity of the question/answer content. It is also more important to 

have these materials on hand to avoid a breakdown in generation of the true tactic. 

The mode of presentation is important as well (the manner in which the task is presented 

to the participants and their view of and access to the PBLM user interface). This is referred to 

as direct vs. indirect access to the PBLM user interface. Descriptions of the two presentation 

modes are: 

1. Direct access: Participant uses a PC in isolation independently navigating through all 

features of the graphical user interface (GUI) including the keyword search utility or 

tree structure to select the information. This would be possible after an introduction to 

the information board concept and the features of the software user interface, or; 

2. Indirect (facilitated) access: Participant utters the request for information and the 

facilitator uses the GUI keyword search utility or tree structure to select the information. 

The use of one mode over another will be determined by effective pilot testing or 

computer literacy pre-testing of participants. Participant age or occupation may already 

suggest computer literacy may be a barrier and could result in spurious or no data. Some 

case study participants, including Participant 1, demonstrated obvious discomfort or 

could not independently navigate through the user interface in the pilot testing. 

Therefore, the indirect 'facilitated' mode was used. 

The first instance, direct access, is the 'normal' mode for a teaching and learning setting, 

and would be ideal for a research setting if the participants prove adept at using the interface 

independently. The benefit is that there is no intermediary possibly misinterpreting the 

participant's desires and introducing bias and error. 

In the second instance, indirect access, the researcher's role as a facilitator or 

intermediary between participant and database must be clearly explained to the participant. The 
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participant must be free to request information as needed from the researcher to solve the 

problem. The researcher should sit facing the participant and use a laptop or moveable monitor 

to display the search results to the participant. 

For each information request, the researcher should confirm the accuracy of their 

interpretation of the request by repeating it back to the participant. After this exchange and any 

other clarification, the researcher retrieves the needed piece of information from the case 

problem materials using either of the search utilities. The benefit to this mode is that there is less 

cueing since the view of the question list is barred. Another benefit of session facilitators to 

bridge gaps and fill in missing problem content that could have otherwise resulted in incomplete 

or tangential tactics. 

When a question statement was found to be ambiguous, the participant was asked to 

first provide two or more keywords and to reformulate the question. Phrases such as "Can you 

tell me a little more about what you want?", "Can you phrase the question in another way?" or 

"Can you provide me with more keywords?" can be used if the information request was unclear. 

If it becomes evident after the initial search that the item requested did not exist in the 

question bank, and it is possible for the facilitator to formulate an answer on the spot, one should 

be provided. If not, the session facilitator should admit that it is not possible to provide an 

answer at the time. Fortunately the session facilitators for this case study had substantial 

technical background and were capable of formulating answers on the spot. As often as possible 

the session facilitator should have experience in the domain. The answer given for the new 

question should be furnished as a new entry in the database using consistent language. It was 

important to note the exact phrasing of the request and the answer provided in these instances in 

order to recreate the problem content verbatim, and generate keywords with a high probability 

of bringing up an identical request by others. The resultant new question and answer pair is then 

made available to subsequent participants. 
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In this case study, thirteen new questions were added to the database after the start of the 

main tests. Five of these were catalogued as 'Participant Aids', or documents the participants 

supplied themselves. The implications of these introductions during the main test are discussed 

in Chapter 5.0's section on reconditioning the results data. 

As often as possible, a second researcher should be on hand to make notes of instances 

such as this and to keep track of time because of the considerable workload of the first 

researcher as facilitator or intermediary. 

Two additional data collection options are: 

1. Audio or video record concurrent verbalizations (the participants are asked to think 

aloud during the session). This is useful to reveal the thoughts heeded in the working memory, 

the body language exhibited during the session, and instances of bias and error introduced by a 

facilitator. 

2. A retrospective interview. If there are key attributes to revisit after the main test, a 

retrospective interview has been shown to be less reactive than concurrent verbalizations during 

other process tracing experiments (Eger et al. 2007). The timing of the retrospective interview is 

also important. Conducted immediately after the fact, a retrospective verbal report may yield 

some content of the working memory from the main test, albeit through the filter of the 

participant's impressions ofrecent events. Depending on the goal of the study, a retrospective 

interview could be desired later, giving the participant time to reflect on the events of the main 

test. For example, opinions on session quality may not be fully formed until several days later. 

Both audio recording and retrospective interviews were used in the case study. 

4.8 Step 8. Structuring the main test & retrospective interview 

Different phases can be specified for the main test. Time limits should be set per phase. 

Keeping the participant burden manageable (in terms of both mental fatigue and interruption of 
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normal work) is important from the perspective of reliability of results, and also important from 

a research ethics perspective. Permission form(s) need to be developed for mutual sign-off. 

Participant agreement forms should make time commitments obvious to participants. Examples 

are provided in Appendix A-1. 

One three-hour block was scheduled per participant. This included the retrospective 

interview which follows after a participant's declaration of problem completion. The login 

feature of the PBLM provides for additional active information acquisition sessions if desired. 

The suggested session phases are described in the next section. 

4.8.1. Session Introduction 

The study' s purpose, procedures, risks, participant rights, outcomes and opportunities 

for feedback should be explained to the participant during the introduction. The session phases 

should be explained with estimates of the time required to complete each phase and total session 

time. Start and end times should be carefully recorded for each session step to try to get a 

measure of effort via time expended. 

The researcher has ethical responsibilities to the participant. It is expected that employee 

anonymity is important to participants if results may be viewed by the employer. There may be 

employer clearances required for some workplaces in addition to a university ethics board 

review , depending on the jurisdiction. While the Employment Standards Act for the province of 

New Brunswick (Chapter E-7.2) did not make reference to performance reviews per se, labour 

laws or corporate policies/employment contracts may make reference to the collection, storage 

and transmission of employee results to which researchers, trainers or other contractors to 

human resources departments need to adhere. 

A standard Canadian reference for ethical conduct in human research is the Tri-Council 

Policy Statement on the topic of maintaining human dignity in research (Canadian Institutes of 

Health Research, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada and Social 
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Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, 2010). Three principles are advanced by 

this document: respect for persons, concern for welfare, and justice. There was potential for test 

anxiety and 'loss of face' in this study, particularly because of the connections to work 

performance. To attempt to set the participants at ease, the confidentiality of the results, 

including the non-release of their data to the employer, was emphasized. 

In addition to voluntary permission to participate, permission to audio or video record 

must be asked of each participant. It is up to the researcher whether recording media are placed 

in full view of the participant. 

4.8.2. Warm-up 

A short practice or warm-up case problem on an unrelated topic should be provided to 

provide participants the opportunity to become familiar with the data collection mode ( direct or 

indirect). Case study participants were asked to limit conversations with the researcher; 

however, they were encouraged to voice their own thoughts aloud naturally and spontaneously 

during the warm up problem. 

4.8.3. The main test 

At this point the main problem statement is presented to the participant and the active 

information search begins in earnest. Any information the participant deems important for the 

solution of the problem can be requested. Requests are made verbally from the researcher( s) or 

by using the software interface, depending on the data collection mode (determined in Step 7). 

The text of the case problem can be revisited at any time. The tactic accumulates with each new 

request during the information search and is stored as a string of question ID numbers in the 

PBLM database. 

The participant should be informed of their freedom to work on their final solution 

either during or after the active information search phase. When the participant is satisfied with 
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the information accumulated, the information search portion of the session is concluded. 

Whether the participant can return to the database search in later phases is at the discretion of the 

researcher, although special software modifications may be necessary in order for this to occur. 

4.8.4. Post-search period for synthesis of information into a solution 

The post-search phase is a period reserved for quiet calculation, notes review or other 

activity to compile the information collected from the PBLM question/answer bank into a final 

solution. There was no time limit or other restriction set on case study participants. Participants 

may be given the option to take a rest break before commencing the retrospective interview. 

4.8.5. Retrospective interview or other guided analysis post-session (if desired) 

A retrospective interview was used in the case study because numerous errors and 

omissions in the tactics were highly likely with this first use of the methodology. Probing 

questions were designed to gain insight on the solution, and on overall participant impressions 

of the test. 

The retrospective interview consisted of three parts: 

1. A set of questions soliciting a review of the participant's culvert design and 

installation plan, with cost estimates. 

2. A set of questions about the degree and mitigation of environmental risks inherent in 

the case problem and in general stream crossing design practice. 

3. A set of questions about the participant's satisfaction with the session quality and 

perceived importance of the task. 

The interview guide that was used is attached in Appendix C-1. The results are 

appended in C-2 and discussed in Chapter 5.0. The order with which questions were asked of the 

participants was randomized in an attempt to control for order effects. 
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4.9 Step 9. Conducting the pilot tests 

Draft versions of the case problem were user-tested together with the other test materials 

( ethical research permissions forms, scripted interview questions) from Step 8 above. A small 

subset of the target population of forest road construction supervisors was allocated to the pilot 

testing (three tests with Participants 1, 2, 5 and a supervisor from Maine). Single-subject 

research doctrines in education should be consulted as in Horner et al. (2005) to avoid 

compromising the integrity of the experiment if a participant is later re-tested. Problem author(s) 

and session facilitators should also attempt to solve the design task themselves. 

The pilot tests served as a 'reality check' for the question/answer content- particularly 

the equipment rental rates and other pricing information. 

4.10 Summary 

This chapter showcased methodology steps 1 through 9 used to prepare the test 

materials. Examples from the current case study were used. Chapter 5.0 explains the steps for 

data collection and analysis (10 to 12) and demonstrates them with the case study results. 
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CHAPTER 5.0 METHODOLOGY: CASE STUDY RESULTS 

The results of the first real application of the methodology are reported step-by-step in 

this chapter. Results are reported for each of the three evaluation objectives: consistency, 

environmental quality, and efficiency of the problem solution. 

5.1 Step 10. The main test & retrospective interview 

The main test relied on a format and materials revised by the pilot testing in Step 9. The 

output consisted of: 

1. The tactic generated by the active information search through the computer database 

2. A verbal report of the final design specifications given during the retrospective 

interview 

Table 5-1 gives the original tactic of case study Participant 1 tracked by the PBLM 

software. Appendix B gives the tactics of the other participants. Table 5-2 gives the design 

specifications reported by Participant 1 and select others. 

Participant 1 's tactic was selected for demonstration because this participant inhabited 

the middle ground on many of the assessment endpoints, responding with a conventional design, 

fairly typical inquiry strategy and medium tactic length. Where appropriate, the responses of 

other participants are presented to highlight certain features of the group response. 

The retrospective interview questions were designed to prompt the participant to report 

particular design parameters and to discuss how they arrived at these parameters. Some 

participants selected round pipe (four of the ten tasked with the full design and planning 

problem), while other participants chose different structures for the same crossing. For purposes 

of demonstrating the variety in the structures selected, final design specifications for each of a 

round pipe, a closed (pipe) arch, an open-bottom arch and a bridge were included in Table 5-2. 

This data was used later for scoring the environmental quality of their final design decisions. 
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Table 5-1 First-degree modified tactic recorded for Participant 1 

Question Question Question Statement 
Order ID Code 
1 171 Who owns the land? 
2 1 Where is the site located in the province? 

3 4 
Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and 
stream intercept 

4 68 
What is the area of the basin drained by the 
watercourse? 

5 340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

6 332 
View the table of culvert diameters based on 
drainage area from the DFO field guide 

7 60 
What is the vertical profile (grade) of the 
stream? 

8 157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

9 22 
Request price list for round structural plate steel 
pipe culverts 

10 21 
Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe 
culverts 

11 262 
What are the approach grades of the finished 
road design at the site? 

12 377 
Participant Aid: Consults own price lists for 
culvert orders 

13 19 
What equipment is available for installing the 
crossing structure, at what cost? 

14 135 
Has the watercourse experienced previous 
alterations? 

15 276 
Contractor: How long do you estimate the 
installation will take? 

16 20 
What materials are available for gravel and rock 
fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 
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Table 5-2 Example 'Sizer' Participants' Final Design Specifications 

Final Design Specifications Participant No. & Response 

ID No. Parameter 1 8 10 13 

1 Shape or type Round pipe 
Open 

Pipe arch One lane bridge 
bottom arch 

2 Material CSP Struct plate CSP Steel girders 
5 Abutment type Riprap Riprap Unsp. Filled bins 
6a Diameter (m) 1.83 2.13 NIA NIA 
6b Span and Height (m x m) NIA Unsp. 2.7x 1.1 4.46 X 0.91 
7 Opening area (m2) 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.79 
8 Gauge thickness (mm) 10 Unsp. 3 NIA 

9 
Corrugation profile (mm x 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. NIA 
mm) 

10 Length (m) 15.2 22 10.06 
5.5 m girders, 

3.05 m span 
16a Abutment dimensions (m2) 8.4 Unsp. 18 24.4 

17 
Riprap rating ( dimensions or 

300 Large Unsp. NIA 
rating) 

18 Slope (vertical alignment) 0% 0.5% 0.5% NIA 
19 Embedment depth (mm) 150 NIA 0 NIA 
20 Perch ( outlet height ( m)) Unsp. NIA Unsp. NIA 

21 
Skew angle (horizontal 

20 20 90 NIA 
alignment) 

22 Height of cover (m) 0.91 1.07 0.75 NIA 
0.15-0.2 m Unsp. 

25 Compaction rating (if any) Unsp. lifts, two rating, 0.45 NIA 
passes m lifts 

26 Fill source Local 
Local; rock Local, 

Unsp. 
crusher crusher 

28 
Energy dissipation pool area 

Unsp. Unsp. No NIA (m2) 
30 Baffles Unsp. NIA No NIA 
31 Seepage control collar Unsp. Unsp. No NIA 
32 Wrapping pipe in geotextile Unsp. Yes Unsp. NIA 

33 Footings NIA Precast 
No NIA 

cone. 
34 Type of installation Dry Dry Wet Unsp. 

37 
Type and location of 

Unsp. Steel piles Unsp. Unsp. 
cofferdams 

39 
Amount of silt fence used 

Unsp. Unsp. 0 18.3 (m) 

40 
Amount of geotextile used 

Unsp. 500m2 120 m2 Unsp. (m2) 

41 
Location of off-take ditches 

20m Unsp. 30m Unsp. 
(m away) 

42 
Type and location of 

Unsp. 
Wrapped 

Unsp. Unsp. 
checkdams bales 

43 Location of settlement pond Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 
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Final Design Specifications Participant No. & Response 

44 
Revegetation (tonnes/ha Yes, Unsp. 

12.5 No 10 
seed) Rate 

45 
Erosion blankets (type and 

No No No Unsp. 
surface area) 

46 Mulching Unsp. 6 bales 10 bales 10 bales 
52 Length of no-grub zone (m) Unsp. 30 Unsp. Unsp. 
53 Fuel truck setback Unsp. 60 100 Unsp. 
54 Temporary bridge No Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 
55 Installation of sill logs No Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 
56 Placement of rocks in stream No Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

57 Timing of job Unsp. 
Late 

August 
Mid-July to 

August August 1 
58 Duration of job 4 days 2 days 2 days Unsp. 
59 Cost of_job $9,750.00 $7,450.00 $6,000.00 $20,000.00 

Fifty-nine different parameters for final design and installation planning were discussed 

and collected from the participants during the retrospective interviews. Fields labeled 'Unsp.' 

are the parameters that remained unspecified by the participant even after the retrospective 

interview. Unfortunately there are a relatively large number of these fields, offering no 

information on the parameters of interest. This omission may have been the failing of the session 

facilitators. This failure could have come about by: 1. Not asking sufficiently pointed questions 

about these parameters during the retrospective interview; 2. Not following up on lines of 

discussion until the parameter of interest is reported, 3. Not effectively noting the data as it was 

reported by the participants., or; 4. Asking for things outside the normal purview of workers on 

this type of job. On the other hand, the omissions may have simply exposed the participant's 

inability to meet the task requirements. Participants with a large number of unspecified 

parameters may have had a limited or primitive problem conception that did not include for 

these missing items. A constricted problem conception would suggest a 'cookie cutter' approach 

to solving this class of problem rather than designing from first principles. 
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The tactics leading to these design decisions do include inquiries on factors such as the 

streambed composition, foundation conditions, fish presence and quotes for materials that 

Participant 1 did not make in Table 5-1. Whether it can be surmised that participants' choices 

are predicated on the information gathered from these inquiries, their assumptions of the 

researchers' expectations or simply their company's policies is unknown. 

The discussion generated during the retrospective interview gave some insight on the 

heuristics that may have been employed. The following sentences were excerpted as examples 

from the various retrospective interview transcriptions. They refer to concepts that were voiced 

aloud and possibly applied to the solution but were not registered in the original tactic stored in 

the PBLM database. The excerpts offer evidence of the participant making assumptions and 

accessing heuristics, deep knowledge and memories stored in the long-term memory rather than 

from the PBLM database: 

"Don't want any clay there, compact with a small bulldozer. There's no judgment, just 

do it until (you) feel it's enough. (It's) important to keep three feet. " 

"Seed, then hay, twenty meters from the culvert put drainage ditch to prevent erosion." 

"Site remediation (is) included in the two day (construction) estimate. Have to clean 

the barrier at the outlet. Chain link fence (and) hay to act as a.filter." 

5.2 Step 11. Reconditioning the results data 

The question ID codes listed in the tactic are the primitives, or the basic unit of data in 

tactic analysis. It may be necessary to recondition or clean up this data after the fact. In this case 

study, data from researcher and participant notes was used to adjust the raw or original 

participant tactics to produce a more complete record of the problem solving process. In this 
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work the reconditioning of the original tactics was conducted in two defined stages (termed first

degree and second-degree modifications) with specific rules for modifications at each stage: 

1. First-degree modified: If the participant is permitted to introduce external 

information as a participant aid, the problem author must duly assign a new ID number specific 

to the type of aid used. For example, in this work several participants preferred to use their own 

materials cost data- consequently a new ID number for 'Used own supplier's cost data' had to 

be created and substituted in the tactic where only the generic tag 'Participant Aid' was 

previously registered. 

2. Second-degree modified: The problem author should use session notes and 

transcriptions, etc. to insert question ID numbers in the tactic not accurately represented in the 

original tactic by experimenter error or otherwise. If questions were presented to the participant 

in error these cannot be deleted because they were heeded. Omissions can arise from new or 

novel items of information requested by the participant, requests that were not well matched 

with any item in the PBLM problem content, or requests that were inaccurately represented in 

the original tactic by facilitator error. New question entries are created to compensate for 

omissions and inserted after the session. The text of the new question/answer pair must exactly 

reflect the information that was provided to the participant 'off the cuff during the session. 

The consistency, environmental quality and efficiency evaluations were only applied to 

the first-degree modified tactics. The second-degree modified is an idealized version. It was 

used only for purposes of checking the error rate of the methodology (Table 5-14). Appendix B-

4 gives a complete record of the researcher's notes made while observing Participant 1 as the 

information search progressed. This Appendix is formatted to pair notes coincident with each 

question in the tactic. In Table 5-1 these notes were used to substitute the generic 'Participant 

Aid' code (Question 351) registered in the original tactic with an ID Code specific to a 

Participant Aid for local culvert cost information (Question 3 77). A second degree modification 

of the tactic was not required on the basis of the notes review for this participant (no 
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substitutions or other question registration errors were noted as a consequence of the notes 

review). 

5.3 Step 12. Data analysis and the three evaluations 

Three mathematic evaluations were performed on the data: 1. the calculation of 

consistency indices; 2. the calculation of performance scores for environmental quality (this 

scoring system can be modified to evaluate any quality target), and; 3 .the calculation of 

descriptive statistics showing overall efficiencies of the solution in terms of tactic parsimony, 

cost and time. The mathematics and computer code used to generate the consistency and 

environmental quality scores is fully developed in Appendices D and H, respectively. 

While the evaluation methods are numeric-analytic methods rather than qualitative, 

simple thematic analyses were completed using themes detected post-test. Some logic analysis 

was also conducted, identifying sequences that recurred in at least two tactics. It is thought that 

recurring 'tuples' of questions could indicate common domain-dependent heuristics. 

5.3.1 Consistency Evaluations 

The consistency indices are based on information theory. Each item of information 

requested is considered a 'bit' in the information theoretic sense. This theory permitted 

interpretation of the entire tactic as a string of bits. This is demonstrated in Appendix D-1. 

The index of Accumulated Information Value by Question (AIQ) is the cumulative 

information value or 'utility value' of the questions in the tactic. The information value is shown 

to accumulate over the course of the tactic in graphs that resemble step functions. The graphs are 

referred to as performance curves. Tactic length (number of questions asked) is the independent 

variable and the cumulative information value per question is the dependent variable. 

The performance curves are one way to show where participants either converge on or 

diverge from a 'norm': a normative set of tactics from a comparison group solving the same 
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problem. As a consequence, the performance curves have features like plateaus and climbs in 

information value. Prolonged plateaus indicate sustained lines of inquiry that deviate from the 

norm. Meaning, no-one in the normative group asked the same questions during their 

information search. Sharp climbs in value indicate questions that they were asked by multiple 

members of the comparison group. It should be noted that perfect agreement between a tactic 

and a normative tactic would simply be log2X, with X equal to the number of questions in the 

identical tactics. 

Performance curves hold promise as a powerful visual aid for comparison of the overall 

questioning strategy utilized within and between groups. 

5.3.1.1 AIQ Results 

Three norms were created: the Sizer, the Installer and the Specialist group norms. The 

Specialist group has limitations as a norm because they were not required to complete cost 

estimates. Their tactics were normative only for design aspects. The Installers (Participants 2, 3 

and 5) were tasked only with installation planning. The task assignment is summarized in Table 

5-3. 

Table 5-3 Task assigned per participant group norm 

Forest Road 
Construction 
Supervisors 

Task Sizers Installers Specialists 
Culvert sizing X X 
Cost estimates X X 
Culvert installation planning X X 

Figure 5-1 and 5-2 gives the AIQ results for the set often Sizers in the form of 

performance curves. Figure 5-1 shows their consistency performance relative to norm of their 

peers. The tactics of Participants 1, 8, 10 and 13 were used as a sub-sample to demonstrate the 

performance curves because each selected a different structure for the crossing( conventional 

round pipe, open bottom arch, pipe arch and short-span bridge to cross the stream, respectively). 
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Questions with high information value are located at the points of rapid gain in 

information value in Figure 5-1. The high value questions appear in roughly similar positions in 

the tactics, suggesting the tactics can be broken into thirds with certain questions having a higher 

probability of occurrence in specific portions of the tactic. For example, particularly rapid gains 

tended to occur in the first five question selections, which suggests good agreement on how to 

commence the problem. This is believed to be the orientation phase. 

Example Sizer Participants vs. Peers 

Number of questions selected 

~ I - Round Pipe --e- 8 - Open Bottom Arch -1:r- l O - Pipe Arch ~ 13 - Bridge 

Figure 5-1 AIQ performance curves for example 'Sizer' participant tactics relative to the 
norm of their peer group, first-degree modified tactics 

The performance curves are a visual means to chart information value and detect a non-

conforming problem solution. Another approach is to resolve the individual per-question AIQ 

values into a single index, the TAIQ. The TAIQ was divided by tactic length to determine the 

mean utility per question. Normalizing the tactics reduces the distortion of very long and very 

short tactics (Table 5-4). A low average utility could help flag a tactic as divergent from the peer 
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group ( or whatever norm was applied) and can help identify which tactics are on the average 

more efficient. This is in terms of average gain in information value per question asked. 

Table 5-4 T AIQ for the Sizer group relative to their peer norm, first-degree modified 
tactics 

SIZERS 
Partici~ant Tactic Length TAIQ Mean AIQ/Question 
1 16 1.58 0.10 
4 24 2.30 0.10 
6 20 1.73 0.09 
7 18 1.69 0.09 
8 22 2.04 0.09 
9 31 2.64 0.09 
10 25 1.90 0.08 
11 13 0.91 0.07 
12 16 1.11 0.07 
13 20 2.04 0.10 
Grou~ Mean 21 1.79 0.09 

Participants 1, 4 and 13 attained a mean AIQ/question higher than the group mean. 

Participant 8 matched the group mean and Participant lO's mean AIQ per question was just 

below the group mean. The full text of many of the questions labeled by Question ID code in 

Figure 5-1 is provided in Table 5-5. This is because of the apparent convergence of this group 

on a set of twelve questions that were asked by at least half of the ten Sizer forest road 

construction supervisors. 

The questions asked by at least 50% of the group dealt either with logistical issues like 

the distance to a gravel pit, equipment and labour availability, or, basic dimensions like road 

width, approach grades, drainage area and corresponding pipe size. Appendix A-2 can be 

referred to for the full text of the other questions noted on Figure 5-1. 

Figure 5-2 shows the consistency of the Sizers relative to the Specialist norm. It could 

be considered a norm derived from persons with guardian (governance and environmental 

protection) perspectives. 
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Table 5-5 Forest road construction supervisors' high value question frequencies(~ 50% 
incidence rate among the peer group of ten Sizers, first-degree modified tactics) 
Question Question statement Frequency 
ID (n=lO) 
68 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 10 

332 

19 

157 
339 
340 
4 

262 

58 
15 
49 
171 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area 
from the DFO field guide 
What equipment is available for installing the crossing 
structure, at what cost? 
How wide will the road travelling surface be? 
How far is the site from a gravel pit? 
Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 
Request 1: 12,500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 
What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the 
site? 
What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 
What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 
When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 
Who owns the land? 

8 

8 

8 
7 
6 
5 

5 

5 
5 
5 
5 

For most of the Sizers the information value of their tactic initially climbs under the 

Specialists' norm during the period where they ask questions related to the sub-tasks of 

orientation to the site (Question 4), and structure design (Questions 157, 158, 68, 4). These types 

of 'Orientate' and 'Execute sub-task a.) Design' questions are asked by most participants in the 

first quarter to the first half of the tactics. In early plateaus appearing in Figure 5-2, the Sizers 

are making requests for information that may not normally factor into the Specialists' more 

general quality assurance checks. 

Notably, the Specialists did inquire more frequently on streambed composition 

(Question 81), and the vertical profile of the stream (Question 60) than the Sizers. The 

Specialists also employed the more formal technique of using nomographs to determine the 

required structure diameter. This did not lead to significantly different sizing decisions because 

the government-issue design aid the Sizers used is derived from nomographs. 
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Example Sizer Participants vs. Specialist Group Norm 

Questions about 
Design and Site 
Factors i.e. 
Q4, Q53, Q58, 
Q59Q60, Q68, 
Q142, Q157, 
Q159, Q162 .. . 

, ___________ , ___ _ 
Questions about Construction Planning and Estimating i.e. QlS, Q19, Q20, 
Q21, Q22, Q23, Q25, Q49, Q214, Q251, Q267, Q312, Q332, Q339, Q342 .. . 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

Question Position in Tactic 

-+- 1 - Round Pipe -wi- 8 - Open Bottom Arch --rlw-- 10 - Pipe Arch ~ 13 - Bridge 

Figure 5-2 AIQ performance curves for example 'Sizer' participant tactics relative to the 
Specialists' group norm; first-degree modified tactics 

The distinct turning points at which the sustained late plateaus occur for the 'Sizer' 

participants may indeed mark a switch in attention from part a) of the problem statement 

(design) to part b) of the problem statement (installation planning and cost estimation). The 

manner in which the case problem was framed may have artificially induced the effect of sudden 

switching between tasks because the case problem was formulated and presented as a separate 

statement (Part a) and Part b )) for each task. However, there is a natural logic to the order 

observed. The structure's opening area has first to be sized, at least roughly, in order to calculate 

costs and make installation plans. 
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Several sub-tasks were postulated in the problem solving model for the case problem i.e. 

machine selection, diversion planning that were not detected in the tactics. These included load 

calculations to select culvert wall thickness and section properties. 

The sustained plateaus occurring late in most tactics may be common enough to suggest 

the commencement of an estimating and costing phase that is common to the forest road 

construction supervisors but is, of course, non-existent in the latter part of the Specialists' 

tactics. For example, inquiries about available heavy equipment (Question 19), float distance 

(Question 342), distance to gravel pit (Question 339) and labour availability (Question 15) were 

not in the Specialists' purview. 

In general, the problem solving schemata may be represented in the performance curves 

as per the sketch in Figure 5-3. 

Information requests did seem to occur in the general order anticipated by the higher 

level schema of the problem solving model. An initial 'orientation' to the case problem was 

typified by map retrieval (maps, air photos and orthophotos were available on request each with 

an associated ID number). One or two questions related to geographic location and topography 

were usually followed immediately by structure sizing and selection questions comprising 9% of 

the questions asked (an intermediate orientation, analysis and execution for this sub-problem). A 

distinct new phase opened in the latter half of many tactics with the first appearance of 

estimation and costing questions. Questions which helped the participant orient, analyse, execute 

and evaluate this second sub-problem dominated. 

From an instructional design perspective, it is important to identify high-level schemata 

in this way, in order that instructors and students know which broad approaches work in real 

practice. Emulating the broad approaches may lead to eventual mastery of the task and sub-tasks. 

Innovation can develop from there. 
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Analysis Schema: Part b) Installation Planning & Estimating 

------~------r ' 
\.. ________ .,) 

V 

Styling Schema: Site Restoration 

Analysis Schema: Part a) Design 

Task Schema: Orientation 

Questions in Tactic 

Figure 5-3 Generalized sketch of schemata observed in Sizer performance curves 
using Specialist norm 

The shift in the Analysis schema between the sub-tasks of design {part (a) of the 

problem) and planning/estimating (part (b )) was less marked for Participant 1 relative to some 

others (i.e. Participants 8 and 10). The interpretation offered in Table 5-1 suggests there were 

periods of overlap or transition between schemata in Participant 1 's tactic. Discerning between 

schemata based on the presence/absence of single questions is difficult if not inadvisable. 

While evidence of the 'styling: site restoration' schema is notably absent in Participant 

1 's tactic ( expected questions relate to site restoration, environmental compensation activities and 

aesthetics), others' tactics did include questions that could reasonably be associated with it. 

Examples of the kinds of questions associated with this schema are Question 267: 'What type of 

seeding is available and at what rate should it be applied?', and Question 338: 'How much does 

hay and coconut matting cost?'. 
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5.3.1.2 Installers AIQ Results 

Figure 5-4 gives the performance curves of the Installers relative to their peer nonn. This 

figure offers an example of rapid gains in information value over a sho1i tactic, contrasted with a 

slow accumulation over a long tactic. In Figure 5-4, Pa1iicipant 5 ultimately accumulated the 

highest total information value under the norm of his two Installer peers. However, in only a 

third as many questions, Participant 2 was able to accumulate a total utility over half the value of 

Participant 5. Pa1iicipant 3 was able to accumulate a total information value approaching that of 

Participant 5 by asking two-thirds of the questions. 

Installer Participants vs. Peer Group Norm 
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---+- 2 - Round Pipe -m- 3 - Round Pipe ---Ar- 5 - Round Pipe 

Figure 5-4 Installer AIQ performance curves relative to their peer group norm, first-degree 
modified tactics 

Figure 5-4 shows that each participant requested Questions 157, 262 and 339 albeit in 

disparate positions in the tactic: 'How wide will the road travelling surface be?' and 'What are the 
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road approach grades at the site?'. These questions were asked in sequence ( ... , 262, 15 7, ... ) by 

Participants 2 and 3, with Question 262 asked out of sequence by Participant 5. If the position of 

this last occurrence of Question 262 looks to be an afterthought, in a sense it was. Session notes 

show that this entry in the tactic was registered after discussion at the end of Participant 5 's 

information search that Question 262 was actually desired by the participant rather than Question 

60 (information on stream grade), immediately prior to Question 157. Obviously, this is an 

example of misinterpretation by the facilitator of the participant's true desires. It could have 

resulted from ambiguity in Participant S's articulation of his information needs. This particular 

error has implications for the count of occurrence of the tuple Questions 262 & 157. It adds to the 

frequency count of Question 60 in the generation of the AIQ value per question for this group 

norm. Because the stream grade has implications for fish passage, the addition of Question 60 to 

the tactic would also affect results because it confers false credits for the environmental quality 

score. 

The parsimony of Participant 2's tactic relates to earlier predictions of managers' bias for 

action and decisiveness. 

5.3.1.3 IOQ 

Because cost estimation was an important aspect of the original case problem, 

performance curves for IOQ were graphed using the Sizers' own norm in Figure 5-5. These 'peer 

group' curves best reflect the forest road construction supervisors' own information values under 

the methodology and for the complete task. 

Rimoldi (1998) suggested that 'solving a problem requires, among other things, the 

reduction of the uncertainty inherent to it by requesting and organizing the information that 

participants consider will help reach a solution and thus reduce entropy'. Entropy is taken here as 

the lack of order in a system. Rimoldi also considered the following aspects in the evaluation of 

tactics for medical diagnosis: 
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1. the number and kind of questions asked to appraise cardinal components (in the 

medical context this could mean the suite of lab tests ordered for the hypothetical 

patient); 

2. the order in which the questions appear in the tactic to appraise ordinal components 

(information provided by each question depending on when it is asked). To continue with 

the medical example, a patient history should be taken before expensive and invasive lab 

tests are performed, and, later still, positive or negative results on one type of lab test will 

dictate the next type of test, and; 

3. the degree of association between cardinal and ordinal components. 

Ultimately Rimoldi wanted to: a) evaluate the same tactic in terms of different norms and 

b) examine the effect of ordinal components in cardinally identical tactics. Applying a log 

transformation gave a measure of the 'bits' of information gained incrementally with each new 

question selected. 

AIQ shows what information is important to the group of problem solvers. IOQ 

incorporates both the cardinal and ordinal components, and so it is a measure of how similarly the 

process is organized within the group. It shows the level of 'agreement' in the group on how to 

organize the information in the space-time in which the problem-solving process occurs. 

From the examples of the Sizers' AIQ peer norm (Figure 5-1) and the Installers AIQ peer 

norm (Figure 5-4), it was found that the frequent complex of Questions 339,262 and 157 to do 

with road dimensions and gravel quality is a tuple or 'chunk' presumed to relate to estimating 

quantities for construction of the road fill envelope. While the topic of 'chunking' is treated in 

more detail in subsequent sections, it is mentioned here to draw attention to the fact that the 

questions that were found to occur in combination did not necessarily appear in the same position 

or order in the tactics. This was demonstrated clearly by the number of plateaus in the IOQ plot of 

Figure 5-5. The same four example Sizer tactics (Participants 1,8,10 and 13) used previously 
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(Figures 5-1 and 5-2) for different structures were used in the graph ofIOQ. Increases in 

information value by order are positions where the same question was asked in exactly the same 

position in the tactic of at least one other normative group member. In this case, the norm is the 

Sizers ' own peer group. 
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Example Sizer Participants IOQ vs. Peer Group Norm 
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Question Position in Tactic 

---.-- 1- Round Pipe 8- Open Bottom Arch -At-- 10- Pipe Arch ~ 13 - Bridge 

Figure 5-5 IOQ performance curves for example 'Sizer' forest road construction 
supervisors under their peer group norm, first-degree modified tactics 

Because the IOQ value is calculated using a question-by-order matrix, this measure of 

consistency in ordering requires an exact match in the position of a question in the tactics. This 

measure shows where there are and are not exact matches in absolute positioning. 

The ranking by total cumulative information value of the four participants changed 

between Figures 5-1 and 5-5. Participant 13 's tactic, however, maintained the highest rank. 
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While exact matches could be something a novice would strive for when trying to 

emulate an expert tactic, it is probably more practical to find a measure that is more relaxed; 

meaning, one that would confer value on rough matches in the position of questions (i.e. first 

third of tactic vs. last third of the tactic). 

It should be possible in future work to confer value on question positions that are within 

range of each other. Tolerances could be set for question proximities that still convey information 

to the researcher about questioning strategies and expected schemata. 

While improvements to this metric can be contemplated, it was possible to approach the 

analysis of the consistency of tactic content and ordering in a more holistic way. An informal 

qualitative analysis of the tactics informed the results of Figure 5-3 and Table 5-1. This also 

permitted a simple thematic analysis by observing topics or categories of information that 

appeared to recur among tactics. 

5.3.1.4 Apparent Biases 

While Participant 2 attained the lowest overall total information value relative to his 

peers, his tactic shows two interesting things: the first is to do with parsimony of solution, and the 

second, the implications of loss of data for the researcher or problem author when the participant 

has a short tactic, and/or makes assumptions using information external to the question/answer 

files. Participant 2 is recorded in session notes as having made few selections from the 

question/answer database overall. This participant is believed to have made assumptions instead. 

The participant obviously assumed that his local working conditions could be applied to the case 

problem since he did not make critical requests about the specifics of the site. This participant 

effectively transferred or relocated the site of the case problem to his own forest region or 

'backyard'. Participant 2 did not inquire on cost-related issues either, because he used his own 

prices and assumed his own familiar fleet of resources at his disposal. 
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The phenomenon of substitution for familiar conditions was noted several times during 

the PBLM sessions with the forest road construction supervisors. The result is often a shorter 

tactic because fewer case-specific questions are asked and more information is assumed. This 

tended to provide at best a limited information base, and at worst an erroneous information base 

upon which final plans were made. Participant 2 made assumptions about the problem that the 

normative group did not, in a sense making educated guesses and circumventing the need to 

request case-specific information. The participant filled these gaps with information from familiar 

settings and situations stored in the long-term memory. This presented an opportunity to check 

whether making calculated, successful guesses about the problem author's desired end product 

and using personal knowledge in lieu of a comprehensive tactic generated an acceptable design 

despite low process-trace scores. 

Circumventing the methodology could result in a successful solution if the design project 

was indeed in home terrain or happened to be sited in very similar conditions. In the case of 

Participant 2, his construction cost estimate was at the low extreme of the estimates returned for 

round culverts. Further, 50% of his responses to the retrospective interview questions went 

unspecified, with another 15% underspecified (no real basis to support his response via related 

content in the tactic). It would be concluded in this case that the Participant's final solution was 

not acceptable from a technical standpoint. Interestingly, this participant used three of his six 

questions to inquire on environmental aspects of the problem (fish presence, sensitive habitat and 

soil type). This may suggest he was attempting to guess and fulfill what he believed to be the 

researchers' motives: to 'catch' participants committing environmental errors. Certainly these 

three questions would be of value under the FCP scoring metric for environmental quality but 

there was not enough substance to the tactic or retrospective responses to obtain a high rank 

overall. 

Low information value questions appearing in a tactic could be considered divergent 

from accepted practice, which could intimate poor design. However, these questions can also 
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indicate the start of a line of questioning that supports an innovative approach outside of 

conventional design. 

In the context of this forest stream crossing case study, 'conventional' design is the 

selection of round corrugated steel pipe (CSP) culvert for the job. Typical alternatives would be 

the different shaped culverts ( arches or boxes). Participant 13 took an atypical approach by opting 

to use a bridge to span the stream. Despite efforts to limit the problem to one of culvert selection, 

this participant persisted and deviated from the norm by opting to install a bridge, a structure that 

is usually superior from an environmental standpoint. Interestingly, this did not hinder Participant 

13 's consistency scores. In fact, among the example tactics selected to the graph, he attained the 

highest information value relative to his peers (Figure 5-1) and relative to the Specialist norm 

(Figure 5-2). This means that there are information requirements common to preparing small 

crossings, regardless of the structure type. 

Rather than being an innovator, Participant 13 was actually conforming to his own 

company's policy to span all stream crossings as part of a corporate initiative to satisfy 

regulations using bridges as a blanket solution. Participant 11, a co-worker whose data is not 

shown, also applied this policy rather than heeding task instructions. This was perhaps an 

example of the transfer of learned workplace routines to a new task environment but also suggests 

an effort to satisfy the assumed interests of the session facilitators. 

The phenomenon of 'satisficing' behavior was noted in the participant reports of structure 

opening area. While the dimensions of structures alternate to round pipe (i.e. arches) were 

expected to have a minimum opening area of 2.8 m2 (pre-calculated to establish 'reasonable 

ranges', Step 5, Table 4-5) Participant 8 selected an open bottom arch with an opening area of2.6 

m2
• This is correct for round pipe installed at this location but too small for an open bottom arch. 

However, this participant could not specify the rise and span corresponding to this opening area 

and did not request a nomograph for arch selection. Rather, the participant requested and utilized 
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only a DFO design table of pre-determined round pipe sizes for the job and then used arch price 

lists. 

Interestingly, Participant 7 was the only other participant to select an open bottom arch, 

and used the same strategy. It is possible these participants assumed that an open bottom arch was 

preferred by the researchers to a closed round pipe or pipe arch in this application. They therefore 

opted for an open bottom arch to satisfy what were assumed to be the external expectations ( of 

the researchers or whomsoever). There is other evidence that their selection was underspecified 

(made without a design rationale). Their final constructed cost estimates were also very low ( each 

less than $7,500.00) for what are typically very expensive structures in the order of $20,000.00. 

Finally, the corrugation profile was not specified, which is an important determination for 

structural plate. It is thought these participants were ill-equipped due either to insufficient 

information in the PBLM content, or they simply did not have the technical capability to design 

for this option. It is possible, as is common in practice, that suppliers usually make these kinds of 

determinations for them given the Q, or design flow in volume of water per second passing. 

5.3.1.51'henies 

Broad themes were identified when inquiries related to the same general topic recurred in 

multiple tactics. Some domain-related themes were anticipated in the problem solving model 

postulated in Figure 2-3, where numerous sub-tasks were named. Later, the sub-task names were 

used as the information categories for data entry and question association in the PBLM problem 

author (instructor side) interface. Therefore, many of the recurrent questions were expected a 

priori and were already associated with a theme name. The theme names were: 

1. Orientation ( with sub-themes (a.) location; (b.) terrain ( c.) regulatory constraints like 

permitting, operating windows and setbacks, and administrative constraints like ( d.) 

project schedule and (e.) budget) 

2. Elements of time (questions revealing the past events, present and future plans for the site) 
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3. Fish passage/habitat 

4. Soils and sedimentation 

5. Stream features 

6. Road features 

7. Structure sizing and selection 

8. Estimating construction costs, and; 

9. Sensitivity of riparian habitat 

Stream features and (proposed) road features shared about equal prominence among 

questions asked to prepare the structure size and cost estimates at 18% and 15% of questions 

asked, respectively. Soils and sedimentation were inquired upon directly only 3% of the time. 

This was surprising because participants were expected to have a heightened awareness of this 

issue and to investigate it fully. It is possible that the answers received did not raise red flags for 

participants, particularly given the low slope at the site. This may have triggered some stopping 

rule heuristic that deterred further inquiries. 

Other types of questions expected to orient the participants were dispersed through the 

tactics. These kinds of questions were developed to help participants gauge job scope and assess 

constraints imposed by the site, the owner, regulators (i.e. permitting) and the employer (i.e. 

administrative constraints like project scheduling and budget). In some cases, the finishing or 

styling schema (as it was termed in the architect's problem solving model) did occur as predicted. 

Finishing questions occurred in the 'tail-end' of some tactics. These pertained to site restoration 

for conservation and aesthetic purposes (i.e. seeding, mulching, grading, transplanting, in-stream 

restoration or habitat enhancement works). 

The numbers of questions asked per theme were summed for the set often Sizers and 

three Installers comprising the forest road construction supervisors. Figure 5-6 was generated. 

The intent of observing the distribution of questions asked among themes, over all of the 
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questions asked, was to get a sense of the dominant and minor themes. It was not intended for 

statistical inference. The consistency of this distribution between participants was not evaluated . 

Soils and 
sedimentation 

Orientation 
2% 

12% 2% 

Figure 5-6 Distribution of Questions Asked Among Themes, Sizers, first-degree modified 
tactics 

Interestingly only 10% of the Sizers' questions were associated with structure selection 

and size determination. The answer may lie in the proportion of questions related to stream 

features. The Sizers requested four times the number of information items to do with the stream 

as compared to the Installers. Perhaps, many of the questions tagged as stream features questions 

should be reclassified as structure selection and sizing questions. 

Quantities and cost estimates questions ran in the order of 40% of overall questions 

asked. Orientation questions were 12%, and inquiries on road features comprised 15%. 

Orientation-type questions pertained to land tenure, location of the project site, the neighboring 

terrain, elements of time and constraints (regulatory and administrative, scheduling and budget). 

'Elements of time ' is somewhat abstract. Site history inquiries are examples of elements of time 

past. Examples of future time elements are the desired service life of the structure, expected haul 

volumes, or expected forest cover removal rates in the contributing watershed (affecting surface 

runoff and design flows). 
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Soils and sedimentation-related questions, as well as the number of participant aids 

utilized each numbered less than 5%. The category Fish and Riparian Sensitivity comprised only 

2% of questions by the Sizers. Specifically, questions tagged for this theme were tied to the 

ecologic sensitivity of the riparian area (including both flora and fauna) and to the maintenance of 

fish passage/habitat. 

5.3.1. 6 Tuples 

The tuples observed point to the existence of sub-routines to resolve the design sub-tasks 

'determine diameter' and 'determine length' postulated in the process model for the problem. 

This means there are highly utilized questions that co-occur that can be used as the starting point 

for building logical structures like "IF ... THEN ... " statements that can accurately predict how 

experts will approach a problem. This is the formwork for artificial intelligence (Al) structures 

for the problem. 

The most basic type of query would return simple presence/absence counts of each of the 

set of questions appearing in the tactic. A more complex query could return the frequency with 

which key questions are asked in a specific order. The number of times a query returns a positive 

result in a group could give information about the degree of consistency in pairings or 'tuples' of 

questions. 

It is also possible that 'tuples' in the tactics of novices could be indicators of inexpert 

strategies (whether productive or counterproductive). It is rather more likely that novices would 

ask random questions occurring singly, but, there could be tuples common to novice approaches 

like 'working backwards'. At any rate, instructors would be interested in identifying novice 

beliefs about how a problem should be solved. Productive beliefs and strategies among novice 

tactics would be reinforced and encouraged. Counterproductive strategies could be compared to 

the exemplar strategy ( or strategies) and redirected. 
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5.3.1. 6.1 Tuples to determine diameter 

It appears that some of the sub-problems, like calculating a serviceable culvert diameter, 

were resolved by participants inquiring on common sets ('tuples') of questions (Table 5-6). The 

particular tuple seems to have depended on group membership. 

Table 5-6 Tu~les to determine diameter, first-degree modified case 
Example 1. Find a suitable pipe diameter In-Tactic 

Fre9 uencies 
Question Question Text Specialists Sizers 
ID Code (n=5) (n=lO) 

68 
What is the area of the basin drained by the 

8 
watercourse? 

340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 4 

332 
View the table of culvert diameters based on 

7 
drainage area from the DFO field guide 
Group Totals Tuple 1 7 

68 
What is the area of the basin drained by the 

2 
watercourse? 

340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 1 
Nomograph for round CSP/ View the table of 

173/332 culvert diameters based on drainage area from 2 
the DFO field guide 
What are the conversions in size for water 

353 carrying capacity from round pipe to open- 2 
bottom arch? 
Group Totals Tuple 2 2 

68 
What is the area of the basin drained by the 

4 
watercourse? 

340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 3 

76 
Formula for New Brunswick physiographic 

2 
rule 

173 Nomograph for round CSP 4 
Group Totals Tuple 3 4 

68 
What is the area of the basin drained by the 

1 1 
watercourse? 

76 
Formula for New Brunswick physiographic 

1 
rule 
What is the width of the watercourse measured 
from edge of bank to edge of bank at the 

53/54/59 proposed crossing?/ ... from high-water mark 2 3 
to high-water mark?/ What is the cross-
sectional profile at road intercept? 
Request survey notes from stream 

67/337 traverse?/Does the stream meander upstream 1 1 
of the crossing? 

Group Totals Tuple 4 
1 1 
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Culvert design usually unfolds in two phases: an initial sizing of the opening area 

required by the expected flows from the contributing area, followed by the selection of the type of 

structure (appropriate for the site conditions) with equivalent hydraulic capacity. 

The observed tuples for calculating diameter were: 

Tuple 1. Question 68 (basin size), then DFO chart (Question 332). This strategy was used 

by 7 members of the Sizers. Question 340 (requesting a topographic map of the contributing 

basin) often co-occurred with these requests. This is an indication that the participants were trying 

to corroborate the data on area of basin drainedfrom the database. 

Tuple 2. Question 68 (basin size), then Question 76 (NB physiographic rule) and 

Question 173(nomograph specific to round pipe). This strategy was used by all three of the fish 

biologists and the sole highways engineer. 

Tuple 3. Question 68 (basin size), then Question 173(nomograph specific to round pipe) 

and Question 353 (conversion from round to arch dimensions with equivalent capacity). This was 

used by two Sizers. This chart is another shortcut used instead of a nomograph. 

Tuple 4. Question 68 (basin size), then Question 76 (NB physiographic rule), then stream 

width (Questions 53, 54 or 59) and alignment/meander (Questions 67 or 337). This approach was 

used by the single fish habitat engineer and by one Sizer. Each ultimately selected arch structures. 

Question 332 is a request for the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) issued table 

that provides pre-calculated nomograph values (Question 332). The existence of this design aid 

was discovered during pilot testing. The forest roads Sizers were actually expected to calculate 

design flows using the New Brunswick physiographic rule and then apply the design flow to 

nomographs like the Specialists. Rather, the number of times that Question 332 was asked 

suggests that the Sizers relied heavily on the government-issue chart. This was an example of rote 

application of design aids and government-issued material without first inquiring on site factors. 

This means there are training opportunities on the limitations of the table values and on 

nomograph interpretation. 
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A possible augmentation of any one of the sizing strategies to mimic a 'high quality' 

approach is a size verification or size reduction step using peak and low flow levels from gauging 

stations (Question 77) which is done by the New Brunswick Department of the Environment 

when reviewing plans. Manning's equation could also be used for this purpose. 

5.3.1.6.2 Tuples to determine length 

The length is normally derived from the road travelling width (Question 157), height to 

road travelling surface (Question 158) and the slope of fill at the road shoulder (Question 159). In 

this case the stream was skewed at the road centerline, affecting the length calculation. The 

calculation had to be adjusted for skew angle. Only three of the ten Sizers were able to correctly 

report the skew angle in the retrospective interview (Retrospective Question 21 ), having selected 

Question 142 'At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline'. 

Questions 157, 158/262 and 159 were used in combination by four Sizers and two 

Specialists to calculate the road prism and the length of the structure that must underlie it. 

Information on the road approach grades (Question 262) was used by others alone with Question 

157 to achieve the same result, with an assumed slope of fill. This tuple was employed 

exclusively by the Installers group. 

Other questions asked infrequently were: 

Question 249: What standard section lengths are available from suppliers? 

Question 60: Vertical profile of the stream (stream grade can affect length). 

The last question, Question 60, can serve multiple purposes. It can be used to find the 

location of the first downstream riffle as an outlet control point, and to determine if in-pipe grade 

would exceed the grade that can be overcome by fish swimming upstream ( an inability to 

accommodate fish passage would, for most participants, eliminate the use of closed pipe from 

consideration). The difficulty in knowing conclusively the intent of the inquiry is a limitation of 

the method. 
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In addition to these two postulated sub-tasks, technical and environmental pitfalls were 

embedded in the content. The next section evaluates the resolution of the pitfalls in a qualitative 

sense. 

5.3.1. 7 Resolution of embedded pitfalls 

One embedded pitfall was related to class of gravel available locally. Because the in situ 

material and at nearby pits was considered too coarse, it was expected that the participants order 

in imported gravel or use a crusher to refine the local material. The frequency with which 

Question 339 was asked (over 50% of the participants requested the distance to a gravel pit) 

indicates that gravel fill figured importantly in the tactics of most of the forest road construction 

supervisors, and that the intent was to obtain it from a local pit. 

The gravel fill should figure importantly in solutions because culverts are actually soil

steel bridges whose performance depends on the quantity and quality of the surrounding gravel 

fill. However, participants often failed to inquire on the quality of the gravel (i.e. Question 251 is 

the request for an inspection of the gravel fill in situ and at area pits).This question was asked 

relatively infrequently (four participants of the ten). To ascertain the participants' final intentions 

with respect to the gravel fill to be used in design, the planned fill source was asked of them 

during the retrospective interview reports (Retrospective Question 26, Table 5-2). Of the ten 

Sizers, four cited local fill sources, four did not specify their source, and only two noted the need 

to bring in a crusher to refine the local gravels to a suitable class. Therefore, only two of the ten, 

or 20% of the Sizers adequately handled this pitfall. 

With the knowledge that seepage was a possibility due to gravel gradation quality, a 

supplemental or alternative course of action would have been to install seepage control collars. 

No-one, including the two Sizers who called for a rock crusher, inquired on options to mitigate 

seepage around the barrel (Question 244) or on the cost of seepage control collars (Question 311 ). 

Between the response rate for questions about gravel quality and seepage control options it was 
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concluded that the potential for seepage was not 'handled' in the tactics of the members of this 

group. To determine whether this was true of the final design, participants were asked outright as 

to whether they intended to install seepage control collars at the site (Retrospective Question 31, 

Table 5-2). No-one specified this design feature. Only Participant IO clearly reported he did not 

plan to install seepage control collars. 

Seepage can result in uplift of the culvert barrel. Uplift can also be caused by the 

arrangement of sections of the culvert barrel in the trench. Recalling that the sections of 

conventional round pipe were only available in lengths requiring coupling and field cutting 

participants were expected to learn this by requesting the dimensions of the pipe available in the 

company inventory (Question 345) and/or the lengths available from suppliers (Question 249). 

Question 245 was also available: 'How should sections or segments of a culvert be arranged in 

the trench?'. However, only two of the Sizers planned to install the pipe in more than a single 

piece, and none specified couplers. These questions were expected to follow a direct question on 

the required structure length (Question 143: 'How long a structure is required for the crossing?') 

or from a derivation of it. 

In summary, the respondent group of Sizers did not effectively solve the technical pitfalls 

embedded in the case problem content. It is possible that these individuals do not have a logical 

approach to this type of problem, or, that they were thrown off by the differences in the task 

environment. The task environment was informed by a computer database with limited visual 

media (snapshots viewed on a computer monitor) compared to the powers of field observation 

observed during the job shadowing, and it was facilitated by strangers rather than by interaction 

with familiar people like colleagues and contractors. There may also have been an anxiety

induced load on the working memory from the test atmosphere that interfered with normal 

processing. 

Despite the admitted limitations to the task environment it remains that some participants 

simply did not follow the expected lines of inquiry for normal site reconnaissance. The results 
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indicate there are training opportunities for each of the Sizers on the embedded pitfalls in this 

case problem. 

5.3.2 Evaluation of Environmental Quality 

To produce numeric scores for environmental quality, CSA standards for risk 

management (CAN/CSA-2763-96; CAN/CSA-Q634-9 l; CAN/CSA-Q850-97) were compared 

against participant tactics using a scoring algorithm previously identified as the FCP-11. The 

composite programming algorithm FCP-11 was implemented in MATLAB and used to operate on 

the participant tactics. It identified matches with standard questions leading to hazard 

identification, scoping, options analysis, risk acceptance and final decisions on design features. 

The performance of a participant in mitigating any one risk can be evaluated. So too, can 

their overall performance be resolved into a global score for the entire problem. Many of the 

technical aspects became final design specifications reported during the retrospective interview to 

attempt to satisfy the fifth and final CSA risk management step 'Decision'. This was because a 

technically correct solution would satisfy minimum environmental requirements. 

The lists of 'published' and 'perceived' environmental risks compiled in Table 4-3 were 

linked to key question/answer pairs forming the 'basic' indicators of performance on the lowest 

level of the scoring hierarchy. Scores per CSA risk management step are summed when the 

algorithm chains upward through the hierarchy. 

Table 5-7 shows the set-up of key questions in the hierarchy for 'fish injury' and the 

input for Participants 1,8,10 and 13 to FCP-11 for this branch. For example, a 'hazard 

identification' question for the risk of fish injury would attempt to prove fish presence i.e. 'Are 

there barriers to fish passage downstream?'. The presence of this key question in a tactic confers 

a score of' 1 '; the absence of a key question confers a score of 'O'. To evaluate the final decisions 

for material procurement or activities to mitigate each risk, the algorithm was also used to 

calculate the distance of the participants' final design specifications in Table 5-2 from desired 
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('permissible') values. Thus the distance of both the tactic and the final design is calculated from 

the ideal. As with the key questions, extrema on permissible ranges for the final design 

specifications were also assigned 'Best' and 'Worst' values (i.e. Table 5-10). Maximum and 

minimum limit values can be derived during Step 5 of the methodology. 

Table 5-11 evaluates the participants' tactics and designs against all branches of the 

hierarchy related to construction phase effects (fish injury, sedimentation, chemical 

contamination, loss of plant material). This table shows how the subroutine developed by Chen 

(1985) forces the highest and lowest scores to extrema of' l' and 'O', with the remaining scores 

positioned relative to them. In future case studies it may be possible that the desired 'Best' and 

'Worst' values or the participant responses are less certain, or more flexibility in the scores is 

desired. Fuzzy sets can be developed and applied in the code to address these needs. 

Participant 13 ranked highest on the environmental quality criterion, having pursued a 

design solution outside the original scope of the problem statement: a short-span bridge which is 

considered a superior choice to culverts from an environmental standpoint. Equal importance 

weights were assigned to items within the same branch of the hierarchy. For example, a key 

question included in a cluster of eight other questions would be weighted w = 1/8 or 0.125. This 

approach is termed the 'Equivalent' weighting scheme in Tables 5-11 and 5-12. 
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Table 5-7 Example of FCP-11 data preparation: Excerpt of environmental scoring 
hierarchy's key question complexes and final design specifications for management of 'Fish 
Injury' 

Question ID 
Partici~ant ID No. 

No. 1 8 10 13 
Ideal Null 
{Best} {Worst} 

271 0 0 0 0 1 0 
272 0 0 0 0 1 0 
290 0 0 0 0 1 0 
280/108 0 0 0 0 1 0 
112/109 0 0 0 0 1 0 
110/120 0 0 0 0 1 0 
49 0 0 1 0 1 0 
51 0 0 0 0 1 0 
32 0 1 0 0 1 0 
274 0 0 0 0 1 0 
275 0 0 0 0 1 0 
276 1 0 0 0 1 0 
12 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Diversion 

2 2 0 2 2 0 
method 
Timing 1 0 0 1 1 0 

Table 5-8 Environmental quality scores for example Sizers, construction phase, first-degree 
modified tactics under the equivalent weighting scheme (Range (0,1)) 

Partici~ant Absolute Score Relative Score Rank 
1 0.19 0.54 3 
8 0.22 0.64 2 
10 0.18 0.51 4 
13 0.23 0.66 1 
Ideal (Best) 0.35 1 
Null (Worst) 0 0 

Table 5-9 Environmental quality scores for example Sizers, construction phase, first degree 
modified tactics, under equivalent and Stakeholder weighting schemes {Range {0,1}} 
Participant Equivalent Environmentalist Regulators Foresters 

1 
8 
10 
13 

0.54 
0.64 
0.51 
0.66 

(n=l) (n=2) (n=2) 

0.43 
0.61 
0.52 
0.66 
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Table 5-9 extends the analysis from equivalent weights to include externally assigned 

Stakeholder weights for the higher levels of the hierarchy (refer to Figure 5-7). 

E 0.270 
R 0.530 
F 0.230 

E 0020 
R 0.270 
F 0.450 

E 0.630 
R 0. 130 
F 0.160 

E 0.080 
R 0.070 
F 0.160 

Figure 5-7 Stakeholder relative importance weights for stream crossing risk management 

5.3.2.1 Assigning other importance weights 

Table 5-9 shows the differences in scores and rank reversal that resulted for the same 

participants when different Stakeholder weights (Environmentalist, Regulator, and Forester) were 

applied (from weights shown in Figure 5-7). Note these scores are again normalized between 0 

and 1. Figure 5-7 and Table 5-9 were derived from samples consisting of one environmentalist, 

two regulators and two foresters. The purpose is to show how different perspectives can be 

brought to bear on the scores. 

Figure 5-7's results use a variant of the Analytic Hierarchy Process or AHP (Saaty 2008) 

called the MAHP (refer to Chapter 3). No relative weighting exercise was run for the lowest level 

of the hierarchy (Level 1) because of the considerable time it would have taken the volunteer 
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Stakeholders to make the large number of pairwise comparisons for these most detailed and 

heavily populated levels of the hierarchy. However, this problem has been addressed by others. 

There is a mathematical solution to the assignment of relative importance weights of hierarchy 

elements, without requiring stakeholders to compare every element pairwise. A regression 

version of the AHP formulated in Bayesian terms (Alho & Kangas, 1997) enables the calculation 

of weights without having to perform all the pairwise comparisons. In future iterations the 

relative weights can be fully incorporated in the environmental quality scores using this 

technique. 

Not using the data and scaling methods to their full potential at this juncture is not a 

failing of the project so much as a strategy to bring the methods to the working stage. The 

complete methodology for collecting the pairwise comparisons and calculating the weights was 

researched and is completely functional. The development of the interview technique and the 

research completed on the arithmetic and acceptable scaling measures for calculating relative 

weights was valuable work. The reader is referred to Appendix G to view the large number of key 

questions used as basic indicators on the lowest level of the hierarchy. 

Reviewing the results of even this very small weighting experiment, there are some 

interesting points to note. The respondents weighted risks to human health and safety as more 

important than risks to biota. This included the environmentalist. The foresters (n = 2) placed the 

highest proportion of the weight on the human health and safety aspects as compared to the 

biotic, economic or socio-cultural risks of stream crossings. 

Among the Stakeholders' assignments, the environmentalist placed more weight on 

management of biotic risks although her absolute highest priority weighting at this level was 

placed on human health and safety, as with the other stakeholders. While the foresters placed 

equal weight on construction and service life effects, the environmentalist and regulators placed 

very high importance on the service life effects. That the service life effects received 50% and 

greater of the weight at all was surprising because there is a well-known human bias toward 
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overestimating the risk of short-duration, catastrophic events as compared to the cumulative 

effects of chronic problems. 

Also interesting was the apparent disparity in priority assigned by each type of 

stakeholder to the construction period effects: the environmentalist placed highest priority on 

introduction of sediment, the regulators on introduction of chemicals, and the foresters placed the 

most weight on vegetation changes. The choice of vegetation changes as a high priority item was 

a surprise, because sedimentation was expected to be the priority. 

Notable in Table 5-9 is that Participant 1 dropped in ranking from Table 5-8 after the 

Environmentalist and Regulator weights were applied, but then regained footing to again rank 

third overall when the Forester weights were applied. Participant 13's tactic and final design (a 

bridge) maintained top position until the Forester weights were applied. Participant 8's tactic and 

final design (an arch) received top ranking under the Forester weighting scheme. 

Changes in rank when weighting schemes are switched indicates there is some utility in 

collecting and considering the priority weights from diverse groups in evaluations of problem 

solving despite the extra workload. As with changing how the problem is framed (presented), this 

kind of analysis can give a problem author options as to how the evaluation is framed. Running 

this kind of analysis could give information to decision-makers on the likelihood of acceptance of 

a particular solution by disparate stakeholder groups. 

A regulator stated during the relative weighting experiment "I hate culverts. So many 

things can go wrong." He cited the high frequency of severe storms experienced in recent years 

(three one hundred year return period events in the last twenty years). There were several 

identical judgments between the sole environmentalist and this particular regulator. It should be 

noted that the environmentalist indicated during the experiment that she felt she was uninformed 

or unqualified to comment on some of these factors. She stated she was anxious about her level of 

knowledge regarding design obstacles. One of the foresters interviewed stated he had never 
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thought about acid rock exposure or culvert coatings before when prompted to make a value 

judgment about the relative importance of this risk vs. another. 

Clearly some of the respondents were feeling anxiety with respect to making the priority 

judgments. The crux of the problem, from a methodological point of view, is how to impose 

external performance standards on problem solvers without manufacturing an ideal that cannot be 

attained in practice. If the consequences of a particular action ( or inaction) are severe and the 

probability high, there is a real need for training and continuing education. Exercises such as this 

one could be a learning experience in what is and is not reasonable for interest groups to expect 

of foresters. 

The next section of the report tallies the cost of the information search that lead to each 

design. The cost of the information search is treated as an additional dimension of cost efficiency. 

5.3.3 Evaluation of Efficiency 

There is a cost to research and acquire information while problem solving. Goods and 

services, time expended by staff, and even the consequences of poor decision making can incur 

cost to a project. 

To more accurately model the full cost of solving a work problem, 'virtual' information 

acquisition costs of cash and time were estimated for each question/answer pair and displayed to 

problem solvers. Virtual time & cash costs are incurred by asking questions to either acquire a 

new piece of information or to request goods and services. This was a proxy for the time 

consumed and money that would have been spent on overhead, sub consultants, disbursements, 

etc. by the woodlands office if these participants undertook a real stream crossing job. 

While some pieces of information were out-sourced and costly (i.e. the virtual cost of a 

sub-contractor to complete a requested field survey), others were available in-house and charged 

only the office time (i.e. the virtual 'office' time spent multiplied by a staff charge out rate, plus 
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10% for office overhead). Figures were developed by consulting suppliers and industry insiders, 

and from the problem authors' background in the industry. 

Table 5-10 gives the virtual cash and virtual time costs presented to Participant 1 prior to 

each of his question selections so he could weigh whether the information was worth the cost of 

getting it. At the same time, the PBLM software measured real time passing to the nearest second 

for tracked events such as 'answer file viewed' (entered in the 'real time elapsed' column of 

Table 5-10). Total session time was measured manually by the researchers to the nearest minute. 

The virtual costs concept could be used to indicate participants' 'willingness to pay' insofar as 

they are willing to invest the time and money to acquire each new bit of information. In some 

instances participants decided to not pursue a line of questioning, presumably because the cost 

was considered too high relative to the expected value of the information. The deterrent of 

information search costs has been studied elsewhere (Dhabi and Harries, 2009). Unfortunately the 

number of these occurrences (participants backing out of an information request on the basis of 

acquisition costs) was not an item that was systematically tracked during the sessions. The 

incidence rate of participants' refusal of an answer file after being exposed to its cost could be 

determined after a qualitative analysis of the main test audio recordings and it should be tracked 

in future runs of this and other case problems. 

While the information acquisition costs of Participant 1 were presented as a single 

example in Table 5-10 it must be noted that it may be possible to ask numerous low-cost 

questions or a few high-cost questions to solve a given problem and in each case return a 

defensible solution for approximately the same cost. To make this point it was useful to compare 

time and cash costs incurred by other participants with the number of questions in their tactic. 

Scatter plots and bar charts are produced in the subsequent section for this purpose. 

Distinct from the virtual charges to the tactic, actual (real) time to solution was also 

recorded. The actual time elapsed per experiment is described as 'real session time' or 'real time'. 
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Table 5-10 Tall:y of virtual time and cash costs incurred b:y Partici~ant 1, first-degree modified tactic 
Question Question Question Statement Real Time Virtual Cash per Virtual Time per 
Order ID Code Elapsed Question ($) Question (mins.) 

(minutes; 
seconds 

1 171 Who owns the land? 1 min 26 s 0 5 
2 1 Where is the site located in the province? 3 min 19 s 0 10 
3 4 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream 2minl3s 15 60 

intercept 
4 68 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 1 min 38 s 0 45 
5 340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 3 min 43 s 10 5 
6 332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage lminls 0 7 

area from the DFO field guide 
7 60 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 3 min 14 s 60 180 
8 157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? lmin19s 0 5 
9 22 Request price list for round structural plate steel pipe 49 s 0 15 

culverts - 10 21 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 6min31 s 0 15 ~ 
-....J 11 262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design 33 s 10 30 

at the site? 
12 377 Consults own price lists for culvert orders Not recorded 0 5 
13 19 What equipment is available for installing the crossing 4 min 28 s 0 

structure, at what cost? 
14 135 Has the watercourse experienced previous alterations? 1 min 9 s 0 10 
15 276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will 2 min 27 s 0 15 

take? 
16 20 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at 1 min 39 s 0 15 

what cost from area su liers? 
Total 35 min 30 s $95.00 8 h. { 482 mins.} 



5.3.3.1 Real time expended 

Table 5-11 gives the total real time expended by a sub-sample of the Sizers per main test 

phase. There is considerable range with respect to time and number of questions asked between 

the shortest and longest PBLM sessions for the full group of Sizers. In general, Sizers required 

an average of 81 minutes. Interestingly, the two government hydraulics engineers from the 

Specialist group required roughly the same amount of time on average as the Sizers although 

they were ( only) solving the structure sizing task. Estimating the installation costs and procuring 

resources for the installation was a major task for the Sizers and Installers. The reader is referred 

to the thematic analysis where it was determined that the group of supervisors devoted 35% of 

all inquiries to this sub-task (Section 5 .3 .1.5 above). In contrast, the three fish biologists in the 

Specialist group required less time on average (33 minutes) than the engineers for the identical 

task of structure sizing. None of the fish biologists exceeded 50 minutes total session duration. 

The biologists tended to use simpler approaches than the engineers. In general the Specialists 

were good at sizing, each selecting at least the minimum serviceable size. They tended to use 

more sophisticated methods of selecting structure opening area like nomographs and special fish 

habitat preservation guidelines (noted in Section 5 .3 .1.6.1 ). 

Recording the total time to solution commenced with the first reading of the presenting 

problem statement and concluded with the participants' satisfaction with their completed 

solution. This time includes the time for active information search during which the tactic 

accumulated, but excludes any time spent revisiting and discussing the solution with session 

facilitators during the concluding retrospective interview. 

The participants whose results are included in the table are a cross-section chosen 

specifically to highlight the variety of responses in the final designs. Participants 1 and 9 

selected conventional round CSP pipe. Participant 8 selected an open bottom structural plate 
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arch, but at an unlikely low construction cost. Participant 10 selected a pipe arch and 

Participants 11 and 13 elected to install a short-span bridge. 

Table 5-11 Total time to solution (minutes) and tactic length (number of questions), 
exam~le Sizers, first-degree modified tactics 
Participant PBLM Session phase duration Tactic length 

(mins.) (No. of 
guestions} 

ID Structure Reading Active Synthesis Total First-degree 
Choice problem information into time modified 

statement search solution 
1 Round CSP 3 49 12 64 16 

Open Arch 
8 Structural 2 123 0 125 22 

Plate 
9 Round CSP 2 203 0 205 31 
10 Pipe Arch 4 89 0 93 25 
11 Bridge 3 50 0 53 13 
13 Bridge 4 72 5 81 20 

Of this sample of Sizer forest road construction supervisors completing the full case 

problem (both the flow calculations for structure sizing and selection, and the installation plan), 

Participant 9 required the most time at 205 minutes to come to a final solution. This is more than 

three times the total time expended by Participant 1, and close to four times the session time 

required by Participant 11. Interestingly, Participant 9 devoted fewer minutes to reading the case 

problem statement but had the longest tactic length. This raises the question of whether a more 

thorough initial reading and preparation period would have helped Participant 9 develop a more 

direct search strategy. 

It is difficult to report on the length of the information synthesis period, however, 

because there is insufficient data. Note that there is no time registered for the 'synthesis into 

solution' column of this table for Participants 8, 9, 10 and 11. It is known that these participants 

retained a quiet work period at the conclusion of the AIS but the lack of data on the duration of 

the synthesis period is a failing. This may point to an insensitivity in the methodology. It likely 

results from a lack of clearly defined protocol for defining and tracking participant transitions 
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between schemata. We can, as in Table 5-1, revisit the tactic after the fact and assign schemata 

but this is open to interpretation. Also, some questions belong to multiple schemata. 

Neither of the two facilitators observing the main test sessions picked up on cues, if 

expressed, on participant transitions in and out of the synthesis schema. The time gaps between 

questions suggest assimilation and use of the new information. There is a prompt available in the 

software to which the user responds whether they have completed the active information search 

and want to close out the access to the question/answer database. Agreement to this prompt 

signifies the start of the 'Synthesis into solution' portion of the main test. Neither of the 

facilitators tracked this very well and may therefore have permitted some participants the 

advantage of accessing the question/answer bank throughout the period for synthesis. Whether 

this is may have had some bearing on the results (meaning a competitive advantage given to 

some participants over others) is not clear. Disallowing access back into the information offered 

by the question/answer bank is probably unfair and is an artificial constraint on the problem 

solving process. 

5.3.3.2 Virtual 'PBLM cash' and 'PBLM time' expended 

Figure 5-9 shows a bar chart that combines the PBLM virtual question time and cash 

costs used by participants to complete the problem. In each case, the virtual time per question 

expended, multiplied through by an office charge-out rate of $100/hour, was the higher cost to 

the project than the virtual cash cost. Some of the goods and services purchased were maps, air 

photos, electrofishing and fish habitat surveys. These participants spent between $135.00 and 

$175.00 cash on information acquisition costs (2002 rates). 

If the methodology permitted a reasonable representation of activity and effort to solve 

stream crossing problems and install them on the ground, the project planning and construction 

costs reported in Figures 5-9 and 5-10 should be in line with industry convention. The virtual 

time Participant 1 was willing to invest in solving the problem was 482 minutes, or about 8 hours 
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(Table 5-10). One work day is probably a reasonable expenditure of office time for a 

conventional installation. 

Virtual time is more difficult to represent than cash costs because some activities, like 

the electrofishing survey for instance, can be conducted simultaneously by others while the 

forester goes about completing other tasks. This problem was addressed by assigning only 

office-time charges to the project (i.e. accounting for one hour of office time for coordination of 

the subcontract). Some of the activities performed by the forester could also co-occur (i.e. 

placing phone calls while waiting to hear back on a prior call). Therefore the assignation of 482 

minutes as if each activity is mutually exclusive and could not co-occur is still not very realistic. 

It is meaningful insofar as it represents an upper bound on the virtual time. 

Figure 5-10 is a histogram of the participants' construction cost estimates for the stream 

crossing. The construction cost estimate prepared by the problem author for round CSP installed 

at the hypothetical site using only PBLM question/answer bank resources was about $15,000.00. 

At first glance this could be an overestimation compared to the estimate of roughly $10,000.00 

returned by Participant 1 for the same round pipe installation. It is possible that the difference in 

estimates resulted from both inaccuracies in the PBLM question/answer material and participant 

experience: Participant 1 utilized his own price list and he had a deep knowledge of job 

requirements that the problem author did not possess at the time. It is possible that this also 

occurred in the case of Participants 8 and 10. These two participants specified somewhat more 

sophisticated structures (structural plate open-bottom arch and pipe arch) but at a surprisingly 

low cost to the company. 

It is helpful in these cases to turn to tactics and final designs of the peer group to see 

how these estimates were derived. Participant 1 's construction estimate is 18% lower than the 

average of all of the forest road construction supervisors who selected round CSP pipe. His 

design called for an average length of structure and height of fill, a longer time for the 

installation (four days) but specified less rock reinforcement of exposed slopes. By comparison 
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the most costly installation of round pipe in the group, designed by Participant 4, called for a 

similar length pipe but a slightly longer install time (five days). The increased cost may have 

also been related to cut and fill volumes: he planned on a much deeper embedment depth and far 

greater height of cover over the pipe than the others did. Participant 1 requested a moderate 

number of items in his tactic (16). Participant 4 asked eight more questions (24 ), and in terms of 

tactic content asked questions about delivery costs of gravel and equipment, and about the 

dimensions of the required fill envelope that Participant 1 did not inquire about or account for. 

Participant 12, who asked 15 questions ( about the same number as Participant 1) had an 

unrealistically low estimate of $4,000.00 for the same type of installation. He proposed to 

complete the work in only two days, and calculated a pipe diameter that was too small for the 

site. 

While Participant 4 appeared to more fully account for costs because of a more 

comprehensive tactic, Participant 12 made errors in judgment in the final analysis. Participant 

8 's estimate seems unrealistic because structural plate is an expensive type of structure both in 

material and installation cost. However, Participant S's construction estimate appears to be 

borne out by his peer, Participant 7, who also selected an open bottom structure for roughly the 

same cost. Their results may be erroneous because of inadequate background data in the PBLM 

database on the installation costs for this kind of structure or, possibly because of their 

inexperience with this kind of installation. What is perhaps most worrisome, however, is that the 

cost of the structural plate alone should have exceeded their self-reported construction cost 

estimates. While Participants 7 and 8 were in close agreement on cost, however erroneous, 
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Figure 5-9 Construction cost estimates calculated by example 'Sizer' participants 

Participant I O' s construction cost estimate for pipe arch is only about 30% of the average 

estimate returned by his two peers for the same structure. While his tactic was certainly 

comprehensive in terms of length (25 questions) his final design and construction plans were 
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perhaps less comprehensive. Compared to his peers he proposed a short structure length ( 10 feet 

vs. 14 feet with abutments, 18 feet without abutments) and short construction duration (2 days). 

The range in cost estimates per structure type is provided in Figure 5-10. This Figure 

shows the estimates of Participants 11 (bridge) and 12 (round pipe) are low relative to those of 

their peers. In fact, there was a marked disparity in bridge cost estimates: Participant 13 elected 

to install a short-span bridge at roughly twice the cost of his colleague, Participant 11. Perhaps 

Participant 13 is more knowledgeable of the true cost (a bridge installation was expected to cost 

$20,000.00 rather than $5,000.00). Certainly Participant 13 's tactic was longer and he inquired 

about critical items related to streambank and foundation conditions while Participant 11 did 

not. This lends more credence to Participant 13 's design and estimates. 

While the differences in construction cost estimates could be due to the number of 

inquiries and/or the nature of the details in certain inquiries, the wide range in responses and 

apparent errors may suggest there are problems with the methodology or problem content. We 

would have expected a closer convergence on cost estimates because the same cost data was 

provided to each participant. While outside information was introduced by some participants 

(tagged as 'Participant Aids' in the first-degree modified tactics) the number of substitutions 

was really quite small, comprising less than 5% of all questions asked. 

There were only two Sizers who elected to design for open bottom arch structures. Their 

cost estimates were fairly tight about the mean. It is possible there was an error in the cost data 

provided, or it was presented in such a way as to lead to misinterpretation. These structural plate 

structures, assembled on-site should have been either the most expensive choice or at least on 

par with the cost of a bridge for the same span.This is an example where session notes (by 

participants and facilitators) and audio transcriptions can be used to check participant reports. 
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Figure 5-10 Ranges and mean of construction cost estimates by structure type (Sizers and 
Installers) (2002 rates) 

Regression of the data set presented in Figure 5-11 showed only a small percentage 

( 4%) of the variability in the construction cost was explained by tactic length. Perhaps extrema 

in tactics result in extrema in cost estimates: i.e., overly long tactics result in the inclusion of 

additional, unnecessary items, whereas very short tactics omit too many items. 

Regarding Figure 5-11, it is notable that seven of the ten Sizers' estimates fell at or 

below the $13,000.00 mark. The remaining three Sizers' estimates came in at or over 

$20,000.00. There is an unoccupied middle ground of $13,000.00 to $20,000.00. Interestingly, 

and to return the statement that opened this section, the problem author's construction cost 

estimate for the problem fell squarely in just this unoccupied territory at $15,000.00. As noted 

earlier, it may be difficult for problem authors to know what are often unpublished, local 

(proprietary) figures and rules of thumb for cost estimating. 
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Figure 5-11 First-degree modified tactic length vs. 'Sizer' forest road construction 
supervisor construction cost estimates (2002 rates) 

5.3.4 Combining Evaluations 

The question remains which participant performed best over all of the evaluations. It is 

easy to report on best and worst performances for environmental quality because the algorithm 

generates a neat ranking of the participant solutions. It is also possible to rank performances on 

the other two evaluation criteria: consistency and efficiency. Combining these scores is a 

complex matter: the instructor has to decide the relative contribution of each criterion in the mix, 

and whether it even makes sense to combine these assessment endpoints into a single score. 

Much is made of the compromise between the upfront investment in a project and 

environmental quality in industry. Table 5-12 is an illustration of the kinds of trade-off 

assessments between quality, information value and cost efficiency that can be made with the 

data and scoring techniques of the methodology. While it is possible to make meaningful 

comparisons between the environmental quality score and the virtual cost of the tactic, 
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participant cost estimates can contain errors that can artificially affect their ranking . This is 

probably true of Participant 10 who returned a suspiciously low construction cost estimate. So, 

error-checking and caution should be exercised when ranking based on participant self-reports. 

Table 5-12 Example environmental quality rankings with rankings on other evaluation 
criteria (information value and cost efficiency) 

Environmental Construction Cost TAIQ Ranking TAIQ 
Quality Ranking Estimate Ranking (vs. Peer Norm) Ranking 

(vs. Specialist 

Participant 
(1 =Closest to ( 1 = Least cost; (1 = Highest Norm) 

ideal; 4 = Furthest) 4 = Highest cost) meanAIQ (1 = Highest 
/question; 4 = meanAIQ 
Lowest) /question; 4 = 

Lowest) 
1 3 3 2 1 
8 2 2 3 3 
10 4 1 4 4 
13 1 4 1 2 

The performance curves (Figures 5-1 and 5-2) and the TAIQ results (Table 5-4) 

represent the 'contemporary' value of the tactics. This is true insofar as the chosen normative 

group uses contemporary methods to an accepted degree of care, and there is confidence in their 

authority. This was the expectation in setting up a Specialist norm for the case problem. Making 

a summary table such as Table 5-12 would probably suggest to an employer or trainer that out of 

this sub-sample of four, Participant 10, and possibly Participant 8 should be prioritized to 

receive training. There are training needs common to all participants. The case study indicated 

common avoidance of technical calculations (involving nomographs or evaluating gauge 

thickness, for example that were expected from the process model). Also, none of the embedded 

pitfalls to do with factors like in situ gravels and fish passage were handled in the tactics in a 

comprehensive way. 

To review the results of this chapter, the discussion moves from the specific participant 

rankings of Table 5-12 to an overview of all of the products of the methodology in Table 5-13. 
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Table 5-13 Overview of the products and criteria of the problem solving assessment 
me th d 1 0 o ogy 
Input Intermediate products Final Assessment criteria 

Information Search Process Model Task, Analysis and Styling 
Schemata 

Presence of questions in tactic Common professional 
approach( es) 
Productive inquiries 
Counterproductive inquiries 
Biases 

Main Test notes First- and Second-degree 
modified tactics 
Session error rates 

Tuples of questions in tactic Heuristics and 'Chunking' 

Absence of questions in tactic Errors and omissions 
Limits of responsibility 

Parsimony of tactic Biases 
Time and cash costs per question Decisiveness 

Efficiency 

Frequency counts of questions per AIQ, TAIQ, IOQ 
comparison group Performance curves 

Retrospective Design of interview Transcriptions of interview 
Interview Synthesis schema 

Both FCP-11 algorithm Environmental quality score 
Hierarchy of environmental 
question content 
External standard 
Verbal reports of final design 
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5.4 Session quality and participant feelings 

The final portion of the retrospective interview was designed to collect data on two 

topics: 1. Participant opinions on the quality of the main test session materials and delivery, and; 

2. Participant feelings and experiences. 

Of the thirteen road construction supervisors, data on session quality was collected 

successfully from only four participants. This is a poor response rate. It is due in some part to the 

time overrun for some participants on the active information search portion of the session, but is 

in larger part due to the unrealistic time demands of the retrospective interview. Participants 

were provided a take-home questionnaire as a substitute. However, the return rate was very low 

so data on session quality is incomplete. This is particularly unfortunate given the importance of 

providing a first full evaluation of the methods. 

The first set of questions on session quality consisted of the following ('you' and 'your' 

refers to the participant's own self): 

1. Was the purpose of the session explained well enough? 

2. Was there information that you wanted that I didn't have, or in usable form for you? 

3. How clear was the information provided? 

4. How realistic was the information provided? 

For item ( 1) above, one participant reported he was not sure what was expected of him 

when dealing with a hypothetical case. A second participant asked if this was really about 

creating continual improvement learning opportunities for culvert installations. In so doing he 

showed some understanding that his information search could set standards for this type of 

design. A third indicated he had forgotten the purpose of the session altogether. 
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With respect to item (2), participants made requests for information in a more visual 

format. Photos of the stream crossing and a plan view of the horizontal profile of the stream and 

of the approaches were requested. The participant who requested the photo noted that he had 

forgotten to ask if the stream was 'winding'. This refers to stream meander, a topic inquired 

about much less often than was expected. Meander and braiding of the stream was considered an 

important topic because it relates to stability of the stream morphology and possible washout due 

to channel changes or misalignment. Another participant also noted they had forgotten to ask 

about a couple of items until after the fact. This is the phenomenon alluded to earlier where 

participants want to revisit the problem content database as new ideas arise while composing 

their final solution. It is possible the participants are so accustomed to taking in this kind of 

information visually during field reconnaissance that it did not occur to them in the session 

format to make an explicit inquiry. The lack of visuals in the form of photos and, possibly, 

tactile documents the participants are accustomed to using (like surveyor's reports, as an 

example), may have been a serious shortcoming of the problem presentation. This sentiment was 

restated later when a participant responded regarding feelings of pressure to perform that 'In the 

hypothetical case, it was a good example, I have a hard time to deal with (the) imaginary. I 

would have done better if (I was) right there on the site. Wouldn't have forgotten to order 

geotextile, ( consider) stream slope and flow.' 

This statement triggers ideas about using newer portable technologies to improve the 

realism of the problem solving environment whether maintained in a closed lab, or outdoors in 

the physical problem location i.e. loading the PBLM software for use on personal tablet devices, 

in tandem with the rugged hand-held data collection and analysis devices that have long existed 

in forestry. 

In terms of the clarity and realism of the information provided, items (3) and ( 4 ), one 

participant felt the information was very clear. Another participant noted that more conversions 

between units of measure were needed (i.e. metric to imperial), and that the format of the tables 
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and graphs was unfamiliar. One participant stated that he did not really understand the virtual 

time costs per question. Prior to opening a requested answer file, the participant was prompted 

with the virtual cash and time costs (i.e. office time spent) that would normally be expended 

acquiring the information. This means this participant may not have factored the cost of 

information acquisition into his choice of questions. 

One participant felt the rental rates for equipment seemed low. This comment was heard 

a few times, but the overall feeling was mixed. Other participants seemed to feel the numbers 

were in line with current industry figures. This may have been a regional effect, where prices 

differ between areas due to monopolies or distances, etc. 

The second set of questions was related to participant feeling. It consisted of the 

following: 

1. How did you find the length of the session? 

2. How did you find the intensity of the session? 

3. How important did you feel this task was? 

4. How much pressure did you experience to perform? 

Despite the three hours allocated to running the sessions, two respondents did not feel 

the session length too long or tiring (item 1 ). The intensity (item 2) was such that it made at least 

one participant nervous 'at first': the participant worried they might say something 'stupid', but 

stated he did forget about the tape recorder after a while. When asked if the pressure was more 

than an exam, the participant said yes, but he felt it was one 'we' (assuming the participant 

meant himself and colleagues) are prepared for. Items (2) and (4) may have been hard to discern 

for both the participants and the session facilitator - they will likely be combined in future 

retrospectives. The participants did admit to feeling some pressure to perform 'well', but not an 

'insurmountable' pressure. One felt some discomfort not knowing 'what's the right or wrong 
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answer here'. This may be a common feeling during open-ended, ill-structured problem solving 

under the kind of scrutiny experienced during the sessions. 

The perceived importance of the task (item 3) was rated high by two respondents. The 

sense of importance was derived from the (modern) emphasis placed on water quality issues, and 

because 'pipe installations are the most important jobs ... all auditors want to see pipes due to 

high impact'. 

The session quality portion of the retrospective interview was a successful instrument 

insofar as the few responses received provided some insights. For example, the need for more 

visuals in presentation of information was identified, and that basic aspects like session purpose 

and the virtual time and cash prompts could have been better explained. Overall, however, the 

delivery of the instrument was unsuccessful because of the poor response rate. Suggestions for 

future tests are to shorten the main test and other portions of the retrospective interview, produce 

a take-home questionnaire to substitute for the interview combined with follow-up phone calls to 

ensure return of responses, direct text entry of answers by participants within the PBLM at close 

of session. Switching the order of presentation with other portions of the retrospective interview 

could also assist for situations where evaluation of the sessions themselves is the true priority. 

5.5 Reliability of the methodology 

The reliability of the methodology is considered in the general case through observation 

of patterns in the tactics, the breadth of the information searches through the content database, 

and via error rates calculated between successive refinements of the tactics from session notes. 

5.5.1 Behaviors reproduced across tactics 

Several phenomena suggest that the task environment afforded by the methodology at least 

approached a reasonable facsimile of solving this particular stream crossing problem because it 
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invoked patterns of information search behavior that was reproduced between participants and 

that were postulated in the process model 

First, domain-dependent sub-tasks and schemata predicted by the task analysis and 

process model were observed. There is an apparent agreement of many of the tactics with at least 

the task, analysis and styling schemas predicted by the process model. 

Second, the indices of consistency and ordering show participants did converge on 

certain questions with a frequency that suggests there is a rote (well-known) set of inquiries that 

satisfies and solves each sub-task most of the time. A definite set of questions with high 

information value (i.e. Table 5-5) was identified. These questions proved important to solving 

the presenting problem for at least 50% of the Sizer group. 

Third, broad themes and individual tuples recurred between tactics. The themes also 

seemed to occur more or less in the progression predicted by the process model. Orientation

type questions (like requests for maps) were followed by more analytical questions to support 

the design and calculation of structure size. This analytic phase was typically followed by 

inquiries about construction costs, and, finally searches for information on materiel to restore 

(' Style') the site. 

The methodology to this point also seems sensitive enough to detect the effects of 

modifying the presenting problem to suit diverse work roles. Sizers' tactics under the Specialists 

norm show plateaus of zero information value. In Table 5-5 many of the top-rated questions 

posed by the Sizers were to do with estimating quantities, details of procurement and collecting 

cost data while the top-rated questions for the Specialists did not broach these subjects. 

The conspicuous absences of certain inquiries on site factors like streambed and 

foundation characteristics suggest that the task environment afforded by the methodology was 

not a perfect facsimile of the real work environment. The limitations of the presenting media, the 

unfamiliar test situation and errors in interpretation by the session facilitators likely contributed 

to the error rates reported in the next section. 
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5.5.2 Extent of database accessed during AIS 

The counts for the highest value questions typically remained unchanged between the 

first- and second-degree modified versions. This is because modifications for the second-degree 

case were for the addition or substitution of new or unusual questions with rare rates of 

occurrence. Rare questions are usually singletons with no information value relative to the group 

norm. 'Singletons' means the questions selected by only one participant. 

Following the first-degree modifications, the Sizers were found to have selected a total 

of 84 of the 3 77 questions available, accessing only 22% of the full PBLM question/answer 

database. Following the second-degree modification, the Sizers were found to have selected a 

sum total of 90 of the available 388 questions, accessing only 23% of the full PBLM 

question/answer database. This may suggest that too much effort was devoted to building 

content in the database that was in the end extraneous to real practitioners' solutions. However, 

38 of the selections were singletons in the first-degree modified case for the Sizers (increasing to 

42 in the second-degree modified case, as to be expected with the introduction of novel 

questions). Singletons corresponded to roughly 50% of all questions asked. This suggests that 

while 50% of the requests converged on a subset of questions asked by at least two of the Sizers, 

the information base and methods permitted the participants to exercise some freedom in the 

remainder of their information requests. 

If the questions selected by the Specialists in the first-degree modified case are taken as 

the 'universe' of critical questions it was found that the Sizers accessed 67% of this Specialists' 

selection set. This is a moderate to high proportion. This suggests some convergence between 

the Sizers and Specialists for the design portion of the problem. Interestingly, this proportion 

drops to 57% when assessed for the second-degree modified case. This was attributed to the 

proportionally larger number of novel questions asked by the Specialists. The apparent tendency 

of the Specialists to ask novel questions could be due to a variety of things, including differences 

in perspectives, inquisitiveness, training and background between the two groups. Also, the 
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problem content was developed by people with an academic background rather than a 

governance background. 

The Installers selected 32 of the 388 questions in their second-degree modified versions, 

accessing only 8%. The fact that the Installers accessed a much smaller proportion of the 

database than the Sizers (8% vs. 23%) demonstrates a difference in breadth of information 

search. This resulted from the customization of the case problem. 

5.5.3 Error rates 

Step 11, Reconditioning the results data, yielded three versions of the inquiry tactic. 

These included the original 'raw' tactic recorded and stored in the PBLM database, and two 

additional versions augmented using session notes: the first and second degree modified sets of 

tactics. Modifications in the first-degree case were mostly to substitute a generic entry code in 

the tactic for a code specific to a particular participant aid. Participant aids were registered with 

the generic question ID ( Question 3 51) to act as a temporary placeholder during the main test. 

Therefore, a common substitution was the replacement of this generic code with a new ID code 

specific to that aid. The first-degree version most accurately describes what occurred. 

The second-degree modified version, by comparison, is an idealized record. The second 

degree modifications typically arose from instances of novel questions asked, questions that 

were asked but not registered by the researcher, and questions asked but misinterpreted by the 

researcher. This last error type is probably the most egregious because it means different 

information than desired was presented to the participant, interrupting their natural thought 

process and possibly cueing them to redirect to other sub-tasks. This version also lacks the 

precise time stamp of database events. For these reasons the performance curves and other 

analyses in this chapter were performed exclusively on the first-degree modified tactics. 

The second-degree modified version does provide some comment on the reliability of 

the methodology. The tactic versions were compared to determine the percent rate of change 
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between them (Tab le 5-14) as a measure of error. This was expressed as the percent change in 

the constituents of the unmodified tactic and the second-degree modified version. It was 

calculated as the total number of modifications ( additions, substitutions or deletions) divided by 

the number of questions in the preceding version of the tactic. 

The majority of deletions were the result of tracking errors in the PBLM database due to 

bugs in the software ( duplications and merges with other participant data). The database errors 

were detected by simple review of the dataset. Another common deletion was the removal of 

Question 335 - a request for a table of conversions. 

While keeping the request for a conversion table in the tactics could show the 

commencement of 'execution', it was decided to remove this item because the inclusion of the 

use of a conversion table at a single point in the tactic was not considered to add anything to the 

analysis when it was likely re-used at several points in the tactic. 

There was no change in the tactics of Participant 2 (Table 5-14) as a result of the session 

notes review, meaning no new information about that participant's information search was 

revealed to warrant revisions to the tactic. However, among the other Installers there were high 

rates of change. The tactic of Participant 5 underwent a 33% change. This Participant asked 

novel questions unanticipated in the construction of the content database but there were also 

recording errors with his tactic. The only other Installer, Participant 3, had the next highest rate 

of change at 17%. None of the Installers' tactics underwent any modifications in the production 

of the first-degree modified tactics. Based on observation, these two results are considered 

significant relative to the average rate of change in tactics. There are some explanations for the 

error rate of the methodology for the Installers. It is possible that the problem content did not 

provide the support typically required by Installers, which could suggest customization of the 

problem content is required for this group. It is possible that the main test setup was not a 

comfortable or effective setting for data elicitation for this sub-group (recall there are differences 

in assigned work responsibilities which may point to personality or aptitude differences). The 
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averaging process also accentuates their results: their tactics are shorter than the average Sizer 

tactic because they solved a truncated version of the case problem ( 16 questions vs. 21 

questions). If the Installer results are excluded, the mean percent change in tactic constituents is 

11.4%. Finally, because two researchers sometimes exchanged roles ( operating the software 

interface vs. note-taking) it is possible that the nature and degree of experimenter error differed 

between participant sessions. 

In any case, an 11 % or 13% change in tactic constituents corresponds to roughly two to 

three questions registered in error over the average length of tactic ( about 21 questions) for this 

particular case problem. Is this rate of error acceptable? It seems high when so much meaning is 

inferred from each question. While this is only a first attempt with prototype methods, the goal is 

of course to minimize error. If another round of trials was conducted, the tactics would likely 

undergo fewer modifications. The incidence of novel questions is expected to decrease over 

more trials. In short, the error rate should decline as the case problem gets more exposure to 

more problem solvers. The number of novel questions posed should drop off as the PBLM 

database expands. Misinterpretation and errors committed by the main test facilitators should 

decrease with more experience as well. It is believed that the recommendations of this and the 

next chapter will reduce future error rates. 

In summary, the error rates were likely due to these sources of error: 1. Novel questions 

asked that weren't available in the content database; 2. Software bugs; 3. Misinterpretation of 

information requests and/or errors in the operation of the software GUI by the session 

facilitator(s), and; 4. Inconsistent registry of new questions, participant aids and 'help file' style 

questions i.e. the table of conversion factors. Although the consistency scores are calculated 

based on tactic contents, it should be noted that the percent change in Table 5-14 for tactic 

constituents does not necessarily correspond to the same percent change in, for example, the 

consistency scores. This is because the relationship is not likely to be direct (in terms of either 

magnitude or direction) when each question can have a different information value. 
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5.6 Conclusion 

F. Attneave (1959), psychologist, expressed this sentiment: 'disembodied methodology 

is seldom inspiring'. This chapter was an exposition of the methodology in its first practical 

application. The case study served to more fully develop the methodology because it demanded 

practical solutions for problems as they arose. It also inspired new ideas for future extension of 

the methods. Biases, heuristics, errors and themes were observed in the case study results with 

sufficient frequency to suggest the methodology can offer a process trace of value to employers, 

professional associations, researchers and instructors. 

The philosophy of problem-based pedagogy is not usually to return a strict rating. 

However, the methodology does provide output on assessment endpoints of consistency, quality 

and efficiency that can be used to compare and rank problem solvers. Ultimately this 

information can be used as multiple lines of evidence to identify who among students or 

professionals needs additional training, and on which aspects. 

Indicators of reliability for the methodology were encouraging. This was evaluated in 

general by noticing the recurrence of themes, phases and tuples in the tactics, and by producing 

error rates between successive versions of the tactic. The error rates were based on the number 

of modifications per tactic from the original to the second-degree modified case. This analysis 

suggests that an average rate of error to expect in tactic constituents is 13%. 

The generation of the consistency, environmental quality and efficiency descriptors for 

problem solver, the reproduced patterns in the tactics, agreement in sequence and content with 

the process model and the relatively low incidence of error suggest the methodology, as a 

prototype, has its merits in the assessment of external process traces. The implications of the 

case study results are discussed in Chapter 6.0, Discussion. 
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Table 5-14 Effect of notes modifications (Number of questions Added/Removed/Substituted) on tactic constituents (percent 
change(%)) 

Participant ID Original Tactic Changes First-Degree Changes First- to Second-Degree Percent Change 
Length Original to First- Modified Tactic Second-Degree Modified Original to 

Degree Length Tactic Length Second-Degree 

(No. of questions) (No. Add/Del/Sub) (No.of (No. Add/Del/Sub) (No.of (%) 
questions) questions) 

Sizers 
1 16 (0/0/1) 16 (0/0/0) 16 6% 
4 26 (0/2/0) 24 (0/0/0) 24 8% 
6 21 (0/1/0) 20 (1/0/1) 21 14% 
7 19 (0/1/1) 18 (0/0/0) 18 11% 
8 22 (0/0/0) 22 (2/0/0) 24 9% 

O"\ 9 31 (0/0/1) 31 (4/0/0) 35 16% 
'° 10 26 (0/1/0) 25 (2/1/1) 26 19% 

11 14 (0/1/0) 13 (0/0/0) 13 7% 
12 16 (0/0/1) 16 (0/0/2) 16 19% 
13 20 (0/0/0) 20 (1/0/0) 21 5% 

GROUP MEAN 11% 
Installers 
2 6 (0/0/0) 6 (0/0/0) 6 0% 
3 12 (0/0/0) 12 (1/0/1) 13 17% 
5 18 (0/0/0) 18 (4/1/1) 21 33% 

GROUP MEAN 17% 

OVERALL MEAN 13% 



CHAPTER 6.0 DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the findings relative to contemporary works and 

in light of the original project objectives. Recommendations are made to improve the methods. 

6.1 Findings in the contemporary research context 

The methodology was developed to the point where consistency and environmental 

quality scores could be generated along with more conventional evaluations of time and cost 

efficiency. These scoring metrics were applied to both the information searches and final 

designs of working professionals. 

Researchers have tended to study either information search or information use (known 

as judgment and decision-making or JDM), but rarely both (Dhabi and Harries 2009). Some 

studies use student participants demonstrating learned tasks rather than actual practitioners when 

relating information search to decision-making via heuristics. Also notable is that a problem 

presented to participants is considered 'complex' with as few as six cues (information items). 

In contrast, this project does consider both information search and use for a problem by 

actual practitioners with cues numbering in the hundreds. Therefore, the project approach, the 

scoring metrics and the dataset are each valuable contributions to applied cognitive psychology. 

The dataset is of particular value to forestry. It was earlier argued (Chapter 2.0) that 

psychological factors in forestry should receive more study to better prepare forestry students 

and continue the education of forestry professionals. The dataset is a rich source of information 

about the task. 

Phenomena observed in multiple (two or more) participant information search tactics 

were: 
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1. Commencing information acquisition with an 'Orientation' schema (primarily by using 

maps to fix the location and scale of the job); 

2. Partitioning the task into distinct sub-problems; 

3. Information gathering 'moves' in the content database within a conventional set of 

domain-related themes for the class of problem; 

4. Heuristics and chunking: Resolution of sub-tasks using short question complexes or 

'tuples' identical to those used by peers; 

5. Reliance on government-issue design tables; 

6. Respect of employer policies, despite task instructions; 

7. Substitution of unknowns in the new problem with knowledge from the long-term 

memory of similar problems from familiar places, and; 

8. Termination of information acquisition by asking questions consistent with a site 

restoration or finishing schema (similar to the 'Styling' schema associated by Hamel 

( 1994) to an architects' design process). 

Each of these observations added to our knowledge of how forest road construction 

supervisors approach and solve this type of stream crossing problem. It seems reasonable to 

conclude that the methodology to this stage is at least sensitive to detecting these kinds of 

effects: 

Framing Some effects of modifying the problem statement to suit different 

groups of participants were noted (made visually obvious by the plateaus in performance curves 

when one group was the norm for another). This is consistent with Payne's (1993) caution and 

Blois and Weber's conclusion (2001) that the decision situation will evoke specific decision 

modes. 
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Schemata There was evidence that the road construction supervisors enter into and 

out of dedicated information gathering schemata (i.e. Orienting, Execution, and Styling). The 

apportionment of the tactics into schemata is consistent with the problem solving model 

postulated in Chapter 2.0 on the basis of architects' design process developed by Hamel (1994). 

The consistency of the question sequences (the convergence on twelve questions by at least 50% 

of the participants and the presence of some ordinal matching in the IOQ analysis), and, the 

small proportion of information items accessed (less than 20%) lend support to an earlier 

prediction that the forest road construction supervisors would move quickly and serially through 

the content database. 

Heuristics and Chunking The same complexes of questions recurred across 

multiple participants, in short bursts, to solve sub-problems. These rote solution steps are 

referred to here as 'tuples', but this kind of phenomenon has also been referred to in problem 

solving literature as 'chunking'(Miller, 1956). When working on a new or unfamiliar problem, 

'the amount and organization of experts' domain knowledge supports a faster construction of 

mental system representations' (Sweller, 2004). The tuples showed an ordering that was exactly 

consistent across multiple tactics. There is an ever-growing body of work on heuristics 

beginning with verbal description (i.e. Kahneman et al. 1982) to modern prediction of decision

making behavior (Gigernezer et al. 1999), especially in medicine ( e.g. Dhami and Ayton 2001; 

Dhami and Harries 2009). Certainly the present work could be extended using structural 

modeling techniques alluded to in Chapter 2.0 to determine whether the tuples meet the 

definitions of one or more known heuristics and choice of crossing structure can be predicted 

within an error tolerance. A simple heuristic for an estimation task was developed in 1999 by 

Hertwig et al. which could be compared with the cost estimation portion of the case study task. 

Biases Phenomena like short tactics that could be associated with known biases 

of managers like 'illusion of control' and 'information acquisition' bias, as well as 'satisficing' 
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behavior were observed in some of the participant tactics. These were predicted in Chapter 2.0 

on the basis of a literature review of the decision-making styles of middle managers. It must be 

noted, however, that understanding why people act with incomplete information may depend 

more on human limitations of attention than on ideas about decision-making (March & Shapira, 

1987). In other words, individual participant pre-screening for memory capacity, aptitudes and 

attitudes may be better predictors of depth of search (tactic length) and content accessed than 

assumptions about a demographic. 

Although the project approach and subject matter (forestry) is a departure in several 

respects from most contemporary studies of problem solving, the foregoing observations of 

schemata, heuristics, chunking and biases are consistent with the broad findings of past research. 

The methods did yield a rich dataset, but there were numerous challenges and opportunities for 

improvement. Possible solutions are offered in the recommendations section, reinforced by 

lessons learned from other studies. 

6.2 Recommendations 

The recommendations are directed toward improving the information search software 

and the methodology for wider application. The recommendations are organized around these 

topics to adopt: 1. new technology; 2. better study design and logistics, and; 3. knowledge 

transfer from the social sciences. 

6.2.1 Technology-related recommendations 

Suggested technological adaptations are: 

1. Complete programming to build the consistency and environmental quality scoring metrics 

directly into the PBLM software so as to produce a single evaluator's package that anyone can 

use. 
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2. Include more and better visual media in the question/answer content for the information search 

such as enhanced mapping, photos, and video footage. This would be especially salient for 

fieldwork-intensive (natural resources-based) or other visual discovery-oriented professions 

3. Increasing the number of items in each branch can quickly expand the number of pairwise 

comparisons required by the problem author or others to generate the relative importance 

weights. To solve this problem: 1. Limit the number of branches and levels in the FCP-11 scoring 

hierarchy, and; 2. Utilize the regression version of the AHP formulated in Bayesian terms (Alho 

& Kangas, 1997) which enables the calculation of weights without having to perform all the 

pairwise comparisons. The study author already implemented this algorithm in preliminary work 

on woodlot owners' priorities and perceptions for the Canadian Forest Service (unpublished). 

4. Electronic scratchpads could be utilized to record participant notes and markings so that the 

electronic record is complete. The entry of notes or other markings on this type of device may be 

assigned a time signature that can be synchronized with the tactic. The latest portable touchpad 

technologies could also be used to register questions during field excursions. 

5. Visual media is recommended to collect data on the intermediate use of information and 

transitions between problem solving schemata. A video camera or webcam can offer a record of 

the body language, periods of note taking, periods of calculation, periods of silent thought, and 

sketch making. 

6.2.2 Study design and logistics-related recommendations 

There were some practical challenges with implementing the case study. Some 

recommendations for improvement are: 

1. Maintain tighter controls on the scope of the project than were exercised in this case study. With 

a disproportionate investment in certain parts of the project (i.e. the environmental quality 

scoring metric), the quality of the delivery of other aspects of the project may have been affected 
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(in this project, the session quality interviews were truncated or skipped). Continually revisit a 

clearly defined set of study objectives to limit scope creep and keep both the project purview 

and the participant burden reasonable. This can take the form of a 'project contract' committing 

all parties to a scope at the outset. Pilot testing is a very effective tool to maintain control on the 

growth of the content database and to understand the target participants' opinions and abilities. 

Also, consider that stakeholder consultation can contribute to scope creep. 

2. To avoid inducing structuring of the task, collapse the text used to present case problems into a 

single paragraph without itemizing tasks with bullet lists. 

3. When the methodology is better established, manipulate dimensions of problem difficulty 

referred to in Chapter 4.0 (after Gonzalez, 2005; Habib and Shokoohi, 2009). 

4. Establish better protocols for session facilitators related to timekeeping, prompting and general 

recordkeeping. For example, clear protocols should be in place to record the incidence of and 

reason for information requests called up but not completed by participants. The 'virtual' time 

and cash costs of information acquisition may be a deterrent (Saad and Russo, 1996; Rakow et 

al., 2005). Also, the number of times the keyword search was used vs. the branching tree search 

should be monitored to evaluate user preferences. 

5. The methodology should undergo further replications to establish test-retest consistency and 

reliability. 

6. Future problem authors can weigh the costs and benefits of using a facilitator against completely 

automating the tracking of the active information search and retrospective portions of the 

session. Retaining facilitators as intermediaries is advised until the master question set 

converges over multiple tests (the number of new or novel questions asked decreases) or if 

cueing is to be avoided. Where the problem author does not want to use a facilitator (wishes to 

eliminate facilitator-induced bias) or study conditions do not permit a facilitator (isolation of 

participants, for example), a more intuitive user interface could also be developed and relied on 
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for self-guided problem solving. Certainly drop-out rates differ when a facilitator is on hand, for 

example in a lab environment, vs. long-distance web delivery and execution of an information 

search experiment (Schulte-Mecklenbeck, 2005). 

7. Furnishing a private computer lab location is recommended for small inferential research studies 

or expert knowledge acquisition. For teaching purposes, the PBLM was successfully used in the 

classroom setting (a university computer lab). However, constraining the task environment to an 

office or lab is less desirable when the case problem is heavily fieldwork-oriented. In those 

instances it may be possible for participants to physically access a test site (see 

recommendations on adopting technology). 

8. The session quality interviews provided some comment on the quality of the presentation to 

participants, including their opinions on the accuracy of the problem content. The diagnostic 

power of the question/answer pairs is important too and has effects on the information search -

low diagnosticity leads to greater search (Van Wallendael, 1995). Questions about the 

diagnosticity of the content database could be developed and added to the session quality 

interview. 

9. Customization of problem content may be an effective way to manage database size. Students or 

novices are sometimes unable to recognize the diagnostic power of a question and answer pair 

as a critical cue, and will continue on to expand their search. Non-experts working on a 

troubleshooting problem, for example, have to rely on weaker and domain-general strategies that 

they build about the total system via means-ends analysis, which relies on backward reasoning 

(Sweller, 2004). A larger database with less incisive information might be offered to students, 

while a database customized to experts would likely be smaller because the items, though fewer, 

have greater diagnostic power. 
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6.2.3 Social science-related recommendations 

There is scope for further knowledge transfer from the social sciences to this 

methodological study. Some suggestions are: 

1. Devise a way to measure the effects of the PBLM software's introspective prompt "Why are 

you asking this question?" Instructors may be more inclined to use prompts where 

interruption of process is less a concern (i.e. when teaching rather than testing). The 

participants' perceived degree of progress on a problem also affects the information search. 

An alternate prompt asking for perceived progress or success with the problem could be of 

research interest. 

2. Spontaneous verbalizations during the active information search were archived for possible 

formal review by social scientists. Content analysis software (keyword activated qualitative 

analysis software) could be used to evaluate this text. This would help to finalize the 

second-degree modified tactics and identify other session quality issues. 

3. Consider studies using hybrids of process tracing and the Think Aloud Method to generate 

verbal protocols for research applications, specifically small inferential studies of a few (i.e. 

fewer than five) individuals. 

4. Measure the effects of facilitation and observation by a researcher or other third party. 

5. Screening of participant attitudes would help avoid time spent on sessions where the 

participant is not fully committed to or engaged in the process. The participant's perceptions 

of self as a decision maker and of the importance of the problem (Pineda et al., 1998) can 

affect information search. 

6.3 Achievement of Original Objectives 

It is important at the conclusion of a project to ask how close it came to meeting the goal 

and objectives. The goal was to produce a functional and reliable way to assess complex 
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problem solving by professionals and students that could be readily understood and used by 

other researchers and instructors. 

Five objectives were set in Chapter 1.0, Section 1.2 to achieve the goal. The first three 

objectives were to do with methods design: select effective methods to record and evaluate the 

problem solving process of individuals, and organize them into a logical sequence, or 

methodology. The final two objectives were to try out the design: to implement it in a case study 

and report on its performance in terms of ease of use, functionality and reliability. 

The first four objectives were successfully completed insofar as a preliminary design for 

a problem solving skills assessment methodology was produced and implemented in a case 

study. The concepts and mathematics as component parts were developed by others in the 

literature, but were assembled in a single methodology for the first time in this project. The 

methodology was the primary product of the thesis. It evolved into a series of twelve steps over 

the course of the project. Some of the steps were anticipated while others were revealed over the 

course of the case study trials. 

The methods produced interesting data that appears to have support in contemporary 

literature, however, its validity is still uncertain. This pertains to the fifth and final objective of 

the project: produce a useable, reliable assessment method. The scoring metrics were not 

implemented within the PBLM so a single, easy to use software product with full functionality is 

not available at this time. The reliability of the methodology has not been estimated across 

experiments either. While error rates between versions of the tactics were calculated for the 

present study in Chapter 5.0, more programming and work on test-retest consistency etc. has to 

be completed before the fifth project objective has been truly met. 

Using the methodology in teaching and learning applications should be low risk if 

undertaken as a supplement to other coursework, under the guidance of an instructor who 

understands its limitations. Successful instructional sessions were run with forestry students in a 
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university computer lab for a timber volume estimation problem, and with professional software 

developers for expert knowledge extraction on a suite of project management case problems. 

6.4 Conclusion 

As it stands, the basic methodology is useable for recording and evaluating problem 

solving processes for purposes of university instruction, workplace training and qualitative 

research. It could be employed as a screening tool for early needs assessment of students and 

trainees; capable of identifying gaps in both domain knowledge and solution tactics. The 

methodology has potential to support Continuing Professional Development (CPD) training 

course offerings and credits for members of professional associations (for example, the 

Continued Competency Assurance Program for professional engineers in New Brunswick). 

However, use is at the discretion of instructors, human resources personnel and researchers who 

understand its current limitations. Numerous recommendations were put forward in the chapter 

to address these limitations. Prior to use for statistical inference in research, the methodology 

should undergo a second round of design and development. This should include prioritizing 

recommendations to adopt in the near term, and carrying out replications to estimate reliability. 
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APPENDIX A-1 Main Test Materials: Participant Permission Forms and Instructions 

MAIN TEST PARTICIPANT PERMISSION FORM 

Project: Problem solving and decision-making behavior in forestry 
(PBLM COMPUTER SEARCH ONLY) 

Purpose: The main purpose of the research is to learn about the problem solving and decision
making behavior of forest workers. To learn about problem solving, risk management and 
decision-making processes in forest planning and design, forest workers' stream crossing 
designs will be studied as a special case. 

Procedures: Participants will be invited to request information from the researcher as needed to 
select a culvert and plan its installation. The information is either in file form in a computer 
database or in paper form available on request from the researcher. The participant is asked to 
obtain and use information to select a structure and plan the installation in the way that he or she 
goes about it in daily practice. By permission, the participants' statements will be audio recorded 
by the researcher. Once the participant has completed the case problem to their satisfaction, a 
follow-up interview will be conducted. 

Risks: No health risks are posed by this research. 

Rights: Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Participants have the right to withdraw 
at any time without penalty. Confidentiality of personal information released by the participant 
will be strictly maintained. All participants will be assigned an identification number and their 
responses during the think aloud session will be anonymous. No organizational or employer 
names will be used. 

Outcomes: The information collected for the purposes of this project will be analysed as part of 
a doctoral degree program in forest engineering. Results will be published in the form of a PhD 
thesis. 

Feedback: The results will be made available to any participant who expresses interest in 
obtaining them. 
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MAIN TEST PARTICIPANT PERMISSION FORM (CONT.) 

Participant 

I have read the above description of the project and the researcher has answered my questions to 
my satisfaction. I, , agree to participate in this study. 

____________ (Signature) _________ (Date) 

Researcher 

To the best of my ability, I have explained the purposes, benefits, risks and inconveniences of 
this study to , and I have answered all of her/his questions. 

____________ (Signature) _________ (Date) 
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MAIN TEST PARTICIPANT INSTRUCTIONS 

Session type: PBLM (COMPUTER SEARCH ONLY) 

Instructions 

The researcher is interested in recording the steps you take and your information needs while 
you: 

I. design a stream crossing structure and; 
2. plan its installation. 

It is asked that you please: 

• Perform the task as you would in everyday practice. The researcher will have 
information about the case problem stored on a computer or in paper form. 

If you need some information while you are working, please request it from the researcher. In 
the event that the researcher does not have the information you are looking for, it will be helpful 
if the materials, documents, etc. you normally use for this kind of work are located beforehand 
and placed nearby. 

• Do not 'explain' your behavior to the researcher. 

• Do not stop to analyse or interpret your own thoughts. 

PBLM session: Warming up 

To help you 'warm up' for the computer session, a practice problem has been prepared. It is a 
case problem stored on the computer. This practice problem will require you to make requests 
for information from the researcher, just as you will need to do during the actual design and 
installation problem. Please keep the previous instructions in mind. 
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-"° 00 

Question 
ID No. 
000001 

000003 

000004 

000006 

000007 

000009 

000011 

000012 

000013 

000014 

000015 

000016 

000017 

000018 

000019 

000020 

000021 

000022 

000023 

000024 

000025 

000026 

PBLM Question Statement Virtual 
Cash 

Where is the site located in the province? 0 

Is the watercourse named? 0 

Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 15 

How far is the site from the mouth of the stream Gunction with a larger waterbody)? 7 

Request aerial photos (1: 12500 scale) 6 

Is the site within the boundaries of a municipality or planning district? 0 

What permits or other documentation must be obtained before a crossing can be installed? 0 

Under what conditions does the Department of Fisheries and Oceans intervene for proposed 0 
watercourse crossings? 
What information is required when applying for a watercourse alteration permit? 0 

Is Timbco Ltd. undertaking a forest certification initiative? 0 

What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 0 

Is the road construction crew prepared to handle work-related accidents? 0 

Are the foreman and crew equipped to handle environmental accidents? 0 

How experienced is the construction foreman and crew? 0 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 0 

What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 0 

Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 0 

Request price list for round structural plate steel pipe culverts 0 

What types of drainage structures are available? 0 

Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 0 

Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 0 

Request price list for steel box culverts (Super-cor product) 0 

Virtual Search Keywords 
Time 
10 new brunswick location located site map region 

province 
5 stream name 

60 mapping road extension centerline intercept 
survey centerline junction 

20 location located site map watershed dungarvon 
river tributary drainage basin mouth 

5 aerial photo 

20 municipality site location located planning district 

30 watercourse alteration permit regulation 
permission documentation nbdoe provincial 
legislation 

30 federal government department of fisheries and 
oceans dfo regulation permit fish habitat 

30 watercourse alteration permit government 
regulation permission documentation nbdoe 

5 forest certification environment green certification 
fsc 

20 work crew labour labor resource construction 

15 training reputation experience contractor crew 
foreman supervisor 

15 foreman crew construction supervisor 
environmental accident training contractor 

20 crew foreman supervisor accident contract 
reputation training experience 

60 heavy equipment machinery construction rental 
rate price cost 

15 gravel fill rock rip rap slope cost price 

15 price list round esp pipe culvert cost 

15 price list structural plate esp culvert round cost 

10 drainage structure bridge box culvert shape type 
pipe arch 

15 structural plate pipe arch culvert price list cost 

15 structural plate spcsp standard arch open bottom 
bottomless price list cost 

15 super cor steel box culvert open bottom price list 
cost 



-'° '° 

000027 

000028 

000029 

000031 

000032 

000033 

000034 

000037 

000038 

000039 

000040 

000042 

000043 

000044 

000045 

000046 

000047 

000048 

000049 

000050 

000051 

000053 

000054 

000055 

Request prices for timber and connectors 0 

Request information on use of silt fences in sedimentation control 0 

Request information on use of hay bales in sedimentation and erosion control 0 

What sediment control methods are available? 0 

What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 0 

Request formulae for flow capacity of long-span open-bottom structures 0 

Request formulae for flow capacity of enclosed (round and pipe-arch) structures 0 

What options are available to re-establish vegetation on site? 0 

What regulations apply to installing a stream crossing at this site? 0 

What are the penalties for non-compliance with provincial regulations governing stream 0 
crossings? 
What penalties are imposed by the federal government if fish habitat is lost due to stream 0 
alteration? 
When are environmental impact assessments required for watercourse alterations? 0 

What period is construction limited to? 0 

What is the maximum allowable height of water above the inlet of a culvert? 0 

What budget restrictions are placed on this project? 0 

Is there an allowance in the budget for mitigating environmental impacts or cleaning up 0 
accidents? 
What are the long-term plans for the road when harvesting is complete? 0 

How much in advance should an application for a watercourse alteration permit be submitted? 0 

When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 0 

What future forest interventions are planned for the area? 0 

Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 0 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the 15 
proposed crossing? 
What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 5 

Is a high water mark evident? 10 

30 timber structure box culvert bridge wood 
connection spike nail 

15 silt fence geotextile sediment control erosion 

15 hay bale sediment control mulch ditch check dam 

20 sediment control plan erosion surface runoff 

20 diversion in the dry channel 

20 flow capacity open bottom design 

20 flow capacity design enclosed closed bottom pipe 
arch round culvert 

30 riparian vegetation stabilization sedimentation 
control plant 

10 regulations legislation rule government 

10 penalties fine penalty compliance regulation 
legislation province provincial 

10 federal government penalties penalty fine dfo fish 
habitat restoration 
environmental impact assessment eia regulation 
legislation 

5 season construction period time installation 
sensitive migration fish 

5 headwater depth height inlet flood 

10 budget money cost purchase project 
administration 

10 environmental accident impact budget allowance 
mitigate chemical fuel spill cost cleanup 

10 decommissioned service life design life time road 

5 watercourse alteration permit schedule application 
submit 

5 construction schedule start date season period 

30 forest intervention harvest plan hydrology cutover 
drainage overland flow 

5 delay schedule start date installation sensitive 
period construction 

5 width dimension streambank survey 

15 high water highwater mark width dimension 
survey 

30 high water mark highwater mark peak flow flood 
freshet depth 
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000074 

000075 

000076 

000077 

000078 

000080 

What is the greatest depth of the stream measured from the high water mark? 

What are the peak and low flow rates in the past two years? 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

What is the source of the watercourse? 

What is the elevation difference between the stream source and the stream at the point of 
crossing? 
Does the watercourse intercept any waterbodies upstream of the crossing? 

Does the watercourse intercept any waterbodies downstream of the crossing? 

Is the watercourse a tributary? 

Is the watercourse under a Watercourse Setback Designation order? 

Request survey notes from stream traverse 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

What is the background or natural pH of the stream water? 

What is the color of the water? 

Is the stream water corrosive? 

What is the background or natural load of suspended solids in the stream under normal flow 
conditions? 
What is the range in stream temperature? 

What is the direction of streamflow at the proposed crossing? 

What is the design discharge (Q) in rn3/s using the NB physiographic rule? 

What are the peak and low flows for the watercourse from gauging stations? 

What is Manning's stream flow equation? 

Request nomograph for water velocity in channels 
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15 depth high water flood dimension 

30 peak low flow rates freshet drought 

30 bank height slope riparian streambank buffer 
survey profile 

90 cross section profile survey width depth measure 
area 

180 vertical profile survey grade gradient slope stream 

5 origin source elevation mitchell lake 

5 elevation source origin lake grade 

5 marsh bog wetland upstream waterbody intercept 
drainage basin watershed 

5 downstream tributary intercept waterbody marsh 
river drainage basin watershed 

2 tributary dungarvon river drainage basin 
watershed catchment area dendritic hydrology 
flow 

45 regulation legislation municipal drinking 
watershed 

60 survey traverse notes profile measure 

45 drainage area drainage basin watershed catchment 
area 

60 ph acidity corrosion corroded rust galvanize 
coating water quality 

5 color water quality origin acid corrosion 

30 corrosion rust ph acid corrosive galvaniz zinc 
water soft service life 

30 conductivity water quality suspended solids 
sediment bed load 

120 temperature 

15 approach traverse azimuth bearing direction flow 
survey 

30 nb physiographic rule design flow drainage basin 
catchment q design discharge velocity peak flood 

120 peak drought low flow design hydrometric 
hydrology acfa historical velocity discharge Q 
speed streamflow data 

25 manning peak flow formula example velocity 
discharge l 00 year return flood design 

10 manning velocity flow nomograph discharge 
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000098 
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000100 

000101 

000102 

000103 

000104 

000105 

000106 

000107 

What is the stream bed composition? 

What is the streambed roughness factor (n)? 

What type of foundation underlies the stream bed at the site? 

What is the soil/water pH at the site? 

What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

Is there acid-generating rock in the vicinity of the site? 

Is there evidence of sediment accumulation in the watercourse? 

How abrasive is the bedload carried by the stream? 

Is there evidence of erosion or instability in the stream banks near the proposed crossing? 

What is the erosion rating of soils making up the stream banks? 

Request GIS map of the forest cover type at the site 

What width riparian zone must be retained for activity along this watercourse? 

What is the general health of the forest cover? 

What is the windthrow rating of the trees bordering the watercourse? 

How much woody debris has accumulated in the stream? 

What percent of the stream surface is shaded by riparian vegetation at the crossing? 

What plant and shrub species are found in the riparian zone near the stream crossing? 

How old is the forest cover at the site? 

What factors can inhibit fish passage in a culvert? 

What are the potential effects of sedimentation on aquatic habitat? 

When are fish habitat and passage protection measures required? 

What is the minimum water depth required for fish passage? 

What water velocity limits fish passage through a culvert? 

What is the maximum height a culvert outlet can be above the tailwater? 

When are fish baflles (ladders) required in culverts? 

What are appropriate baffle and notch sizes for different drainage areas? 

What should the elevation of the culvert floor be with respect to the streambed? 
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30 streambed composition soil channel lining floor 
bedding 

30 manning's n roughness streambed composition 
streamfloor gravel 

180 rock foundation bedding streambed composition 
bearing soil 

60 ph soil acidity corrosion 

30 soil type texture streambank composition erosion 

60 acid generating rock fill sulphide chemical 
contaminants contamination leaching 

30 siltation deposit sedimentation water quality 

30 abrasion wear coating bedload streambed 

15 erosion streambank slump slope gradient grade 
failure sediment soil streambank stability stable 

60 soil erosion rating hazard erodability erosion bank 
streambank stability stable 

30 forest cover type map gis tree stand type 

10 buffer width riparian zone 

15 vigor forest cover health riparian zone 

60 windthrow rating hazard riparian 

30 coarse woody debris habitat sill log channel 

30 riparian vegetation cover plant buffer zone shade 

120 plant species riparian native vegetation shrub 

30 age forest cover type vigor 

20 fish passage migration barrier 

10 sedimentation aquatic habitat impact 

10 fish passage habitat migration regulation dfo 
legislation protection 

10 fish passage minimum water depth migration low 
flow 

15 velocity design flow fish passage migration 

10 outlet align elevation grade fish passage migration 

20 fish baflle passage ladder fishway migration 

10 baffle size ladder fishway notch design hydraulic 

15 elevation grade gradient slope fish passage 
migration fall align embedment depth invert floor 
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000132 

Are there any natural barriers to fish migration downstream of the proposed crossing? 

Request electrofishing survey 

When are the critical (sensitive) periods for fish native to the stream? 

What are the swimming speeds of fish common to the area? 

Are valued fish species common to the stream's hydrological region? 

What is the assessed quality of the fish habitat within 500 m up- and downstream of the 
proposed crossing? 
What is the quantity of stream habitat potentially lost or impacted by the road crossing? 

What is the sustained swimming speed of the weakest fish expected to be present? 

When are energy dissipation pools used? 

What are the design criteria for energy dissipation pools? 

What are guidelines for stream habitat reconstruction on the approach to the crossing? 

When do fish spawning and migration occur? 

How do fish baffles change water hydraulics in culverts? 

What culvert shapes are preferred with respect to fisheries concerns? 

What options are available to aid fish passage through the culvert? 

Is there evidence of wildlife activity in the immediate area? 

Are any endangered or threatened species (plant or animal) known to inhabit the area? 

Are beavers active on other stream crossings in the area? 

What measures can be taken to deter beaver activity at the crossing? 

Are there any human inhabitants in the vicinity of the site? 

Is the watercourse a source of drinking water? 

Is the stream used for recreational purposes? 

Are there sites of cultural or ecologic significance in the area? 
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30 barrier migration fish passage 

180 electrofishing survey fish population abundance 
species valued fish species 

10 sensitive period migration salmonid anadromous 
freshwater fish species 

30 swimming speed velocity fish species passage 
migration 

30 hydrological region valued fish species 

180 fish habitat quality spawn ground substrate 

10 habitat impact footprint right-of-way row buffer 
riparian zone 

30 fish salmonid swim speed velocity species biotic 
weakest swimming subcarangiforrn population 
juvenile sustained 

20 

10 energy dissipation pool plunge pool habitat 
restoration migration 

10 energy dissipation pool plunge pool habitat 
restoration migration 

10 habitat restoration reconstruction aquatic 

10 spawning period habitat season sensitive period 
migration 

10 fish baffle ladder fishway hydraulic flow 

10 culvert shape fish passage migration type design 

10 fish passage baffle migration ladder fishway 

30 wildlife habitat 

60 endangered wildlife species habitat 

15 beaver dam wildlife habitat 

60 beaver dam wildlife habitat 

5 habitation human drinking water potable source 
neighbor 

10 human drinking water potable consumption 
source 

10 recreational navigation navigable boating fishing 
sport 

60 significance archaeologic cultural native 
aboriginal indian 
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Why is the road being extended? 

Will features of recreational or aesthetic value be made accessible through this extension? 

Has the watercourse experienced previous alterations? 

What is the historical peak flow data for the watercourse? 

Has forest harvesting been carried out in the vicinity of the stream? 

Were buffer or riparian strips retained for any previous activity near the watercourse? 

How have other drainage structures performed in the area? 

Is there evidence of ice scour at the site? 

At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

How long a structure is needed for this crossing? 

Under what conditions are protective coatings for a culvert advisable? 

What coatings are available at what cost from local suppliers? 

What options are available for wingwalls or abutments? 

What options are available for controlling scour or dissipating energy at the outlet of a drainage 
structure? 
What gauges (wall thicknesses) of steel are recommended for culverts? 

What corrugation profiles are available for corrugated steel culverts? 

View diagram of CS loading standard design truck 

Request example calculations for steel culvert wall thickness and corrugation profile 

What are the minimum fill requirements for typical culvert installations? 

How is the footprint of a culvert measured? 

What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 
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20 

20 
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5 extension upgrade road build 

30 recreational aesthetic esthetic access extend 
extension 

10 history watercourse alteration crossing 
intervention upstream 

180 history peak flow flood low drought 

5 harvesting activity clear cut cutover overland flow 
adjacency intervention buffer zone history 

5 buffer riparian harvest intervention history 
hydrology drainage 

60 perform history rust corrosion corrode abrasion 
wear durability service life chemical coating zinc 
galvani 

15 ice scour flooding uplift 

15 skew angle centerline direction flow design length 
intersection alignment 

30 length crossing design long formula example 

5 coating protective protection galvanisation 
galvanized galvanised zinc service life wear 

20 coating protective protection galvanisation 
galvanization galvanized zinc aluminized type 2 II 
ii wear durability service life 

30 wingwall headwall abutment slope toe reinforce 
inlet outlet design 

30 end treatment inlet outlet apron energy dissipation 
scour 

15 gauge thickness steel design strength esp profile 
pitch depth 

10 corrugation profile esp corrugated steel pipe 

60 live load strength bearing design truck structural 
CS700 loading standard traffic example 
calculation 

60 example calculation gauge thickness steel design 
strength corrugation profile esp wall 

10 fill height depth cover roadbed slope grade 
gradient surface subgrade dimension 

5 footprint impact invert length right-of-way row 
area 

5 service life design life road infrastructure 
decommission 

5 roadbed road width design travel surface 
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000181 

What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 0 

What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 0 

What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 0 

What volume of traffic is expected for the road? 0 

What is the maximum gross vehicle weight expected to travel this road? 0 

What type of road ditching system will be in place? 0 

What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 0 

What zones are advised around watercourse alterations to protect against sedimentation from 0 
surface runoff? 
What are the guidelines for dealing with fuel storage and the servicing of equipment? 0 

What are potential sources of chemical contamination of the stream? 0 

Is there an accumulation ofleaf litter and forest debris along stream banks? 5 

In what hydrological region is the site located? 0 

What are the reasons for selecting this route? 0 

Who owns the land? 0 

What are the required headwall dimensions at the inlet and outlet of a culvert? 0 

Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 0 

Request outlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 0 

Request inlet control nomograph for pipe arch culverts 0 

Request outlet control nomograph for pipe arch culvert 0 

What are provincial requirements for the vertical alignment of culverts? 0 

What are provincial requirements for the horizontal alignment of culverts? 0 

Is the road construction work contracted out? 0 

Is the road building equipment well-maintained? 0 

What is the maximum permissible concentration of sediment introduced into a watercourse 0 
during construction? 

subgrade pavement 

5 fill grade gradient roadbed subgrade slope cover 
design height road travelling surface 

5 fill roadbed slope grade gradient 

5 road extension classification traffic loading 

10 truck traffic volume loading design vehicle class 

10 gross vehicle weight gvw live load design truck 
traffic design weight dynamic 

5 ditch surface runoff overland flow cross-drain 

5 right of way route layout right-of-way road row 

15 protective zone buffer no grub zone sedimentation 

10 fuel servicing maintenance storage equipment 
machinery hydrocarbon contaminant chemical 

10 chemical contaminant contamination spill leak 
leach water quality source protect 

15 debris flood riparian washplain washout block 
trashrack 

10 hydrological region located location map 

10 route selection road alignment layout planning p-
line centerline survey 

5 owner landowner crown freehold private public 
tenure 

10 headwall end treatment inlet outlet bank slope 
abutment 

5 nomograph inlet round pipe culvert design flow 
design discharge Q head headwater depth ratio 

5 nomograph oulet round pipe culvert design flow 

5 nomograph pipe arch design flow inlet design 
discharge 

5 nomograph outlet pipe arch design flow 

5 vertical align regulation design layout headwater 
profile grade slope gradient fall 

5 regulation alignment design horizontal angle 

5 construction contractor work crew road 

30 equipment machine age maintainence schedule 

10 conductivity sediment water quality bed load 
suspended solid 
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000201 

000202 

000203 

000204 
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000208 

000209 

000210 

What is the wetted perimeter of the stream? 20 

What is the maximum stream velocity before erosion of stream bed and banks occurs? 0 

What waterfowl species inhabit the area? 40 

Are sites of recreational importance in the area? 0 

How can we monitor changes in the structure's shape during construction? 0 

What is the design dead load for the structure? 0 

At what grade should the culvert be installed in the stream? 0 

Request diagram explaining 'corrugation profile' 0 

What is the cost of end treatments for corrugated steel culverts? 0 

View loading diagrams for L-Series standard 0 

Request hydraulic properties of box culverts 0 

Request hydraulic properties of arch culverts 0 

Request hydraulic properties of round culverts 0 

Request hydraulic properties of pipe arch culverts 0 

Request nomograph for open bottom arch culvert (0.5 <= rise/span) 0 

Request nomograph for open bottom box culvert (0.5 <= rise/span) 0 

When are structures under inlet or outlet control? 0 

What options are available for culvert footings, at what cost? 0 

What are the bedding requirements for culvert foundations? 0 

At what spacing should fish baffles be placed? 0 

What is the stream classification? 10 

50 

What is the potential for scour of the streambed? 25 

Are the CSP products of guaranteed quality and durability? 0 

Request nomograph for open bottom arch culvert (0.3 <rise/span< 0.4) 0 

60 wetted perimeter wp manning channel dimension 
survey 

30 velocity streambed composition erosion bank 
sedimentation 

120 duck waterfowl protection bird nest 

5 recreational camp human 

5 shape monitor peak roll installation fill compact 

30 dead load design strength bearing soil fill compact 
structural fill 

10 grade gradient fall slope alignment vertical profile 

10 corrugation profile esp steel corrugated pitch 
dimension explanation example 

10 cost end treatment bevel apron miter outlet inlet 
esp 

20 design live load logging truck gvw gross vehicle 
weight I-series L series L 75 LlOO 

5 box open bottom hydraulic properties AD 

5 arch culvert open bottom hydraulic properties 

5 round culvert hydraulic properties 

5 pipe arch culvert hydraulic properties 

5 nomograph arch flow design discharge q 

5 box nomograph flow design discharge q open arch 
culvert 

5 inlet outlet control headwater tailwater hydraulic 

30 open bottom footings foot concrete cast in place 
steel strip arch box 

10 bedding footing foundation yielding rock 
streambed 

10 baffle space length head drop flow energy 
dissipation passage 

30 stream classification 

60 blasting rock foundation ledge 

30 scour sedimentation erosion streambed 

10 quality control fabrication supplier field assembly 
guarantee esp steel manufacturer durability wear 
service life maintenance 

5 nomograph arch open bottom flow capacity 
design 
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000221 
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000233 

000234 

Request nomograph for open bottom box culvert (0.3 <rise/span< 0.4) 0 

Is there a route that can be used to avoid crossing the stream during construction? 0 

Does the road construction crew have access to temporary stream crossing structures? 0 

Request materials costs for bolt-a-bins, and steel bridge kit 0 

What options exist for inlet design of CSP culverts? 0 

What is the cost of installing fish baffles? 0 

0 

What should a sediment control plan include? 0 

Contractor: Do you have a sediment control plan? 0 

Contractor: Who is responsible for quality control of work done at the site? 0 

Contractor: What parameters are checked during site inspections? 0 

Contractor: What chemicals will the crew work with? 0 

How often are maintenance inspections carried out on company roads and structures? 0 

What parameters are checked during maintenance inspections of company roads and 0 
structures? 

When and how will the structure be decommissioned? 0 

Is there potential for slope or trench wall failure at the site given the soil type? 25 

Contractor: How hazardous are the chemicals the crew usually works with when installing 0 
culverts? 
Contractor: What protective gear is worn by the road crew? 0 

Contractor: Do you designate a refuelling and machine maintenance station? 0 

Contractor: Who is responsible for handling fuel and chemicals at the site? 0 

Contractor: Are machine operators adequately trained or certified? 0 

Contractor: What is your shift length? 0 

Contractor: Is the crew trained in First Aid? 0 

Contractor: Do you have your own health and safety program, and do you follow the 0 
company's? 

5 nomograph design flow capacity box open bottom 

10 temporary stream crossing route bridge 

5 bridge temporary stream crossing route equipment 

30 bridge kit short span price list bolt a bin abutment 
cost price 

5 inlet end treatment headwall 

15 baffle ladder fishway passage cost price 

60 

30 sediment control plan fence erosion silt soil 

10 contractor sediment control plan erosion silt 

5 contractor quality control responsibility monitor 
supervision supervisor 

10 contractor quality control inspect monitoring 
parameters check site 

10 chemical hazard material contamination spill 

10 inspection maintainance road block debris 
monitoring 

30 construction parameter check quality control 
inspector inspection monitoring maintain 
supervision supervisor 

10 decommission removal future replace service life 
design life 

30 fill slope failure cut trench wall bracing safety 
erosion collapse 

10 WHMIS chemical contamination contaminant 
spill leak leach hazard 

5 protective gear equipment work road crew safety 

2 safety fuel maintain maintenance machinery 
hydraulic fluid gas diesel oil protect zone spill 
leak 

5 safety fuel spill leak chemicals responsibility crew 
change WHMIS 

5 machine operator certification training 
responsibility supervision supervisor 

2 shift length time hours work day 

2 contractor crew safety training first aid cpr 

5 contractor health and safety program policy 
OSHA train first aid hazard workplace safe 
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Contractor: What is the crew's accident record? 

Are training or certification programs available for machine operators? 

Contractor: Who will be responsible for equipment maintenance and safety? 

What design standard(s) are used to calculate live loads from trucks on the structure? 

Is the road used for off-highway transport of wood (i.e. between sorting yards)? 

Can weight restrictions be imposed on the road? 

Can public access be restricted on the road? 

What is the allowable deformation of the culvert shape (due to peaking and rolling)? 

How can deformation ( due to peaking and rolling) in the structure be prevented? 

What are ways to prevent piping or seepage around the outside of the culvert? 

How should sections or segments of a culvert be arranged in the trench (if CSP transported in 
segments)? 
How does uplift contribute to culvert failure? 

What options are available for joining or coupling together lengths of culvert? 

How can uplift be prevented? 

What standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available from suppliers? 

What are the preferred backfill materials? 

Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

Are the culverts in the company inventory treated with a protective coating? 

Will the structure be under inlet or outlet control in full flow conditions? 

Is there potential for backwatering or submergence at the site? 

Request test of gravel to check for acid-bearing rock sulphides 

Contractor: Who is responsible for inspecting the quality of the gravel fill? 
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10 
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10 contractor crew accident record safety record 
history reputation 

30 training certification machine operation 
equipment operator crew 

5 responsible crew equipment safety machine 
maintain maintenance servicing 

15 live load design truck design standard gauge 
thickness 

10 road design highway live load design load gauge 
thickness strength transportation road class 

5 weight restriction live load truck design log 
transport gauge thickness 

5 public access restrict traffic travel use road class 
highway design load 

5 peaking rolling collapse failure deformation dent 
strength plumb bob 

10 deform dent failure collapse struc peaking rolling 
structural integrity strength 

30 piping seepage control collar washout filtration 
saturate road bed road prism fill collapse 

10 trench section segment uplift length long culvert 
dimension 

10 uplift ice pressure failure collapse washout 

20 join coupler segment section length long trench 
joint fasten strength flexib 

15 uplift protect prevent ice pressure failure washout 
deform dent end outlet inlet 

10 section segment length long supplier cost 
purchase piece CSP 

15 backfill fill gravel soil cover compaction rating 

60 structural backfill soil gravel fill cover cost quarry 
gravel pit run rock rip rap 

5 chemical coating galvanisation galvanized double 
zinc aluminized type II treat protect 

30 inlet outlet control flow flood design highwater 
peak flow 

30 backwater submergence outlet control inlet 
elevation grade gradient slope flood 

180 field test check inspect gravel acid bearing rock 
sulphide chemical contam 

5 contract inspection inspector quality monitor 
check gravel fill riprap 
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Request volume test in the field of streambank soil 20 

What is the maximum permissible weight of equipment to be used while backfilling around 0 
culverts? 

Supplier: Would you recommend protective coating for this culvert? 2 

What is the coefficient of roughness (Manning's n) for corrugated steel pipe? 0 

Contractor: Is the crew equipped to handle a chemical spill? 0 

What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 10 

Is there evidence of sediment accumulation or silt deposits in the stream? 20 

Contractor: Are you aware of the protective zones to be maintained around stream crossings? 0 

What are the weights and ground-bearing pressure of the available equipment? 0 

How should equipment travel around the structure to avoid deformation while backfilling? 0 

At what rate should seed be applied? 0 

What will be the impact of seeding on local (native) vegetation? 0 

What will be the impact of fertilizers or other chemical binders in grass seed if washed into the 0 
stream? 
Is the stream navigable? 0 

Contractor: Do you plan to work in the wet or in the dry? 0 

Contractor: Do you have a plan in the event that fish get stranded during construction? 0 

Is the streambed material suitable for fish spawning? 30 

What are the guidelines for fish rescue during construction? 0 

What are the guidelines for stream diversion during construction? 0 

Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 0 

60 soil type streambank volume test field test inspect 
soil composition 

30 ground bearing pressure footprint weight mass 
heavy equipment machine operation backfill 
compaction 

10 supplier chemical coat zinc treat protect 
aluminized type II service life wear rust corrosion 
corrode 

5 manning's n coefficient of roughness coefficient 
of friction surface CSP 

10 contract chemical spill containment kit hazard risk 
safety site contamination contaminant leak leach 

30 approach road slope grade reach gradient design 
centerline layout 

60 sedimentation siltation erosion stream habitat 
quality 

5 protective zone site plan sedimentation control 
plan no grub zone zoning setback designation 
buffer 

45 ground bearing pressure backfill weight heavy 
equipment collapse compact gravel fill footprint 

5 travel backfill compaction weight deformation 
heavy equipment machinery operations 
construction 

15 seeding seed vegetation establishment site 
remediation erosion sediment control plant 

20 vegetation grass seed vegetation establishment 
measures exotic species plant shrub cover impact 

20 impact chemical contamination fertilizer binder 
chem grass seed mulch runoff diversion fish 

5 navigable navigation boating canoeing 
recreational fish 

10 contractor wet dry dewatering pump around 
stream diversion temporary channel 

5 fish rescue pump stream diversion plan 

60 fish spawning streambed composition gravel floor 
spawn habitat quality 

25 fish rescue pump around diversion plan guidelines 

20 pump around wet dry stream diversion temporary 
crossing channel 

15 contract estimate time hour installation time work 
schedule 



N 
0 
l,O 

000277 

000278 

000279 

000280 

000281 

000282 

000283 

000284 

000285 

000286 

000287 

000288 

000289 

000290 

000291 

000292 

000293 

000294 

000295 

000296 

000297 

000298 

What are alternatives to the use of chemical fertilizer and binder in grass seed? 

What are the peak and low design flows for determining fish passability in culverts? 

When can fishway baftles be omitted from culvert design? 

Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

Request fish habitat mapping 

How can ditch and overland surface runoff be controlled at the site? 

How stable are the streambanks? 

Is the existing erosion controllable by normal means? 

How can the natural streambed be simulated in a culvert? 

Are there sensitive or critical periods for wildlife in terms of noise? 

What is the noise rating (in decibels, dB) for the available equipment? 

Is there a noise threshold that cannot be tolerated by wildlife? 

Is there sensitive habitat in the area? 

Are other activities planned for the area at the same time as the scheduled installation? 

Will the road constitute a barrier to wildlife? 

Contractor: Are you trained in practical loss control and safety? 

Contractor: Are planned inspections of the work site and job quality carried out? 

Contractor: Have you prepared a critical job or task inventory? 

Contractor: Were any accidents the crew might have had investigated? 

Contractor: Do you or your foreman instruct or coach your employees while they work? 

Contractor: Does your foreman keep a list of emergency contact personnel on site? 

Contractor: Do you have your own health and safety program, and do you follow Timbco's? 

0 

0 

0 

0 

150 

0 

50 

50 

0 

0 

0 

0 

60 

0 

40 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 grass seeding vegetation establishment site 
remediation erosion sediment control plant 

5 peak low flow flooding design discharge 

25 baftle ladder fishway passage risk factor limit 
velocity head drop speed 

10 fish bearing salmonid spawning anadromous 
migration migrate 

180 fish habitat mapping habitat quality spawn ground 
overwinter 

15 ditch surface runoff overland flow ditching check 
dams settlement sedimentation 

60 stability stable streambank soil hazard erosion 
sedimentation mapping 

90 erosion control sediment control plan site 

20 simulate habitat backfill culvert invert floor 
streambed gravel 

15 moose calving areas deer wintering habitat noise 
pollution decibels db noise rating machine heavy 
equipment wildlife 

30 noise rating noise pollution decibel dB hearing 
loss equipment machinery 

15 wildlife tolerance noise level noise rating 
pollution ecologically sensitive habitat 

180 sensitive habitat ecological significance wildlife 
protection area zone moose deer wetland 

10 activities activity future plan intervention noise 
disturb schedule 

120 wildlife corridor barrier obstruction path travel 
corridor 

5 training safety practical loss control contractor 
crew 

5 planned inspection monitor maintain job quality 
inspector supervision supervisor 

5 contractor job task breakdown responsibility 
responsible inventorv 

5 contractor history accident record safety 
inspection investigation 

5 employee training education skill safety 
certification crew 

5 emergency contact personnel injury accident 
communication 

5 contractor health safety program training 



certification protocol 

000299 Contractor: Are any accidents or near-accidents analysed after the fact? 0 5 accident analysis investigate incident contractor 
history safety 

000300 Contractor: Have your manual labour crews been formally trained? 0 2 crew training certification safety contractor 

000301 Contractor: Have you observed that your crew always wears protective equipment? 0 2 crew personal protective equipment gear injury 
protection contractor 

000302 Contractor: Do you work according to Occupational Health and Safety rules for noise and dust 0 2 OSHA regulation guide noise pollution noise 
control? control contractor 

000303 Contractor: Do you build ditches and trenches according to OHSA regulations? 0 2 ditch trench safety OHSA shoring bracing wall 
failure collapse contractor 

000304 Contractor: Does your crew have ready access to radios, etc.? 0 2 radio contact communication emergency phone 
accidental contractor iniurv 

000305 Contractor: Does your crew have regular safety meetings? 0 2 contractor safety meeting communication training 
crew 

000306 Contractor: Where did you recruit your employees? 0 2 contractor employee recruitment safety training 
certification work crew 

000307 Contractor: What do you do to promote safe work practices? 0 2 contractor promotion safety train communication 
incentive crew 

000308 Contractor: Are you up to date on your worker's compensation payments? 0 5 contractor worker compensation payment 
workman liability insurance work crew 

000309 Contractor: Are you up to date on your liability insurance payments? 0 30 worker health safety workman compensation 
liable liability insurance pavment 

N - 000310 What is the cost of couplers used to join sections of round CSP culvert together? 0 30 cost coupler join price list couple corrugated 
0 universal dimpled section length gasket leak o-

ring 
000311 What is the cost of anti-seepage or seepage control collars? 0 30 seepage control anti-seepage collar cost piping 

price list 
000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non- 0 30 pyramat turf reinforcement mat erosion control 

woven)? products cost geotextile price list non woven 
woven cloth sediment control fence 

000313 Request GIS map of contours and stream buffers in area 15 30 GIS contour elevation map buffer drainage basin 
network dendritic hydrology 

000314 Is there a sand pit nearby? 0 10 sand pit fines material 

000315 Request GIS map of soil types and classification system used in NB 0 15 soil legend map soil type class classification site 
index 

000316 Request GIS map of drainage classes and descriptions used in NB 0 15 drain drainage class classification NB site index 
moist soil type marsh mapping map 

000319 Request GIS map of ecosites and classification system used in NB 0 15 GIS ecosite legend key ecologic land 
classification class map mapping 

000320 What are the OHSA regulations with respect to noise control? 0 5 OHSA reulation act safe noise pollution noise 
control decibel db 

000321 What are the OSHA regulations with respect to trenching and ditch work? 0 5 OHSA trenching ditching safety regulation 



N ...... ...... 

000322 

000323 

000324 

000325 

000327 

000328 

000329 

000330 

000331 

000332 

000333 

000334 

000335 

000336 

000337 

000338 

000339 

000340 

000341 

000342 

000343 

000344 

What are the OSHA regulations with respect to First Aid training? 0 

Request DFO example calculations for fish passage and baflle design in culverts 0 

Request example calculations for truck live load under CS 700 design standard 0 

Is rock ledge evident in the vicinity? 10 

What are the OHSA regulations with respect to personal protective equipment? 0 

What are the OHSA regulations with respect to handling hazardous materials? 0 

Link to BC Forest Practice Code Guidelines for assessing fish passage 0 

Show table for assessing effective end area of embedded round and pipe-arch culverts 0 

Request GIS map of previous harvest activity in the area 0 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 0 

What is the cost of available seed mixes? 0 

What are the recommended bank stabilisation procedures for varying slopes? 0 

Request table of conversion factors 0 

Rip-rap specifications for bank stabilization 0 

Does the stream meander upstream or downstream of the crossing? 10 

How much does hay and coconut matting cost? 0 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 0 

Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 10 

Request orthophoto map 9 

What is the float distance for equipment? 3.5 

What is the float cost? 0 

What is the maximum permissible length of culvert for fish passage? 0 

5 OHSA first aid train training certification safety 

120 DFO example calculation fish passage baflle 
design Manning speed migration 

120 example calculation live load gauge thickness 
corrugation profile height of fill CS700 design 
standard truck traffic 

30 rock ledge streambed blast rip 

5 OHSA regulations act PPE protective gear 
equipment legislation 

5 OHSA act regulations legislation 

5 BC forest practice code fish passage velocity 
baflle flow design 

5 embedment effective culvert area end area design 
velocity discharge q flow rate BC 

15 GIS map intervention site history harvest activity 
harvesting silviculture clear cut cutover overland 
flow 

7 DFO diameter size sizing dimension flow 
capacity barrel 

5 grass seed cost price stabilisation 

5 slope failure grade embankment protection 
erosion stabilization stabilisation riprap 
stream banks 

2 conversion factors convert table metric imperial 
measurement 

5 riprap rip rap rock slope reinforcement erosion 
protection toe fill gravel bank stabilization 
stabilisation 

15 meander approach angle channel 

5 straw mat hay mat cocnut mat erosion blanket 
seeding cost 

5 gravel pit distance fill 

5 topo map topographic map 

5 ortho map orthophotomap 

5 float distance equipment machinery transport 
Doaktown 

5 float cost transport equipment machinery 
Doaktown 

10 length fish passage long regulation DFO 



000345 What are the dimensions of the culverts in the company inventory? 5 15 dimension specification company inventory 
culvert yard 

000346 Are there alder swales at the site? 6 5 flood alder swale high water mark 

000347 What is the average cross-sectional area of the stream during high water? 40 60 cross-section area HWM high water mark peak 
flow 

000348 Request tables of end area for round and pipe arch culverts 0 5 end area capacity cross section round pipe arch 
hydraulic 

000349 What area of slope protection is required at the inlet of the culvert? 0 2 slope protection riprap rip rap erosion control 
bank stabilisation 

000350 What are the haulage rates for moving excavated soil, rock, aggregate and excavated overhaul? 0 5 haul rates haulage rates fill gravel soil overhaul 
excavation 

000351 Participant aid 0 0 participant user defined design aid 

000353 What are the conversions in size for water carrying capacity from round pipe to bottomless 0 5 round bottomless arch conversion 
(open-bottom) arch? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 10 30 boulder riprap R5 R25 R50 Rl 00 slope protection 

000355 What is the cost of pipe arch galvanized CSP and couplers? 0 30 cost pipe arch CSP price list 

000356 Is there a rock crusher available? 0 15 rock crusher equipment machine 

000357 Supercor box culvert specifications 0 5 supercor box design specifications end area 
opening 

000358 Is the site within a designated watershed? 0 20 designated watershed 

N 000359 Are there large boulders suitable for rip rap in the vicinity? 5 15 boulders rip rap riprap R5 ...... 
N 000360 Design specifications for low profile Bolt-a-plate arches 0 5 design specification low profile arch opening area 

000361 Design specifications for standard Bolt-a-plate arches 0 5 design specification standard bottomless arch 
opening area fill cover 

000362 Design specifications for Bolt-a-plate pipe arches 0 5 design specification pipe arch opening area fill 
cover 

000363 Design specifications for Bolt-a-plate round pipe 0 5 design specification round opening area fill cover 

000364 Design specifications for Supercor arch culverts 0 5 supercor arch design specifications end area 
opening 

000365 Design specifications for Supercor round culverts 0 5 supercor round design specifications end area 
opening 

000366 Request sieve analysis of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits 75 60 gravel pits structural backfill fill in situ sieve 
analysis engineering material 

000367 What is the cost of hay bales? 0 5 hay bales mulch straw seed 

000368 What was the flow depth at the time of survey (July)? 2 5 survey flow depth 

000369 What flow depth is expected at the time of installation? 0 15 flow depth survey schedule june 

000370 Is the contractor trained in Timbco's environmental certification initiative? 0 15 green certification environment contractor 



000371 What is the delivery distance for culverts from Sackville, NB supplier to the site? 0 5 float travel transport distance culvert delivery 
supplier Sackville price 

000372 What is the delivery cost for culverts from the Sackville, NB supplier to the site? 0 5 float travel transport distance culvert delivery 
supplier Sackville price 

000373 Participant aid: Used a chart showing rainfall and expected overland flow in regions of NB 0 5 rainfall precipitation gauge rain overland flow 

000374 Participant aid: Manufacturer suggested gauge and corrug profile 0 5 corrugation gauge thickness 

000375 Participant aid: Company's operational controls on riprap specs for bank stabilization 0 5 riprap rip rap rock slope reinforcement erosion 
protection toe fill gravel bank stabilization 
stabilisation 

000376 Participant aid: Prices ofnon-woven (filter fabric) from own suppliers 0 5 geotextile filter fabric non-woven woven sediment 
erosion membrane 

000377 Participant aid: Prices of culverts from own suppliers 0 5 culvert price list supplier cost 

000378 Is the road built to the jobsite? 0 5 access road jobsite temporary 

000379 Have permits been obtained yet? 0 20 permit government regulations permissions 

000380 What is the cost of water control and diversion materials? 0 30 permissions 

000381 What volume of wood will be hauled over the crossing? 0 10 stream diversion pump ditch pumparound 

000382 What are gauge thicknesses in company inventory 0 15 harvest schedule servcie life watershed log load 
weights load size haulage 

000383 Are low profile culverts available 0 5 culvert arch rise low profile 

N 000384 Plan view of site traverse 100 10 plan view traverse survey centreline stream -w 000385 Profile view of road traverse 100 10 elevations slope off-take p-line centreline road 
profile view traverse survey gully ravine approach 
grades 

000386 Request photo of stream meander 40 10 meander thalweg channel floodplain 

000387 Are there dedicated fish or wildlife habitat features on the land? 100 60 fish wildlife habitat management sensitive 
ecosystem 

000388 What are the contractor's certifications? 0 30 contractor qualification certification general 
safety record training CLP 
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Participant Question Question Question Statement 
ID No. Order ID No. 

1 1 000171 Who owns the land? 

1 2 000001 Where is the site located in the province? 

1 3 000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

1 4 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

1 5 000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

1 6 000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

1 7 000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

1 8 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

1 9 000022 Request price list for round structural plate steel pipe culverts 

1 10 000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

1 11 000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

1 12 000351 Participant aid 

1 13 000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

N 
1 14 000135 Has the watercourse experienced previous alterations? 

-°' 1 15 000276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

1 16 000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

2 1 000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

2 2 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

2 3 000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

2 4 000289 Is there sensitive habitat in the area? 

2 5 000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

2 6 000280 Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

3 1 000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

3 2 000011 What permits or other documentation must be obtained before a crossing can be installed? 

3 3 000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

3 4 000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

3 5 000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

3 6 000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 



3 7 000051 Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 

3 8 000171 Who owns the land? 

3 9 000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

3 10 000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

3 11 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

3 12 000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

4 1 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

4 2 000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

4 3 000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

4 4 000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

4 5 000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

4 6 000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

4 7 000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

4 8 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

4 9 000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

4 10 000335 Request table of conversion factors 

N 4 11 - 000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 
-....J 4 12 000143 How long a structure is needed for this crossing? 

4 13 000142 At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

4 14 000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

4 15 000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

4 16 000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

4 17 000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

4 18 000351 Participant aid 

4 19 000215 What options exist for inlet design of CSP culverts? 

4 20 000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

4 21 000148 What gauges (wall thicknesses) of steel are recommended for culverts? 

4 22 000193 Request diagram explaining 'corrugation profile' 

4 23 000249 What standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available from suppliers? 

4 24 000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

4 25 000343 What is the float cost? 



4 26 000171 Who owns the land? 

5 1 000109 Request electrofishing survey 

5 2 000351 Participant aid 

5 3 000083 What type of foundation underlies the stream bed at the site? 

5 4 000045 What budget restrictions are placed on this project? 

5 5 000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

5 6 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

5 7 000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

5 8 000164 What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

5 9 000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

5 10 000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

5 11 000203 What options are available for culvert footings, at what cost? 

5 12 000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

5 13 000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

5 14 000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

5 15 000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

N - 5 16 000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 
00 5 17 000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

5 18 000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

6 1 000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

6 2 000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

6 3 000066 Is the watercourse under a Watercourse Setback Designation order? 

6 4 000054 What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

6 5 000337 Does the stream meander upstream or downstream of the crossing? 

6 6 000059 What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

6 7 000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

6 8 000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

6 9 000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

6 10 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

6 11 000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

6 12 000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 



6 13 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

6 14 000335 Request table of conversion factors 

6 15 000024 Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 

6 16 000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

6 17 000164 What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

6 18 000026 Request price list for steel box culverts (Super-cor product) 

6 19 000154 What are the minimum fill requirements for typical culvert installations? 

6 20 000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

6 21 000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

7 1 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

7 2 000335 Request table of conversion factors 

7 3 000351 Participant aid 

7 4 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

7 5 000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

7 6 000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

7 7 000083 What type of foundation underlies the streambed at the site? 

N 7 8 - 000081 What is the streambed composition? 

"° 7 9 000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

7 10 000353 What are the conversions in size for water carrying capacity from round pipe to bottomless ( open-bottom) arch? 

7 11 000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

7 12 000024 Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 

7 13 000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

7 14 000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

7 15 000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

7 16 000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

7 17 000276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

7 18 000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

7 19 000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

8 1 000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

8 2 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 
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10 

11 
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000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000007 Request aerial photos ( 1: 12500 scale) 

000142 At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000091 Request GIS map of the forest cover type at the site 

000315 Request GIS map of soil types and classification system used in NB 

000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000356 Is there a rock crusher available? 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000032 What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000267 At what rate should seed be applied? 

000001 Where is the site located in the province? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

000054 What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

000142 At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000280 Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 
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19 
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21 
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000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000143 How long a structure is needed for this crossing? 

000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

000148 What gauges (wall thicknesses) of steel are recommended for culverts? 

000193 Request diagram explaining 'corrugation profile' 

000351 Participant aid 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000077 What are the peak and low flows for the watercourse from gauging stations? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000164 What is the width ofroad right-of-way at the crossing? 

000333 What is the cost of available seed mixes? 

000367 What is the cost of hay bales? 

000213 Does the road construction crew have access to temporary stream crossing structures? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000051 Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000001 Where is the site located in the province? 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000179 Is the road construction work contracted out? 

000017 Are the foreman and crew equipped to handle environmental accidents? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000032 What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 
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11 
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12 
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19 
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000057 What are the peak and low flow rates in the past two years? 

000023 What types of drainage structures are available? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000335 Request table of conversion factors 

000353 What are the conversions in size for water carrying capacity from round pipe to bottomless ( open-bottom) arch? 

000191 What is the design dead load for the structure? 

000162 What is the maximum gross vehicle weight expected to travel this road? 

000361 Design specifications for standard Bolt-a-plate arches 

000366 Request sieve analysis of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000024 Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 

000355 What is the cost of pipe arch galvanized CSP and couplers? 

000249 What standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available from suppliers? 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000335 Request table of conversion factors 

000214 Request materials costs for bolt-a-bins, and steel bridge kit 

000027 Request prices for timber and connectors 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000171 Who owns the land? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000179 Is the road construction work contracted out? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000018 How experienced is the construction foreman and crew? 

000264 Contractor: Are you aware of the protective zones to be maintained around stream crossings? 

000308 Contractor: Are you up to date on your worker's compensation payments? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 
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000003 

000351 

000129 

000171 

000049 

000050 

000051 

000045 

000345 

000355 

000371 

000354 

000339 

000032 

000004 

000340 

000068 

000332 

000085 

000058 

000053 

000059 

000160 

000157 

000162 

000214 

000019 

000339 

000342 

000015 

000171 

Is the watercourse named? 

Participant aid 

Are there any human inhabitants in the vicinity of the site? 

Who owns the land? 

When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

What future forest interventions are planned for the area? 

Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 

What budget restrictions are placed on this project? 

What are the dimensions of the culverts in the company inventory? 

What is the cost of pipe arch galvanized CSP and couplers? 

What is the delivery distance for culverts from Sackville, NB supplier to the site? 

Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

What is the maximum gross vehicle weight expected to travel this road? 

Request materials costs for bolt-a-bins, and steel bridge kit 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

What is the float distance for equipment? 

What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

Who owns the land? 
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Biologist 

Biologist 

18 000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

19 000367 What is the cost of hay bales? 

20 000333 What is the cost of available seed mixes? 

Participant ID Question Question ID Question Statement 
No. Order No. 

1 1 000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

1 2 000341 Request orthophoto map 

1 3 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

1 4 000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

2 1 000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

2 2 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

2 3 000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the 
proposed crossing? 

2 4 000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

2 5 000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

2 6 000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

2 7 000047 What are the long-term plans for the road when harvesting is complete? 

2 8 000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

2 9 000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

2 10 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

2 11 000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

2 12 000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

2 13 000335 Request table of conversion factors 

2 14 000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

2 15 000280 Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

2 16 000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

2 17 000276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

3 1 000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 
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000004 Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 What is the design discharge (Q) in m3/s using the NB physiographic rule? 

000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 What is the design discharge (Q) in m3/s using the NB physiographic rule? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000347 What is the average cross-sectional area of the stream during high water? 

000054 What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the 
proposed crossing? 

000067 Request survey notes from stream traverse 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000341 Request orthophoto map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 What is the design discharge (Q) in m3/s using the NB physiographic rule? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000175 Request inlet control nomograph for pipe arch culverts 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 
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000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000059 What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

000164 What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000082 What is the streambed roughness factor (n)? 

000031 What sediment control methods are available? 

000163 What type of road ditching system will be in place? 

000282 How can ditch and overland surface runoff be controlled at the site? 

000351 Participant aid 

000216 What is the cost of installing fish baffles? 
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Question Question Statement 
ID No. 
000171 Who owns the land? 

000001 Where is the site located in the province? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000340 Request I :50,000 topographic map 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000022 Request price list for round structural plate steel pipe culverts 

000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000377 Participant aid: Prices of culverts from own suppliers 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000135 Has the watercourse experienced previous alterations? 

000276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

000289 Is there sensitive habitat in the area? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000280 Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000011 What permits or other documentation must be obtained before a crossing can be installed? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 
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000051 Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 

000171 Who owns the land? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000143 How long a structure is needed for this crossing? 

000142 At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000215 What options exist for inlet design of CSP culverts? 

000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

000148 What gauges (wall thicknesses) of steel are recommended for culverts? 

000193 Request diagram explaining 'corrugation profile' 

000249 What standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available from suppliers? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000343 What is the float cost? 

000171 Who owns the land? 

000109 Request electrofishing survey 
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000361 Design specifications for standard Bolt-a-plate arches 

000083 What type of foundation underlies the streambed at the site? 

000045 What budget restrictions are placed on this project? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000164 What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000203 What options are available for culvert footings, at what cost? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000066 Is the watercourse under a Watercourse Setback Designation order? 

000054 What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

000337 Does the stream meander upstream or downstream of the crossing? 

000059 What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000024 Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 
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15 000025 

16 000164 

17 000026 

18 000154 

19 000058 

20 000339 

1 000068 

2 000173 

3 000157 

4 000158 

5 000159 

6 000083 

7 000081 

8 000025 

9 000353 

10 000021 

11 000024 

12 000019 

13 000342 

14 000339 

15 000251 

16 000276 

17 000015 

18 000312 

1 000004 

2 000068 

3 000340 

4 000007 

5 000142 

6 000157 

7 000262 

Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

Request price list for steel box culverts (Super-cor product) 

What are the minimum fill requirements for typical culvert installations? 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

soil foundation 

streambed composition 

Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

What are the conversions in size for water carrying capacity from round pipe to bottomless ( open-bottom) arch? 

Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

What is the float distance for equipment? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

Request aerial photos ( 1: 12500 scale) 

At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 
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000058 

000060 

000159 

000091 

000315 

000251 

000019 

000020 

000339 

000356 

000025 

000032 

000312 

000015 

000267 

000001 

000004 

000054 

000053 

000058 

000142 

000157 

000068 

000060 

000280 

000159 

000332 

000143 

000021 

000148 

000193 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

Request GIS map of the forest cover type at the site 

Request GIS map of soil types and classification system used in NB 

Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

Is there a rock crusher available? 

Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

At what rate should seed be applied? 

Where is the site located in the province? 

Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

How long a structure is needed for this crossing? 

Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

What gauges (wall thicknesses) of steel are recommended for culverts? 

Request diagram explaining 'corrugation profile' 
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17 000374 

18 000081 

19 000339 

20 000049 

21 000077 

22 000019 

23 000354 

24 000312 

25 000164 

26 000333 

27 000367 

28 000213 

29 000015 

30 000342 

31 000051 

1 000068 

2 000001 

3 000340 

4 000053 

5 000262 

6 000179 

7 000017 

8 000015 

9 000019 

10 000032 

11 000049 

12 000057 

13 000023 

14 000332 

15 000025 

16 000353 

Participant aid: Manufacturer suggested gauge and corrug profile 

What is the stream bed composition? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

What are the peak and low flows for the watercourse from gauging stations? 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

What is the cost of available seed mixes? 

What is the cost of hay bales? 

Does the road construction crew have access to temporary stream crossing structures? 

What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

What is the float distance for equipment? 

Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

Where is the site located in the province? 

Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

Is the road construction work contracted out? 

Are the foreman and crew equipped to handle environmental accidents? 

What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

What are the peak and low flow rates in the past two years? 

What types of drainage structures are available? 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

What are the conversions in size for water carrying capacity from round pipe to bottomless ( open-bottom) arch? 
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000191 What is the design dead load for the structure? 

000162 What is the maximum gross vehicle weight expected to travel this road? 

000361 Design specifications for standard Bolt-a-plate arches 

000366 Request sieve analysis of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000024 Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 

000355 What is the cost of pipe arch galvanized CSP and couplers? 

000249 What standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available from suppliers? 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000214 Request materials costs for bolt-a-bins, and steel bridge kit 

000027 Request prices for timber and connectors 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000171 Who owns the land? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000179 Is the road construction work contracted out? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000018 How experienced is the construction foreman and crew? 

000264 Contractor: Are you aware of the protective zones to be maintained around stream crossings? 

000308 Contractor: Are you up to date on your worker's compensation payments? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000003 Is the watercourse named? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000129 Are there any human inhabitants in the vicinity of the site? 

000171 Who owns the land? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000050 What future forest interventions are planned for the area? 

000051 Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 
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000045 What budget restrictions are placed on this project? 

000345 What are the dimensions of the culverts in the company inventory? 

000355 What is the cost of pipe arch galvanized CSP and couplers? 

000371 What is the delivery distance for culverts from Sackville, NB supplier to the site? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000032 What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

000059 What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000162 What is the maximum gross vehicle weight expected to travel this road? 

000214 Request materials costs for bolt-a-bins, and steel bridge kit 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000171 Who owns the land? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000367 What is the cost of hay bales? 

000333 What is the cost of available seed mixes? 
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ers) 
Question Question Statement 
ID No. 
000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

000341 Request orthophoto map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed 
crossing? 

000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

000047 What are the long-term plans for the road when harvesting is complete? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000280 Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 What is the design discharge (Q) in m3/s using the NB physiographic rule? 

000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 
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000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 What is the design discharge (Q) in m3/s using the NB physiographic rule? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000347 What is the average cross-sectional area of the stream during high water? 

000054 What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed 
crossing? 

000067 Request survey notes from stream traverse 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000341 Request orthophoto map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 Participant aid: Used the NB Physiographic rule formula 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000175 Request inlet control nomograph for pipe arch culverts 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000059 What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

000164 What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 
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000082 What is the streambed roughness factor (n)? 

000031 What sediment control methods are available? 

000163 What type of road ditching system will be in place? 

000282 How can ditch and overland surface runoff be controlled at the site? 

000373 Participant aid: Used a chart showing rainfall and expected overland flow in regions of NB 

000216 What is the cost of installing fish baffles? 
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Question Question Statement 
ID No. 
000171 Who owns the land? 

000001 Where is the site located in the province? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000022 Request price list for round structural plate steel pipe culverts 

000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000377 Participant aid: Prices of culverts from own suppliers 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000135 Has the watercourse experienced previous alterations? 

000276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

000289 Is there sensitive habitat in the area? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000280 Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000378 Is the road built to the jobsite? 

000379 Have permits been obtained yet? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 
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000049 
000051 
000171 
000339 
000262 
000157 
000021 
000157 
000058 
000262 
000053 
000081 
000170 
000049 
000068 
000332 
000159 
000143 
000142 
000158 
000251 
000339 
000020 
000215 
000021 
000148 
000193 
000249 
000019 
000343 
000171 

When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 

Who owns the land? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

What is the stream bed composition? 

What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

How long a structure is needed for this crossing? 

At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

What options exist for inlet design of CSP culverts? 

Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

What gauges (wall thicknesses) of steel are recommended for culverts? 

Request diagram explaining 'corrugation profile' 

What standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available from suppliers? 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

What is the float cost? 

Who owns the land? 
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000109 Request electrofishing survey 

000361 Design specifications for standard Bolt-a-plate arches 

000083 What type of foundation underlies the streambed at the site? 

000045 What budget restrictions are placed on this project? 

000377 Participant aid: Prices of culverts from own suppliers 

000262 Wanted approach grades of the finished road 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000164 What is the width ofroad right-of-way at the crossing? 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000372 Distance, cost to deliver pipe from Sackville 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000203 What options are available for culvert footings, at what cost? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000380 What is the cost of water control and diversion materials? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000358 Is the site within a designated watershed? 

000054 What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

000337 Does the stream meander upstream or downstream of the crossing? 

000059 What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 
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000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000024 Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 

000381 What volume of wood will be hauled over the crossing? 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000164 What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

000026 Request price list for steel box culverts (Super-cor product) 

000154 What are the minimum fill requirements for typical culvert installations? 

000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000083 What type of foundation underlies the streambed at the site? 

000081 What is the streambed composition? 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000353 What are the conversions in size for water carrying capacity from round pipe to bottomless ( open-bottom) 
arch? 

000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

000024 Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000251 Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

000276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 
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000068 

000340 

000007 

000142 

000157 

000262 

000058 

000060 

000159 

000091 

000315 

000251 

000019 

000020 

000339 

000356 

000025 

000032 

000312 

000015 

000367 

000267 

000333 

000001 

000004 

000054 

000053 

000058 

000142 

000157 

000368 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

Request aerial photos ( 1: 12500 scale) 

At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

Request GIS map of the forest cover type at the site 

Request GIS map of soil types and classification system used in NB 

Request visual inspection of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits to assess quality 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

Is there a rock crusher available? 

Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

What is the cost of hay bales? 

At what rate should seed be applied? 

What is the cost of available seed mixes? 

Where is the site located in the province? 

Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

At what angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

What was the flow depth at the time of survey (July)? 
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000369 What flow depth is expected at the time of installation? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000280 Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000143 How long a structure is needed for this crossing? 

000021 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe culverts 

000148 What gauges (wall thicknesses) of steel are recommended for culverts? 

000193 Request diagram explaining 'corrugation profile' 

000374 Participant aid: Manufacturer suggested gauge and corrugation profile 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000325 Is rock ledge evident in the vicinity? 

000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000349 What area of slope protection is required at the inlet of the culvert? 
000077 What are the peak and low flows for the watercourse from gauging stations? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

000164 What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

000333 What is the cost of available seed mixes? 

000367 What is the cost of hay bales? 

000213 Does the road construction crew have access to temporary stream crossing structures? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000051 Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000001 Where is the site located in the province? 
000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 
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000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000179 Is the road construction work contracted out? 

000388 What are the contractor's certifications? 

000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

000032 What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000057 What are the peak and low flow rates in the past two years? 

000369 What flow depth is expected at the time of installation? 

000023 What types of drainage structures are available? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000353 What are the conversions in size for water carrying capacity from round pipe to bottomless ( open-bottom) 
arch? 

000162 What is the maximum gross vehicle weight expected to travel this road? 

000361 Design specifications for standard Bolt-a-plate arches 

000154 What are the minimum fill requirements for typical culvert installations? 

000366 Request sieve analysis of gravel fill on site and at area gravel pits 

000020 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at what cost from area suppliers? 

000024 Request price list for structural plate pipe arch culverts 

000355 What is the cost of pipe arch galvanized CSP and couplers? 

000249 What standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available from suppliers? 

000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000332 View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

000214 Request materials costs for bolt-a-bins, and steel bridge kit 

000027 Request prices for timber and connectors 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000171 Who owns the land? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 
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000179 

000019 

000018 

000264 

000308 

000068 

000340 

000003 

000332 

000129 

000387 

000049 

000050 

000051 

000045 

000345 

000355 

000371 

000382 

000339 

000032 

000004 

000340 

000068 

000332 

000085 

000058 

000053 

000059 

000368 

000160 

Is the road construction work contracted out? 

What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

How experienced is the construction foreman and crew? 

Contractor: Are you aware of the protective zones to be maintained around stream crossings? 

Contractor: Are you up to date on your worker's compensation payments? 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

Is the watercourse named? 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

Are there any human inhabitants in the vicinity of the site? 

Are there dedicated fish or wildlife features on the land? 

When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

What future forest interventions are planned for the area? 

Can the installation of the crossing be delayed? 

What budget restrictions are placed on this project? 

What are the dimensions of the culverts in the company inventory? 

What is the cost of pipe arch galvanized CSP and couplers? 

What is the delivery distance for culverts from Sackville, NB supplier to the site? 

Is there a quarry permit? 

How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

What materials and equipment are available for stream diversion? 

Request 1: 12500 map ofroad centerline and stream intercept 

Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage area from the DFO field guide 

What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the proposed crossing? 

What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

What was the flow depth at the time of survey (July)? 

What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 
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13 11 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

13 12 000162 What is the maximum gross vehicle weight expected to travel this road? 

13 13 000214 Request materials costs for bolt-a-bins, and steel bridge kit 

13 14 000019 What equipment is available for installing the crossing structure, at what cost? 

13 15 000339 How far is the site from a gravel pit? 

13 16 000342 What is the float distance for equipment? 

13 17 000015 What labour resources are available for installing the crossing? 

13 18 000171 Who owns the land? 

13 19 000312 What is the cost of different types of geotextile (specialty products, silt fence, woven and non-woven)? 

13 20 000367 What is the cost of hay bales? 

13 21 000333 What is the cost of available seed mixes? 

Table B-3.2 Specialist Group Tactics, Second-Degree Modified Version (Fisheries Biologists, Fish Habitat & Hydraulics 

Occupation Participant Question Question ID Question Statement 
ID No. Order No. 

Biologist 1 1 000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

1 2 000341 Request orthophoto map 

1 3 000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

1 4 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

1 5 000076 Participant aid: Used the NB Physiographic rule formula 

1 6 000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

Biologist 2 1 000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

2 2 000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

2 3 000076 Participant aid: Used the NB Physiographic rule formula 

2 4 000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the 
proposed crossing? 

2 5 000058 What is the slope and elevation of the stream banks? 

2 6 000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

2 7 000170 What are the reasons for selecting this route? 

2 8 000047 What are the long-term plans for the road when harvesting is complete? 
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000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000049 When is the crossing scheduled for construction? 

000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

000025 Request price list for forestry arch and bolt-a-plate structural plate open-bottom arch culverts 

000280 Is the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

000109 Request electrofishing survey 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation will take? 

000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

000340 Request 1 :50,000 topographic map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 What is the design discharge (Q) in m3/s using the NB physiographic rule? 

000173 Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000085 What is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 What is the design discharge (Q) in m3/s using the NB physiographic rule? 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000159 What is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 

000160 What is the road class for the proposed road extension? 

000004 Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream intercept 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000385 Profile view of road traverse 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000347 What is the average cross-sectional area of the stream during high water? 
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000054 What is the width of the watercourse measured from high water mark to high water mark? 

000053 What is the width of the watercourse measured from edge of bank to edge of bank at the 
proposed crossing? 

000067 Request survey notes from stream traverse 

000384 Plan view of site traverse 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000341 Request orthophoto map 

000068 What is the area of the basin drained by the watercourse? 

000076 Participant aid: Used the NB Physiographic rule formula 

000060 What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? 

000156 What is the expected service life of the road and its infrastructure? 

000175 Request inlet control nomograph for pipe arch culverts 

000157 How wide will the road travelling surface be? 

000262 What are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 

000385 Profile view of road traverse 

000158 What is the height to the road travelling surface in the road design? 

000354 Are rocks suitable for riprap or slope protection available on or near the site? 

000059 What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the road intercept? 

000164 What is the width of road right-of-way at the crossing? 

000081 What is the stream bed composition? 

000082 What is the streambed roughness factor (n)? 

000031 What sediment control methods are available? 

000163 What type of road ditching system will be in place? 

000282 How can ditch and overland surface runoff be controlled at the site? 

000373 Participant aid: Used a chart showing rainfall and expected overland flow in regions of NB 

000216 What is the cost of installing fish baffles? 
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Table B-4.1 R, 
Note Question 

ID No. 
1 171 

1 
2 4 

3 68 

4 340 

5 332 

6 60 

7 157 

herN fP 1 Main T . 
Question Statement Researcher's notes (Participant verbal remarks indicated by"") 

Who owns the land? Participant remarks "Crown land" 
Where is the site located in the province? 
Request 1: 12500 map of road centerline and stream Participant remarks "Map is too much" 
intercept Participant remarks "the lake and the brook, won't be a big culvert, drains to the 

large river". Appears confused as to the job location. 
What is the area of the basin drained by the Participant remarks "Take my map to find the drainage area, 36 inch just looking 
watercourse? at the map, have to measure it precisely on my map 36 inch or 900 mm culvert" 

Participant remarks "4.9 km2
, 500 ha, 6 ft" 

Request 1 :50,000 topographic map Participant takes some time, doubts the drainage area, so consults larger area of 
topographic map. Asks "for rest of area adjacent to the 12,500 scale map" 
Participant judges a bigger culvert is required "for sure on Mitchell Brook because 
it 'attaches' " 
Participant wants to see drainage area again 

View the table of culvert diameters based on drainage Participant decides on 1.8 meter structure 
area from the DFO field guide 
What is the vertical profile (grade) of the stream? Participant requests "Grade, vertical profile of stream to see how long the culvert 

needs to be" 
Participant remarks "hold on a second, need more time, not so steep no big 
mountains surrounding that area, that's what you would see" 

How wide will the road travelling surface be? Participant remarks "What I need to know, need to know the length now, how 
wide is my road, 18 m, main" 
Participant judges width to be 8 m, classifies it as an "operation road" 
Participant remarks " ... no erosion in my bank, 50 metre length" 
Possible researcher cue to participant to ask for slope of fill height 
Participant remarks "40-50 metres; now need price of the culvert" 
Participant remarks "Round pipe CSP" 
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Table B-4.1 Cont. 
Note Question ID Question Statement 

No. 
8 22 Request price list for round structural plate steel pipe 

culverts 
9 21 Request price list for round corrugated steel pipe 

culverts 
10 262 What are the approach grades of the finished road 

design at the site? 
11 Participant Aid 

12 

13 
14 19 What equipment is available for installing the crossing 

structure, at what cost? 
15 

16 
17 135 Has the watercourse experienced previous alterations? 

18 276 Contractor: How long do you estimate the installation 
will take? 

19 20 What materials are available for gravel and rock fill, at 
what cost from area suppliers? 

Researcher's notes (Participant verbal remarks indicated by"") 

Participant introduces own price list for structural plate; Participant comments on 
missing prices for diameters 
Participant puts location on map 

Participant asks "What are the approach grades?" 
"almost flat then, no slope at all" 
consults price list as participant aid 
Participant remarks "So, I am sorry, not 50 metres, pretty long for a culvert, 50 
feet" 
Participant appears very embarrassed about mistake, says he is "nervous" 
Participant remarks"So around 1800.00 or 1500.00 ($)" 
Participant remarks " ... have to apply to ministry of natural resources, less than 600 
m, apply to DOE Fredericton, so apply to local department here." 
Participant remarks "have to keep the permit on hand" 
Participant remarks "look for contractor" 
Participant remarks "look for excavator, a bulldozer, dumptruck for the fill and a 
backhoe" 
Participant remarks " ... know from contractor source of fill" 
This prompted participant to make notes, but participant didn't request information 
from PBLM on fill source 
Participant mulls over list of prices, writes them down 
Participant remarks "For the size of the culvert here, it takes usually a, is it a new 
installation?" 
Participant remarks "Estimate the time to do the work there, 2 days and a half." 
Participant remarks "Contractor estimates 30 minutes, manpower at 25.00/hr" 
Participant remarks "I don't think he is happy with two days, including the site 
preparation, minimum 2 days, maximum two days and a half, counting fill up." 
Participant remarks "about 30 miles to get the large rocks" 
Participant remarks "after this I need to know manpower so I know in what range it 
is going to cost" 
Participant remarks "Where to get the large rocks" 
Participant requests crushed rock price list, appears unsure about the size range of 
the rocks. 
Participant uncertain whether he is factoring in the haulage, or even whether the 
costs for each unit of rock include the haulage rates. 



Figure B-4.1 Participant 1 notes made during his main test 

·-----------------·--L·-···-··---
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Part 1 - General Questions 

Type Question statement 

Question 1. Please describe the structure you recommend for this site and give the dimensions. 

In general description probe for: Shape 

In dimensions probe for: 

Material 

Inlet/outlet design 

Shape 

Diameter/ span and rise 

Length (and number of sections) 

Gauge thickness and corrugation profile 

Miter 

Headwall, abutment, cribbing or gabion dimensions 

* Remember to ask for justification of each design recommendation. 

Question 2. Please describe the alignment of the structure you recommend for this site. 

In alignment probe for: Slope (vertical alignment) 

Embedment 

Skew (horizontal alignment) 

Height of cover 

* Remember to ask for justification of each design recommendation. 

Question 3. Please describe any special features of the structure. Please include dimensions, resources needed and costs. 
In special features probe for things Apron 
like: 

Energy dissipation pool 

Miter 

Couplers 

get dimensions 
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Headwall 

Debris traps, cages 

Baffles 

* Remember to ask for justification of each design recommendation. 

No special features 

Question 4. Please describe the installation procedures that you recommend for this job. 
Installation procedure probe for: 

Timing of job 

Site preparation 

Sediment treatment (silt fencing, ditching) settlement ponds or pumps 

Type of installation (in the wet or the dry) 

Steps of installation 

Site remediation and or stream restoration measures 

* Remember to ask for justification of each installation recommendation. 

For the tasks above, try to obtain estimates of: Machinery/equipment required 

Labour required 

Materials required 

Question 5. How much time do you expect the job to take, in total? 

Get participant to break it down in terms of major tasks (I.e. site preparation, dewatering, trenching, craning, placing the pipe, coupling and 
wrapping the pipe, geotextile use, filling and compacting, site remediation) 

Question 6. How much do you expect this job to cost, in total? 
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Part 2 - Environmental Quality Questions 

Question 1. Environmental impact 

Probe for: 
Question 2. Environmental impact 

Probe for: 

Question 3. Environmental impact 

Probe for: 

Question 4. Environmental impact 

Probe for: 

Question 5. Environmental impact 

Is there a risk of" " at this site? How would you describe the risk of"" "'' at this site? 

In description of risk, probe for estimates of likelihood (first qualitative estimate, then quantitative in terms of probability) 
and the magnitude or severity of the consequences (first qualitative judgement, then quantitative if possible or 
appropriate i.e volume of fuel spilled, volume of streambed lost or area impacted). 
How did you come to this assessment of the risk of"", OR, What are you basing this judgement on? 

Probe for specific items of information they based their judgement on (obtained from PBLM, or experience, or 
knowledge of the area) 

If there is a risk, what do you recommend is done to control or reduce the risk? 
Get participant to be as specific as possible - give quantitative measurements and estimates of resources used to 
combat the risk whenever possible. Attempt to get the largest likely range (worst and best case values on an interval) 
and most likely value within that range (most likely value can be point estimate or also on an interval). Example - cost 
estimates could have maximal limits and the most likely estimate of cost within those limits. 

When you are at work planning an installation, how do you know when there's a problem with " "? OR What are 
the symptoms of " " ? Or, what signs do you look for? 

Probe for specific, tell-tale signs or background knowledge that they use in general practice. 

If you think there will be a problem with " " in an installation, what do you do to control or reduce the risk of " "? 
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Questions 1 through 5 to be permuted with: 

Flooding 
Wildlife disturbance 

2 Fish habitat degradation or loss 
2 Harm to wildlife (includes plants) 
3 Habitat fragmentation 
3 Fish migration interference 
4 Collapse of culvert 
4 Colonization by exotic plants 
5 Loss or degradation of native riparian vegetation 
5 Soil compaction impacts 
6 Aesthetics 
6 Stream channel changes 
7 Hydrologic change 
7 Access to forest, fish and wildlife beyond * 
8 Navigational hazard 
9 Erosion and sedimentation 

1 Oa Destruction of property 
1 Ob Damage to C & H sites 

11 Washout 

12 Chemical pollution 

* Out of scope of problem 



Part 3 - Session Quality Questions 

Question Purpose 
1a Quality of session 
1b Quality of session 

2 

Quality of session 
3 Quality of the session 

4a 
Quality of the session 

4b Quality of the session 

1 Participant experience 
2 Participant experience 
3a Participant experience 
3b Participant experience 

N 4 Participant experience 
O"I - 5 Participant experience 

Question Statement 
Was the purpose of the session explained well enough? 
Was your role in the session explained well enough? 

Was there information that you wanted that I didn't have, or in usable form for you? 
Please note instances where information was lacking or inadequate. 
In general, how clear was the information provided? Please note instances where information wasn't clear. 
In general, how realistic was the information provided? Please note instances where information was or 
wasn't realistic 

In general, how realistic was the session? 

How did you find the length of the session? 

How did you find the intensity (seriousness) of the session? 
a. How important do you feel the task of stream crossing design and planning is in your everyday practice? 
b. How important did you feel the stream crossing task presented to you on the computer was? 
Did you feel any pressure to perform to a certain standard? 
Did you feel nervous or anxious at any time? If so, could we have done something to reduce or avoid any anxiety? 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6a 

6b 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

13 

14 

15 

16a 

16b 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Parameter 

Shape or type 

Material 

Coating 

lnleVoutlet design 

Abutment type 

Diameter (m) 

Span and Height (m x m) 

Opening area (m"') 

Gauge thickness (mm) 

Corrugation profile (mm x mm) 

Length (m) 

Length past toe of fill (m) 

Number of sections 

Number of couplers 

Miter angle (if any) 

Abutment dimensions (m"2) 

Wingwalls 

Riprap rating (dimensions or rating) 

Slope (vertical alignment) 

Embedment depth (mm) 

Perch (outlet height relative to streambed) (m) 

Skew (horizontal alignment) 

Height of cover (m) 

Slope of fill (Ratio) 

Compaction rating (if any) 

Fill source 

Apron (if any) 

Energy dissipation pool area (m"2) 

Forest Road Construction Supervisor Participant 

1 2 3 

Round Round Round 

CSP CSP CSP 

Galvanized Galvanized Galvanized 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Riprap Riprap Riprap 

1.83 1.83 1.83 

NIA NIA NIA 

2.6 2.6 2.6 

10 Unsp. 2.9 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

15.2 9.7 12.9 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

1 1 1 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

8.4 Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

300 Unsp. Unsp. 

0% 0.50% 0 to 0.5% 

150 150 150 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

20 0 0 

0.91 Unsp. 0.75 

Unsp. Unsp. 2 to 1 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Local Local Local 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

4 5 6 7 

Round Pipe arch Pipe arch Open bottom 

CSP CSP alum Unsp. 

Galvanized Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Riprap Riprap Riprap Riprap 

1.83 NIA NIA 1.83 

NIA 2740 mm span 2400 mm span Unsp. 
1440mm rise 1200 mm rise 

2.6 3.07 m"' Unsp. 2.6 

Unsp. 4to5 4 10 

Unsp. Unsp. Supercore if Unsp. 
lower rise 

15.0 18 14 18.96 

Unsp. Unsp. 10 to 12' past 0.3 
width of road 

3 Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

0 0 0 0 

10 26.22 Unsp. 33.51096 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. R5 2-3' 300 

1% NIA 0 0.50% 

457.2 NIA NIA NIA 

Unsp. NIA NIA NIA 

20 0 set road to 0 15 

3.55 0.75 to 1 1.22 0.3+ 

2to 1 2to 1 Unsp. 2 to 1 

Unsp. Tamper (Unsp.) 1 foot lifts, unsp. 1 foot lifts, unsp. 

Local Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 
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29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

Debris traps, cages 

Baffles 

Seepage control collar 

Wrapping pipe in geotextile 

Footings 

Type of installation 

Type and location of cofferdams 

Sediment control plan 

Amount of silt fence used (m) 

Amount of geotextile used (m"2) 

Location of off-take ditches (m away) 

Type and location of checkdams 

Location of settlement pond 

Revegetation (if any) 

Erosion blankets (type and surface area) 

Mulching (bales) 

Length of no-grub zone (m) 

Fuel truck setback 

Temporary bridge 

Installation of sill logs 

Placement of rocks instream 

Timing of job 

Duration of job 

Cost of job 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

NIA NIA NIA 

Dry Wet Dry 

Unsp. Bales, silt fence Unsp. 

Yes Yes Yes 

Unsp. Yes Unsp. 

Unsp. Yes Yes 

20m Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

seed seed seed 

No No No 

Hay Hay Hay 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

No No No 

No No No 

No No No 

Unsp. Unsp. June 

4 days 2 days 4 days 

$9,075.00 $4,244.00 $13,724.00 

No Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

No NIA NIA NIA 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Yes Unsp. Yes Yes 

NIA Steel strip and Steel strip and Steel strip and 
fine gravel fine gravel fine gravel 

Dry Dry Dry Dry 

Bales Cofferdam, Unsp. Unsp. 
plastic 

Yes Yes Yes Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Yes Unsp. 

150 Unsp. 375 Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. >30 Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

seed 16-20 lbs 12.5 lbs 100 lbs 

No No No No 

Hay 12 15 15 

20 30 30 30 

Unsp. 30 30 Unsp. 

No No, can access No, can access Unsp. 
both sides both sides 

No No No Unsp. 

No No Yes Unsp. 

Unsp. July end of July- June 1 - Sept 30 
august 

5 days 3 Unsp. 1 

$25,000.00 $22,000.00 $20,700.00 $5,352.60 
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3 

4 

5 

6a 

6b 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

13 

14 

15 

16a 

16b 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

25 

26 

27 

Parameter 

Shape or type 

Material 

Coating 

lnleVoutlet design 

Abutment type 

Diameter (m) 

Height and Span (m x m) 

Opening area (m"2) 

Gauge thickness (mm) 

Corrugation profile (mm x mm) 

Length (m) 

Length past toe of fill (m) 

Number of sections 

Number of couplers 

Miter angle (if any) 

Abutment dimensions (m"2) 

Wingwalls 

Riprap rating (dimensions or rating) 

Slope (vertical alignment) 

Embedment depth (mm) 

Perch (outlet height relative to streambed) (m) 

Skew (horizontal alignment) 

Height of cover (m) 

Slope of fill (Ratio) 

Compaction rating (if any) 

Fill source 

Apron (if any) 

8 9 

Open bottom Round 

struct plate CSP 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Riprap Riprap 

2.1336 1.8 

Unsp. NIA 

2.6 2.6 

Unsp 2.8 

Unsp 125x25 

22 18.288 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. 1 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. 0 

Unsp. 17.1 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Large' Large 

0.50% 0.5 

NIA 150 

NIA Unsp. 

20 parallel 

1 1 

3 to 1 2 to 1 

6 to 8 " lifts, two tamper, 1 O" lifts 
passes 

Local; rock Local 
crusher 
No Unsp. 

10 11 12 13 

Pipe arch Bridge Round Bridge 

CSP 4 hemlock CSP steel girders one 
girders short lane 
span 

Unsp. NIA Unsp. NIA 

Unsp. NIA NIA 

Unsp. Bolt a bin, no Bolt a bin, no 
riprap riprap 

1.8 NIA 1.2 NIA 

2.7 X 1.1 0.91 x4.6 NIA 0.9 x4.9 

2.6 Unsp. 1.13 2.8 

3 NIA 13 NIA 

Unsp. NIA Unsp. NIA 

10.0584 4.572 10.668 18' girders, 10 
feet between 
abutments 

Unsp. NIA 0.6 NIA 

2 NIA Unsp. NIA 

1 NIA Unsp. NIA 

0 NIA Unsp. NIA 

18 4 Unsp. Unsp. 

No Unsp. Unsp. Gabion baskets, 
1 O' long each 

Unsp. Unsp. 150 to 300 Unsp. 

5 NIA 0.5 NIA 

0 NIA Unsp. NIA 

Unsp. NIA Unsp. NIA 

perp to road NIA Unsp. NIA 

0.75 NIA 1.21 NIA 

Unsp. NIA 2 to 1 or more NIA 

no std, 1.5' lifts Tamper (Unsp.) Unsp. Unsp. 

Local, crusher Local Unsp. Unsp. 

No NIA Unsp. NIA 
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28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

Energy dissipation pool area (m"2) 

Debris traps, cages 

Baffles 

Seepage control collar 

Wrapping pipe in geotextile 

Footings 

Type of installation 

Type and location of cofferdams 

Sediment control plan 

Amount of silt fence used (m) 

Amount of geotextile used (m"2) 

Location of off-take ditches (m away) 

Type and location of checkdams 

Location of settlement pond 

Revegetation (if any) 

Erosion blankets (type and surface area) 

Mulching (bales) 

Length of no-grub zone (m) 

Fuel truck setback 

Temporary bridge 

Installation of sill logs 

Placement of rocks instream 

Timing of job 

Duration of job 

Cost of job 

Unsp. Unsp. 

chain link fence 

NIA Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Yes Unsp. 

Precast cone 

Dry Dry 

steel piles Silt barrier 

Yes Yes 

Unsp. Yes 

500 Yes 

Unsp. Unsp. 

wrapped bales; Unsp. 
formula 

Unsp. Unsp. 

12.5 seed 

No No 

6 60 

30 30 

60 Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. 

Late August June 

2 3 

$7,449.00 $10,856.00 

No NIA Unsp. NIA 

No NIA Unsp. NIA 

No NIA Unsp. NIA 

No Unsp. Unsp. NIA 

Unsp. NIA Unsp. NIA 

No Pre-cast pads NIA Unsp. 

Wet Wet Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Yes No Unsp. Unsp. 

0 0 Unsp. 18.288 

120 0 840 Unsp. 

30 Unsp 60 Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. silt pits Unsp. 

Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

No Unsp. 25 lbs 10 lbs 

No Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

10 Unsp. 20 10 

Unsp. 30 Unsp. Unsp. 

100 Unsp. Unsp. Unsp. 

Unsp. No No Unsp. 

Unsp. No No Unsp. 

Unsp. No Yes Unsp. 

August Unsp. mid-July to late mid-July to 
August August 1 

2 4 days 2 Unsp. 

$6,000.00 $12,500.00 $4,000.00 $20,000.00 
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APPENDIX D-1 Information Theory Concepts 

This Appendix provides a review of work related to the scoring metric for consistency 

of tactics. 

H.R. Rimoldi conceived of the Test of Diagnostic Skills in 1955 (Rimoldi, 1955) to 

evaluate the clinical problem solving processes of medical students. Rimoldi and others 

continued to refine the scoring metrics for the test ( e.g. Rimoldi 1961, 1984, 1988; Rimoldi & 

Grib, 1960; Rimoldi & Devane, 1961; Rimoldi & Raimondo, 1998) throughout his career. The 

PBLM generates a process trace analogous to that of the Test of Diagnostic Skills. 

Where the structure of the problem is unknown, as is generally the case given the 

typically ill-structured nature of real work problems, Rimoldi suggested the establishment of a 

normative group against which the subjects' performance can be evaluated. Rimoldi postulates 

that a question asked by a large number of people in a group is of more use (has a higher 

information value), at least to the group, than one asked by fewer members in the group. 

Rimoldi and Raimondo define a tactic as 'a procedure to achieve some end' (Rimoldi 

& Raimondo, 1998). An important tenet of their work was the assumption that solving a 

problem requires the reduction of uncertainty by requesting and organizing information. A 

second tenet is that the information value of each question depends on when it was asked. In 

other words, the order in which a question is asked or action is taken affects the information 

value of that item, and the reduction in uncertainty it affords. Question order is therefore an 

important variable in Rimoldi's evaluation scheme. Principles of information theory 

(appearing in this Appendix) were used to calculate the degree of association between question 

and order for each participant. The ideal sequence is that for which each question tends to 
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correspond with one and only one order. The expectation was that the association between 

questions and order increases with increasing medical diagnostic ability, which the author 

extended to general problem solving ability (Rimoldi, 1988). 

Following the procedures proscribed by Attneave (1959) and Rimoldi (1988), a two

way entry table was constructed with columns corresponding to questions available in the 

PBLM question bank and rows corresponding to possible order of appearance. In each cell the 

frequency with which each question was asked in each order was entered. 

The frequencies were expressed as a proportion of the total number of entries in the 

table. For each tactic, the proportions were summed based on the order in which each question 

appeared. From the two-way table, the information value of the tactic can be derived. 

The proportions were expressed as information values by using this transformation: 

hij = Pij log2 1/pij, where Pi/ is the proportion of question} in order i (1) 

In Equation 1, pij is the proportion used in the Shannon-Wiener measure of 

information, with hij giving the information value of question j in order i. The hij values, 

summed for all cells in the two-way table gives the estimated information due to the joint 

occurrence of questions and order. This yields an overall information value expressing the 

association between all questions and all orders. The two-way table permits us to browse the 

information value for each question in each order. The information values for the questions in 

a given tactic are summed. This represents the reduction of uncertainty (Rimoldi, 1988). 

A shorter tactic consisting of high-value questions could equal the information value 

of a longer tactic with low-value questions. To avoid the effects of different tactic lengths, the 

sum of the information values is divided by the total number of questions asked. 
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The content and format used in the presentation of subsequent sections of this 

Appendix borrows heavily from the references by T. Schneider, accessible on the internet 

(Schneider, T.D. 2010. Information theory primer with an appendix on logarithms. Source: 

http://www-lmmb.ncifcrf.gov/-toms/paper/primer/. Accessed Mar. 7, 2011.) 

Derivation of formulae 

Related to this project, suppose a problem solver can ask questions to receive the 

necessary background information. The available questions are identified by question ID 

codes QI, Q2 or Q3. An observer (a person or computer) records the questions asked. While 

the observer waits for the next question, the observer is uncertain as to which question will be 

asked next. 

When a question is asked and registered by the observer in the tactic, the uncertainty 

decreases, and some information has been received about the problem solver. The uncertainty 

associated with this problem solver can be expressed as an "uncertainty of three symbols". 

The observer watches a second problem solver at the same time. This problem solver 

can choose from either Q4 or Q5. This second problem solver yields an uncertainty of "two 

symbols". 

Combining the problem solvers into a single group, there are six possible 

combinations of questions that can be asked: (QI, Q4), (QI, Q5), (Q2, Q4), (Q2, Q5), (Q3, 

Q4), (Q3, Q5). 

The group has an ''uncertainty of six symbols". The uncertainty could be defined as 

just the number of alternative questions (Attneave, 1959). To create an additive measure of the 

information take the logarithm of the number of possible symbols. In this example, the first 

problem solver makes the observer uncertain by log(3), the second by log(2) and the group 

combined is log(3) + log(2) = log(6). 
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The base of the logarithm determines the units. Base 2 is commonly used, which gives 

the units in bits. The term bit is the abbreviation of the words binary digit. This is the unit 

most often used in the measurement of information and uncertainty (Attneave, 1959). 

There are two definitions of bits in this context: 1. a binary digit, integer O or 1, is an 

individual piece of data in computing, and; 2. a measure of uncertainty, H, or information R. 

The second definition is used to describe communication systems and applies to this project. 

The number of bits conveyed by H can be any real number because it is an average. 

This use of base 2 is a holdover from the binary system where the choice was between 

two alternatives: 0 and 1. Using base 2, if a problem solver chooses one item from a possible 

question set of one, we are uncertain by log2 1 = 0 bits. We have no uncertainty about what the 

problem solver will do next. If the problem solver can ask a question from a set of two 

questions the uncertainty is log2 2 = 1 bit; from a set of four questions the uncertainty is log2 4 

= 2 bits. 

If mis the number of questions, the uncertainty His log2 (m). When the occurrence of 

the questions is equiprobable, p = 1/m or: 

H = log2 (m) = log2 (JI p) 

Some questions are less likely to be asked than others. Question i has a probability, Pi, 

of appearing in the problem solver's tactic. 

So that the probabilities sum to 1: 

IPi= 1 

There is a kind of surprise when the ith question appears. The informational value of 

an event is sometimes called the surprisal of that particular event. It is a function of the 

probability of the individual event (Attneave, 1959). This is defined as: 
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As Pi approaches 0, then our surprise increases and hi approaches oo. On the other 

hand, if Pi =l, then there is no surprise and hi= 0. 

Uncertainty, H, is the 'average surprisal' for the infinite string of questions asked by 

problem solvers about a case problem. 

There will be ni instances where we have surprisal hi. To find the average surprisal, 

multiply hi by nJN. For an infinite string of questions, the frequency nJN becomes Pi, the 

probability of the ith question. Essentially, we are multiplying the contribution of the question 

to the average by its probability as a weighting factor. Making this substitution, the average 

surprisal or information value (H) would be: 

H= LPi hi for all i 

Substituting for hi yields Shannon's general formula for uncertainty: 

H= LPi log2 (1/pJ for all i 

Because log ( 1/x) = - log x, this is sometimes expressed as: 

H= - LPi log2 (pJ for all i 

H(x) is the information value of question x, yielding the AIQ index (Rimoldi, 1961) or 

accumulated information by question used in this report. 

Ifwe take y as the order,}, of appearance of the ith question, x, the information value 

of the joint occurrence of question by order in the tactic is H(x,y). This is the sum of the 

information value of the occurrences for all of the cells in a two-way frequency table, or: 

H (x,y) = LPiJ log2 (]/pi) for all ij 
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This is the basis of the IOQ index, or information value by question order (Rimoldi, 

1961) used in this report. 
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APPENDIX D-2 Determination of AIQ & IOQ 

R Code for AIQ & IOQ calculations 

This code is written to determine the group norm values for AIQ and IOQ. It sets up 

and evaluates a frequency table of question x order of appearance in the tactic. A tactic of a 

participant not in this group could be assigned the group norm values by performing a 

database 'join' operation or a merge within R. For comparisons of a participant within this 

group to the group norm, their contribution to the question frequencies was deducted from the 

group frequency counts read in as input. The data was processed to determine their group's 

norm, in effect in their 'absence'. Then the join was performed. 

#AIQ 

AIQ.tbl <-
read.table("f:\\lo_mod sizer for IOQ_data.txt",header=TRUE) 

snumber <- AIQ.tbl[,1] # participant ID 

qnumber <- AIQ.tbl[,2] # question ID 

order<- AIQ.tbl[,3] # order of appearance of each question in 
#tactic 

AIQresults <-table(qnumber,order) 

AIQresults 

N <-margin.table(AIQresults) 

rowsums <- margin.table(AIQresults,1) 

pbyqrow <- rowsums/N 

a<- pbyqrow*(log2(1/pbyqrow)) 

AIQ.mergel <- merge(AIQ.tbl, rowsums, by="qnumber", all=T) 

AIQ.merge2 <- merge(AIQ.mergel, a, by="qnumber", all=T) 
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#Write AIQ output 

write.table(AIQ.merge2, file= 11 f:\\temporaryAIQ2.txt 11
, append 

= FALSE, quote FALSE, sep = 11 \t 11 ,eol = 11 \n", na = 11 0 11
, dee= 

11 
• 

11 
, row. names TRUE, col.names= TRUE) 

# IOQ 

pbycell <-prop.table(AIQresults) 

ioqbycell <- pbycell*(log2(1/pbycell)) 

IOQ <- ioqbycell 

IOQ[is.nan(IOQ)] <- 0 

q <- rownames(AIQresults) 

ql <- length(q) 

o <- colnames(AIQresults) 

ol <- length(o) 

qnumber <- rep(q, ol) 

order<- rep(o, each=ql) 

IOQ.df <- data.frame(qnumber, order, IOQ) 

#Write IOQ output 

write.table(IOQ.df, file= 11 f:\\temporaryIOQ.txt 11
, append= 

FALSE, quote= FALSE, sep = 11 \t 11 ,eol = 11 \n 11
, na = 11 0 11

, dee= 

11
•

11
, row.names= TRUE, col.names= TRUE) 
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APPENDIX E Questionnaire: Stakeholder Risk Perceptions of 

Stream Crossings 
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AppendixE 

Questionnaire: Stakeholder Risk Perceptions of Stream Crossings 

Dear ---------

In a traditional school environment, students' performance is often measured by the 

'correctness' of their final answers to a set of problems. When these students enter the 

workforce, problem solving skill takes on new dimensions: pat solutions do not often exist for 

real-world situations. The process of searching for information and using resources to identify 

alternatives gains importance in problem-solving. 

At the University of New Brunswick's Faculty of Forestry and Environmental 

Management we have been developing software that records the process people employ when 

solving problems. It is useful to record people's solution strategies because they can be 

examined for both desirable and undesirable problem-solving traits, or behaviors. Ms. Hobbs' 

role in this work is to record forestry professionals' problem-solving process and assess it for 

evidence, or indicators, of environmental risk management behavior. 

But what constitutes good risk management? We would like to collaborate with you 

and your peers, as well as other forest stakeholders to answer this question. The pages 

following this letter present a case problem foresters will be asked to solve. Your role in this 

phase of the project is threefold. You will be asked to: I) add to or modify the list of 

environmental impacts that could result from the scenario in the case problem; 2) identify 

factors contributing to the risk of each impact; and 3) identify key questions that foresters 

should ask to address these factors while problem-solving. 
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These tasks will introduce you to the issues we will deal with in the next phase of the 

project, where you will be asked to evaluate the relative importance of the indicators and the 

magnitude of any risks identified here. Your suggestions will be considered in the design of a 

set of indicators, and ultimately in the assessment system. Please return the enclosed package 

with your comments before . 

If you have any questions do not hesitate to e-mail Ms. Hobbs at e-mail address. A 

listserv is also available at if you wish to post comments or questions, or discuss issues with 

other participants. 

Dr. P.E. Zundel Melanie Hobbs 

Encl. 
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Introduction 

In general terms, risk can be defined as the chance of loss or harm to something of 

value. For the purposes of this project, our definition of environmental risk in forestry 

becomes the chance of loss or harm to the forest environment as a result of human activity. 

To manage risk is to recognize possible harmful events, assess the severity and likelihood of 

their occurrence, and take steps to avoid or reduce the risk. 

A good strategy to reduce risk is to search for information about the risk. The 

information obtained can help us recognize the risks in a situation, assess how serious those 

risks are, and identify factors that could be manipulated to increase or decrease the risk. We 

are working from the basic premise that the likelihood and seriousness of environmental 

risks depends on a number of factors (hazardous conditions). By asking key questions about 

risks and contributing factors while problem solving, risks can be recognized and controlled 

for (in effect, managed) by the forester. 

In this study, foresters will be asked to solve a culvert selection and installation 

problem. The problem scenario is presented on the next page in the form of a letter from a 

manager to a forester in the woodlands division of a private wood products company. 

In the next few pages you will be asked to: 

1) add to or modify the list of potential environmental impacts that could result from 

the problem scenario; 

2) identify factors contributing to the risk of each impact; 

3) identify key questions that foresters should ask to address these factors while 

problem-solving. 
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With your assistance, the key questions we develop will be important indicators of 

foresters' ability to recognize and mitigate environmental risk in this case problem. 

This document is sectioned as follows: 

I .Problem scenario: Review of a culvert selection and installation plan 

2a) Environmental risks: Potential environmental impacts resulting from culvert 

installation I1 , I2, ... , In 

2b) Risk factors: Factors or conditions that could increase or decrease the risk of an 

impact F1,F2, ... ,Fn 

2c) Key questions: The types of information that foresters should ask for and use to 

control for risk factors as they work through the problem Q1, Q2, ... , On 

Note that contributing factors (2b)) and key questions (2c)) can and, in some cases 

should correspond to more than one impact (2a)). At the top of each section detailed 

instructions have been provided. 
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Section 1. Problem scenario: Culvert selection and installation plan for review 

To: Operations, Timbco Woodlands Division 
Re: Culvert selection and installation plan for proposed Dungarvon route extension 
A summer student has surveyed the site for the first watercourse crossing on the Dungarvon 
access road extension. She was asked to specify an appropriate culvert and outline an 
installation plan with appropriate costs. Please review her culvert selection and installation 
plan ( outlined below) to ensure we will obtain permission to begin construction on schedule. 

Site: Intersection of Mitchell Brook and Dungarvon mainline extension 
(450 m mark) 

Culvert specifications: 7' diameter round corrugated steel pipe (CSP) culvert, 12 m long 

Scheduled installation date: June 12, 1999 

Required equipment: Excavator, dumptruck, pump 

Labour: Road crew, machine operator 

Materials: Rock fill, gravel fill, timber abutments 
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Section 2a) Preliminary list of potential environmental impacts 

Table 1 below lists the potential environmental impacts (11 through to Is) that some 

people have associated with the installation of culverts in streams crossed by forest roads. If 

other impacts that could arise from the design specifications and/or the actual installation of a 

culvert occur to you please note them in the space provided (19 to I12). If you wish to modify 

or comment on any of the impacts I1 to I8, please do so. 

It is recognized that each of the impacts could have a branching effect, leading to 

other impacts. To keep the number of indicators to a manageable size, effort has been made to 

list impacts in broad, but distinct categories. 
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Table 1. Culve1i Selection and installation case problem: Potential environmental impacts 

Fish spawning/migration interference 

Chemical contamination of stream 

Alteration of stream structure 

Strearnbed disturbance 

Is 
Sedimentation 

Disruption of waterfowl habitat 

Loss of riparian cover 

Forest access for human use 

111 

Related to construction of access road in general 
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Section 2b) Risk factors 

Risk factors are conditions that could affect the seriousness or likelihood of an 

impact. Risk factors could either contribute (increase) or decrease the risk of an impact 

depending on their nature and status in the case problem. In Table 2 (below), risk factors have 

been grouped into general categories and assigned an ID number. Table 3 on the following 

page lists the impacts identified in Table 1. Please consider each impact and review the list of 

risk factors in Table 2. For each impact, I1 through to In, transfer the ID numbers of any 

factors you feel relate to the impact. 
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Table 2. List of Risk Factors 

Potential Impact ID Risk factors 

Size of culvert 

Shape of culvert 
I1 Fish spawning/ 
Migration interference Fish population of stream 

Proximity of spawning grounds to the site 

Method of diverting stream during construction 
i.e. pump vs. ditching 

Timing of road construction and installation 

Grade of streambed 

Flow rate of stream 

Use of temporary crossing structures in 
construction 

Sedimentation load of stream 

Location of site in watershed 
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Potential Impacts ID Risk factors 

Chemical coating on culvert 
12 Chemical 
contamination of Preservative/treatment of timber abutments 
stream 

Type of hydraulic fluid used in machinery 

On-site equipment fluid changes/refills 

Equipment age and maintenance level 

Shape and size of culvert 
13 Alteration of stream 
structure Redirection of stream ( orientation) 

Alteration of natural grade 

l4 Streambed Use of temporary crossing structures in 
disturbance construction 

Shape of culvert 

Stability of streambed 
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Potential Impacts ID Risk factors 

15 Sedimentation in Evidence of streambank instability/erosion 
stream 

Road fill material and slope 

Use of sedimentation control measures (i.e. silt 
fence, hay bales) 

Position of site in the watershed 
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I6 Loss of riparian Size of road right-of-way (cleared area) 
cover 

Previous activity near stream (i.e. harvesting) 

Depth of stream at crossing 

I7. Increased forest Recreational uses of stream 
access 

Location of route 

Sensitive areas in vicinity 
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Section 2c) Key questions 

Key questions are those questions foresters should ask while solving the problem to 

identify risks and contributing factors. The questions should do at least one of the following: 

1. Identify the risk 

2. Analyse the seriousness or likelihood of the risk 

3. Identify options to reduce or avoid the risk 

4. Consider the implementation and monitoring of different options 

Each of the potential environmental impacts identified in Section 2b is listed in a series 

of Tables. Each factor in the table has been expanded into a number of key questions. An empty 

table on page** has been provided for you to note any comments or add key questions as you 

think of them. 
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Table 1. Risk factors for fish spawning/migration interference 

Risk factors Key questions 

Size of culvert What is the hydraulic capacity of the proposed culvert? 
What is the I 00 year peak flow calculation of the stream? 
What area is drained by the watercourse? 
What is the design flow calculation of the stream? 
What are the dimensions of the proposed culvert? 
What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the site? 
What is the present velocity of the stream? 
What is the depth of the stream at the site? 
What are the results of a flood/drought analysis for the watercourse? 
What factors can inhibit fish passage in a culvert? 
What is the maximum allowable ratio of culvert diameter to 
headwater depth? 

Shape of culvert What culvert shapes are preferred from a fisheries perspective? 
What is the I 00 year peak flow calculation of the stream? 
What area is drained by the watercourse? 
What is the design flow calculation of the stream? 
What culvert shapes are available? 

What are the hydraulic capacities of different culvert shapes? 
What factors can inhibit fish passage in a culvert? 

Alignment of What is the natural grade of the stream bed? 
culvert What will be the grade of the installed culvert? 

Will there be an outfall on the downstream side of the culvert? 

Fish population Is the watercourse fish-bearing?/What species of fish are found in the 
and habitat needs stream? 

What is the minimum water depth required for fish passage? 
What factors can inhibit fish passage in a culvert? 
When do fish migrate and spawn? 

Proximity of Are fish spawning grounds near the site? 
spawning grounds Are there natural barriers to fish migration and spawning in the 

watercourse? 
What do spawning grounds look like? 

Location of site in Is the stream a tributary? 
watershed Does the watercourse intercept any other water bodies? 

How does the stream originate? 
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Method of stream What options are available for diverting watercourses during 
diversion construction? 

What capacity hydraulic pump would be required for this crossing? 

Temporary Will temporary crossing structures be available for use on the 
crossing structures construction site? 

Compliance with What permits are required for watercourse alteration in New 
regulations Brunswick? 

What features of culvert crossings are required by law? 
Does this watercourse fall in a watercourse setback designation order? 

Timing of road For what date is the culvert installation scheduled? 
construction and How long in advance of the start of construction do permit 
installation applications have to be submitted? 

In which period are watercourse alterations allowed? 
When do fish migrate and spawn? 

Sedimentation What is the current sedimentation load of the stream? 
loading of stream What is the maximum permissible amount of sediment in a stream? 

Table 2. Risk factors and key questions for 'Loss of riparian cover' 

Risk factor Key questions 

Area to be cleared What is the width of the road right-of-way at the crossing? 

Previous activity near Has harvesting or other road-building activity been carried out upstream 
banks of stream of the proposed crossing? 

Depth of stream at the What is the current stream depth? 
crossing What would the depth be after installation of the proposed culvert? 
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Table 3. Risk factors and key questions for 'Chemical contamination of stream' 

Risk factor Key questions 

Area to be cleared What is the width of the road right-of-way at the crossing? 

Previous activity near Has harvesting or other road-building activity been carried out 
banks of stream upstream of the proposed crossing? 

Depth of stream at the What is the current stream depth? 
crossing What would the depth of the stream be after installation of the 

proposed culvert? 
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Table 4. Risk factors and key questions for 'Alteration of stream structure' 

Risk factor Key questions 

Area to be cleared What is the width of the road right-of-way at the crossing? 

Previous activity near Has harvesting or other road-building activity been carried out 
banks of stream in the vicinity of the proposed crossing? 

Are other culverts installed up- or down-stream of the site? 

Depth of stream at the What is the current stream depth? 
crossing What would the depth be after installation of the proposed 

culvert? 
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APPENDIX F Environmental Quality Score: Pairwise Comparisons 

Interview Materials 
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APPENDIX F-1 Permission form 

PAIRWISE COMPARISONS PARTICIPANT PERMISSION FORM 

Problem solving and decision-making behavior in forestry: Hierarchy evaluation 

Purpose: The main purpose of the research is to learn about the problem solving and 
decision-making behavior of forest workers. To learn about problem solving, risk management 
and decision-making processes in forest planning and design, forest workers' stream crossing 
designs will be studied as a special case. 

The purpose of this particular experiment is to learn about the relative importance of 
factors perceived to affect the environmental risk of stream crossings. 

Procedures: Environmental impacts associated with stream crossings (culverts) have 
been previously identified by survey questionnaire and literature review. The impacts have been 
organized into a hierarchical structure from the most general at the top to the most specific 
categories at the bottom. 

The researcher will review the hierarchy and its contents with you. You will be asked to: 
1. Compare different impacts pairwise using a scale of relative importance; 
2. Assess the degree of compensation or substitutability among impacts in small groups using 

another scale. 

The scales will be explained to you and a practice round offered. 

Risks: No risks to health or welfare are posed by this research. 

Rights: Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Participants have the right to 
withdraw at any time without penalty. Confidentiality of personal information released by the 
participant will be strictly maintained. All participants will be assigned an identification number 
and their responses during the interview and any subsequent questionnaire(s) will be 
anonymous. No organizational or employer names will be used. 

Outcomes: The information collected for the purposes of this project will be analysed 
and published in a doctoral dissertation and research papers to be written on the topic. 

Feedback: The results will be made available to any participant who expresses interest 
in obtaining them. 
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PAIRWISE COMPARISONS PARTICIPANT PERMISSION FORM (CONT.) 

Participant 

I have read the above description of the project and the researcher has answered my questions to 
my satisfaction. I, , agree to participate in this study. 

____________ (Signature) _________ (Date) 

Researcher 

To the best of my ability, I have explained the purposes, benefits, risks and inconveniences of 
this study to , and I have answered all of her/his questions. 

____________ (Signature) ________ (Date) 
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APPENDIX F-2 Hierarchy slides 

Environmental Quality Score: Pairwise Comparison Interview Hierarchy Slideshow 

Slide 1 

Risk management 

Minimize risk ·········--- ....... T .................. . 

lliMMMl$1 
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Slide 2 

Slide 3 
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Risk management 
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Slide 4 

Risk management 
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Slide 5 
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Slide 6 

Slide 7 

Risk management 
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Slide 8 

Riskmanagemenl 

Slide 9 
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Slide 10 

Slide 11 

Risk management 
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Slide 12 

Human health 

Slide 13 

Risk management 
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Slide 14 

j Human health safety \ 

Slide 15 

Risk management 
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Slide 16 

Risk management 

Slide 17 

Risk management 
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APPENDIX G Environmental Quality Score: Hierarchy 
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Migratia::i/Prod )Darnagehycontact.!.stranding Scope 3ITimingofconstruction 000110 !When are the critical (sensitive) periods fa-fish native to the hydrologic ~ion? 
Mign.tim/Prod I Damage by contact. stran~i~ ~tioos 11Streamdiversioomethod 000032 IWh•t materials and eq~ent are used for different stream diversion methods? 
Migratioo/Prod I Damage by cootact1 strandin~ Options 3ITimingofcoostruction 000051 IC•n the installation of the i;russing he delayed? 
Mig~tinn/Prod )Damage by contact, stranding Ac~t 4IFish rc:scuepla_n 000274 !What are the guidelines for fis~-~~~urj!l_g_ i;onstruction? 
Migration/Prod I Damage by cootact, stranding Accept l)Streundiversionmethod 000275 !What are the iuidelines for stream diversioo during construction? 

Migratioo/Prud __ _l~age hy contact1 stranding A~ 2IFish population of stream 000012 !Under \\hat conditions does the Department of Fisheries and Oxans intavene for proposed waterc:oursc: crossings? 
Migration/Prod I Damage by contact, stranding Decision tl~'treamdiversioomethod Ai.sess IHowwillin-stream\\Ol'kbecarriedout? 
Migra.tioo/Prod I Damage by contact.!. stranding Decision 21 Fish population of stream Assess I How does the i;ontractor pro~se to handle fish at the site? 
Mign,tion/Praj )Damage by contact.!. stranding Decision 31Timingofi;onstruction Assess IIsthe.e_lannedi;onstruction\\\:11-timed? 

Construction HabitatlProd F.rosiooandSedimentatioo llSooimentcootrolmeasures 
Construction HahitaVProd ErosimandSedimentation 2IStreambonkstahilitv 
Construction HahitatlPrnd ErosionandSedim'2ltatioo 3IStreamhedcomposition 

Habitat/Prod IErnsion and Sedimentatim !Hazard ID I tlSediment control measures 000219 ICootracta: Doynu have a sediment control plan? 
HahitaVProd )Erosion and Sedimt21tatioo I Hazard ID I I )Sediment con~nl measures 000284 I Is the existing erosion cootrollahle by normal means? 
Habitat/Prod IErnsim and Sedimentatim )Hazard ID I 2)Streambank stability 000283 I How stable are the streambanks? 
HahitaVPtod IErosim and Sedim<21tatim !Hazard ID I 21Streamhank stability OOOOK9 1Is there evidence of erosioo a-instability in the stn:am banks near the propoSc:d crossing? 
Hahitat/Prod IErosim and Si:dimentation IHaz.ard ID I 21Streambank stability 000263 I Is there evidence of sediment accumulatioo c.- silt ~its in the stream? 
HahitatlProd IF.rosion and Sedimentation !Hazard ID I 21Streambank stability 000090 !What is the erosioo ratio_£ of soils making up the stream hanks? 
HahitatlProd IErosit.-. and Sedimentatioo I Hazard ID I 21Streamhank stability 000226 IIs thefeJXltential for slope or trench wall failure at the site given the soil type? 
Habitat/Prod IErosim and Sedimt21tation !Hazard ID I 3IStreamhank stability 000187 !What is the maximum stream velocity before erosion of stream bed and hanks occurs? 
Habitat/Prod )Erosion and Sedimentation IHaz.ard ID I 3IStreambed composition 000081 )What is the stream bed cmipositioo? 
HahitaVPtod IErosioo and Sedimentatim ____ I Hazard ID I JIStreambed oom_J>OS_irim 000082 )What is the streamhed rnu~~s_!_f~C!J!!l? 
Habitat/Prod )Erosion and Sedimentation IHaz.ard_lD I 3IStreambed cnnJ.J)O.'lition 000085 IWhat is the soil type of the streambanks at the site? 
Habitat/Prod )Emsit-, and Sedimentation )Scope I 2IStreambank stability 000072 I What is the back~nd or natural load of suspended solids in the stream under noonal flow conditions? 
Habitat/Prod )Erosion and Sedimentatim )Scope I 21Streambank _sta....!!ili!Y_ 000262 !What are the approach grades of the road design at the site? 
HahitaVPtod IErosim and Sedim<21tatim !Scope I 2l~'!n:unhank stability 000313 IRequestGISmapofcontoursand stream buffers in uea 
HahitaVPtod IErosioo and Sedimentatim I Scope I 21 Stream hank stahilitv 000113 !What is the assessed quality of the fish habitat within 500 m~d_J~,~-~_11_1_ofJh~P.i:!.1~sed _cr_os~ing? 
HahitaVPtod IErosioo and Sedimentatim IS<:<>Jle_ _ ___ J 2IStreambank stal>ility_ 000100 !What are the potential effects of sedimentation on aquatic habitat? 
Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentatim I Scope I 2)Streambank stability 000315 I Request GL.Ci map of soil types and classification S)'Stem used in NB 
HahitatlProd IErosionandSedimentation !Scope I 21Streamhankstability 000257 )Request volume ti;m in the field of streambank soil 
Habitat/Prod IErosim and Sedimentati,.,, I Scope I 2l~'tream.hank stability 000058 !What is the height of the stri;:am banks? 
HahitatlPrnd IErosimandSedimentatim !Scope I 31StreamhedCOOJ.positit1l 000083 )What type of foundation underlies the streamhed at the site? 
Habitat/Prod )ErosimandSedimt21tation l~tions I IISedimentcootrolmeasures 000282 I How can ditch and overland surface runoff be controlled at the site? 
Habitat/Prod IErosionandSedimentation !Options I llSedimentcmtrolmeasures 000028 !Request infc:nnatitm on use of silt fc:nces in sedimentation control 
Habitat/Prod IErosim and Sedimentation IOptioos I tlSedimentcmtrol measures 000029 )Request information on use of hay hales in sedimentation and erosion control 
Habitat/Prod ___ J~ion ~d Sedimentation ______JQl!!i.!!!_~ _ J I )Sediment cootrol measures 000031 !What sediment control methods are available? 
Habitat/Prod IErosionandSedimentatim !Options I tlSedimentcootrolmeasures 000312 !What is the cost of different types of geotex1ile (specialty product~ silt fence, woven and ntlfl-w::iven)? 
Habitat/Prod )Erosioo and Sedimentation IQp_titfls I ti Sediment control measures 000212 lls there a route that can be used to avoid crussing the_ stream during construction? 
Hahitat/Prod IErosioo and Sedimentatioo !Options I t lSediment cmtrol measures 000213 1Does the road cmstruction crew have access to temporary stream crussing structures? 

:~::::~ ~:::::::::::::: Op::: : ::~:::::::::: ~~~~~: 1::t~:::;:~~~::::~=:~utmatti!!&cost? 
Habitat/Prod )Erosion and Sedimentatim IOptioos I 21Streamhank stability 1000265 IWbat are the weights and ground-bearing pressure of the available tiquipment? 

Habitat/Prod F.msioo and Sedimentatim Accept tlSedimentcontrolmeasures 000181 I What is the maximum permissible concentration of sedimt21t introduced into a waterc:ourse during C{'Cl.Struction? 
HahitaVProd ErosimandSedimentatioo Accept llSooimentcontrolmeasures 000165 IWhat zones are advised around watercourse alterations to protect against sedimaitation from surface runoff? 
HahitatlProd Ero.<iimandSedimentatioo Acce____.Q! IISedimentcontrolmeasures 000218 I What should a sediment cmtro~an include? 
Habitat/Prod ErosiooandSedimentatim Accept 21Streamhanks~hilitv 000258 )What is the maximum pennissihle weight of equipment to he used while backfilling around culverts? 
Habitat/Prod ErosionandSedimt21tatim Decision 2) 1Streamhank stability, Streambed composition Are the strcambanks and strcamhed su~tihld to erosion? If so, how should Wlw-k be cooducti:d? 
Habitat/Prod ErosiooandSedimentatioo Decision IISedimentcontmlmeasures Will sedimdlltation he ~bJ~ du~_ni i;onstruction? If so. how will it he controlled? 
Habitat/Prod ErosionandSedimentatim Decision IISedimentcontrolmeasures Quantities of geotex1iles. silt fence. extent of damming. decision to install in the dry vs. \\et 
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Servicelife Migration Culwrt Design 0,11tacle llFish populatioo of stream 

Servicelife Migration Culvert Design O,stacle 2IFishhahitatquality 

s«vicelife M~on Culvert Des~ O,stacle JIAowratethroughculvert 

Sen.ice life Migration Culvert Design Clu1tacle 4IFish passage facilities 
s«vicelife Migration Culvert Design O,stacle SIFish s\\-imming limitations 
Servicelife Migration Culvert Desi.&!!_ O>stacle 6ICU1v«t sh~ _ll!'_d ~~ign_ment 

Migration ICUlvert Design O,stacle IHazard ID 11 Fish population of stream 000206 IWhatisthestreamclassification? 

Migration (Culvert Design O,stacle !Hazard ID IIFish~ationofstream 000120 IWhen do fish spawning and migration occur? 

Migration ICulvert Design Cl>stacle IHazard ID 2fUpstreamfishhahitatquality 000280 IIs the stream known locally as a fish spuming stNarn? 

Mi~O!!_ ____ J~lvert Design O,stacle IHuird ID 2IUps1reamfishhabitatquality 000273 IJsthestreambedmaterialsuitableforfishspa"'lling? 
Migration ICulvert Design O,stacle IHazard ID 3fAow rate thrould, culvert 00006S I\Vhatisthe~deofthestream? 

Migration ICulvert Design O,stacle IHazani ID 3fAow rate through culvert 000067 IRequest sum=ynotes from stream traverse 

Migration ICulvert Design O,stacle IHaurd ID 3IAowratelhroughculvert 000060 IWhat is the vertical Efile (grade) ufthe stream? 

Migration )Culvert Desi~ O,stacle IHazard ID 5IFish s"'1mmin.£ limitations 000103 I\Vhat water veloci_~~~~_!i-~ passaj:e through a culvert? 
Migration ICulvert Des~ CIJstacle IHazard ID 5IFish s~mmi!!&_limitations 000099 I\Vhat factors can uthibit fish passage in a culwrt? 

Migration )Culvert Design Olstacle IS~ IIFishpopulationofstream OOOIOK IAre there any natural harriers to fish migration downstream ufthe proposOO cmssing? 

M~jCul~_~ignCl,stacle )Scope 1 IFish population of stream 000109 IR_eq_~est electrofishing survey 

Migration !Culvert Design O,stacle fScope llFish population of stream 000065 lb the watercourse a trihut~ 

Migration J~!~-~~-0,stacle IScope If Fish population ofmeam 000112 IAre valued fish species common to the stream's hydrological region? 

Migration !Culvert Design Cllstacle Is~ 21Upstreamtishhahitatquality 000113 IWhat is the assessed quality of the fish habitat "'1thin 500 m up- and downi.1ream of the proposed i.."f'OSsing? 

Migration !Culvert Design Cllstacle IScope 2fUpstreamfishhahitatquality 000006 IHow far is the site from the mouth of the stream (junction "'1th a larger wat~udy)? 

Migration !Culvert Design Olstacle JScOJ>I? 21u~_fi_sh __ h_~itat_qualitv 000281 IRequest fish habitat mapping 

Migration !Culvert Design Olstacle IScope 3fUpstreamfishhahitatquality 000135 IHas the wakrcourse ex~enCl:d previous alterations? 

Migra_ti~ fCulvert Design Cl,stacle JScope 3IAowratethroughculvert OOOOS7 I\Vhatarethepdllkand low flow rates in the pasthvoyears? 

Migration !Culvert Design <llstacle IScope 3fAowratethroughculvert OOOOS9 I\Vhat is the cross-SclCtional ~file of the stream? 

Migratioo !Culvert Design CIJstacle 1Scope 3IAowratethroughculvert 000068 I What is the area of the buin draint;d by the watercourse? 

Migration !Culvert Design O,stacle !Scope 3IAowrate through culvert 000076 f\Vhat is the design discharge (Q) in m3/s using the NB physiographic rule:? 

Migration --19!lvert De!lign O,stacle IScope 000136 fWhat is the historical peak flow data foc the wati::rcourse? 

Migration !Culvert Design Cl,stacle JScope I 3IF1owrate through culvert 000077 I\Vhat are the ~-~nd low_!(~~-f<>!'_~~--~t~ourse from gauging stations? 

Migrati_on fculvert Design Cl,stacle Jscope I 5)Fish s~mming limitations 000111 f What are the swimming spoods of fish common to the area? 

Migration !Culvert Design Cl,stacle IScope I SIFish swimming limitations 000115 f\Vhat is the sustained swimming speed of the weakest fish expected to he present'! 

Migration !Culvert Design Cl,stacle )Options J 6)Culvert shape and alignment 00021.5 )\Vhat optims c:xist for inlet design of CSP culverts? 

Migration I Culvert Design CIJstacle JOptions I 3IAow rate thro~ culvert 000078 fWhat is Manning's stream flow ';i"uation? 

Migration I Culvert Design Oistacle )Options J 3)Aow rate through culvert 000260 IWhat is the coefficient of roughness (Manning's n) for corrugated steel pipe? 

Migration ICulvertDesignO,stacle IOptions I 3fF1owrateth~culvert 000033 fR~:uest_f~ulae_f?" flowcapacityo~\ong-span open-bottom structures 

Migration I Culvert Design O,stacle IOptims I 3IF1ow rate through culvert 000034 fRequest fcnnulae for flow capacity of enclosed (round and pi po-arch) structures 

Migration !Culvert Design Oistacle !Options I 3}flowmtethmugh culvert 000174 IR«1uest outlet cuntrol nomograph for round pipe culverts 

Migration I Culvert Design Oistacle IOptions I 31Aow rate throu~ culvert 000175 IR~u-~~t ifl_let _con~l __ n~~~ fc,r e_ipe arch culverts 
Migration !Culvert Design Olstacle fOptions I 3IF1owratethmugh culvert OOOOKO JRequest nomograph for water velocity in channels 

M~~(!!l _____ JCul_~_pesign_ Oistacle }Options J 3fAow rate through culvert 0002.53 IWill the structure he under inlet or outlet control in full flow conditions? 

Migration I Culvert Design c:l,stacle IOptims I 3IAow rate through culvert 000201 IR_eq~e~-~~o~_ph ~~ o_een bottom bo,c~ulvert (~:~_ -:== ri~~pan) 
Migration !Culvert Design CIJstacle IOptioos I 3IAowratethrough culvert 000202 IWhenarestructuresunderinletoroutletcontrol? 

Migration I Culvert Design CIJstacle fOptims I 3IF1ow rate through culvert 000200 fRequest nomograph for open bott001 arch culvert (0 . .5 <= rise/span) 

M!~ti-~ ]Culvert Design Cl,stacle )Options J 3IAowrate1hrough culvert 000173 I Request inlet control nomograph for round pipe culverts 

Migration !Culvert Design Olstacle IOptions I 3IAowratethroughculvert 000210 I Request nomograph for open bottom arch culvert (0.3 < rise'span < 0.4) 

Migration I Culvert Design CIJstacle )Options J 3)Aow rate through culvert 000211 IRequest nomograph for open bottom box culvert (0.3 <rise'span <0.4) 

Migration I Culvert Design Oistacle I Options I 3IAow rate through culvert 000175 I Request inlet control nomograph for pipe arch culverts 

Migration I Culvert Design CIJstacle IOptims I JIAow rate through culvert 000174 I Request outlet control nomo~ph for round p~~ culverts 

Migration JCulvert Design Cl,sfacle I Options I JI Flow rate lhrou---1:!!_ culvert 000332 JView the table of culvert diameters ha!k:d m drainage area from the DFO field guide 

Migration ICulvert Design Oistacle fOptions J 4IFish passage measures 000123 I\Vhat options are avail.hie to aid fish passage throogh the culvert? 

M~_l~VC!f_O?Jgt_t_~st_~cl~ fOptions I 4IFish passage measures 00010.5 l'Mlen are fish baffles (ladders) ~uired in culverts? 

Migration ICulvert Design Oistacle IOptions I 4IFish passage measures 000205 IAt \Wat spacing should fish baffles he placed? 

Migration ICulvert Design O,stacle )Options I 4)Fi5h passage mea.<tUres 000279 IWhen can fishWty baffles he omitted from culvert design? 

Migration ICulvertDesignO,stacle !Options I ~sag_emeasures 000 I 06 I What are appropriate baffle and notch sizes for diff'erent drainage areas? 

Migration I Culvert Design O,stacle I Options I 4IFish passage measures 000216 I\Vhatisthecostofinatallintfishbaffles? 

M~~~--- ____ J<;u_l~ Design Oi!lacle fOptioos I 4)Fish passage measures 000194 I What is the cost of end treatments for corru~ted steel culverts? 

Migratioo !Culvert Design O,atacle !Options I 4IFish passage measures 000117 J\Vhenareenergydissipation poolsusc:d? 

Migration ICulvert Design CIJstacle IOptims I 4IFish passage measures 000121 fHow do fish haffl<:s change 'Mltd'hydraulics in culverts? 

Migration !Culvert Design Oistacle fOptims I 4IFish ~ measures 000285 IHow can the natural streamhed be simulated in a culvert? 

Migration !Culvert Desi~ CIJstacle IOptions I 6ICulvert shape and alignment 000146 I \Vhat options are available for wing'Mllls or abutments? 

Migration !Culvert Design O,stacle IOpti~ ___ J _______ .~(Culv~ ~a~ ~d alignment 000147 l'Mlat options are available for controlling scour or dissipating energy at the outlet of a drainage structure? 

Migration !Culvert Design Oistacle IOptims I 6ICulvert shape and alignment 1000122 I\Vhat culvert shapes are preferred with respect to fisheries concerns? 

!Migration !CUivert Design Cllstacle IOptions I 7ICulvert shape and alignment 1000203 I\Vhat options are available for culvert footings. at \Wat cost? 
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Migration Culvert De5ign Ohstacle Accept IIFish population of stream 000012 IUndi:r what conditions does the Dep~nt of Fisheries and Oceans inkrvene for propos.!d watercourse 1.-ro.111sings? 
Migration CulvertO.:S_!R!_Obstacle Ac~t 3IF1owratethrou_g_hculvert 000104 IWhat is the maximum hei~t a culvffl outlet can be above the tailwatc:r? 
Migration Culvert Design Obstacle Accept 3IF1owratethmughculvert 000 I 07 I What should the slopdelevati~~-orthe ~ulvert floor be with res_E_a.1: to thi: streamhed? 

~i~on Culvert Des~ Ohstacle Ac~t 3IF1owratethrou_g_hculvert 000044 I What is the maximum allowable hei~t of water above the inlet of a culvert ? 
Migration Culvert Design Obstacle Accept 3)flowratethroughculvert 000330 )Link to BC Forest Practice Code Guidelines for assi::ssin£ effective end area of culverts 
Mi~tion Culvert Desjgn Ohstacle Ac~t 4IFishpassagemeasures 000101 IWhen are fish habitat and passage protection measun:s required? 
Migration Culvert Design Obstacle Accept 4IFishpassagemeasures 000323 IRi:quest DFO example calculations for fish passage and baffle design in culverts 
Mi~tion Culvert Design Ohstacle Accept 4IFish passage measures 000118 IWhatarethedesigncriteriaforenergydissipationpools? 
Migration Culvert Design Ohstaclc: Accept 4IFishpassagemeasures 000329 )Link to BC Forest Practice Code Guidelines for assc:ssing fish passa~c: 
Migration Culvert Design Ohstacle Accept 5IFish swimming limitations 000102 I What is the minimum water depth required for fish passage? 
Migration Culvert Des~ Obstacle Ac~t 5IFishswimming_limitations 000116 IWhat discharge velocity in culvc,ts_~mits fish passage? 
Migration Culvert Design Ohstacle Accept 5IV1sh swimming limitations 000278 I What are the peak and low design flows for determining fish passahili9' in culverts? 
Migration Culvert Desi&!!_ Obstacle Decision 6ICulvertshape ~ment Assess IWhat is the elevation of the culvert with res_e_ei.."'I to the stn!ambed? 
Migration Culvert Design Ohstacle Decision 6ICulvcrt shape and alignment A~ess IWill the culvert he r_erched? 
Mi&!!!ion Culvert ~i_gfl Obstacle Decision 4IFishpassagemeasures Assess IWillhaftlesbeneces~? 
Migration Culvert Design Ohstacle Decision 4IFishpassagemeasures Assess 1wr11 fish passage be a prohlem here? (perch. slope. exit flows} 
Mi~ion Culvert ~ign Obstacle l>,:cision 4IFishpassagemeasures Assess !Opening area. slope. type, length (if closed bottom) 

Servicelife Hah/Prod I !Culvert dimensions 
Service life Hah/Prod 2IFishhabitatquality 
Service life ~ 3IHahitat restoration measures 

~ Project footprint Hazard ID JICulvertdimensionit 000143 I How long a stru1.-1.ure is needed for this crossing? 
~ 
~ 

Project footprint HazanlID 2IFishhahitatquality 000113 !What is the assessed quality of the fish habitat within .500 m up- and downstream of the proposed crossing? 
Project footprint Hazard ID 000281 IRequest fish habitat mapping 2IFishhahitatquality 

~ 
~ 

~~rint SC"!'<_ 2IFishhabitatq~ 000206 IWhatisthestreamclassification? 
Project footprint Scope 2IFishhahitatquality 000280 lb the stream known locally as a fish spawning stream? 

~ Project footprint 2IFishhahitatquality 000273 1Is the streambed material suitable for fish spawning? 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

Project footprint Scope 2IFishhabitatquali 000108 fAre there any natural barriers to fish migration downstream of the proposed crossing? 
Project footprint 2IFishhabitatquality 000109 IRcquestelectrofishingsurvey Scope 

P~i~ __ f~print 2IFishhahitatquali 00006.5 IIs the watercourse: a trihu~? S~e 
Proiectfootprint s,.,,,. 2IFishhahitatquality 000112 !Are valued fish species common to the streai:n,'~_hydrological ~on? 
Project footprint S~c 2IFi,hhahitatquality 000006 I How far is the site from the mouth of the st:ream_Jj_"!_~~O!!_ ~ a largl!f' waterbody)? 
Project footprint Scope 2IFishhahitatquality 00013.5 IHasthewatercourseexperiencedpreviousalterations? 

~ 
~ 
~ 

IProioctfootJ>ri_nt JIHahitatrestorationmeasures 00009.5 IHow much woody debris has accumulated in the stream? 
IProjectfootprint lptions 1 ICulvert dimensions 000249 IWb.at standard section or segm~t lengths of CSP arc available from suppliers? 
Project footprint IICulvcrtdimensions 00034.5 IWhat are the dim.msions of the culverts in the company inventory? lptions 

~ 
~ 

Project footprint ~tions 3IHahitatrestorationmeasures 000117 IWhen are energy~issipation pools used? 
Project footprint lptions llHabitatrestorationmeasure1 000118 IWhat are the design criteria for energy dissipation pools? 

~ 
~ 

Project footprint lptions 3IHahitatrestorationmeasures 000119 IWhat are guidelines for stream habitat reconstruction on the approach to the crossing? 
Project footprint lptions 3IHabitatrestorationmeasures 000285 IHow can the natural streamhed he simulat.=d in a culvert? 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

Project footprint Accept I !Culvert dimensions 000245 I How should sections or segments of a culvert he arranged in the trench fif CSP transported in segments)? 
Pro_iectfootprint Accept 11Habitatrestorationmeasurcs 000040 I What penahies are imposed by the fedcra] government if fish habitat is lost due to stream alteration'? 
Projcctfootp!!_nt Ac~ JIHabitatrestorationmea.'iures 000101 IWhen are fish habitat and~e~_1!=Ei_~on_l_!1-easures required? 

Assess I Length 

Assess I Width 

Assess IT2:E_e 

Prolcctfootprint l>,:cision I !Culvert dimensions 

Prolectfootprint Decision 21Culvert dimensions 

Prolectfootprint Decision 11Culvert dimensions 
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Flsh&Aquatin Hab/Prod Erosim and sedimentation (chronic) IISedimentcontrolmeasures 
Hab/Prod Erosion and sedimentation ( chronic 21Streambankstabili 

Flsh&Aq•tin Erosiooandsedimentation(chronic JIStreamhed composition 
Flsh&Aqmtin Enlllioo and sedimentation (chronic) 41Use of fill and slope reinforcemt:nt 

HabitatlProd IE.rosioo and Sedimentatim !Hazard ID I 1 ISediment control m~sures 000284 I Is the existing erosioo controllable by normal m~s? 
Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentation IHuMd ID I 21Streamhank stability 000187 I What is the maximum stream velocity hefm: erosion of stream bed and hanks occurs? 
Habitat/Prod IErosioo and Sedimentation IHaz.ard ID I 21Streambank stability 000283 I How st&hle are the streambanks'! 
Habitat/Prod IErosim and Sedimentation IHaz.ard ID I 21Streambank stabili_!r 000089 I Is there evidence of erosion or instabilit¥ in the stn=ainbaiiks near the propoW crossing? 
Habitat/Prod IF..rosioo and Sedimentation I Hazard ID I 21 Swam hank stability 000263 (Is there evidence of sediment accumulatim or silt deposits in the str-.2m? 
Habitat/Prod )Erosioo and Sedimentation 1Haz.ard ID 1 21Streambank stabi!!!r_ 000090 }What is the ~ion rating of soils makin~-the stream hanks? 
Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentation !Hazard ID I 21Streambank stability 000094 !What is the windthmwrating of the trees bordering the "'11.tercoune? 
Habitat/Prod IE.rosioo and Sedimentation IHazard ID I 21Streambank stability 000226 IIs there potential for slope or trench wall failure at the site _£iven the soil typ.=? 
Habitat/Prod IEmsioo and Sedimentation IHazard ID I 3IStreambed com~ition OOOOKI !"What is the stream bed com~sition? 
Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentation IHaz.ani ID I 3IStreambed composition 000082 !What is the sm:&mhed roughnl!!IS factor 1!!.l? 
Habitat/Prod (Erosioo and Sedimentatioo I Scope J 2)Streamhank sta!!_ility_ 0000:59 !What is the cross-sectional profile of the stream at the mad i~J 
Hahitat!Prod IErosioo and Sedimentation. IScope I 21Streambank stability 000072 !What is the background or natural load of suspended solids in the stream under normal flow conditions? 
Habitat/Prod IEnJSion and Sedimentation IScope I 21Streamhank stability 000262 !What are the approach grades of the road design at the site? 
Habitat/Prod IErosioo and Sedim1Sttation IScope I 21Streambank stability 000313 IR~estGIS mapofcuntounand stream buffers in area 
Habitat/Prod )Erosion and Sedimentation (Scope I 2(Streambank stability 000113 !What is the assessed quality of the fish habitat within :500 m Ufr and do\.Wlstruam of the proposed crossing? 
Hab;taVProd IEros;oo and S«Umentatioo !Scope I 21Streambank stah;J;ty 000 I 00 !What ue the potential effects of sedimentation on a.9.uatic habitat? 
HahitatlProd I Erosion and Sedimentatioo I Scope I 21 Streambank stability 000085 !What is the soil~ of the streambanks at the site? 
HahitatlProd IErmion and SOOimc:ntatioo 1Scope I 2IStreambank stability 00031.5 IRequestGIS map of soil types and classification system used in NB 
Hahitat/Prod IErosimandSedimentation ISct~ __ J 2)Stn:ambank~!!Y 000257 I R5uest volume test in the field of streambank soil 
Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentation I Scope I 2IStreamhank stability 000058 !What is the hei~t of the stream hanks? 
Hahitat!Prod IErosioo and Sedimootation IScope J J(Streamhed com~ition 000083 (Wha!_~ of foundation underlies the streambOO at the site? 
Habitat/Prod (Erosim and Sedimootation I Scope J 4IUse of fill and slope reinforcement 0001.59 l'Mlat is the slope of fill for the road shoulder? 
Hahitat/Prod fErosionandSedimentation IOrtioos I IISedimentcmtrolmeasures 0002K2 I How can ditch and overland surface nmoffbe CCW1trolled at the sit~? 
Habitat/Prod IErosionandSedimi:ntation IQe...tions I IISedimentcontrolmeasures 000028 I R~uest information on use of silt fences in sedimentation control 
Habitat/Prod fErosionandSedimentatioo !Options I IISedimentcrntrolmeasures 000029 I Request information on useofhay hales in sedimentation and erosion control 
Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentation IQI!_tions I I !Sediment control measures 000031 (What sediment Clmtrol methods are available? 
Habitat/Prod IErosiooandSedimt2ttation IOptioos I llSedimentcontrolmeasures 000037 !What o.P_!i~s are available to re-establish ve!efati0ll-00Site? 
Habitat/Prod IErosionandSedimentation IOptions I llSedimentc.ontrolmeasures 000267 !What types of seeding are available, at what rate should seed he applied'? 

:::~::~~ ~:: :: ~~::::::: Op::: : ~~fe;:l:dir:o~:~~~ent :~~!~ 1::t:~e ~:: :;~:;!::;'ut matting cost? 

Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentation IOptioos I 41Use of fill and slope reinforcement 000194 I What is the cost of end treatm.::nts for corru~ted st1'Cl culverts? 
Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentation IOptions I 4IUse of fill and slo~ reinforcement 000146 I What optims are available for win~lls or abutments? VJ -0 

HabitatlProd IErosim and SOOimentatim IOptil'Wl.S J 4)Use of fill and~ reinf<Ret111Stt 000020 !What materials are available for___E_vel and rock fill, at Wlat cost from area suppliers? 
Habitat/Prod IErosim and Sedimentation IOptims I 4IUse of fill and slo~ reinforcement 000251 I Is the gnvel fill native to the area good enough to use? 

00016.5 !What zones are advised around \Wtercoune alteratioos tu protect_~£ainst sedimentatitm from surfa~ nmoff? Habitat/Prod IErosionandSedimentatim I~ I IISedimentcontrolmeasures 
Hahitat!Prod IErosion and SOOimentation IAccept I 4IUse of fill and slope reinforcement 000349 I What acc2 of slope protection is required at the inlet of the culvert'! 
Habitat/Prod IErosion and Sedimentation IAccept I _:4}Use of fill and~ reinforcement 000250 !What are the~ferred backfill materials? 
Habitat/Prod IEroaion and Sedimentation I.Accept I 41Use of fill and slope reinfa-cement 0002:56 I Contractor: Who is responsible for in11pecting the quality ofthi: gravd fill? 
HabitatlProd IErosion and Sedimentation IAccept J 4ll!"' _of fill and slop:= reinforcement 000 I 54 I What are the minimum fill requirements for typical culvert installations? 
HabitaVProd IErosion and Sedimentation IDecision lb3 1Swambank stabil_ity, Streambed composition Are the streambanks and s1reambed su~tible to «osion7 If so, how should the site he left? 
HabitaVPrnd IErosion and Sedimentation IDecision I 4IUse of fill and sl~ reinfm;:ement What is the required compaction rating of fill envenlope? 
Habitat/Prod IErosioo and Sedimentation IDecision 41Use of fill and slope reinforcemdtlt What IS the required area of sl~ protection around the culwrt inlet and outli:t? 
Habitat/Prod IErosim and Sedimentatim fDecision J 41Use of fill and sl~_reinforcement Q1antities of goote,..1ile, mulch, seeding, checkdams 
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Flsh&Aquatlcs 

Flsh&quatia 
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Fllh&Aquatin 
Flsh&Aquatin 

Flsh&Aquatlcs 
Flllh&~uatln 
Fish&Aqmtin 

F11h&A.9. ... t1n 

When (Thnnc) Afrrrled How (ProttU<S) 

S.:rvicelife Hab/Prod Loss of native riparian vegetation 

Service life Hab/Pmd Lossofnativeriparianvegetation 

Service life Hab/Pmd Lossofnativeriparianveget.ation 

Service life Habitat Loss of native riparian vegetation 
S.:rvicelife Habitat Lossofnativeriparian~etation 

Service life Habitat Loss of native riparian vegetation 

Service life Habitat Loss of native riparian vegetation 

Service life Habitat LossofnativeriEanvegetation 

Service life Habitat Loss of native riparian vegetation 

Servicelife Habitat Lossofnative~tion 
S«vicelife Hahitat Lossofnati~riparian vegt:tation 

Service life Habitat Loss of native riparian vegetation 

Service life Habitat Lou of native riparian vegetation 

Service life Habitat Lossofnativeriparian~getation 
S«vicelife Habitat LJSsofnativc~tion 
Service life Habitat Lossofnativeriparian~getation 

Servicelife Habitat Lossofnativeriparian~getatioo 

Service life Habitat Lossofnativeriparianvegetation 

Service life Habitat Lo111ofnativeriparian vegetation 

Servicelife Habitat Lollsofnative~tion 
Servicelife Habitat Loss of native riparian vegetation 

Service life Habitat Lossofnati~rj_P!!!_a11~getation 
Service life Habitat L.lSsofnativeriparianve~tation 

Servicelife Habitat Loss of native riparian vegetation 

S«vicelife Habitat Loss of native riparian vegetation 

Service life Habitat Lossofnativeriparianvegetation 

CSA Steps Factor No. Why (Facton) Q ID No. Question Statement 

Hazard ID I I ROW area cleared/ Area of stream banks disturbed looo 164 J\Vhat is the width of mad right-of.way at the crossing? 

Hazard ID ti ROW area cleared/Area ofstreambanksdisturbed J000157 IHowwidewill the road travellin£ surface be? 
Ha;o,rd ID IIROW area cleared/Area of11treambanks disturbed I00015K IWhat is the height to the roa_~ travellinj_-surrace-mthe road design? 

Hazard ID 11 ROW area cleared/ Area of stream banks disturbed I 000 l 59 J\Vhat is the slo~ of fill for the road shoulder? 
Hazard ID 2ILocatioo of route (cover type) 1000096 !'What J)dUnt of the stream surface is shadc:d by riparian vegetation at the cms~in_g? 
Hazard ID 2ILocation of route (covt2'type) Joooo99 - JWhatisthe forest covertyJ>l:atthesite? 

Hazard ID 2llocation of route (cover type) 1000095 JHowmuch \Weldy debris has accumulated in the stream? 

Hazard ID 2ILocation of route (cover type) 1000097 l'What plant and shrub species are found in the riparian 1.0ne near the: stNam crussing? 

Hazard ID 2ILocation of rout~ (cover type) 1000091 (Re,questGIS map of the forest cover type at the site 

Hazard ID JIVegetatioo ~ablishment measures l~0026K IWh•t will be the impact of seeding on local (native) vegetation? 

Srope ~:~:: :~:::~::: ;;; I~~:!! J~::~~11~:;:~:::: :~d ,:~ buffers in area -~ 
Srope 2ILocation of route {ctwer type) Joooos2==1Wftat is the range in stream t12nperature? 

Srope 2IL.ocationofroute(covertype) 1000093 I\Vltatisthegeneralhealthoftheforestcover? 

Scope 2IL.ocation of route {cover type) ____ f000094 l'What is the wind~~wra~~- of the trees bordering the watercourse? 

Options 3IVegetatioo establishment measures 1000037 !What options are available to n>estahlish vegetation on site? 
Options 3IVegetatioo establishment measures I00026?_ !What types ofs«ding are available, at what_~~_s'!~~ld_ seed ~ied? 
Options 3IVegetatioo establishment measun:s 1000338 I How much does hay and cocoout matting cost? 
Qe_tion11 3IVegetatim establishment measures 1000367 ('What is the cost of hay bales? 

IIROW area cleared/Area ofstreambanks disturbed 1000160 ('What is the road class for the~~ road extension? 

A=pt 21 Locatioo of route ( cover type) 1000092 ('What width riparian zme must he retained for activity aloog this watercourse? 
Decision llROWareacleared/Areaofstreambanksdisturbed !Assess IForestareacleared 

Decision 3IVegetation establishment measures ]Assess fWhat steps will he taken to re.<rtore vegc.1ation at the site? 
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Effect 
Wuhout 

Riskbcaru 

Flsh&Aquatln 
FlAh&Aquatlcs 
F111h& A_quatin 
Flsh&Aq,.dcs 
Fbh&Aquatln 
Fbh& Aquatia 

When (1bnng) Affected 

Service life Mig/llab/Prod 
Service life Mig/Hab/Prod 
Service life Mi~b/Prod 
Service life Mig/Hab/Prod 
Service life Mig/Hab/Prod 
Service life Mig/Hab/Prod 

How(Proc ..... ) CSA Steps Factor No. Why (Facton) Q ID No. Question Statcmtnt 

Collapse, uplift plugging seepage, scoor llTrafficloadin2 
Collapse,uplift,plugging,seepage,scour 21Culvert features (dimensions._!!!_~~ features i.e. sa,page control) 
Collapse .. uplift. plugging. seepage. scour 3ISoils&tODOl!fl.ohv 
Collapse~H~~seepage.scour 41Road dimensions (fill fflvelor,e) 
Collapse,uplift.plugging.seepage.,scour 51Sitehistory I 

Collapse,uplift,plugging,seepage,scour 6fStreamfeatures 

Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepage, scour IHUMd ID 61Stream features 000070 IWhat is the cola of the water? 
Collapse_,_ uplift, plugging, seepage, scour IHaurd ID 61Stream features 000071 IIs tb_e stream water corrosive? 
Collapse. uplift, plugging, _seepage, scoor !Hazard ID 61Stream features 000088 IHowabrasiveisthehedloadcarried hythestream? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging.seepage.scour IHa7iniID J)Soi(s&tolkWfllohV 000089 IIs therec:vidence of erosioo or instability in the stream hanks near the pmpoSOO crossing? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepage, scour IHazard ID 5ISitehistory 000135 !Has the mi.tercou~ ex"Jk,1ii;;nced previoos alteratioos? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepage, scour IHazard ID 51Sitehistory 000140 I How have other drainage structures p«fonned in the area? 
Collapse. uplift, plugging, seepage, scour !Hazard ID 5)Sitehi~ 000141 IIsthereevidenceoficescouratthesite? 
Collapse, uplift, pluging, seepage. scour !Hazard ID llTrafficloading 000162 l\1/hat is the maximum gross vehicle weight expected to travel this road? 
Coll_a__l!se, uplift, _plugging, see_pa~ scour !Hazard ID 5ISitehistoay 000168 I Is tb_ere an accumulation of leaf litter and fc«st debris along stream hanks? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage. scour !Hazard ID IITrafficloadin2 000191 l\1/hatisthedesigndeadload for the structure? 

Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepa_g__e_,._ scour IHazvd ID !ITrafficloading 000239 IIs the road used fry offway highway transpm of wood (i.e. h~~ ~ng_ ~ds)? 
Collapse. uplift, plugging. seepage, scour I HUMd ID 31Soils & topography 000246 I How does !!I!_lift contrihute to culvert failure? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, ~J'!ge. scour IHaz.ard ID 31Soils&tol)02l'aphy 000254 IIs there potential for hackwatering or submergence at the site? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scour I HUMd ID l)Traflicloading 000265 IVJhat are the weights and ground-hearing pressure of the availahle equipm~t? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. so:page, scour )Huard ID 51Sitehistory 000346 IAretherealderswalesatthesite? 
Collapse uplift plugging seepage, scour IHa.zard ID 41Road dimensions {fill envelope) 000262 IWh_at are the approach grades of the finished road design at the site? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scoor !Hazard ID 51Sitehistory 000126 IAre heavers active on other str~m crossings in the area? 
Collapse~ plugging, seepage. scour IScope 6IStn:am features 000047 l\1/hat is the width of the Y.11.tercourse measured from edge ofhank to edge of bank at the pro~ crossing? 

Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepage. scour~ 61Streamfeatures 000048 IVJhat is the width of the Y.11.tercourse measured from high \\Ster mark to high water mark? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, sc;cpage. scoor IScope 51Sitehistc,iy_ 000050 l\1/hat future forest interventioos are planned for the area?: 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepage, scour IScope 61Stream features 000064 IVJh~i-~_!h~ c!_O_s~~~-~~_file of the stream? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepage, scour IScope 61Streamfeatures 000065 IVJhat is the grade of the stream? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepa2e, scour 1Scope 3ISoils & topography 000083 IWh~ of foundation underlies the streamhed at the site? 
Collapse,upliftpluggingsecoage~ 3ISoils&tol)02flnln 000090 l\1/hat is the «o6ion rating of soils making up the stream hanks? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scour Scope JI Soils & tOJK'l2fl.J>hY 000094 What is the windthmw rating of the trei.':s hadering the v.atercoursc? 
Collapse~.!t_plugging.seepage.scour Scope llTraflicloading_ 000120 \1/hat is the design live load for the sb'Ucture under the L series design standard? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging.seepage,scour Scope 51Sitehis!!!Y_ 000136 \1/hat is the historical peak flow data for the v.akrcourse? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scour Scope 51Sitehistory 000138 Hasfcrestharvestingheencarriedoutinthevicinityofthestream? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, 5COU! Sco_1><:_ 51Sitehistory 1000139 Were huff er or riparian strips retained for any previous activity near the watercourse? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scoor Scope 2ICU1vert features {dim, seepage control, material stren~OOOI43 Howloogastructureisneededforthiscrossing? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepage, scour Scope 51Sitehistory 1000156 Whatisthee>.1>ectedservicelifeoftheroadanditsinfrastructure? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scoor Sco_1><:_ 41Road dimensims (fill envelope) 000157 How wide will the road travelling surface he? 

Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scour Scope 4IRoad dimensim~-(fill envelope) 000158 \1/hatistheheighttotheroadtravellingsurfacein the road design? 
Collapse, uplift. plugging. seepage, scour Scope 4IRoad dimoosions (fill envelope) 000159 VJhatisthesl~offillfortheroadshoulder? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging.1eepage,scour Scope llTrafliclcading 000160 Whatistheroadclassfortheproposedroadex1ension? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scour Scope IITrafficloading 1000161 \1/hat volume of traffic is expected for the road? 

Collapsc,uplift.plugging.socpage,scour ScoJJO 41Road dimensions (fill envelo)l<') 1000163 What type of road ditching s:vstem will be in place? 
Collapse, uplift, plugg~e. scrur Scope IITrafficloading 1000179 VJhatisthedesignliveloadforthestructureundertheCSloadingstandard? 

Collapse.uplift, plugging.seepage.scour Scope 2ICulvert features (dimL seepage control. material strend000209 Are the csp_~ucts of guaranteed quality? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scour Sc<>_1><:_ 2ICU1vert features (dim, seepage control, material streng)000223 How often are maintenance in~ons carried out on comoany roads and structures? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging.seepage,scour Scope 2ICU1vertfeatures(dim~material strendD00253 Will the structure be under inlet or outlet control in full flow cooditions? 
Collapse, uplift.plugging. seepage, scour Scope 31Soils & topography 1000313 Request GIS map of contours and stream huffers in area 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scour _ _J~pe JISoils & t0D02111Dhv 000315 I Request GIS map of soil types and classificatioo system used in NB 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, scour I Scope JISoits & tonnonr.nhv 000316 I Request GIS map of drainage classes and descriptions used in NB 
Collapse, uplift, plugging, seepage, ~r )Options 41Roaddimensions(fillenvelope) 000020 l\1/hat materials are available f<y gravel and rock fill, at \\hat cost from Ar'2 suppliers? 
Colla_pse, uplift, plugging, seepage,~ ·oos 2ICU1vert features {dim, see~e control, material streng)OOOJ45 VJhat coatings are available at what cost from local suppliers? 
CollapseL !_lp_lift, pluging. seepage. scour ·on, 21Culvert features {dim.:...see_page_control. material streng)000148 What gauge (thickness) of sted are availahle for steel culverts? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage, SC<Wlr )ptims 210.dvert features (dim, seepage control, material stren,d000149 \1/hatcCTIUgation profili:sareavailableforcCTIUgatedsteclculverts'? 
Collapse. uplift. plugging, seepageL scour ·oos 21Culvert features{dim, seepage control, material stn:n~000190 How can we monitor changes in the structure's shape durin2 constructilm? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging.seepage,scour ·oos 21Culva1 features{dim, seepage control, material stren,d000194 VJhat is the cost of end treatments foc C<Yrugated steel culverts? 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage,scoor )ptions 2ICUlva1 features{dim~e_c_ontrol, material strend_000215 VJhat options exist for inlet design of CSP culverts? 
Collapse uplift plugging. seepage, ~r 1tioos IITrafficloading 1000240 Can weight restrictions be imposed on the road? 
Collapse, uplift!. plugging, seepage, scour lptioos IITnflicloading 000241 Canpublicaccessherestrictedontheroad? 
Collapsc,uplift,plugging.seepage,scour ~ORS 2ICulvertfeature~_ge_c~_~l.!.material strend;000243 How can deformation {due to P?-1fu.& !!l_d_ ~111~&) l!I the structure he prevented? 
Collapse~ft.pluggin~scour ptioos 2ICulvert features (dim, seepage control, material stren}!f000244 VJhat are ways to prevent piping a seepage around the outside of the culvert? 
Collapse, __ u_pl_ift,plugging, sc,epage, scour lptions 2ICU1vert features (dim, seepage control, material strend000247 VJhat options are available for joining or coupling together lert~s of culvert? 
Coll~p_se. uplift, plugging. so:page, scour t!_tims 2ICU1vert features (dim, seepage control. material strenl4000248 Howcanuplifth~ented? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging.seepage,scour otions 2ICulvertfeatures(dim~material strenl!f000249 \1/hat standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available frtm suppliers? 
Collapsc,uplift,plugging.soopage.scoor ptioos 4IRoad dimensioos {fill envelope) 1000250 What are the prefc;ued backfill mataials? 
Collapse,uplift~ing,scepage,scour tJtions 41Road dim..,sioos {fill envelope) 100025 I Is the gravel fill t(!_tj~_!Q._~e_area good enough to use? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging,seepage.scour ptions !ITraffic loading 1000266 How should equipment travel around the strucrure to avoid deformation \\bile backfilling? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging.seepage,scour ptims 2ICU1vert features (dim, seepage control, material strendOOOJ 10 \1/hat is the cost of couplers used to join sections of culvert tQ&_ether? 
Collapse.uplift,plugging,seepage,scoor tJtioos 2ICU1vcrt features (dim. seepage control, material strend0003 I l \1/hatisthecostofanti·see~eorseepagecontrolcollars? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging seepage,scoor 1tioos 41Road dimensioos {fill envelope) 1000312 VJhatisthecostofdifferenttypesofgeotextile? 
Collapse.!..~lift,plugging.seepage,scoor ~ms 2ICU1vertfeatures(dim~1_material stren_gl000345 \1/hat are the dimensioos of the culverts in the ccmpany inventay? 
Collapse,uplift,plugging,seepage,scour ,Ptions 21Culvert features (dim, seepage cootrol, material streni!I000249 What standard section or segment lengths of CSP are available frmt suppliers? 
Collapse uplift pl~_gging, seepage, scour ~tions 2ICU1vert features (dim seepage con~j,JnaterjaJ strenFi000148 \1/hat gauges (wall thicknesses) of steel are reccmmended f~ culverts? 



Effect Riskbnrrr When (Tlmlnc) Affected How(Procra11rs_l CSA Steps Fador No. Why 0,-adon_L______ Q ID No. 
Collapse., uplift~~in_g, seepage. scour Accept 21Culvert features (dim,_ ~age control, material strend000044 
Coll_!P~ uplift, plugging, seepa~ scour Accept IITraffic)oading IOOOl.51 
Collapse., uplift~~~! 5COUr Accept 2ICU1vert features (dim. seepage cootrol, material stren_dOOOl.53 
Coll_apse., uplift, plugging. seepage, scour Accept 4IRoad dimensions (fill envelopel IOOOl.54 
Collapse. uplift, plugging. see~e. scour Accept 41Roaddimensions(fillenvelopel 0001•1 
Collapse. uplift. plugging. seepage. scour Accept 2ICulvert features _!_dim. seepage control. material strenJ:!1000193 

Coll~~ugg4'_g_.seepage1.scour Acce_Jrt_ 2ICulvert feature~~ge_c~trol, material strend000204 
Collapse; uplift. plugging~ scour Accept IITrafticloading 100023& 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. soo~ge. scour Accept 2ICulvert features (dim. seepage coo_~ material strenJ:!1000242 
Collapse, uplift, pluggi~g. seepage, scour Accept 21Culvert features(dim~_control, material stren__d000245 
Collapse, uplift, plugging. seepage. scour Accept IITrafficloading 100025& 
Collapse, uplift.! plugging. seepage. scour Accept IITrafficloading 000324 
Collapse. uplift. plugging. seepage, scour Decision llTraffic loading 

Collapse.uplift~pa__ge~scour Ikision 21Culvert features (dim, seepage control, material strengassess 
Collapse,uplift.pluggin.&!.._~_page,scour Decision 2ICulvert features (dim, seepage control~ material strendassess 
Collapse.uplift~~....!.scour Decision 2ICulvertfeatures~~-c~trol.material stren,dasse5s 

Coll~...!!JJ!i_ft, plugging. seepage.! scour Decision 2)Culvertfeatures{dim.seepagecontrol.materialstrenl,1assess 
Collapse. uplift!_ph1gging, so:page, scour Decision 2ICulvert features (dim, seepage control, material stren,iassess 
Coll~_p!ift. plugging!. seepage, scour Decision JISoils & to~ohv 
Collaps_c; uplift, plugging. seepage.! scour Decision 4IRoaddimensions{fillenvelope) 
Coll~~li~ plugging, seepage.! scour Ikision 2ICUlvert feature~J_djm. seepage control, material st:renJ;jasSc!SS 
Collapse, uplift, pluggin~ seepage, scoor Decision 4)Roaddimensions(fillenwlope) 
Collapse, uplift, pl~_gging, seepage, scour Decision 2)Culvert features ~i_'!!!_~g_e control, material s1renJ;1assess 
Collapse,uplift,plugging.Sdepage,scour Decision 5ISitehistory 

Collapse. uplift. plugg~g. seepage. scour Ikision 5)Sitehistory 

Collap~li~~-plugging. seepage, scour Decision 2ICulvert features (dim. seepag,: cnntrol, mattmal ittrenJ!laSSl;!Ss 
Collapse,uplift,plu_gg_i!t_g.seepage,scour Decision 2ICulvert features~~ge~ontrnl, material stren.!llassess 
Collapse~~....&!_~,scour Decision 3lCulvert features (dim1. seepage control. material s1reni1as."less 
Collapse. uplift, plugging. ~page, 2ICulvert features (dim, ito:epage control, material stren.!llass.:ss 

Collapse.uplift~~-ag~.scour Deci11ion 2ICulvert features (dim, seepage control. material stren_dassess 

VJ -VJ 

~tlon Statement 
What is the maximum allowahh:: h~ht of water above the inlet of a culvert ? 
View diagram of CS loading standard design truck 

IR.;Quest example calculationl'li for ~I culvert wall thickness and com1gation profile 
What are the minimum fill requirl!fflt::nts for typical culvert inl'litallatfrm? 
\Vhat are the minimum and maximum fill requiNm121ts for typical culvert sires and shaJ>1=s? 

I Request diagram explaining 'corrugation profile' 

What are the bedding requirements for culvert foundations? 

What design standard(s) are u!kro to calculate live loads from trucks on the structure? 
What is the allowable defonnatinn of the culvert shape (due to peaking and rolling)? 

How should sections or segmratts of a culvert he arranged in the trench (if CSP transpnrted in segmi;;nts)? 
What is the maximum pennissihle \\eight of equipment to he used while backfilling around culverts? 
R~uest example calculations for truck live load under CS 700 design standard 
What is the maximum truck axJeloading~tructureacordlllg to your design? 

\Vhat is the allowable deformatioo of the culvert shape (peaking and rolling)? What can be done to monitCI change of shape in 
the structure? How can the contractor avoid shape defmnation? 

Will the ends of the culvert need to he field cut To;. any reason? I.e. for beveling ends or cutting to l<!llgth. 
Will the culvert he installed as a single piece;! or in sections? 

If inmlted in sections. how long will each segment be, and how will the lengths be arranged (laid in the trench?) 
What CSP product. at \Wat gauge and corrugation profile is reconurn .. 'llded for this crossing? 

How should the culvert bedding he prepared at the site? 

\Vhat will be the height of the fill between the top of the culvert you specify and the road travelling surface? 
\Vhat is the maximum allowable hci~t of water above the inlet of a culvert ? 
What is the required ccmpaction rating of fill a,vmlope? 

How will you prevent piping or seepage around the sides of the culvert? 

Do yau expect that future interventions in the area will increase the peak flows of the stream? 

Is there any data about si~~~~~at concerns ~u? 
HowwilltheculvertheanchoredatthC-Site? 

\Vhatistherequiredareaofsh~protectionaroundtheculvertinletandout)i;rt? 
How will you prevent und«mining and scour at the ends of the culv~ 
Lengthofculvt!rtpastto.:offill for uplift 

height of fill, gauge thickness. profile., max axle loading 



VJ -~ 

Effttt Risk bnru 
Cbannd Chances (StrHm MorpholocY) 

Touctty 

'

Fllh&Aqm.tln 
Flllh&AqlM.tin 

(~~h & Aquatics 
IFl•h&Aq•tlcs 
r Fl11h & Aqua tin: 

When (Tlnmc) Affedrd How(Pl'Ot'nsa) 

-TServicelife (Mig!Hab/Prod~hanges 
IServicelife IMig/Hab/Prod IChannelchanges 
(Service life IMig/Hab/Ptod IChannelch.anges 
IServicelife IMig/Hah/Prod IChamelchanges 
fservice life IMig/Hah/Prod IChannel ch.anges 

Channel changes 

Channelchan_E 
Channelch.anges 
Channel changes 

Channel changes 

Channel changes 

Channel changes 
Channel changes 
Channel changes 

Channel changes 

Channelchan~s 
Channelchan.~ 
Channel changes 
Channel changes 
Channel changes 
Channel changes 

ChannelchanRes 
Channel changes 
Channel changes 

Channel changes 

Channel changes 
Channelch.anges 
Channel changes 

Service life Hah/Prod/Tox Chemical contamination 
Servicelife Hah/Prod!Tox Chemical contamination 
Savicelifc Hah/Prodffox Chemical contamination 
Service life Hab/Prodffox Chemical contamination 
S«vicelife Hah/Prodrrox Chanicalcontamination 

Chemical contamination 

Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 

Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contaminatim 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 

ChQ'Dical contamination 

Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 
Chemicalcontaminatioo 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 

Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 

Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 

Chemicalcontunination 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 
Chemical contamination 
C'hemical cnntanunation 
Chemical contamination 

CSA Steps Fador No. Why (Fadon) 

I .SICulvertshapeandalignment 

"T 111.AlCalinterventions 

' 2IServicelifeofculvertandroad 

"T 41Streamhankstabili_!r 

"T 3IStreamhed c001_____1!Q_sition 

HUMdID .SICulvertshapeandalignment 
HUMdID SICulvert shape and a~erit 
HUMdID IIL..ocalinterventions 
HUMdlD l lLocal interventions 
HUMdlD 41Streambankstahility 

JIStreamhcdcomposition 
Scope 21Servicelifeofculvertandroa.d 

21Servicelifeofculvertandroad 
Scope 21Servicelifeofculvertandroad 
Scope 31Streambed~,sition 
Scope 31Streambedcomposition 
Scope 31Streambed~itit-.i 
Scope .SI Culvert shape and alignment 
Scope IILocal interventions 
Scope 1 ILocal interventions 
lo;tim, SICulvert shape and alignment 
!Ckrtions SICulvert shape and alignment 

Ootions .SICulvert shape and alignment 
lo;tim, SI Culvert shape ~-~lignment 
loi,tim, .SICulvert shape and alignment 
Accept 41Streombank stab;J;ty 

SICulvert shape and alignment 
Accept .SICulvertshape_!ll_dalignment 
Decision .SICulvertshapeandalignment 

lnessofcrew 

HUMd ID IIMaterialsused 
HUMdlD 21Typeoffill u""1 
Haz.ardID 2ITypooffillu""1 
HUMdlD 3l~i~mtuse 
HUMdlD l(Materialsused 
HUMdlD IIMaterialsused 
HUMdlD IIMaterialsused 
HUMdID .SITraining and prepaf'Wness of crew 
HUMdID .SITraini.!!_g_ and ~paredness of crew 
Scooe JI Equipment use 

Scooe 2ITypooffillu""1 
2ITypeoffillused 

Scope 41Destinationofwater 
Scope 41Destination of water 
Scope SITraining and preparedness of crew 
Scope .SITrainin£ and preparedness of crew 
IODtions IIMaterialsused 

IOo•m• 2l!}l>O_offillu""1 
.21!_tions 3IEquipmerit use 

lootim, IIMaterialsused 
Accept 2ll)Te_offillu""1 
Accept 3IEquipment use 

!Accent 3(Equipment use 
Acceot 3IEquipment use 

!Accent 5ITrainingandf'l"l;'parednessofcrew 
Accept 5ITrainingandpreparednessofcrew 
Decision .SITraini!].gandpreparednessofcrew 
Decision 3(Equipmentuse 

Q ID No. Question Statement 

~ 
OOOl42 At \Wat angle does the stream meet the road centerline? 

000337 
ooooso 

Does the stream m.:ander upstream or downstream of the cross in_£_? 
\Vhatfutureforestinterventionsareplannedforthearea?: 

ooorn" Request GIS map of previous harvest activity in the area 

0002S4 Is there potimtial for hackwatering or sub_r11~ence at the site? 

000208 

ooom 
W'hatisthe~-,tentiaJforscourvfthc::stn:amhc::d? 
\Vhen and how will the structure be decommissioned? 

'iiooi60' What is the mad class for the proposed mad extension? 
000047 W'hat are the long-term plans for the road \Wen harvesting is complete? 
ooooii 
iiooiiii" 
ooooii 
iiiiom Has the watercourse experiericed previous alterations? 

Whatisthestreamhedcml~sition? 

Whatisthestreunbedrou~nessfactor_{n}? 
What~ of foundation underlies the streambed at the site? 

'iiiiiirn Has fl.ffSt harvesting been carried out in the vicinity of the stream? 
~ 
0002()3 

Were buffer Of ri~_~ps retained for any previous activi_~near the watercourse? 
What options are available for culvert footings., at \Wlat cost? 

iioom 
000285 

What options exist fer inlet design of CSP culverts? 
How can the natural stream.bed he simulated in a culvert? 

oocii46 
iiiicii"47' 
iioo"m 
o7io'3« 
ooiii'4j" 

What is the maximum stream veloci_!r hefON erosion of stream bed and hanks occurs? 
\Vhat is the maximum permissible len~h of culvert for fish passage? 

What opti~ ~ available for wingwalls or abutments? 
What options are available for controlling scour or dissip&ti~ ~_ergy at the outl!irt of a drainage structure? 

Howlongastructureisne.=dedforthiscrossing? 
~ Alignment (skew), type, op.ming area 

000269 !What will be the im£:!ct offertilizers or other chemi~l-~!nders in grass sa!d if washed into the stream? 
000086 I Ia there acid-generating l'OCkm the vicinity of the site? 
00025.S IRequesttestofgravel to check for acid-bearing rock 111lphides 
000229 !Contractor: Do you desi~a11;a ~fuellini and machine maintenance station? 
000222 I Contractor: What chemicals will the crew \\Ork with? 
000070 IWhat is the coloc of the water? 
000071 ltsthestreamwatercorrosive? 
000227 IContractcw: How hazardous are the chemicals the crew usually works with \Wim installing culverts? 
000167 IWhat are ~ential sources of chemical contamination of the stream? 
0001 KO 1Is the mu:I building equipment well-maintained? 
000084 IWhat is the soil/"'8.ter _e_H at the site? 
00008.S !What is the soil~ of the streambanks at the site? 
00006.S IIs the watl2'COlltSI! a trihut~ 
000064 I noes the-watercourse intercept ~ny waterbodies downstream ~~he crossing? 
000231 !Contractor: Aremachineoperatorsadequatelytrainedorcertified? 
000300 IContractcw: Hav.: your manual labour crews~ formally trained? 
000277 !What are alternatives to the u51;: of chemical fertilizer and binder in irass seed? 
0002S 1 lhthe gravel fill native to the area good enough to use? 
000213 I Does the rc.d construction crew have access to temporary stream cr~n_g structures? 
00014.S IWhatcoatingsareavailahleat\Wlatcostfromlocalsuppliers? 
000256 ICmtractcr: \\11.0 is responsible for inspecting the quality of the gravel fill? 
000166 I What are the guidelines for dealing with fu.:I storage and the servicing of equipment? 
000237 !Contractor: WhO will be responsibl.: f<X" ~uipmOOfl'Ullinten~~ and saf.:ty? 
000210 I Contractor: Who is res~sihle for handling fuel and chemicals at the site? 
000261 !Contractor: is the cr~w.:quipped to handle a chemical spill? 
000328 !What are the OHSA reglllitioos with respect to handling"-hmrdous materials? 
Assess !How is the contractor and crew ~ared to handle fuel and chemicals on site? 
Assess I Dimensions of established protective zon.:s 



APPENDIX H Environmental Quality Score: Code 
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APPENDIX H-1 Relative Weights Code for Environmental Quality Scores 

This example is for determining the relative importance weights from the judgments of the 
environmentalist comparing a branch of the hierarchy containing four elements for comparison. 
The environmentalist is essentially judging the order of priority four known hazards to fish and 
aquatics should take for a risk manager during the construction of stream crossings. 

Source Data: Table of verbal judgments comparing four items pairwise, multiplied by a 
constant for scale transformation 

Items Verbal 
(x, y) Judgment 

1,2 6 

1,3 -4 

1,4 6 

2,3 -8 

2,4 -6 

3,4 6 

Inputs to R v.2.12: 

>vector<- scan() 
1: 2.079442 
2: -1.38629 
3: 2.079442 
4: -2.77259 
5: -2.07944 
6: 2.079442 
7: 
Read 6 items 

Multiply by 
Constant 

for Scaling 
(0.3465736) 

2.079442 

-1. 38629 

2.079442 

-2. 77259 

-2.07944 

2.079442 

>table<- read.table("f:\\4items.txt", header=T) 
> dataframe <- data.frame(vector, table) 
> linearreg <- lm(vector - -1 + il + i2 + i3, data 
na.action=na.omit) 
>temp<- linearreg 
>a<- temp$coefficients 
>a<- append(a,O) 
> n <- 4 
>new.weight.list<- vector(,n) 
>new.weight.list<- exp(a)/sum(exp(a)) 
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Output from R v.2.12: 

> new.weight.list 

il i2 i3 
0.26566783 0.02348191 0.63186690 0.07898337 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

File: 4items.txt 

il i2 i3 
1 -1 0 
1 0 -1 
1 0 0 
0 1 -1 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
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APPENDIX H-2 FCP-11 Code for Environmental Quality Scores 

The composite distance computation is obtained using this equation ( after Bardossy et 

al., 1985): 

Where 

n1 = the number of elements in the second-level group in the hierarchy,}; 

S\,1 = the index value of the ith indicator in the second-level group of indicators,}; 

( w) iJ = the weight reflecting the importance of each of the indicators in group j ( L ( m) ij 

= 1); 

p1 = the balancing factor for group}. 

p is the degree of substitution between elements of a group. It is set to equal 1, 2 or 3 

where p= 1 connotes perfect substitution between the elements of a group in the hierarchy, p=2 

connotes moderate substitution, and p=3 means no substitution is desired. Asp increases, the 

effect of the individual weight, w, assigned to each element decreases in the overall 

computation. 

Despite the initial appearance of complexity of this algorithm compared to simple linear 

models, the algorithm has these advantages ( e.g. McCauley-Bell & Badiru, 1996; Tsaur et al., 

1997; Accorsi et al., 1999): 

1. It uses a measure of the interaction between criteria. The balancing factor, p, is used 

as a second weight to express the substitutability, or compromise between criteria, and; 
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2. Consequence functions can be developed (Mays et al., 1997) which could be used to 

reflect others' perceptions of the consequences of participant solutions to problems. 

Some disadvantages of using an algorithm that operates on a hierarchy for decision-

making (in this case the decision-making is the assessment and ranking of participants) are: 

1. The configuration of the hierarchy ( e.g. pruning and grouping of branches) can affect 

diagnostic judgement (Van der Pligt et al., 1998), and; 

2. Each branch of the hierarchy (criteria and sub-criteria) is assigned a relative 

importance weight. However, the steepness of the hierarchy can affect the weighting 

and result in larger priority ratios (Salo and Hamalainen, 1992). 

The foregoing was programmed in MATLAB from original code created by a research 

group consisting ofY.W. Lee, I. Bogardi, and J. Stansbury for the 1991 paper "Fuzzy decision 

making in dredged material management" (Journal of Environmental Engineering, 117( 5), 614-

630). The sub-routine used in the program to rank alternatives (in this case, participant 

solutions) is from a method put forward by Chen, S., in the 1985 paper "Ranking Fuzzy 

Numbers with Maximizing Set and Minimizing Set" (Fuzzy Sets and Systems, 17(2), 113-129). 

FCP-II 

% Load file of basic indicator values for each option 

situation 
I ) ; 

case. ') ; 

input('Enter O if you want to analyze the basic case. 

('Enter 1 if you want to analyze the forest stream 

% The collection of case O specific files is: 
% hagbiv, hagwtsbf, hagmmnMrnx, hagbwc 

if situation== 0, 

biv % contains BIV or basic indicator values 
wtsbf % contains WTSBF or weights and balancing factors 
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mmnMrnx % contains MINMAX or desired minimum and maximum values 
bwc % contains BWCOL or column vector establishing the best 

%possible value for each indicator 

if situation== 1, 

hobbiv % contains BIV 
hobwtsbf % contains WTSBF 
hobrnrnnMmx % contains MINMAX 
hobbwc % contains BWCOL 

else, 

disp('Not ready for this case yet. ') 

end 

% Create index intervals using crisp best and worst values for each 
%indicator 

fuz13v6 

% Setup arrays to process FCP algorithm 

g=SBIV; 
cg=zeros(size(SBIV)); 
ggg=zeros(size(SBIV)); 

% Setup hierarchical structure for processing 

x = input('Enter the number of levels. '); 

zcount = 1; 

% Initializes the counter for the array of weights and balancing 
factors 

for level 
hierarchy 

1+1:x; % Loop 1 loops through each level in the 

disp('For level number :') 

level 

t=O; 

ycount = zcount; 

nc= input('Enter the number of composite indicators. '); 

for compind = 1:nc; 
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% Loop 2 loops through each composite group on the current level 

disp('For the composite indicator number:') 

compind 

n = input('Enter the number of lower level indicators. '); 

V=ones(size(n)); 

% Read W for each lower-level indicator in the current composite 
%group 

V WTSBF(ycount, 4:4+n-1); 

W = transpose(V) 

level 

compind 

% Read balancing factor for current composite group from WTSBF 

p = WTSBF(ycount,3) % Balancing factor 

hh = compind; % Composite indicator 

for kk = 1:no; % Loop 4 loops through each option number 

pp= nbi*(kk-1); % Off set by number of basic indicators 

for ii= t+l:t+n; 

% Loop 5 loops through each row number of SBIV to number of basic 

% indicators for the current design option 

for jj = 1:4; 

% Loop 6 loops through each column number of SBIV on the current 
%row 

gg(ii+pp,jj)=W(ii-t)*( (g(ii+pp,jj))Ap); 

end% jj End Loop 6 through columns of SBIV row 

end% ii End Loop 5 through rows of SBIV for design option 

cg(hh+pp, :)=(sum(gg)-sum(ggg)) .A(l/p); 

ggg=gg; 

end% kk End Loop 4 through the design options 
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t = ii; 
ycount = ycount + 1; 

end 

% for compind = 1:nc; End Loop 2 through composite groups on the 
current %level 

for i=l:4, 

% Loop 7 loops through an array, compfuz, to fill it with g and cg 
side 
% by side 

end 

j=i+4*(level-2); 
compfuz ( : , j ) =g ( : , i) ; 
compfuz(:,j+4)=cg(:,i); 

% End Loop 7 to fill compfuz with g and cg from the current level 
1+1:x 

g=cg 
cg=zeros(size(g)); 
gg=zeros(size(g)); 
ggg=zeros(size(g)); 

zcount = ycount; 

end % End Loop 1 for level= 1+1:x; 

for o 1:no; % Loop 8 loops through the design options 

countir O; 
for ir = l+(o-l)*nbi:nbi*o; % Loop 9 loops through ir 

countir = countir + 1; 
rows(countir,:) g(ir,:); 

end% End Loop 9 

tot(o, :)=sum(rows); 

end% End Loop 8 

tot; 

for i=l:no, 

% Loop 10 loops through design options to set fuzzy extreme and 
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% intermediate limits 

if tot(i,2)>tot(i,3), 
rmin tot(i,3); 
rmax tot(i,2); 
else 
rmin tot(i,2); 
rmax tot(i,3); 
end% End if 

if tot(i,l)>tot(i,4), 
Rmin tot(i,4); 
Rmax tot(i,l); 
else 
Rmin 
Rmax 

tot(i,l); 
tot(i,4); 

end% End if 

Total(i, :)=[Rrnin rmin rmax Rrnax] 

end% End Loop 10 

chenrank 

******************************************************************* 

% fuzl3v6 
% Script file containing case-specific MINMAX and BWCOL arrays are 
loaded% up in fuzl2 

nbi=input('Enter the number of basic indicators. '); 

no input('Enter the number of design options. I ) ; 

% To find the minimum value for each basic indicator we look in the 
% low end column of the largest likely interval for each indicator. 

for i = l:nbi; 

rnrnn(i)=MINMAX(i,l); 

end 

for i = l:nbi; 

Mrnx(i)=MINMAX(i,2); 
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end 

% Create index intervals corresponding to the basic indicies. 

%Load column vector containing a value of "0" to indicate that 
higher is %better or "l" to indicate that lower is better for each 
indicator i. 

for k=l:no; 

for i=l:nbi; 

end 

end 

for j=l:4; 

p=i+(k-l)*nbi; 

if BWCOL(i) 0, 

SBIV(p,j)=(BIV(p,j)-rnrnn(i))/(Mrnx(i)-rnrnn(i) ); 

else, 

SBIV(p,j)=(BIV(p,j)-Mrnx(i))/(rnrnn(i)-Mrnx(i)); 

end 

end 
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******************************************************************* 
% chenrank 
% ranking algorithm 

no 

Total 

% Comb is a matrix which stacks the transposes of each option's 
final fuzzy rating in columns side by side 

Comb= transpose(Total); 

M=max(Comb); 

% The last row (maximum position row) in Comb 

% MM= xmax is the x position with the highest um value and lowest 
ug value 

MM=max (M' ) ; 

% xmax or the maximum value in the transpose of the last row of 
Comb 

m=min(Comb); 

% The first row (minimum position row) in Comb 

% mm= xmin is the x position with the highest ug value and lowest 
um value 

mm=min (m'); 

% xmin or the minimum value in the transpose of the first row of 
Comb 

med=median(Comb); 

% The row of median values between the min and max value in each 
column 
% of Comb 

for i=l:no, 

% Um(i) = maximum membership value of each x in the fuzzy set 
defined by 
% the intersection of um and ui 

Um(i)=(M(i)-mm)/((MM-mm)-(med(i)-M(i) )); 
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% Ug(i) = maximum membership value of each x in the fuzzy set 
defined by 
% the intersection of ug and ui 

Ug(i)=(MM-m(i) )/((MM-mm)+(med(i)-m(i) )); 

% The crisp utility of the fuzzy set is taken as the midpoint 
between um% and 1-ug 

Ut(i)=((Um(i)+l-Ug(i))/2); 

disp('The crisp environmental rating of Option') 
disp(i) 

disp('is:') 
disp(Ut(i)) 

end 
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APPENDIX I Questionnaire: Concept Mapping 
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Appendix I Concept Mapping Questionnaire 

1. Generate a 'beetle diagram' of the concepts you cover or complete when planning a 

culvert installation. Beetle diagrams are simply charts used to brainstorm ideas about a central 

topic or theme. The central theme for your diagram will be 'culvert selection and installation'. 

An example of a beetle diagram for determining whether or not to buy a used car is given below. 
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2. For each of the ideas generated by the beetle diagram, put them into an ordered list of 

the topics or tasks you undertake when selecting and installing a culvert i.e. 

Ordered list 

1. Cost 

a) Within budget 

b) Reasonable price 

2. Reliability 

a) Mileage 

b)Age 

3. Appearance 

a) Make/model 

b) Interior 

4. Reliability 

i. comfort 

ii. color 

c) Records 

d) Trust in car owner/dealer 

3. Using the ordered list of tasks you created in Exercise 2, draw a flow chart showing 

the order in which the tasks would be carried out from initial selection to installation. Where 

tasks would be carried out simultaneously, draw them in parallel i.e. reliability and appearance 

(Items 2 and 3 ). 
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Participant 1 Response to Concept mapping Questionnaire 

/. /1,e«tlL J:,', Ifft\"' 
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